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Abstract
In this dissertation, we address several inverse problems associated with multi-channel sampling and
reconstruction that pertain to parallel magnetic resonance imaging (pMRI). The first part of this
dissertation addresses adaptive design of spatio-temporal acquisition and reconstruction in model-
based pMRI wherein the signal model is a sparse support. We develop a highly-accelerated real-time
dynamic MRI technique, dubbed PARADISE, which incorporates a physiologically-driven sparse
support model in the joint spatial domain and temporal frequency dimension. The imaging scheme
gains its acceleration from: (i) sparsity of the support model; and (ii) the redundancy in data ac-
quired by the parallel receiver coils. The PARADISE adaptation procedure ensures that maximally
compressed MR data is acquired by optimally exploiting the degrees of freedom in the joint k–t
sampling space, thereby enabling high accelerations and quality in the cine reconstruction stage.
We propose and verify the efficacy of a geometric multi-channel sampling design algorithm that
does not require explicit knowledge of the channel characteristics. Accompanied by a customized
pulse sequence, the fast semi-blind acquisition design technique enables streamlined implementa-
tion of the method in a clinical setting. Moreover, the unified multi-channel sampling framework
explicitly accounts for speed limitations of gradient encoding, provides performance guarantees on
achievable image quality both in terms of noise gain and aliasing distortion, and allows for analy-
sis of the method’s robustness to model mismatch. We present in-vivo results demonstrating the
feasibility of the PARADISE scheme — and its distinctive features and effectiveness — for high
resolution non-gated cardiac imaging during a short breath-hold.
The second part of the dissertation addresses the problems of blind and nonblind perfect inversion
of multi-channel multi-rate systems. Driven by applications in multi-sensor imaging systems such
as pMRI, we focus on systems wherein each channel is subsampled relative to the Nyquist rate but
the overall multi-channel system is oversampled. We address the feasibility of perfect reconstruction
(PR) using short finite impulse response (FIR) synthesis filters given an oversampled but otherwise
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general FIR analysis filter bank (FB). We provide prescriptions for the shortest filter length of the
synthesis bank that would guarantee PR and, in addition, study the requirements for achieving near-
optimal noise performance. Next, we address the problem of multi-channel perfect interpolation
(PI) by building upon the developed framework for the multi-channel PR problem. We present
the theory and algorithms for identifying a FIR multi-input multi-output interpolation bank that
achieves PI both with and without the knowledge of the channel characteristics. The theory
developed for the latter case, called the blind PI problem, is in turn used to develop a self-calibrating
algorithm, dubbed ACSIOM, for blind identification of the interpolation FB with limited calibration
data. We also provide performance guarantees for the proposed algorithm and propose an improved
iterative scheme to tackle scenarios where only very limited calibration data is available. The main
practical motivation for the presented blind PI method is to tackle the image reconstruction problem
in self-calibrated pMRI applications. We present in-vivo parallel MRI results that demonstrate the
effectiveness of the developed method in self-calibrating MR image reconstruction with comparison
to state-of-the-art — nevertheless heuristic — alternatives.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Outline
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) involves reconstruction of a static or dynamic object from its
samples acquired in the Fourier domain, referred to as the k-space. Owing to the limited speed of
MR data acquisition, it may be infeasible to sample the entire k-space at the required Nyquist rate
in important diagnostic imaging applications. This can be, for instance, due to rapid physiologi-
cal motion in dynamic imaging applications, temporal resolution issues in synchronized dynamic
imaging, or scan-time limitations in static imaging scenarios. Parallel (multi-channel) MRI (pMRI)
techniques, such as the methods of SENSE [1] and GRAPPA [2, 3], present a hardware-based ap-
proach to accelerate the imaging process by using multiple receiver channels to simultaneously
acquire k-space samples with the aim of reducing the sampling rate requirements. In this disserta-
tion, we address several inverse problems associated with multi-channel sampling and reconstruction
that specifically pertain to pMRI applications.
In the first part of the dissertation, Chapters 2 to 6, we address the problem of adaptive ac-
quisition (spatio-temporal sampling) and reconstruction in model-based pMRI, wherein the signal
model is a sparse spectral support. We propose a multi-channel adaptive imaging scheme, dubbed
PARADISE, that enables the acquisition to be doubly accelerated by both parallel imaging and
minimally-redundant (i.e., maximally compressed) model-based imaging. The aim of the proposed
technique is to enable highly-accelerated non-gated cardiovascular MRI with high spatio-temporal
resolution — with the goal of providing insights into cardiac dynamics either for diagnostic or
basic research purposes. This is highlighted in Chapter 2, which also provides the preliminary
background for the model-based dynamic imaging problem.
In Chapters 3 and 4, we formulate the associated inverse problem and analyze its invertibility and
conditioning. We use the developed theory in Chapter 5 to propose optimal design schemes for the
data acquisition procedure, i.e., the multi-channel spatio-temporal sampling problem. Furthermore,
the developed theoretical framework enables us to provide performance guarantees on achievable
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image quality — both in terms of noise gain and aliasing distortion in the multi-channel system —
and allows for analysis of the method’s robustness to model mismatch. In Chapter 6, we present
in-silico and in-vivo studies of the method with comparisons to state-of-the-art parallel imaging
techniques. The in-vivo results demonstrate the feasibility of PARADISE, its distinctive features,
and unprecedented effectiveness for high resolution non-gated cardiac MRI during a short breath-
hold.
The second part of the dissertation, Chapters 7 to 10, addresses the problem of perfect inversion
of multi-channel multi-rate systems. Inspired by applications in multi-sensor imaging systems such
as pMRI, we focus on systems wherein each channel is subsampled relative to the Nyquist rate but
the overall multi-channel system is oversampled. The main practical motivation for the second part
of the dissertation is to tackle the image reconstruction problem in general self-calibrated pMRI
applications. The state-of-the-art in that context is the method of GRAPPA and its variations, all
of which are heuristic techniques.
In Chapters 7 and 8, we study the feasibility of short FIR synthesis filter banks (FBs) as robust
and efficient tools for perfect inversion of downsampled multi-channel systems. Specifically, we
address the feasibility of perfect reconstruction (PR) using short finite impulse response (FIR)
synthesis filters given an oversampled but otherwise general FIR analysis filter bank. We provide
prescriptions for the shortest filter length of the synthesis bank that would guarantee PR. Our
results are in the form of necessary and sufficient statements that hold generically, that is, only fail
for contrived examples and pathological cases.
The goal in Chapter 9 is to study the feasibility and optimality of multi-input multi-output
(MIMO) interpolation FBs as solutions for the problem of multi-channel perfect interpolation (PI).
By deriving necessary and sufficient conditions for PI using a MIMO interpolation FB, we address
both the infinite-length and length-constrained (FIR) versions of the problem. Our contributions
pertaining to the PR problem, given in Chapters 7 and Chapter 8, are then utilized to address
corresponding issues in the PI problem. In particular, we prove that PI is generically feasible using
the proposed MIMO structure with short FIR filters. Further, we provide prescriptions for the
filter length and closed-form solution for the optimum FIR MIMO interpolation FB.
In Chapter 10, we build upon the framework developed in Chapter 9 and address the problem of
multi-channel blind interpolation. Specifically, we develop the theory and algorithms for identifying
a FIR MIMO interpolation bank that achieves PI without the knowledge of the system. The
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proposed blind MIMO bank identification algorithm, dubbed ACSIOM, is analyzed theoretically
and is improved using an iterative optimization scheme. In contrast to heuristic methods such as
GRAPPA, the proposed method of ACSIOM and its iterative extension are grounded in the multi-
channel perfect interpolation theory developed in this dissertation. We present in-vivo parallel MRI
results that demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed method and indicate that improved
image quality or, equivalently, greater scan time reductions can be achieved — compared to the
state-of-the-art methods.
Finally, Chapter 11 summarizes the contributions and highlights two major directions for future
research within the developed framework of highly-accelerated pMRI.
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Chapter 2
Dynamic Parallel MRI: Preliminaries
2.1 Cardiac MRI using PARADISE: Background and Motivation
The physiological motion within the imaged slice in two-dimensional (2D) cardiac MR imaging
(CMRI) is very fast relative to the image acquisition speed of conventional MR schemes used for
imaging static objects [4]. Modern CMRI protocols use fast pulse sequences and parallel imaging
technology to achieve higher acquisition speeds. Parallel imaging techniques such as SENSE [1]
usually reduce the number of phase encoding steps, hence accelerating the imaging process, and
compensate for the reduced Fourier encoding by exploiting the multi-channel spatial encoding
provided by the phased-array receivers. In addition, electrocardiogram (ECG) gating is typically
used to synchronize the acquisition process to cardiac motion. Such synchronized segmented k-
space imaging disregards the beat-to-beat motion variation and essentially assumes that the cardiac
cycle is periodic as it acquires multiple cardiac phases over several heartbeats. Therefore, the
underlying condition for accurate gated imaging is a regular cardiac rhythm, which is violated
in case of arrhythmia, commonly present in a significant portion of cardiovascular patients with
left ventricular (LV) dysfunction and heart failure [5]. The difficulties associated with obtaining
high-quality ECG gating in MRI scanners also cause several practical disadvantages, e.g., reduction
in the overall clinical throughput due to increased exam complexity [6]. Moreover, in some cases
accurate ECG referencing may be infeasible, e.g., in patients with abnormal chest geometry or
those with low voltage ECGs [7].
In the absence of synchronization, however, even higher speed-ups are required to achieve a de-
sirable spatio-temporal (S-T) fidelity–defined as a measure of how closely the reconstructed motion
matches the true dynamics of cardiac tissue. Although state-of-the-art CMRI techniques enjoy
accelerated MR signal encoding using a combination of parallel imaging and fast pulse sequences,
in non-gated imaging such techniques alone are typically insufficient for achieving simultaneous
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high S-T resolutions and high S-T fidelity [8,9]. This is due to fundamental limitations on gradient
encoding performance, e.g., constraints to avoid nerve stimulation, in addition to limitations on
accelerations gained through parallel imaging due to the associated signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
penalty [1]. Consequently, there has been significant interest in moving beyond such limits by
devising highly accelerated S-T acquisition and model-based reconstruction schemes.
In this dissertation, we approach the 2D dynamic imaging problem as a 3D reconstruction task
with time treated as an independent dimension, hence the notion of 2D+t imaging. In order to
achieve perfect S-T fidelity to the underlying time-varying image (TVI), i.e., the imaged slice in 2D
dynamic imaging, certain sampling density requirements must be met. In Cartesian static imaging,
the Nyquist criterion dictates a minimum sampling rate in k-space. However, the Nyquist criterion
for 2D+t imaging involves sampling rate requirements in the joint k-space and time domain, here
referred to as the k-t space [10, 11,12].
Conventional non-gated techniques (i.e., with no cardiac synchronization) have been shown to
be capable of analyzing global cardiac function within a breath-hold [13, 14]. In these methods,
the MR data is progressively acquired in the k-t space [10] and images are reconstructed frame
by frame using a sliding window (or view-sharing) along the temporal dimension [15]. However,
a major factor influencing the accuracy of global ventricular volume evaluations and confidence
in wall motion assessments is the temporal resolution, which is desired to be at most 50 ms for
resting heart-rates [16, 17], and lower for stress conditions. It can be seen that with 2D Cartesian
sampling and, for instance, an image matrix size of 200 along the phase-encode (PE) direction,
using a balanced steady-state free-precession (bSSFP) pulse sequence (T ≈ 3 ms), the acquisition
of a full frame every 60 ms would require an acceleration factor of 10 or more. Such an acceleration
rate would incur extremely high noise amplification factors. This illustrates the magnitude of the
challenge in achieving a high spatial resolution (1-2 mm) while maintaining acceptable SNR using
available non-gated techniques–especially for patients with large chests.
In essence, the problem of highly-accelerated dynamic MR image formation can be cast as a
data-limited (underdetermined) inverse problem. Such inverse problems are generally ill-posed and
the general remedy is to impose constraints or include algebraic equations derived from a priori or
side information. Equivalently, given a model for the underlying TVI, by restricting the reconstruc-
tion to belong to the model class the inverse problem becomes well-posed, i.e., permits a unique
feasible solution. In other words, the object model partially compensates for the undersampling
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and hence model-based imaging provides a complementary “model-based acceleration” that, in an
optimal scheme, multiplies the parallel imaging and pulse sequence-based accelerations. This extra
acceleration comes at a cost that can potentially include loss of S-T fidelity because of modeling
errors and increased complexity in imaging protocol or computation.
For the dynamic imaging problem, the model (a priori knowledge) is related to the redundancy in
dynamic MR data resulting from the S-T correlations of the imaged slice. Therefore, the goal of the
imaging technique is to exploit that model to sample significantly below the required Nyquist rate in
the k-t space. With this point of view, there is an arsenal of techniques for highly accelerated CMRI,
referred to as model-based, constrained, reduced encoding, or prior-knowledge driven imaging [18].
Examples include Keyhole [19], RIGR [11], DIME [20], hybrid technique for dynamic imaging [21],
and reconstruction by modeling the motion of object elements [22].
According to multi-dimensional sampling theory, sampling in the ky-t space, where ky is the PE
direction, results in aliasing of the signal spectrum in the reciprocal domain, i.e., the domain that is
dual to the ky-t space. This domain is sometimes referred to as the x-f space; here we refer to it as
the y-f space [20,12]. A significant class of cardiac MR imaging techniques deal with the notion of
compactness or sparsity of the signal support in the y-f space. For the dynamic imaging problem,
a y-f support model identifies the locations where signal is expected to have non-negligible energy
in y-f space [12,23,24].
The class of model-based dynamic imaging techniques that are related to the notion of support
modeling and are especially suited for cardiac imaging can be roughly categorized as follows:
1. Generic (non-adaptive) modeling of the y-f support: Typically referred to as reduced field-
of-view (FOV) techniques, these methods exploit the fact that the time-varying portion of
the imaged slice is localized to a fraction of the overall FOV [25,26]. An important example is
the method of UNFOLD, which uses temporal filtering to remove aliasing artifacts resulting
from a two-fold undersampling [27]. To overcome the limited acceleration and achieve superior
artifact suppression, several methods have been proposed that combine elements of UNFOLD
with parallel imaging such as TSENSE (adaptive sensitivity encoding incorporating temporal
filtering) [28] and UNFOLD-SENSE [29].
2. Statistical modeling of S-T correlations [30,31]: These approaches use a more complex model
of energy distribution in the y-f space rather than just the support. The k-t broad-use
linear acquisition speed-up technique (k-t BLAST) and its multi-channel counterpart “k-t
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SENSE,” model the TVI’s S-T correlations in the form of approximate second-order statistics,
specifically a diagonal covariance matrix in the y-f space that is estimated from a training
scan. This prior knowledge, in addition to sensitivity encoding in k-t SENSE, provides higher
accelerations than methods cited above, albeit at the cost of potential S-T fidelity loss [31].
3. Sparse support modeling in a transform domain: These methods model the TVI as having
a sparse (but generally unknown) support in a transform domain [32, 33, 34]. By imposing
the sparsity constraint, such methods use ideas from the theory of “compressed sensing” to
relax the k-t-space sampling requirements. A related technique is “x-f Choice,” which uses a
data-driven classification scheme to estimate a model for the aliasing patterns [35].
4. Adaptive sparse support modeling [36,37,38,39,40,41]: The prior information in this class is
adapted to the dynamics of the imaged slice and is in form of a y-f -space support, referred to
as the dual-k-t support model [23, 38]. Similarly to the class of techniques in item (3) above,
the support model is sparse, but it is also highly structured and fully known prior to the scan.
The support model’s sparsity structure has an elaborate banded geometry that depends on
the subject’s physiology (specifically the heart-rate), the subject’s pathology (specifically the
degree of irregularity of the cardiac motion), and the specifications of the imaged slice (e.g.,
location and size of the highly dynamic portion within the FOV).
The proposed method in the first part of this dissertation, dubbed Patient-Adaptive Reconstruc-
tion and Acquisition Dynamic Imaging with Sensitivity Encoding (PARADISE) [40, 41], falls into
the last category. The method owes its acceleration to (i) parallel imaging and fast pulse sequences,
and (ii) the sparse support model (in the y-f space). Hence it is doubly accelerated. Also, it is
doubly adaptive as it uses (i) the support model, and (ii) coil sensitivities to adapt both acquisition
and reconstruction. Furthermore, the support model itself is physiologically-driven and adapted to
the patient.
In Cartesian MR data acquisition, it typically takes a few milliseconds from collecting one k-
space PE line to the next; i.e., sampling in the PE direction is time-sequential (TS) and not
instantaneous [10, 12, 20]. Hence, a more realistic perspective for dynamic MR data acquisition is
the TS k-t acquisition: at each time instance, only a single PE is acquired [12]. Note that most of the
aforementioned dynamic imaging methods assume that a full image frame consisting of several PEs
can be acquired instantaneously. This condition does not hold even for moderate spatial resolutions
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and may result in loss of image quality, specifically ghosting and blurring artifacts [10, 12], which
may cause inaccuracies for several clinical applications including global LV function assessment [16].
In the PARADISE method, the k-t sampling scheme is restricted to a TS lattice (sheared grid)
in the ky-t space [42]. Instead of using conventional k-t sampling patterns, the technique adapts
a general TS k-t lattice to optimize the reconstruction SNR by controlling the aliasing patterns
in the y-f space-subject to the condition of artifact-free reconstruction. To borrow a terminology
from static 3D MRI [43], the proposed adaptive acquisition scheme has “controlled aliasing.”
A precursor of PARADISE, the method of PARADIGM [38], designs the acquisition so that the
acquisition lattice “packs” the dual-k-t support and its aliases in the y-f space with no overlap.
In that case, the TVI may be reconstructed by a simple filtering operation without any noise
amplification penalty. Note that PARADIGM is specifically devised for single-channel imaging
scenarios and does not exploit the parallel imaging hardware. PARADISE, on the other hand,
promises to provide accelerations beyond the signal-packing limit of PARADIGM while striving to
incur the minimum SNR penalty.
The aim of the proposed technique is to enable highly-accelerated non-gated CMRI with high
S-T resolution and fidelity with the goal of providing insights into cardiac dynamics either for
diagnostic or basic research purposes. The first part of this dissertation describes the theory —
and associated computational algorithms — of patient-adaptive parallel imaging with TS lattice
sampling.
2.2 Notations and Overview
We use the following notation throughout the first part of this dissertation, which comprises Chap-
ters 3 to 6. Vectors are denoted as ~x and matrices are distinguished by bold face, e.g., X. Transpose
and Hermitian (conjugate transpose) of vectors and matrices are denoted by superscripts T and
H, respectively. The inner product of two vectors ~a and ~b is denoted by 〈~a,~b 〉 = ~aH~b. Vectors
corresponding to the standard basis in the n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn are denoted by
~en|1, ~en|2, · · · , ~en|n, with the second subscript specifying the location of the 1 in the vector. For
example, ~e3|2 = [0, 1, 0]T .
The time-varying image (TVI) with d-spatial dimensions is denoted by I(~r, t), ~r ∈ Rd, where
for 2D imaging ~r = [x, y]T . The variables ~k and f refer to the spatial and temporal frequencies,
respectively. Fourier transforms (FT) of signals are indicated by the variables used in conjunction
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with accents [ˆ] for temporal FT and [˘] for spatial FT. For example, the temporal FT of the
function I(~r, t) is denoted by Iˆ(~r, f) and its spatial FT is denoted by I˘(~k, t).
Spatio-temporal fidelity is inversely proportional to the reconstruction error, defined as
ε =
∥∥∥I˜− I∥∥∥ =
 t=T1∫
t=T0
∫
x,y
∣∣∣˜I(x, y, t)− I(x, y, t)∣∣∣2 dx dy dt

1/2
, (2.1)
where I˜ denotes the reconstructed TVI and [T0, T1] is the total time-span of the sampling process,
i.e., the MRI scan duration.
The dual-k-t support model for the TVI I(~r, t), which characterizes the TVI by its spatio-temporal
support in the (~r, f) space, is denoted by B = supp{I(~r, f)}. In the following, the spatial support
(in the x-y space), referred to as the field-of-view (FOV), is denoted by B◦. The 1D spatial supports
in the x and y dimensions are denoted by B◦x and B◦y, respectively. For a 2D TVI I(x, y, t), the
y-f -space support is defined as
B =
⋃
x∈B◦x
supp{I(x, y, f)},
which is the projection of B for ~r = [x, y] onto the y-f plane.
To denote the area (or size) of a support S ⊆ R2, we use the notation |S|. The indicator function
on the support S is denoted by 1S ; and Box(S) is used to denote the smallest rectangle in R2
containing S. The cardinality (number of elements) for a finite set Q is denoted by #Q. Finally,
the complement of a set S, i.e., R2\S is denoted by Sc.
A high-level overview of the proposed imaging method is as follows:
– Model. Referred to as the dual-k-t support model [38], it characterizes the imaged slice by
its support in the x-y-f space as shown in Fig. 2.1.
– Acquisition. Given the desired resolution, the acquisition scheme designs the sample loca-
tions in k-t space based on the dual-k-t support and on properties of the multi-channel sensi-
tivity encoding (Fig. 2.1). The design goal is a k-t sampling schedule that is time-sequential
and would result in aliasing that can be properly undone with low noise amplification.
– Reconstruction. The data acquisition process leads to aliasing that is controlled by the
acquisition design stage. An unaliasing scheme similar to the SENSE method is employed in
the y-f space. The PARADISE cine is reconstructed by recovering the signal content inside
the dual-k-t support and computing its inverse Fourier transform along f (Fig. 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram describing the proposed imaging scheme and its features.
2.3 Dynamic MR Acquisition: Time-Sequential k-t Lattice Sampling
In this dissertation, we focus on 2D Cartesian imaging, i.e., ~r = [x, y]T , where a single slice in the
3D spatial domain is selected and imaged (slice selection is along the z direction). We assume that
the acquisition scheme in the 2D k-space (kx, ky) is rectilinear, i.e., the MR signal is sampled along
a horizontal “readout” direction (kx axis) at multiple “phase-encode” (PE) positions (ky axis).
As described in Section 2.1, most dynamic imaging methods model k-t sampling as non-TS, as
shown in Fig. 2.2(a). However, a more accurate k-t sampling representation of Cartesian dynamic
MR acquisition is the one shown in Fig. 2.2(b), which satisfies the inherent TS constraint, i.e., no
more than one PE is acquired at each time instant [12,20]. The acquisition scheme in PARADISE
is TS and is furthermore restricted to a sheared grid in the k-t space with a fixed T, referred to as
a “k-t lattice” and shown in Fig. 2.2(c).
In Cartesian 2D+t imaging, all TS “sampling schedules” can be described as
Ψ = {(ky[m], mT) for m = 1, . . . ,M}
where ky[m] is the only ky location sampled at time t = mT. We consider sampling schedules that
lie on a ky-t lattice Λ defined as the set of points (ky, t) whose coordinates satisfy [ky t]T = AΛ~n
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Figure 2.2: Panels (a-c): Different k-t sampling schemes: (a) Non Time-sequential (Non-TS); (b)
Conventional Time-sequential (Progressive Sampling); (c) Lattice Time-sequential. (d) Conven-
tional (progressive) multi-channel TS sampling: spacing of the acquired phase-encodes is dictated
by the spatial Nyquist criterion and acceleration factor; and the ordering is standard progres-
sive. (e) Generalized TS k-t lattice sampling: both spacing and ordering of the phase-encodes are
controlled by the lattice parameters.
for some 2-by-1 integer vector ~n ∈ Z (Z denotes the set of integers) and a 2-by-2 matrix AΛ. The
matrix AΛ is referred to as the “basis matrix” and fully characterizes the k-t lattice.
Given the desired spatial resolution, we acquire data for only those sets of PEs that fall within
the required ky range |ky| 6 kmaxy /2 according to the spatial Nyquist criterion. Therefore, the
corresponding sampling schedule is
ΨΛ =
{
(ky, t) : (ky, t) ∈ Λ, |ky| 6 kmaxy /2
}
. (2.2)
An arbitrary sampling schedule does not satisfy the TS constraint. Based on the unified theory of
TS lattice sampling introduced by Willis and Bresler [12, 42], for the sampling schedule to satisfy
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the TS constraint and have a fixed T, we need the basis matrix to have the following form:
AΛ =
 kmaxy jΛ ×∆kΛ
0 T
 (2.3)
where integer jΛ is referred to as the lattice subsampling factor and ∆kΛ denotes the smallest ky
distance among all PEs of the entire lattice.
For static objects, the required spatial Nyquist rate (i.e., spacing of PEs in k-space) for alias-free
imaging is given by ∆kΛ = |B◦y|−1. Parallel imaging techniques such as SENSE [1] or GRAPPA [2]
sample the k-space below the Nyquist rate and utilize the sensitivity encoding provided by the
multiple receiver channels, with distinct spatial sensitivities, to reconstruct a distortion-free image
of the object (in the ideal case). Subsampling the k-space by a factor R relative to the Nyquist
rate (R > 1) is equivalent to assuming a reduced spatial support for the object “sensed” by each
receiver channel. In practice, such gains are often exploited to accelerate the MR data acquisition
process–hence the term “acceleration factor”–with typical speedup factors of 2 ≤ R ≤ 4 for 2D
imaging.
As shown in Fig. 2.2(b), for conventional k-t sampling (with the realistic TS acquisition), the
PEs are acquired “progressively” from the leftmost position to the rightmost. Such a sampling
pattern typically comprises a k-t lattice with a basis matrix parameterized by ∆kΛ = |B◦y|−1 and
jΛ = R, where |B◦y| denotes the size of the FOV along the PE direction, and R is the parallel imaging
acceleration factor. Figure 2.2(d) depicts the corresponding k-t lattice (with R=2) overlaid on an
underlying k-t grid that has a pixel size of T along the time dimension and ∆kΛ = |B◦y|−1 along
ky. Finally, Fig. 2.2(e) shows a generalized (PARADISE-type) TS k-t lattice with ∆kΛ smaller
than that in Fig. 2.2(d) (hence the denser k-t grid). The spacing of consecutive PEs is given by
jΛ ×∆kΛ (with jΛ = 7).
The generalized k-t lattice in Fig. 2.2(e) provides the flexibility to choose both PE spacing (∆kΛ)
and subsampling factor in the k-t grid ( jΛ) based on some design criterion (subject to MR feasibility
constraints). These two parameters together determine the PE step size and PE ordering, i.e., the
temporal order in which ky locations are sampled, which may turn out to be scrambled as shown
in Panels (c) and (e). In contrast, for the conventional k-t sampling, shown in Fig. 2.2(d), the
lattice parameters are dictated by the FOV size and the parallel imaging rate.
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2.4 Dual-k-t Spatio-temporal Support Model for Cardiac MRI
The dual-k-t support model utilized in the PARADIGM and PARADISE techniques, shown in
Fig. 2.3, captures the following characteristics of the energy distribution of the TVI in the x-y-f
space [36,23,38]:
• The TVI vanishes outside the finite spatial FOV.
• Highly dynamic motion is spatially localized to a dynamic FOV (dFOV) and temporally
correlated. The temporal correlation is in the form of approximate periodicity, implying
concentration of signal energy around harmonics (integer multiples) of the average heart-
rate (HR) f0. This feature is incorporated in the dual-k-t support as disks located at integer
multiples of f0 that are referred to as “model-bands.” The non-zero temporal bandwidth 4f of
the model-bands allows for capturing beat-to-beat motion variability including aperiodicity.
The highest temporal frequency included in the support model is denoted by kmaxt as depicted
in Fig. 1.
• Motion outside the dynamic region is slow relative to the fast dynamics of the dFOV, and so
is modeled as a single large disk covering the entire FOV (see Fig. 1). The allocated width 4f
for this larger disk allows the support model to capture the slow dynamics of organs outside
of the dFOV, especially motion due to respiratory drift during a breath-hold scan.
Figure 2.3(a) depicts a transverse slice of a realistic dynamic cardiac-torso numerical phantom,
NCAT [44], representing the TVI in the spatial x-y domain. The cylinder overlaid on the dFOV
along the f dimension corresponds to the higher dynamic energy content within dFOV, and the
bright-colored disks show the model-band locations. In order to demonstrate the banded nature of
the energy distribution along the f dimension, we have plotted the one-dimensional (1D) energy
spectrum of the NCAT phantom (spectral analysis of a 20 second heart movie) with constant HR
of 60 beats per minute (bpm). Note the very high concentration of signal energy at the harmonics
(multiples of f0 = 1 Hz). The effect of a varying HR or other forms of aperiodicity in the cardiac
phantom is to spread the harmonic energy along f [37] as shown in the same plot for an aperiodic
(time-warped) version of the NCAT phantom [44]. The arrows in Fig. 2.3(a) establishing the
correspondence of model-band locations to the 1D spectral energy plot, illustrate the notion of a
multi-banded support capturing most of the signal content even for non-periodic TVIs.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Localization of the dynamic FOV within the imaged slice. The bright-colored bands
correspond to the model-bands located at harmonics of the average HR. For clarity, model-bands for
the 1st harmonic and the DC band are not shown. The 1D plot on the right-hand side depicts the
1D energy spectrum corresponding to spectral analysis of the NCAT phantom. The DC component,
much stronger than the harmonics, is clipped. Arrows in Panel (a) establish the correspondence of
model-band locations to the spectral energy plot. (b) Projection of the dual-k-t support model in
x-y-f space onto the y-f plane gives the dual-k-t support in y-f space. (c) Equivalent y-f support
for the UNFOLD scheme. (d) Details of the PARADISE dual-k-t support model in y-f space.
In practice, there is always a non-zero amount of energy lying outside the modeled dual-k-
t support. Unless restricted to an insignificant fraction, this out-of-support signal content would
result in loss of S-T fidelity, defined in (2.1), manifested in the reconstructed cine in form of aliasing
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artifacts [45].
The notion of dual-k-t support model can be applied to other well-known CMRI schemes as
well. In particular, Tsao showed that the UNFOLD technique essentially assumes a cross-shaped
support in the y-f space shown in Fig. 2.3(c), mainly differentiating the dFOV by its higher
temporal bandwidth [24]. The y-f space counterpart for our dual-k-t support, denoted by B and
formally defined in Section 2.2, is essentially the projection of B onto the y-f space described in
Fig. 2.3(b) and denoted by B [36,38]. A detailed view of B is shown in Fig 2(d). Compared to the
UNFOLD support in Panel (c), the structure of the dual-k-t support for PARADISE is sparser: for
the same TVI, the area associated with the support for Fig. 2.3(d) can be smaller than that of the
cross-shaped model in Fig 2(c). As noted in Section 2.1, an important feature of the PARADISE
scheme is that the geometry and dimensions of the dual-k-t support are physiologically-driven and
subject-specific.
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Chapter 3
PARADISE Inverse Problem
3.1 Problem Formulation
Given L receiver channels, the imaging equation in mutli-channel MRI of a static object I(~r) is well
approximated as
d˘`(~k) =
∫
B◦
s`(~r)I(~r)e−i2pi
~k.~rd~r, (3.1)
where B◦ is the FOV (spatial support) of the object, dˆ`(~k) is the data measured by the `-th
receiver channel for ` = 1, · · · , L, and the functions {s`(~r)}L`=1 are the receiver spatial/sensitivity
profiles, referred to as the coil or receiver sensitivities. Equation (3.1), therefore, implies that
the measurements in multi-channel MRI have mixed Fourier and spatial encoding. The spatial
encoding is also referred to as “sensitivity encoding.” For a dynamic object or time-varying image
(TVI) denoted by I(~r, t), the imaging equation can be written as
d˘`(~k, t) =
∫
B◦
s`(~r, t)I(~r, t)e−i2pi
~k.~rd~r, (3.2)
where, in this general form, the potential time-variation of coil sensitivities is also accounted for.
For most MR acquisition pulse sequences, acquisition along the readout direction is sufficiently
fast (2–10 milliseconds) to be assumed instantaneous relative to the dynamics in the imaged slice.
Consequently, we have a 2D sampling problem in the (ky, t) domain where each point corresponds
to a horizontal (phase-encode) line in the (kx, ky) space. In other words, by taking an inverse FT
along kx, the analysis effectively decouples to each x location. Therefore, in what follows, the kx
and x dependence is dropped from all functions and (3.2) reduces to
d˘`(ky, t) =
∫
B◦y
s`(y, t)I(y, t)e−i2pikyydy. (3.3)
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Note that due to the inherent TS sampling constraint only one phase-encode line can be acquired
at each time instant.
We focus on the dynamic imaging problem described in (3.3). Using the notation defined in
Chapter 2, (3.3) can be rewritten as
d˘`(ky, t) = s˘`(ky, t) ∗
ky
I˘(ky, t), (3.4)
where for the 1D convolution operation on the right-hand side, it is implied that the two functions
are multiplied point-wise along the temporal coordinate.
It is known that sampling on a lattice Λ in ky-t space results in aliasing of the signal in the
reciprocal domain, i.e., the y-f space. The sampling operation in the ky-t space can be modeled as
multiplication of the continuos-index signal by the impulse train:
h˘(ky, t) =
∑
~n∈Z2
δD
([
ky
t
]
−AΛ ~m
)
, (3.5)
where AΛ is the basis matrix for the sampling lattice Λ and δD(.) denotes the Dirac delta func-
tion. The sampled signal, denoted d˘
•`
(ky, t), is then given by d˘•`(ky, t) = h˘(ky, t)d˘`(ky, t), and its
continuous-index FT by the convolution of the respective Fourier transforms [46]
dˆ
•`
(y, f) =
1
|det(AΛ)|
∑
~n∈Z2
dˆ`
([
y
f
]
−A∗Λ~n
)
=
1
|det(AΛ)|
∑
~n∈Z2
(sˆ` ∗
f
Iˆ)
([
y
f
]
−A∗Λ~n
)
, (3.6)
where A∗Λ
4
= (AΛ
−1)T and det(.) is the determinant operator.
In practice, it is typically assumed that the receiver sensitivity profiles are time-invariant. There-
fore, we have sˆ`(y, f) = s`(y)δD(f), which implies
(
sˆ` ∗
f
Iˆ
)
(y, f) = s`(y)ˆI(y, f). Hence, (3.6) reduces
to
dˆ
•`
(y, f) =
1
|det(AΛ)|
∑
~n∈Z2
s`(y − ~e T2|1A∗Λ~n)ˆI
([
y
f
]
−A∗Λ~n
)
, (3.7)
where ~e T2|1 = [1 0], as was defined in Section 2.2. The assumption that that the receiver sensitiv-
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ity profiles are time-invariant holds quite accurately in “breath-hold” dynamic imaging scenarios,
where the subject is holding his/her breath during the data acquisition process. In Appendix A,
we address “free-breathing” imaging scenarios by discussing an affine-motion-corrected version of
the PARADISE method where we show that the inverse problem involves time-varying receiver
sensitivities.
From (3.7), it can be inferred that the aliasing pattern is specified by a lattice Λ∗ in the y-f space
that describes the corresponding point spread function (PSF), referred to as the “dual lattice.” The
dual lattice can be expressed as the following impulse train, which is the FT of the one in (3.5):
hˆ(y, f) =
1
|det(AΛ)|
∑
~n∈Z2
δD
([
y
f
]
−A∗Λ~n
)
, (3.8)
where A∗Λ defined above is the basis matrix for Λ∗.
Recall that the dual-k-t support B indicates where the signal content is located in the y-f space;
hence, it can be used to determine the aliasing pattern corresponding to the PSF in (3.8). Figure
3.1(a) depicts aliasing of a particular dual-k-t support B on the dual lattice by showing its main
replica centered at the origin overlapping with another replica of B shifted to another point of the
lattice.
The signal mixing due to aliasing in y-f space (Fig. 3.1(a)) can potentially be undone using
sensitivity encoding and prior information of the dual-k-t support B. In our dynamic imaging
problem, the multi-channel MR data sampled on a k-t lattice Λ is given (the left-hand side of
(3.7)) and receiver sensitivities on the right-hand side of (3.7) are assumed to be known. As
mentioned above, the aliasing pattern underlying (3.7) is a function of the known dual-k-t support
B; therefore, the unaliased solution heavily depends on B.
Given the MR data and the support B, the unaliasing task in (3.7) describes a linear inverse
problem whose solution would recover the unknown TVI in the y-f space, i.e., I(y, f). A temporal
FT would then provide a reconstruction of the TVI in the desired y-t domain. This reconstruction
task represents an inverse problem, called the PARADISE inverse problem, summarized as follows
Given

multi-channel data {d˘`
•
}L`=1 sampled on Λ,
dual-k-t support B,
receiver coil sensitivities {s`(y)}L`=1,
 solve for I(y, t) from (3.7). (3.9)
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Figure 3.1: (a) Aliasing of the dual-k-t support B on the dual lattice Λ∗ in the y-f space. The main
replica of B centered at the origin overlaps with another replica shifted to a grid point of the lattice
denoted by Λ∗(~n1, ~n2) and located at A∗Λ~n. Panels (b) and (c) provide a graphical construction for
the equivalence class (EC) corresponding to a point (y0, f0) located at: (b) the origin, i.e., center
of the DC band, and (c) the corner of the first model-band. In each panel, the lattice is depicted
as dots. The EC in each panel (marked by circles) is constructed by centering the PSF lattice at
(y0, f0) and finding the lattice points that lie in the support B.
In the following sections, we study the invertibility and conditioning of this linear inverse problem.
3.2 Problem Decouples: Ranked Equivalence Classes
Since the TVI in the y-f space, I(y, f), has negligible energy outside B, the unaliasing task is
limited to points in B. We therefore introduce a mathematical description of this particular form
of aliasing.
For a point (y0, f0) ∈ B in the dual-k-t support, consider the set of all points within B that
alias onto (y0, f0) due to the replications of B on the dual lattice (Fig. 3.1(a)). This set, denoted
by Q[y0,f0], will be called the equivalence class (EC) of (y0, f0) ∈ B. It follows that for a fixed
(y0, f0) ∈ B, the EC of (y0, f0) is given by
Q[y0,f0]
4
= B
⋂{[ y0
f0
]
−A∗Λ~n ; ~n ∈ Z2
}
. (3.10)
It can be shown that an equivalent definition for Q[y0,f0] is
Q[y0,f0] = B
⋂ (
Λ∗ +
[
y0
f0
])
. (3.11)
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From (3.11), it follows that the set Q[y0,f0] can be graphically constructed by centering the dual
lattice at (y0, f0) and finding the lattice points that lie in the support; two instances of ECs are
depicted in Panels (b) and (c) of Fig. 3.1. This graphical construction implies that, given a sampling
lattice Λ and the dual-k-t support B, computing the EC for a point in B can be done with very
low computational complexity.
Note that each EC has a finite number of elements. Therefore, the support B, which is an
uncountable set of points in R2, includes an infinite number (uncountable) of ECs. To avoid
potential pitfalls in dealing with infinite uncountable sets, in the following we adopt and apply
classic definitions and results from relational algebra and set theory to provide a rigorous foundation
for the subsequent sections. We start by showing that underlying the notion of EC introduced
above, there is an “equivalence relation” in the classical algebraic (set theoretic) sense [47].
In what follows, we treat the dual-k-t support B as an uncountable set of points in R2. For two
members of the set ~p1, ~p2 ∈ B, define the following binary relation between ~p1 and ~p2:
~p1 ∼
Λ∗
~p2 ⇔ ~p1 ∈ Q[ ~p2], (3.12)
where Q[~p] for a point ~p = (y0, f0) ∈ R2 is defined as in (3.10), or equivalently (3.11). For two
points ~p1 = (y1, f1) ∈ B and ~p2 = (y2, f2) ∈ B, the relation ∼
Λ∗
satisfies the following properties:
1. Reflexivity: ~p1 ∼
Λ∗
~p1 since (y0, f0) ∈ Q[y0f0] in (3.11).
2. Symmetry: ~p1 ∼
Λ∗
~p2 then ~p2 ∼
Λ∗
~p1. This is easy to show using (3.10).
3. Transitivity: ~p1 ∼
Λ∗
~p2, ~p2 ∼
Λ∗
~p3, then ~p1 ∼
Λ∗
~p3. This also follows from (3.10).
Therefore, according to definition, ∼
Λ∗
is an equivalence relation. From the properties above, it
follows that
(y1, f1) ∼
Λ∗
(y2, f2)⇔ Q[y1,f1] = Q[y2,f2]. (3.13)
In set theory, the pair (B, ∼
Λ∗
) is referred to as a setoid. The so called “fundamental theorem
of equivalence relations” states that the set in the setoid (in our case the dual-k-t support B)
is partitioned by the binary relation ∼
Λ∗
, into disjoint subsets, referred to as equivalence classes
(ECs) [47]. That is, any point in B belongs to one and only one EC. This partitioning property
can be proved from scratch using our EC definition in (3.10).
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The set containing all ECs is referred to as the “quotient space” and is denoted by B/ ∼
Λ∗
. The
“projection map” is a function that maps elements of B onto their respective ECs in B/ ∼
Λ∗
, denoted
by1 Q : B → B/ ∼
Λ∗
. The following theorem on projections allows us to define functions on ECs2:
Theorem on Projections ( [47]). Consider an equivalence relation ∼ with the projection map
Q : B → B/ ∼. Let a function F : B → D be such that a ∼ b ⇔ F (a) = F (b). Then there is a
unique function G : B/ ∼→ D such that F (.) = G(Q(.)).
In the last part of this section, we introduce the notion of ranked equivalence classes, which will
be later used to derive a closed-form solution to the PARADISE inverse problem. First, note that
each EC, say Q[y0,f0], is a finite set with #Q[y0,f0] elements. We define the function Y : B → R to
give the y-position of each point in B, i.e., Y(y0, f0) = y0. Similarly, F : B → R is defined for each
(y0, f0) ∈ B as F(y0, f0) = f0.
Next, we introduce a “partial order” on each EC Q[y0,f0] in the quotient space B/ ∼Λ∗ as follows:
~p1, ~p2 ∈ Q[y0,f0], then ~p1≤
y
~p2 iff

Y(~p1) < Y(~p2),
Y(~p1) = Y(~p2) and F(~p1) ≤ F(~p2).
(3.14)
To prove that the relation ≤y induces a valid partial order on the each EC, we need to verify
three properties for the relation: reflexivity, transitivity, and symmetry. The first two are trivial
to show. For the symmetry property, consider two points ~p1, ~p2 ∈ Q[y0,f0], such that ~p1≤y ~p2 and
~p2≤y ~p1. This implies that Y(~p1) = Y(~p2). Applying our assumption that no two distinct members
of the same EC have the same y-position, it follows that ~p1 = ~p2. This proves that each EC with the
relation ≤y is a finite partially-ordered set. Therefore, each EC Q[y0,f0] has a “minimal” element,
which we denote by min
y
{Q[y0,f0]}.
Using the ordering scheme, we can now assign a rank (or grade) to each member of the ECs. For
an EC Q[y0,f0] ∈ B/ ∼Λ∗, we assign a rank function ρQ : Q[y0,f0] → N compatible with the ordering
induced by the relation ≤y. That is, for two points ~p1, ~p2 ∈ Q[y0,f0], we have ρQ(~p1) < ρQ(~p2)
whenever ~p1≤y ~p2. Note that the rank function is specific to each EC. However, we avoid explicit
reference to the EC in the notation for ρQ since it does not give rise to any ambiguity.
1Although this is the same notation as the one used to denote the EC set in (3.11), it will be clear from the
context whether the functional form (i.e., the projection map) is used or the set definition.
2 The projection theorem holds for the case of infinite uncountable quotient space, which is the case in the
PARADISE inverse problem.
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In order to have a well-defined rank function, we assign the rank 1 to the minimal element
in each EC, i.e., ρQ
(
min
y
{Q[y0,f0]}
)
= 1. Next, we assign the rank function so that if two points
~p1, ~p2 ∈ Q[y0,f0] are immediate neighbors,3 and ~p1≤y ~p2, then ρQ(~p2) = ρQ(~p1) + 1. It is easy to
show that this prescribes a unique rank function to each EC and is a one-to-one map from the EC
Q[y0,f0] onto the set {1, · · · ,#Q[y0,f0]}. Since the rank function is one-to-one, it has a well-defined
inverse, denoted as ρ−1Q : {1, · · · ,#Q[y0,f0]} → Q[y0,f0]. This concludes our definition of ranked
equivalence classes.
3.3 Solution to the Inverse Problem
In the previous section, by examining the PARADISE inverse problem in (3.9), we showed that
the global aliasing pattern for the points of B can be decomposed into decoupled sub-patterns,
which are disjoint ECs defined in (3.11). In this section, we show that each of these sub-patterns
has its own associated unaliasing subproblem. We will provide solutions to these subproblems and
subsequently derive a closed-form solution to the PARADISE inverse problem.
Let us rewrite (3.7) for a particular point (y0, f0) ∈ B in the support:
dˆ
•`
(y0, f0) =
1
|det(AΛ)|
∑
~n∈Z2
s`(y0 − ~e T2|1A∗Λ~n) Iˆ
([
y0
f0
]
−A∗Λ~n
)
=
1
|det(AΛ)|
∑
~n∈Z2
[y0,f0]T−A∗Λ~n∈B
s`(y0 − ~e T2|1A∗Λ~n) Iˆ
([
y0
f0
]
−A∗Λ~n
)
, (3.15)
where it is assumed that Iˆ([y, f ]T ) = 0 for [y, f ]T /∈ B, which holds by definition of the dual-k-t
support B in the absence of model mismatch/misestimation. In Section 4.4, we analyze the effect
of potential model mismatch.
Next, we apply the definition of the EC Q[y0,f0] in (3.10) equipped with a rank function ρQ , to
rewrite the summation in (3.15) as
dˆ
•`
(y0, f0) =
1
| det(AΛ)|
∑
[y′,f ′]∈Q[y0,f0]
s`
(
~e T2|1
[
y′
f ′
])
Iˆ
([
y′
f ′
])
3Two points ~p1, ~p2 in a partially-ordered set are immediate neighbors with respect to a relation ≤y if there is no
element ~p3 in the set such that ~p1≤y ~p3≤y ~p2 or ~p2≤y ~p3≤y ~p1.
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=
1
| det(AΛ)|
#Q[y0,f0]∑
c=1
s`
(
~e T2|1ρ
−1
Q (c)
)
Iˆ
(
ρ−1Q (c)
)
, (3.16)
where ρ−1Q denotes the inverse of the rank function
4 for the EC Q[y0,f0] as defined in Section 3.2.
From (3.16), it is seen that the right-hand side has #Q[y0,f0] terms each corresponding to one
member of the EC. Note that (3.16) corresponds to one of the L receiver channels. It follows
that (3.16) for all channels ` = 1, · · · , L, can be collectively written as a matrix equation, which
describes the underlying inverse problem for recovery of the points in the EC Q[y0,f0]:
~d(y0,f0) =
1
| detAΛ| SQ[y0,f0]
~IQ[y0,f0] , (3.17)
where ~d(y0,f0) ∈ CL is a vector containing the sampled data defined as
~d(y0,f0)
4
=
[
dˆ
•1
(y0, f0), · · · , dˆ•L(y0, f0)
]
,
~IQ[y0,f0] ∈ C
#Q[y0,f0] is a vector containing the unknowns I(y, f) at the points in Q[y0,f0], and
SQ[y0,f0] ∈ C
L×#Q[y0,f0] is the forward matrix containing the receiver coil sensitivities (each row
corresponding to a coil) computed at the y-positions of the EC points.
To avoid ambiguity in definition of the right-hand side in (3.17), we utilize the ordering induced
by the EC rank function. Define the function ~IQ, whose domain is B/ ∼
Λ∗
, as
~IQ(Q) 4=
[
Iˆ
(
ρ−1Q (1)
)
, Iˆ
(
ρ−1Q (2)
)
, · · · , Iˆ
(
ρ−1Q (#Q)
)]T
. (3.18)
Similarly define the matrix function SQ such that the `-th row of SQ(Q), for ` = 1, · · · , L, is given
by
[
s`
(
~e T2|1 ρ
−1
Q (1)
)
, s`
(
~e T2|1 ρ
−1
Q (2)
)
, · · · , s`
(
~e T2|1 ρ
−1
Q (#Q)
)]
. (3.19)
The right-hand side of (3.17) can be defined as follows: SQ[y0,f0] = SQ
(Q(y0, f0)) and ~IQ[y0,f0] =
~IQ
(Q(y0, f0)), where Q(.) is the projection map defined in Section 3.2. With these definitions,
(3.17) is referred to as the PARADISE equation.
4In brief, ρ−1Q (c) for 1 ≤ c ≤ #Q[y0,f0] is the unique point in the y-f -space that solves the equation ρQ([y, f ]T ) = c
constrained to [y, f ]T ∈ Q[y0,f0].
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It can be seen that, since both functions SQ and~IQ only depend on the EC and not on a particular
member of the EC,5 the right-hand side of (3.17) is invariant within the EC; i.e., its value would
not change if we replace (y0, f0) with any other member of the EC. From (3.17), this implies that
the function ~d(y,f) : B → CL is also invariant within the EC. Therefore, by applying the projection
theorem in Section 3.2, we can define a unique function that maps the ECs to the multi-channel
measurements, denoted as ~dQ : B/ ∼
Λ∗
→ CL.
Note that, up to this point, we have ignored the presence of measurement noise. Similarly to
the data vector, the measurement noise from all channels at point (y0, f0) in the y-f -space can be
written as ~η(y0,f0). Therefore, accounting for the additive noise, (3.17) becomes
~d(y0,f0) =
1
|detAΛ| SQ[y0,f0]
~IQ[y0,f0] + ~η(y0,f0). (3.20)
If the matrix SQ[y0,f0] has full column rank, the solution to (3.17) for points in Q[y0,f0] is given
by its left inverse. However, in presence of noise as in (3.20), the optimal solution is given by the
best linear unbiased estimate [48]:
~˜IQ[y0,f0] = |detAΛ|S
†
Q[y0,f0]
~d(y0,f0), (3.21)
where S†Q[y0,f0] is the value of the function S
†
Q, defined here, at Q0
4
=Q[y0,f0]:
S†Q
4
=
(
SHQΦn
−1SQ
)−1
SHQΦn
−1 (3.22)
and Φn is the cross-channel noise covariance matrix [1,49] (in the sampling domain), which is easy
to estimate in most parallel imaging scenarios (further described in Section 4.1). Therefore, the
solution of (3.20) for an individual point (y0, f0) in the dual-k-t support B is given by
˜ˆI(y0, f0) = |detAΛ| 〈~e#Q0|ρ(y0,f0),S†Q(Q0) ~d(y0,f0)〉
= |detAΛ|
〈
~e#Q0|ρ(y0,f0),S
†
Q
~dQ(Q0)
〉
, (3.23)
where we used the definition of ~dQ described above to form a new function S
†
Q
~dQ, which maps
the ECs to the multi-dimensional Euclidean space of solutions in the y-f space. Since the signal
support in the y-f space is known to be limited to B, the solution for points (y, f) /∈ B is ˜ˆI(y, f) = 0.
5This is owing to (3.13) and properties of the EC rank employed in the definition of the two functions.
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Using (3.23), we can finally write the solution to the PARADISE inverse problem defined in
(3.9), by solving for the reconstructed I(y, t), denoted by I˜(y, t), as follows:
I˜(y, t) =
∫
(y,f)∈B
˜ˆI(y, f)ej2piftdf
= |detAΛ|
∫
(y,f)∈B
〈
~e#Q(y,f)|ρ(y,f),S
†
Q
~dQ
(Q(y, f))〉 ej2piftdf
= | detAΛ|
∫
(y,f)∈B
〈
~e#Q|ρ(y,f),S
†
Q
~dQ(Q)
〉 ∣∣∣
Q=Q(y,f)
ej2piftdf, (3.24)
where e = exp(1), and the vertical line in the last step denotes function evaluation as in F (x0) =
F (x)|x=x0 .
3.4 Conditions for Invertibility
In contrast to single-channel imaging schemes such as PARADIGM where no aliasing is allowed
in the y-f domain, PARADISE, by virtue of its unaliasing capability, can handle denser aliasing
patterns in the y-f space; i.e., lower sampling density (sparser sampling patterns) in the ky-t space
is achievable. However, the gains in sampling requirements relative to the single-channel case are
limited by the invertibility conditions for the PARADISE inverse problem.6
In first part of this section, we discuss the reconstructibility conditions. In the second part, we
provide bounds on the maximum achievable gains for the PARADISE scheme.
3.4.1 Necessary and sufficient conditions
In view of the decoupling of the reconstruction problem into ECs, described earlier, we have the
following necessary and sufficient condition for invertibility of the PARADISE problem (in the
noise-less case).
Proposition 1. The linear inverse problem in (3.9) has a unique solution if and only if the matrix
SQ(Q) has full column rank, for all Q ∈ B/ ∼
Λ∗
.
Proof. Clearly I(y, t) is uniquely determined if and only if its FT Iˆ(y, f) is. Now, by definition of
~IQ[y0,f0] , and because the point of B are partitioned into ECs, it follows that Iˆ(y, f) is uniquely
6This observation is analogous to the classical “generalized sampling” result attributed to Papoulis.
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determined for all (y, f) ∈ B if and only if (3.17) has a unique solution for all ECs. This holds if
and only if SQ(Q) has full column rank for all Q ∈ B/ ∼
Λ∗
.
Definition If a sampling lattice Λ satisfies the condition in Proposition 1 for some dual-k-t support
B and receiver sensitivity functions {s`}L`=1, then we call that lattice (B, {s`}L`=1)-reconstructible.
From the conditions in Proposition 1, we can deduce the following two necessary conditions.
Their important feature is that they are purely “geometric”; i.e, they only depend on the geometry
of the support B and the aliasing patterns, and are independent of the receiver sensitivity functions.
Corollary 1. The sampling lattice Λ is (B, {s`}L`=1)-reconstructible only if
max
Q∈B/∼Λ∗
#Q ≤ L. (3.25)
Proof. The size of the forward matrix in (3.17) is L×#Q. Therefore, a necessary condition for it
to be full column rank is #Q ≤ L. The result then follows from Proposition 1.
Corollary 2. The sampling lattice Λ is (B, {s`}L`=1)-reconstructible only if for every EC distinct
points have distinct y coordinate, i.e.,
∀Q ∈ B/ ∼
Λ∗
, (y, f), (y, f ′) ∈ Q ⇒ f = f ′. (3.26)
Proof. Assume that some EC Q contains two points with the same y-coordinate, y0. It is easy
to see from (3.19) that the corresponding SQ(Q) forward matrix in (3.17) would then have two
identical columns, which violates the condition in Proposition 1.
Corollary 2 implies that for unaliasing to be possible, aliases of B that are translates of the
main replica along the f -axis should not overlap. An intuitive explanation is that, since the
receiver sensitivity functions are assumed to be time-invariant, the multi-channel encodings have no
“diversity” along the temporal frequency coordinate. Therefore, if two overlapping points (members
of an EC) have exactly the same y-coordinates, then they will undergo the same sensitivity (spatial)
encoding, making their un-mixing impossible.
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3.4.2 Performance bounds on sampling rate
Conventional sampling schemes in dynamic imaging are non-adaptive, i.e., data acquisition is not
adapted to specifics of the underlying object model. To achieve distortion-free imaging, such
schemes need to satisfy the Nyquist sampling criterion in both the spatial and temporal frequency
dimensions. With this restriction, the order in which the k-space samples are acquired can be
arbitrary. Typically, samples in ky-t-space are acquired starting form the lowest to the highest
spatial frequencies (left to right on the ky axis), as depicted in Fig. 2.2 and described in Section
2.3. We refer to this non-adaptive scheme as “progressive sampling.”
In the following, we assume that the TVI has negligble energy outside of the dual-k-t support B,
i.e.,
∫∫
Bc |I(y, f)|2dfdy ≈ 0. Moreover, we assume that the goal of the sampling design problem, for
both the single-channel (PARADIGM) and multi-channel (PARADISE) schemes, is to maximize
the temporal sampling period T , while guaranteeing distortion-free reconstruction of the TVI.
Therefore, this maximal sampling period is referred to as the optimal sampling period.
First, we briefly state the known results for bounds on optimal T and acceleration gain for
PARADIGM [38]. The maximum temporal sampling period for PARADIGM, denoted by T∗PACK,
is achieved for an optimally designed lattice whose dual lattice Λ∗ optimally “packs” the support
B in the y-f -space [23,42]. The following bounds hold:
• T∗PACK is bounded from above as
T∗PACK(B,K) ≤
1
|B| · |K| , (3.27)
where K = [−kmaxy , kmaxy ] is the sampled interval along ky.
• The maximum gain in T for PARADIGM relative to progressive sampling is bounded as
R∗PACK(B,K) 4=
T∗PACK
TPROG
≤ Box(B)|B| , (3.28)
where TPROG denotes the Nyquist sampling interval for the progressive sampling scheme and
Box(B) is the bounding box for the dual-k-t support B, defined in Section 2.
In contrast to PARADIGM, the PARADISE method is not limited to packing the dual-k-t
support. As was described in Section 3.3, the method is capable of handling aliasing within the
support by exploiting the multi-channel sensitivity encoding. Next, we introduce two geometric
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notions, which are properties of the aliasing pattern, and a lemma on the maximal EC cardinality
(the proof is skipped).
Definition For an EC Q ∈ B/ ∼
Λ∗
, the minimum y-gap is defined as
δmin(Q) = min
( ~p1, ~p2∈Q
~p1 6= ~p2
|Y(~p1)− Y(~p2)|, (3.29)
where the function Y, defined in Section 3.2, gives the y-coordinate of a point. The minimum of
δmin(Q) among all ECs, defines a property of the global aliasing pattern, which is a function of
both B and Λ:
∆min(B,Λ) 4= minQ∈B/∼Λ∗ δmin(Q). (3.30)
Lemma 1. The maximum number of overlaps within the dual-k-t support B resulting from sampling
on a lattice Λ is bounded from above as
max
Q∈B/∼Λ∗
#Q ≤
⌈ |B◦y|
∆min(B,Λ)
⌉
, (3.31)
where dxe denotes the ceiling of x ∈ R.
By Lemma 1, if the aliasing pattern within B corresponding to a certain dual lattice Λ∗ is such
that ∆min(B,Λ) ≥ |B◦y|/L, then the necessary condition (3.25) will be satisfied. Also, based on the
definition of ∆min(B,Λ), condition (3.26) is automatically satisfied for any positive ∆min(B,Λ).
Here, we ignore the conditioning and noise penalty — which are discussed in the next sec-
tion — and focus on upper bounds on the sampling rate gain. Let us denote the L × 1 vector[
s1(y), s2(y), · · · , sL(y)
]T by ~s(y). Next, consider the following definition.
Definition A set of receiver sensitivity functions {s`}L`=1, where y ∈
[
0,B◦y
]
, is called ∆-typical
iff the vectors in the set
{
~s(y1), ~s(y2), . . . , ~s(yL)
}
are linearly independent for all {yi}Li=1, where
0 ≤ y1 < y2 < · · · < yL ≤ B◦y and |yi − yj | ≥ ∆ for all i 6= j.
Given that the set of receiver sensitivity functions is ∆-typical with ∆ ≤ ∆min(B,Λ), it follows
that the combined necessary conditions in (3.25) and (3.26) are also sufficient for the full rank
condition of Proposition 1, and hence sufficient for invertibility. Consequently, Lemma 1 implies
that the geometric condition ∆min(B,Λ) ≥ |B◦y|/L is sufficient for invertibility of the PARADISE
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problem. In this setting, we call the sampling lattices that satisfy this condition (B, L)-sufficient7.
Note that even for the standard SENSE parallel imaging [1] to work, i.e., for the correspond-
ing “SENSE matrix” to be invertible, similar assumptions on receiver sensitivities are required.
Specifically, if the receiver sensitivity functions are ∆-typical with ∆ ≤ B◦y/R0 then the SENSE
matrix [1] will be invertible for acceleration factor of R0.
The following result provides an upper bound on the maximal temporal sampling period for (B,
L)-sufficient lattices.
Proposition 2. The maximal achievable temporal sampling period for PARADISE with (B, L)-
sufficient sampling lattices is bounded above as
T∗PARADISE(B,K) ≤
L
|B| · |K| , (3.32)
where L is the number of channels and K = [−kmaxy , kmaxy ] is the sampled interval along ky. Fur-
thermore, the maximum gain in T over progressive sampling for PARADISE with (B, L)-sufficient
sampling lattices is bounded as
R∗PARADISE(B,K) 4=
T∗PARADISE
TPROG
≤ LBox(B)|B| , (3.33)
where TPROG is the Nyquist sampling interval for the progressive sampling scheme.
Under the typical receiver sensitivity assumption stated above, the bounds in Proposition 2
can be interpreted as upper bounds on gains achievable using PARADISE in terms of sampling
rate. Comparing Proposition 2 with results in (3.27) and (3.28) suggests that the gain in the
sampling-rate requirement obtained by exploiting the redundancy in multi-channel sampling is
complementary to the gain obtained by optimally packing the support.
7The condition ∆min(B,Λ) ≥ |B◦y|/L does not involve the receiver sensitivity functions and only depends on the
number of receiver channels L.
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Chapter 4
Noise and Distortion Analysis for PARADISE Imaging
4.1 Noise in Parallel Imaging
The intrinsic (input) noise in the MR signal is typically dominated by additive thermal noise and
hence is well approximated as additive white and Gaussian distributed. Before sampling, the MR
signal is demodulated and low-pass filtered. Typically, the sampling rate is adjusted to match
the bandwidth of the anti-aliasing receiver filter (typically a cascade of analog and digital low-
pass filters). This implies that the sample noise is uncorrelated in time (and hence in k-space).
Therefore, here we assume the additive noise to be an i.i.d. and Gaussian two dimensional sequence
in k-t space.
In multi-channel (parallel) MRI, the phased-array receiver coils sense the same intrinsic noise
process, albeit with different spatial sensitivities. In addition, there is mutual coupling (cross-talk)
between receiver coils. One way to model the physics of multi-channel noise measurements is to
express the noise measured by each channel as the following superposition [1, 49]:
η`(t) =
∑
τ
ω`,τζτ (t), ` = 1, · · · , L,
where the summation is over infinitely-many noise sources (originating from the thermal noise
processes in the imaged tissue) denoted by {ζτ}, and {ω`,τ} are the coil-specific complex weighting
coefficients for the `-th coil. As a result, there is significant cross-correlation (modeled by the
weighting coefficients) across the channels in the sampled noise. The (i, j)-th element of the noise
covariance matrix Φn ∈ CL×L , denoted by ϕij , can be estimated as
ϕij ≈ 1
N
N∑
k=1
ηˆi(k)ηˆ∗j (k),
where ηˆ`(.) denotes the noise measured by the `-th channel in k-space and N is the number of
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measured noise samples.
The main limiting factor in parallel imaging is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the reconstructed
image. For the SENSE technique, the reconstruction SNR in imaging of a static object varies in
the image domain (x, y) and can be expressed as [1]
SNRSENSE(x, y) =
SNRfull
g(x, y)
√
R
, (4.1)
where
• R is the subsampling factor, also referred to as the acceleration factor, relative to the spatial
Nyquist sampling interval. The factor
√
R accounts for reduced intrinsic signal averaging
when the k-space density is reduced by the factor R.
• SNRfull is the SNR that would be obtained (using the same MRI hardware and pulse sequence)
without any subsampling, i.e., with R=1.
• g(x, y) is called the “geometric factor,” in short g-factor. This spatially-varying quantity
represents the loss in SNR (i.e., amplification of noise power) due to the ill-conditioning of
the underlying inverse problem, which needs to be solved to undo the effect of sub-Nyquist
sampling. For a subsampling factor of R=R0, it is defined as [1]
g SENSER=R0
4
=
√
reconstruction noise power for R=R0
reconstruction noise power for R=1
. (4.2)
In principle, the g-factor depends on the number and configuration geometry of the receiver
coil array as well as the prescribed imaging scenario, e.g., the acceleration rate, slice orienta-
tion, and phase encode direction.
4.2 Reconstruction Noise in PARADISE
It is important to note that the notion of g-factor in SENSE parallel imaging and almost all known
SNR analysis in parallel MRI apply only to static imaging. The goal of this section is to derive
the equivalent g-factor for the dynamic imaging scenario of PARADISE imaging. In what follows,
we assume that the PARADISE inverse problem (3.9) is invertible, i.e., we have a reconstructible
imaging scenario.
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Using the PARADISE reconstruction formula (3.24), let us compute the “noise image,” i.e., the
image resulting from the noise-only data:
ν(y0, t) = |detAΛ|
∫
(y0,f)∈B
〈
e−j2pift ~e#Q|ρ(y0,f),S
†
Q~ηQ(Q)
〉 ∣∣∣
Q=Q(y0,f)
df
= |detAΛ|
∫
(y0,f)∈B
~e T#Q(y0,f)|ρ(y0,f) S
†
Q~ηQ
(Q(y0, f))ej2piftdf, (4.3)
where y0 ∈ B◦y, and ~ηQ
(Q(y0, f)) = ~η(y0,f) is the L × 1 noise vector at point (y0, f) in y-f -space,
similarly to (3.20).1 The reconstruction noise power (variance) is therefore given by
1
|detAΛ|2σ
2
ν(y0, t) =
1
|detAΛ|2 E
[|ν(y0, t)|2] = 1|detAΛ|2 E[ν(y0, t)νH(y0, t)]. (4.4)
Using the noise-image equation in (4.3), it can be shown that for an observation (sampling) interval
of t ∈ [−W2 , W2 ] the noise power (4.4) can be written as
1
|detAΛ|2σ
2
ν(y0, t) =
=
1
T
∫∫
(y0,f)∈B
(y0,λ)∈B
~e T#Q(y0,f)|ρ(y0,f) S
†
Q
(Q(y0, f))Φn ΞWy0 (f, λ) S†Q(Q(y0, λ))H ~e#Q(y0,λ)|ρ(y0,λ) ej2pit(f−λ)dfdλ,
(4.5)
where the function ΞWy0 (f, λ), which can be expressed explicitly in terms of the observation length
W and (f, λ), behaves similarly to a Dirac delta (generalized function) as W →∞ [50]. Under mild
conditions on {s`}L`=1, B, and Λ, it can be shown that in the limit, i.e., as W → ∞, the function
ΞWy0 (f, λ) acts as a sifting kernel for the integral in (4.5), similarly to the Dirac delta δD(f−λ) [50].
Consequently, we have:
1
|detAΛ|2σ
2
ν(y0, t) =
=
1
T
∫
(y0,f)∈B
~e T#Q(y0,f)|ρ(y0,f) S
†
Q
(Q(y0, f))ΦnS†Q(Q(y0, f))H ~e#Q(y0,f)|ρ(y0,f) df (4.6)
=
1
T
∫
(y0,f)∈B
~e T#Q(y0,f)|ρ(y0,f)
[
SHQ
(Q(y0, f))Φn−1SQ(Q(y0, f))]−1 ~e#Q(y0,f)|ρ(y0,f) df, (4.7)
1The noise vector would stay the same if evaluated at any of the points in the EC Q(y0, f). Similar to ~dQ, the
function ~ηQ is invariant within each EC, as was described in Section 3.3.
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where we expanded S†Q according to (3.22) and simplified the resulting matrix product. Note that
for a matrix X ∈ CN×N , we have that ~e TN |p X~eN |p = [X]p,p, which is the p-th diagonal element
of the matrix. The same holds with p = ρ(y0, f) for the integrand in (4.7). Finally, we have that
|detAΛ| = T|K| where K = [−kmaxy , kmaxy ] is the sampled interval along ky. Hence, (4.7) can be
rewritten to give the reconstruction noise power in PARADISE for y ∈ B◦y:
σ2ν(y) = T|K|2
∫
(y,f)∈B
[
SHQ
(Q(y, f))Φn−1SQ(Q(y, f))]−1
ρ(y,f),ρ(y,f)
df, (4.8)
where we dropped the time-dependence from σ2ν since the right-hand side is time-invariant.
4.3 Noise Amplification Compared to PARADIGM and SENSE
In the case of single-channel imaging, the data is acquired using only one receiver coil with spatially-
invariant sensitivity. In this case, the PARADIGM technique ensures that there is no signal aliasing
within the dual-k-t support B. Aggarwal and Bresler have derived the following formula for the
reconstruction noise power in PARADIGM [38]:
(
σSCν (y)
)2
= T|K|2
∫
(y,f)∈B
ϕ2 df = T|K|2ϕ2
∫
R
1B(y, f) df, (4.9)
where ϕ2 is the single-channel input noise variance and
∫
R 1B(y, f)df gives the temporal bandwidth
of the support B at spatial location y. Comparing (4.8) and (4.9), it is seen that the main difference
is the matrix inverse in (4.8), which potentially contributes to noise amplification due to the ill-
conditioning of the matrices involved.
To derive an equivalent g-factor, defined in (4.2), for PARADISE, we need to compute the
reconstruction noise power for the case where there is no aliasing within the support B, which is
akin to R=1 (i.e., Nyquist rate) imaging for a static object. In this case all ECs have a single
member, i.e., Q(y, f) = (y, f), therefore, #Q(y, f) = 1 and ρ(y, f) = 1. Also, SQ
(
(y, f)
) ∈ CL×1
with its `-th element being s`
(
~e T2|1
[ y
f
])
= s`(y). It can be shown that (4.8) in this case reduces to
(
σfullν (y)
)2
=
T|K|2
~sH(y)Φn−1~s(y)
∫
R
1B(y, f) df. (4.10)
Finally, by combining (4.8) and (4.10), we arrive at the following expression for the spatial
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g-factor in PARADISE imaging:
g PARADISE(Λ,B) (y) =
σν(y)
σfullν (y)
=
1√∫
R 1B(y, f) df
√√√√~sH(y)Φn−1~s(y) ∫
(y,f)∈B
[
SHQ
(Q(y, f))Φn−1SQ(Q(y, f))]−1
ρ(y,f),ρ(y,f)
df ,
(4.11)
where, for brevity, we used the notation [.]−1ρ,ρ to denote the ρ-th diagonal element of the matrix
inverse inside the integral.
It is interesting to compare the expression for PARADISE g-factor with that of the SENSE
g-factor for static parallel imaging, which is given by [1]
g SENSER=R0 (yp) =
√
~sH(yp)Φn−1~s(yp)
[
SHR=R0(yp)Φn
−1SR=R0(yp)
]−1
p,p
, (4.12)
where SR=R0 ∈ CL×R0 is the SENSE forward matrix and the index p “counts” the superimposed
pixels caused by aliasing due to subsampling (cf. [1]).
Comparing (4.11) and (4.12), it is seen that the main difference for the PARADISE g-factor is its
dependence on the EC structures, i.e., the composition of the quotient space B/ ∼
Λ∗
. Unlike SENSE
where the aliasing patterns are forced by the acceleration factor R, in PARADISE the aliasing
pattern is a function of both the dual-k-t support B and the k-t sampling lattice Λ. Given the
dual-k-t support (which is determined based on the characteristics of the signal), in PARADISE
we have the freedom to optimize/control the g-factor by designing the sampling lattice. We utilize
this observation in subsequent chapters to adapt the sampling lattice to the dual-k-t support model
and the receiver coil characteristics.
4.4 Distortion Analysis
4.4.1 Noise-distortion trade-off
The goal in most imaging schemes is to minimize the reconstruction error, defined to be some
measure of the discrepancy between the true object and the reconstructed one. In dynamic MRI,
as in many other imaging modalities, the reconstruction error has two components: one due to noise
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and one due to signal distortion. In PARADISE, by restricting the design of the sampling to be
(B, {s`}L`=1)-reconstructible (defined in Section 3.4), the signal distortion component is eliminated
only if the dual-k-t support is perfectly accurate. In practice, however, there is always non-negligble
signal energy outside of the support, i.e.,
∫∫
Bc |I(y, f)|2dydf > 0.
Consider a scenario where the assumed dual-k-t support B is a proper subset of the true (known)
support B, i.e., B ( B ; and define B´ = B \B. Here we assume that the sampling lattice Λ is such
that the PARADISE inverse problems (Chapter 3) corresponding to both B and B are invertible.
Let us consider a point (y0, f0) ∈ B. The EC Q[y0,f0] ∈ B/ ∼Λ∗ is therefore a super-set of the EC
Q[y0,f0] ∈ B/ ∼Λ∗. It can be shown that the PARADISE equation (3.17) takes the following form:
~d(y0,f0) =
1
|detAΛ| SQ[y0,f0]
~IQ
[y0,f0]
+ ~η(y0,f0)
=
1
|detAΛ| SQ[y0,f0]
~IQ[y0,f0] +
1
|detAΛ| SQ
′
[y0,f0]
~IQ′
[y0,f0]
+ ~η(y0,f0), (4.13)
where
~IQ
[y0,f0]
= [~IQ[y0,f0] ,
~IQ′
[y0,f0]
]T and SQ
[y0,f0]
= [SQ[y0,f0] SQ′[y0,f0]
]. (4.14)
The set Q´[y0,f0] = Q[y0,f0]\Q[y0,f0] lies in B´ but is not an EC; it is defined so that the decomposition
in (4.14) would hold.
Consider the following two options for recovery of the y-f -space signal at the points within the
EC Q[y0,f0]:
• Case 1: Ignore the out-of-support signal content and solve for ~IQ[y0,f0] as in (3.21), which in
this case would give
~˜IQ[y0,f0] = S
†
Q[y0,f0]
~d(y0,f0) + S
†
Q[y0,f0]~η(y0,f0) =
~IQ[y0,f0] + S
†
Q[y0,f0]SQ
′
[y0,f0]
~IQ′
[y0,f0]
+ S†Q[y0,f0]~η(y0,f0).
• Case 2: Assuming B is known, one can solve for ~IQ
[y0,f0]
as in
~˜IQ
[y0,f0]
= S†Q
[y0,f0]
~d(y0,f0) =~IQ
[y0,f0]
+ S†Q
[y0,f0]
~η(y0,f0) (4.15)
and then truncate the result as ~˜IQ[y0,f0] =
~bT ~˜IQ
[y0,f0]
, where ~b is a binary vector with 1’s
located at indices corresponding to the elements of Q[y0,f0].
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Let us compare the 2-norm of the error
∥∥~IQ[y0,f0] − ~˜IQ[y0,f0]∥∥2 in both cases.
• Case 1: In this case, we have both distortion and noise amplification:
∥∥~IQ[y0,f0] − ~˜IQ[y0,f0]∥∥2 ≤ ∥∥S†Q[y0,f0]SQ′[y0,f0] ~IQ′[y0,f0]∥∥2︸ ︷︷ ︸
signal distortion
+
∥∥S†Q[y0,f0]~η(y0,f0)∥∥2︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise amplification
.
• Case 2: In this case, we only noise amplification since the distortion is eliminated:
∥∥~IQ[y0,f0] − ~˜IQ[y0,f0]∥∥2 = ∥∥~bTS†Q
[y0,f0]
~η(y0,f0)
∥∥
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise amplification
.
Comparing the error norms for the two cases, we can infer that by expanding the dual-k-t support
from B to B, the signal distortion for recovery of the points in the setQ[y0,f0] is eliminated. However,
this will generally be achieved at the price of higher noise amplification since the conditioning of
SQ
[y0,f0]
is typically worse than SQ[y0,f0] .
2
4.4.2 Upper bounds on the aliasing error energy
In many signal processing and imaging applications, and in particular in multidimensional cases
such as in the PARADISE problem – where the signal typically has finite spatial/temporal support
– the signal is only approximately bandlimited. This leads to aliasing error in the sampling series
expansion in the multidimensional version of the classical Whitaker-Shannon-Kotelnikov sampling
theorem.
In Appendix B, we present new upper bounds on the 2-norm (energy) of the aliasing error in
multidimensional Shannon sampling. Our bounds complement the previously known point-wise
peak-error (uniform sup-norm) upper bounds for the peak aliasing error. The proposed bounds
provide a good estimate of the total error energy for any signal, rather than just for certain
pathological extremals, as is the case with the sup-norm bounds which, as a result, tend to be too
conservative for practical applications. The sampling representation is general, possibly multiband,
and not restricted to bandlimited signals.
2Note that the columns in SQ
[y0,f0]
subsume those in SQ[y0,f0] . Adding more columns to a matrix typically
implies increased correlation (dependencies) between columns and hence degrades its conditioning. This suggests
the worsening of the condition number (in typical scenarios) as the EC cardinality increases due to expansion of the
support.
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The proposed error bounds provide easily computable measures of performance limits, charac-
terize fundamental limitations, and can be applied in designing sampling patterns for signals with
a known spectral estimate to satisfy a threshold on the tolerable aliasing error.
Using the results in Appendix B, here we demonstrate the application of one of the derived
bounds to the single-channel (L = 1) dynamic MRI problem (Chapter 2), i.e., the PARADIGM
method [38]. Applying bound [B–3] in Appendix B (Proposition 20), the aliasing error energy ‖e‖22
satisfies the following bounds:3
E2 ≤ ‖e‖22 ≤
(
1 +m(B)E∞
E2
)
E2, (4.16)
where m(B) is the area of the dual-k-t support B, E2 is the total out-of-bound energy (2-norm
in R2\B), and E∞ is the peak signal (squared magnitude) in R2\B. For the multi-channel case
(PARADISE problem), the aliasing error due to out-of-bound energy is further amplified (com-
pared to PARADIGM) because of the non-ideal conditioning of the inverse problem (Chapter 3).
Nevertheless, the derived upper bounds for the single-channel problem serve as a starting point for
analyzing the multi-channel case.
3This bounds assumes a “lattice packing” (Λ∗,B) and is slightly weeked that bound [B–3]. For details, refer to
Appendix B.
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Chapter 5
Optimal Design of the Sampling Lattice in PARADISE
A main feature of the PARADISE technique is its optimized acquisition scheme. Given the desired
resolution, the acquisition scheme designs the sample locations in k-t space based on the dual-k-t
support and on properties of the multi-channel sensitivity encoding. The design goal is a sampling
schedule, defined in (2.2), that is time-sequential and would result in aliasing that can be properly
undone with low noise amplification.
Recall that aliasing is caused by replication of the signal content within B on the lattice Λ∗ (Fig.
4(a)) and the overlapping pixels can be partitioned into disjoint subsets, namely the ECs, each with
its own unaliasing sub-problem formulated in (3.17). The conditioning of the matrices involved in
(3.17) and hence the reconstruction noise depend on the structures of all ECs, which in turn are a
function of the following:
1. Geometry of the support B;
2. Dual lattice Λ∗ or equivalently the k-t lattice Λ;
Given the desired spatial resolution (i.e., 1/kmaxy ), from (2.3) it follows that the degrees of freedom
in controlling the ECs are the following parameters of the k-t lattice Λ (see Fig. 2.2):
1. T, the sampling interval;
2. jΛ, the lattice subsampling factor;
3. ∆kΛ, the lattice grid-size along ky.
The last two parameters together determine the phase-encode (PE) step size and PE ordering
(Panel (e) in Fig. 2.2).
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5.1 Lattice Design with Known Receiver Sensitivities
With known receiver sensitivities, the PARADISE sampling design algorithm searches over all
(B, {s`}L`=1)-reconstructible lattices (defined in Section 3.4.1) and finds the one that achieves or
exceeds a predetermined acceleration factor while optimizing a predefined optimization criterion.
An attractive optimality cost function is maximization of reconstruction SNR or equivalently1
minimization of output noise, derived in (4.8). We propose to optimize the total reconstruction
noise over the dynamic FOV (dFOV), which in most scenarios is the region of interest. Therefore
our cost function is
¯(Λ,B, {s`}L`=1) =
∫
y∈dFOV
σ2ν(y) dy, (5.1)
where σ2ν(y) is given in (4.8). Note that any sampling lattice Λ that results in a finite value for
¯(Λ,B, {s`}L`=1) is guaranteed to be a reconstructible lattice (refer to Section 4.2).
We have devised an efficient computational scheme for computing an approximation of the cost
in (5.1) [40, 41]. The main idea is to discretize the y-f -space to a collection of box-shaped pixels
resulting in a finite number of “pixelized” ECs. That is, with a discretized support domain, the
equivalence relation ∼
Λ∗
maps the finite number of pixels inside the support B to a finite number of
ECs, denoted by {Q¨p}Cp=1. We assume that the subset of these ECs that cover the dFOV are given
by {Q¨p}C′p=1. The approximate cost function, therefore, becomes
¨¯(Λ,B, {s`}L`=1) ≈ αT|K|2
C′∑
p=1
trace{(S¨Hp Φ−1n S¨p)−1} (5.2)
where α is a proportionality constant, and S¨p is the corresponding forward S matrix (as in the
PARADISE equation (3.17)) for the pixelized EC Q¨p.
In Section 6.2, we provide realistic numerical simulation results using the described lattice design
method. Moreover, a preliminary in-vivo feasibility study of this design method has been conducted
[41].
1The equivalence holds if we ignore the potential dependence of MR signal energy on the sampling lattice.
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5.2 Geometric Design without Explicit Knowledge of Receiver Sensitivities
As described above, it is possible to devise an optimal acquisition design scheme that uses the
knowledge of coil sensitivity profiles. However, such a scheme may be difficult to implement in a
clinical setting owing to its complex implementation and computation. Instead, here we propose
a purely “geometric” implementation of the acquisition optimization scheme that is based on the
geometry of overlap patterns in the y-f space and does not require any knowledge of the coil
sensitivity profiles. This feature enables fast computation of the SNR-optimal k-t sampling schedule
immediately prior to running the MR scan.
We begin by outlining the ideas underlying the geometric optimization approach. In SENSE
parallel imaging, the severity of noise amplification, quantified by the geometric factor (g-factor)
(see Section 4.1), is related to the ill-conditioning of the SENSE matrix equation [1]. Moreover,
it is well known that the reason for high g-factor values at higher accelerations is that increasing
the acceleration pushes aliased pixels closer and the spatial sensitivity encoding for these pixels
becomes increasingly similar [51]. For static imaging, it has been demonstrated that this effect can
be somewhat mitigated by prudent design of the k-space sampling pattern: the aliasing can be
“controlled” in two (spatial) dimensions so that sensitivity variations provided by the parallel coils
can be optimally exploited to provide improved image quality [43].
Here, we use a similar concept for controlling the aliasing, albeit a different scheme is needed
since we work in the 2D y-f space (rather than the x-y space), must satisfy the TS sampling
constraint, and have prior knowledge of the dual-k-t support. In fact, owing to the sparse structure
of the support, a rather complicated relationship exists between the k-t lattice parameters and the
y-f space aliasing patterns. This complexity provides significant “richness” for the possible aliasing
patterns, and therefore more degrees of freedom to be exploited by our optimal design.
Recall the definition of δmin(Q), in Section 3.4.2, as the minimum y-gap between the points
in the EC. Also, ∆min(B,Λ) was defined to be the minimum of δmin(Q) among Q ∈ B/ ∼
Λ∗
, i.e.,
the smallest y-gap among all ECs, corresponding to sampling on a k-t lattice Λ parameterized by
(T,∆kΛ, jΛ) (see Panel (e) in Fig. 2.2).
Figures 5.1(a) and 5.1(b) show the structure of one EC resulting from aliasing on two different
dual lattices.2 Due to lack of sensitivity encoding along f , the unaliasing scheme relies on sensitivity
2For clarity, in panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 5.1, δmin(y0, f0) is used instead of δmin(Q(y0, f0)) (defined in Section
3.4.2), where Q(.) is the projection map defined in Section 3.2.
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Figure 5.1: Equivalence class structure for a point (y0, f0) in the support B with two different dual
lattices corresponding to: (a) poor SNR (large g-factor), and (b) high SNR (small g-factor) cases.
Panel (c) depicts the flowchart for computing the design cost function.
encoding along the PE direction only, namely y. If two members of the same EC have close
y-coordinates, as in Fig. 5.1(a), then they experience similar sensitivity encoding. Hence, the
underlying equations in y-f space (described in (3.17)) would be strongly dependent, resulting in
an ill-conditioned matrix equation for that EC. Consequently, compared to Fig. 5.1(a), the overlap
pattern in Fig. 5.1(b) is expected to have better conditioning, thereby resulting in smaller g-factor
and higher reconstruction SNR.
Motivated by this observation, we postulate 3 that by designing Λ so that ∆min(B,Λ) is maxi-
mized (and exceeds a certain threshold), the resulting overlap patterns will be such that all ECs
correspond to well-conditioned (low g-factor) PARADISE matrix equations for y-f space recon-
struction. Therefore, the geometric optimization problem of minimizing the peak error inside the
dual-k-t support can be written in functional form as follows:
(T̂, ∆̂kΛ, ĵΛ) = argmax
(T,∆kΛ,jΛ) feasible
∆min
(B, Λ(T,∆kΛ,jΛ)). (5.3)
The feasible search space for T is limited by the pulse sequence specifications: from below by the
3This heuristic is based on the structure of the S forward matrix in the PARADISE equation (3.17), expressed in
(3.19).
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minimum achievable T; and, in case of SSFP imaging, from above, to avoid banding artifacts. The
feasible search-space considerations for ∆kΛ and jΛ are related to the changes in ky position during
one T that are supported by the scanner hardware and by eddy-current limitations. Figure 5.1(c)
summarizes the computational steps for evaluating the cost function for a set of feasible lattice
parameter choices.
The implemented optimization algorithm, therefore, consists of the following steps:
1. Select a candidate set of feasible lattice parameters based on T limitations and desired spatial
resolution;
2. Solve (5.3);
3. Determine the optimal k-t lattice using (2.3).
The corresponding optimal sampling schedule then follows from (2.2) and is guaranteed to satisfy
the TS sampling constraint. In Section 6.4, we provide in-vivo results validating the proposed
geometric acquisition design technique.
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Chapter 6
Cardiac MRI Using PARADISE: In-silico Validation and In-vivo
Implementation
6.1 Image Reconstruction Algorithm
As explained in Section 3.3, the reconstruction task is to un-mix the overlaps in y-f space for all
points within the dual-k-t support. Following the un-mixing, the reconstructed TVI in y-t space is
obtained by an inverse temporal FT.
Figure 6.1 summarizes the key steps in the proposed reconstruction algorithm. Note that all the
cine reconstruction steps are computed for a discrete grid in the 2D+t space. The acquired k-t
data of all the L receiver channels sampled according to the designed k-t lattice Λ is denoted by{
d˘
•`
(kx, ky, t)
}L
`=1
and is transformed in Step 1 by an inverse discrete FT (DFT) along the readout
direction kx. The result is the multi-channel data set
{
d˘
•`
(x, ky, t)
}L
`=1
. In the next step, the data
is processed for each x location within the FOV independently. For a fixed x0 ∈ B◦x (recall that
B◦x denotes the FOV along x), the data matrix d˘•`(x0, ky, t) for each channel (` = 1, · · · , L) has two
dimensions, t and ky. This 2D data matrix is zero padded to be of size NT × NPE where NT is
Figure 6.1: Flowchart for the PARADISE Reconstruction Algorithm.
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the number of collected k-t samples and NPE is the number of PEs. The zero padding is according
to the TS k-t lattice Λ so that the m-th row (m = 1, · · · ,NT) has only one non-zero element
corresponding to the sample acquired at time t = mT.
In Step 2 (Fig. 6.1), following the zero-padding the data is transformed to the y-f space. Next,
unaliasing is achieved by solving the PARADISE equation (3.17) for each of the ECs. Since the
measurements are corrupted by noise, the linear minimum-variance estimate is used as in (3.21).
The result is I˜(x0, y, f) which is zero outside of the dual-k-t support. Finally, the TVI I˜(x, y, t) is
reconstructed by computing the inverse DFT of I˜(x0, y, f) along f and concatenating the results
for all x0 ∈ B◦x.
6.2 In-silico Validation
The objective of this section is to validate the PARADISE scheme for CMRI applications, and
evaluate its performance quantitatively by a realistic simulation study. As the tool to achieve these
goals, we introduce a Physiologically-Improved NCAT (PINCAT) phantom based on the previously
proposed NCAT computer phantom [52] which is a numerical spatial and temporal (4-D) cardiac-
torso phantom extensively used for CT/PET studies. The improved phantom allows variation of
anatomical and physiological parameters to simulate different disease states to test the robustness
of an imaging scheme. Using the phantom we simulate a realistic CMR scenario. Because the exact
anatomy and physiological functions of the phantom are known, this provides a gold standard by
which to evaluate the imaging technique and compare it to other methods. We first introduce the
developed PINCAT phantom and subsequently present the simulation results.
6.2.1 Physiologically-improved NCAT phantom
Cardiovascular variables such as heart rate (HR), arterial blood pressure, stroke volume and the
shape of electrocardiographic complexes all vary beat-by-beat [53]. These further interact with
respiration. This variability reflects the dynamic response of the cardiovascular (CV) regulatory
systems to perturbations in the CV function. Because of the difficulty to control and isolate these
physiological variability effects, and their complex interaction with the specific pulse sequence and
imaging protocol, it is difficult to study their effects on image accuracy and quality in-vivo. Instead,
we propose the use of a versatile and physiologically realistic phantom.
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The four-dimensional (spatial and temporal) nonuniform rational B-spline based Cardiac-Torso
(NCAT) phantom [52] was developed to provide an accurate and flexible model of human anatomy
and physiology. It includes a realistic model for the cardiac and respiratory motions based on
tagged MRI data and respiratory-gated CT data, respectively. The NCAT phantom models the
main coronary arteries based on 3D angiogram data and also cardiac twisting and lateral motions.
The NCAT phantom allows specifications of anatomic and physiological parameters such as HR,
respiratory rate, LV volume etc. Combined with models of the imaging process, the NCAT phantom
is used to generate simulated imaging data and reconstructions. The tissue contrast parameters in
the NCAT phantom were modified for MR imaging applications. Note that this contrast depends
on the MR pulse sequence and the sequence parameters. With this modification, the NCAT
phantom can be used to simulate cardiac MR imaging applications. However, the NCAT phantom
assumes periodic cardiac and respiratory motions which are not physiologically realistic, especially
for cardiac-compromised subjects.
We propose to combine the MR NCAT phantom with the Research CV Simulator [53] that models
the beat-to-beat variation in morphology and timing of the human CV system. The model is based
on an extensive list of heart and circulatory parameters that characterize the intact circulation. The
proposed Physiologically Improved NCAT (PINCAT) phantom post-processes the NCAT-generated
image sequence such that it matches the beat-to-beat changes predicted by the CV simulator.
The processing ensures that we match: (1) the cardiac aperiodicity modeled due to the various
physiological effects including hemodynamic response to respiration and baroreflex control; (2)
beat-to-beat variation in cardiac motion reflected, for instance, in changes in end-diastolic volume
from beat-to-beat. This is achieved by appropriate processing of the image sequence generated
by the NCAT phantom and time-warping the resulting sequence where the time-warp function is
computed according to the instantaneous HR provided by the CV simulator. Although here we
only use the PINCAT phantom to evaluate the PARADISE scheme, the proposed phantom may
also be useful for evaluating other cardiac MR data acquisition and reconstruction methods.
6.2.2 Simulation results
A 4-D cardiac cine corresponding to a supine male patient was generated using the NCAT phantom
with MR-adjusted contrast (bright blood imaging). In order to realistically simulate a breath-hold
imaging experiment, a small respiratory drift was included in the cine by appropriately adjusting
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the NCAT phantom parameters. Next, the doubly-oblique short-axis slices were extracted and
resized to a 128 × 128 image matrix size. The cine was processed according to the CV simulator
output to generate the PINCAT phantom as described above. It exhibited an HR range of 60-70
beats per minute and a maximum of 10% ventricular volume variability.
The dual-k-t support of the dynamic phantom was computed and 95.2% of the energy (in the
2-norm sense) was captured by the first 10 harmonic bands each of width 4f = 0.27 Hz. The
dynamic FOV (dFOV) was assumed to occupy 40% of the FOV along the y direction. The MR
scanner was assumed to have 8 receiver channels and the coil profiles were obtained using numerical
simulation of Bio-Savart’s law for a spherical water phantom. An SNR of 35 dB was simulated by
adding independent white Gaussian noise to the parallel coil outputs.
For the described scenario, the PARADIGM method, i.e., patient-adaptive acquisition with a
single channel, requires a sampling interval (repetition time) of T=2.84 milliseconds (ms). In this
experiment, we assumed a minimum feasible T of 5.5 ms. Hence a minimum acceleration of R= 1.94
was required to achieve the spatial and temporal resolution targets.
The PARADISE acquisition design algorithm, described in Section 5.1, was executed with these
requirements while optimizing the resulting SNR performance. The optimal TS sampling lattice
was computed, which had T=5.625 ms, i.e., acceleration of R= 1.98 over PARADIGM. Using
the PINCAT-generated 2-D short-axis slice, data for this sampling pattern was generated for a
total acquisition time of about 20 s. Figure 6.2(b) shows a single frame from the reconstructed
cine corresponding to the systolic phase of the heart along with the true PINCAT phantom frame
shown in Panel (a).
For comparison, we used the non-adaptive progressive acquisition scheme (see Fig. 2.2) that
sequentially acquires adjacent k-space lines, repeating the acquisition in a loop, and uses the sliding
window method (in k-t space) for reconstruction. To meet the desired resolution goals, this sampling
scheme requires a T of 0.372 ms which is infeasible for modern MR scanners. This scheme can
be accelerated by subsampling similar to the SENSE method [1]. However, to meet the sampling
interval limitations (minimum feasible T), the progressive scheme needs an acceleration factor
of more than 14, which is infeasible with 8 receiver channels. Note that in practice, SENSE
accelerations of more than half the number of coils is rarely attempted because of the high noise
amplification due to the resulting g-factors (defined in Section 4.1) [1]. In this experiment, we used
an acceleration factor of R= 4 for the progressive sampling scheme. Figure 6.2(c) shows a single
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(a) True Frame (b) PARADISE, RMSE:5.3%
(c) Progressive (R=4), RMSE:10% (d) Subsampled PARADIGM, RMSE:15%
Figure 6.2: Simulation results: A systolic frame of the reconstructions along with the true frame.
The dotted line in (a) marks the location of the cut in Fig. 6.3.
frame of the reconstructed cine.
Comparing the reconstructed frames to the ground truth in Fig. 6.2(a), it is seen that the two
schemes have comparable SNR over the dynamic region but PARADISE uses the object model to
filter out high-frequency noise in the static regions of the image, significantly improving the SNR in
those regions. More importantly, although the PARADISE reconstruction is visually artifact-free,
the progressive reconstruction shows the wrong cardiac phase (the diameter of the left ventricle is
too large). In other words, temporal resolution of the progressive scheme is insufficient to capture
the true dynamics of the heart. This is seen most clearly in Fig. 6.3 which depicts the temporal
evolution of a 1-D y-t cut through the dotted line shown in Fig. 6.2(a). Comparing Panels (b) and
(c) to the true profile in Panel (a), it can be seen that only the PARADISE reconstructions capture
the correct contraction and expansion pattern of the heart. This is expected since the progressive
scheme essentially (and falsely) assumes that the heart is static over a period of NPET/R= 176 ms
(with R=4) while the PARADISE scheme is designed to account not only for the periodic motion
of the heart, but also its beat-to-beat variation.
Note that, in order to achieve the optimum performance with PARADISE, it is essential to con-
sider the coil-sensitivity profiles at both the acquisition design and reconstruction stages. In other
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(c) Progressive with Sliding Window Reconstruction
Figure 6.3: Simulation results: Temporal evolution of a 1D spatial cut through the heart.
words, one cannot achieve the PARADISE performance gain by simply skipping sampling locations
from the k-t sampling sequence prescribed by PARADIGM. In general, the SNR performance will
no longer be optimal and doing so can violate the reconstructability conditions (Section 3.4). To
demonstrate the importance of optimizing the sampling pattern, we tested a subsampled version
of the PARADIGM sampling lattice. The PARADIGM-acquired data [38] was subsampled by a
factor of 2, hence achieving a T of 5.68 ms, and the cine was reconstructed using the PARADISE
reconstruction scheme. The result is shown in Fig. 6.2(d). As is seen from the figure and the large
normalized root mean square (RMS) error, the SNR performance of the subsampled PARADIGM
scheme is highly suboptimal. This can also be understood considering that the average g-factor
in the y-f -space (corresponding to (3.17)) for this scheme is 6.68 (range: 1.33-8.72) whereas for
PARADISE it is 2.11 (range: 1-2.92).
Figure 6.4 further demonstrates the aforementioned points by depicting the normalized RMS
error for the discussed schemes as a function of time. Note that although the progressive scheme
achieves low error at times, it is unable to reconstruct the correct object at most times. In case of
PARADISE, the error is almost purely due to the additive noise amplification since PARADISE
guarantees perfect reconstruction of the signal within the modeled dual-k-t support (which captures
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Figure 6.4: Simulation results: Normalized RMS Error as a function of time.
95% of the total energy). This noise amplification is significantly worse in case of the subsampled
PARADIGM scheme.
In conclusion, the in-silico results indicate that PARADISE is an effective CMRI technique
which acquires and reconstructs a full cine with high spatial and temporal resolutions by optimally
combining accelerations gained by (i) patient-adaptive imaging and (ii) parallel imaging, hence
achieving accelerations higher than either of (i) or (ii) individually.
6.3 Methods for In-vivo Imaging Experiments
MRI exams were performed on 1.5 Tesla Siemens Espree and Avanto whole body scanners (Siemens
Medical Solutions; Erlangen, Germany) with 100 T/m/s and 200 T/m/s maximum gradient slew
rates, and 33 mT/m and 40 mT/m maximum gradient amplitudes, respectively. Studies were
performed under a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board of the National Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) and written informed consent was obtained from all study
participants. Normal human volunteers (N=4) were scanned (2 male, 2 female; mean age: 44, range:
30-54 years; mean weight: 84.5 kg, range: 54-113 kg). Due to the optimization of the sequence
prescription for each patient, the specific details of the scan varied between subjects. The presented
results correspond to one particular, but typical, imaging experiment on the Avanto scanner (32
receiver channels) using a 32-element phased array cardiac-torso coil (RAPID Biomedical; Rimpar,
Germany).
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Initially, CINE imaging1 during a single breath-hold using a retrospectively ECG-gated seg-
mented bSSFP scan (T/TE2: 3.54 ms/1.77 ms, flip angle: 60◦, receiver bandwidth: 558 Hz/pixel,
views-per-segment: 4, total acquisition time: 19 s, average HR: 65 bpm) with rate 4 parallel imag-
ing was performed in double oblique short-axis orientation with acquisition of one slice (7 mm slice
thickness; approximately at mid-ventricle). The size of the FOV was 420 mm×420 mm (sized to
avoid wrap-around along the PE direction). The FOV size/location, slice thickness/location, and
flip angle were kept constant for all subsequent scans. The image matrix size (readout×PE) was
256× 224 resulting in an in-plane spatial resolution of 1.64 mm× 1.88 mm. Using GRAPPA rate
4 parallel imaging (32 reference lines), retrospectively-gated images were reconstructed (using the
automated, standard scanner reconstruction) resulting in a temporal resolution of 14.2 ms, which is
beyond the 30 ms threshold typically considered to be the desirable temporal resolution for cardiac
cine imaging.
Next, two non-gated breath-held TSENSE scans were performed. The TSENSE scheme uses
UNFOLD-type interleaved k-t sampling patterns so that high-quality estimation of coil profiles
would be feasible every few frames. TSENSE with acceleration rate of R combines the acquired
PEs from every R adjacent frames to achieve a single fully-encoded frame (1/R temporal resolution).
In our TSENSE implementation, we average all such fully-encoded frames (for the entire scan) to
obtain a set of high SNR images for each coil. Next, an eigenvector-based coil profile estimation
technique based on the work by Walsh et al. [54] is utilized3.
The first TSENSE experiment had an acceleration rate of R=2 (T/TE: 2.89 ms/1.45 ms, receiver
bandwidth: 704 Hz/pixel, total acquisition time: 16.6 s, average HR: 66.1 bpm) with matrix size
(readout×PE) of 192 × 192 (in-plane spatial resolution:2.19 mm×2.19 mm) and the second scan
had an acceleration rate of R=5 (T/TE: 3.09 ms/1.55 ms, receiver bandwidth: 698 Hz/pixel, total
acquisition time: 17.4 s, average HR: 62.3 bpm) with matrix size (readout×PE) equal to 256× 223
(in-plane spatial resolution:1.64 mm×1.88 mm). Furthermore, in each of the experiments, an
integrated noise-only acquisition was conducted during the first 30 Ts of the pulse sequence by
turning off the RF excitation. The noise measurements were used for estimation of the cross-
channel noise covariance matrix, which was utilized in the SENSE reconstruction [49].
PARADISE Pulse Sequence [55]: A customized bSSFP pulse sequence was developed to
1We use the term “cine” to refer to image sequences generated by non-gated schemes, while uppercase “CINE”
will refer to images corresponding to the ECG-gated segmented k-space scan.
2TE is the echo time in the SSFP pulse sequence and T is the repetition time.
3Estimation method is based on personal communication with Dr. Peter Kellman, NHLBI, NIH; August 2008.
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allow for operator-defined T and ordering of PEs, capable of acquiring a general k-t lattice. The
pulse sequence included a user interface for inputting the lattice parameters (T,∆kΛ, jΛ) and the
number of k-t samples to acquire.
MR data for the PARADISE acquisition scheme with an image matrix size (readout×PE) of
256×220 (in-plane resolution:1.64 mm×1.91 mm) was collected during a short breath-hold (T/TE:
3.09 ms/1.55 ms, receiver bandwidth: 698 Hz/pixel, total acquisition time: 12.46 s, average HR:
64.1 bpm). The acquisition scheme was non-gated; however, the ECG signal (synchronized with
the scan duration) was recorded for validation purposes. Furthermore, similar to the TSENSE
experiments, an integrated noise-only scan during the first 30 Ts was performed [49].
Coil sensitivity estimates were derived using the same technique described for the TSENSE
experiments, hence eliminating the need for any extra calibration scan and avoiding potential
misregistration between the calibration and accelerated scans. Since the imaging experiment is
a short breath-hold scan, the coil profiles do not change appreciably during the scan. Therefore,
dynamic updating of the coil profiles would not affect the results in a noticeable way. In order to
verify the accuracy of the resulting coil sensitivity estimates, we implemented a short (2.47 s) coil
calibration acquisition immediately prior to the k-t lattice acquisition. The sampling scheme for
this calibration acquisition was conventional Nyquist sampling with 128 symmetric PEs acquired
6 times sequentially with no time gaps in between and performed immediately after the noise-only
acquisition and prior to the PARADISE scan. This alternative “reference” calibration scheme
produced closely matching coil sensitivity estimates and no detectable change in the reconstructed
images, validating the proposed calibration scheme.
PARADISE Model Estimation [56,55]: Fig. 6.5 provides an overview of the implementation
stages involved in the proposed PARADISE data acquisition scheme, which includes the adaptation
method for the dual-k-t support model. Here we describe the procedure used for estimating the
support parameters (Fig. 2.3(d)) from the available auxiliary information.
The dynamic FOV size and location, i.e., the dFOV interval in Fig. 2.3(d), was estimated using
images from the initial short-axis localizer scans to determine the heart position within the chest.
The estimated dFOV location was centered along the PE direction with a size of 0.4 × |B◦y|. The
average HR determining the f0 parameter can be prospectively estimated from peripheral pulse or
ECG signal observed during a breath-hold prior to the PARADISE scan. In our experiments, we
used the average HR during the initial breath-hold gated scan (f0 = 1.08 Hz equivalent to 65 bpm).
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Figure 6.5: Overview of the implementation scheme for PARADISE data acquisition. The noise-
only acquisition is not shown in the sampling schedule.
The actual HR during the PARADISE scan – measured using the independently recorded ECG –
varied between 62 and 66 bpm with an average of 64.1 bpm.
The kmaxt parameter indicates the degree of temporal fidelity of the reconstructed cine to the
underlying TVI. We postulate that having kmaxt ≈ 5f0 would be sufficient for capturing the cardiac
dynamics (including the rapid mid to end-systolic wall motion) with high S-T fidelity and no
detectable image artifacts. This claim is validated empirically and demonstrated in Section 6.4
where the time evolution of a spatial cut of the PARADISE cine is compared to that of the
high-resolution gated CINE. This choice of kmaxt implies that the dual-k-t support included 5
model-bands on each side of the DC (f = 0) band, for a total of 11 bands.4
The thickness of model-bands 4f reflects both the HR variability and potential misestimation of
the average HR (f0). The parameter range for 4f is from zero to f0. In the current implementation,
we choose 4f based on the following computational procedure. Since all other parameters are
known at this stage, each choice of 4f fully specifies the dual-k-t support and would imply a solution
for the optimization problem in (5.3). To obtain a low g-factor and hence a high image quality
(compared to the gated scan), we empirically arrived at the following requirement for the optimized
minimum EC gap: ∆min(B,Λ) ≥ 0.3 × |B◦y|. Among the candidate choices f0/n, n = 1, 2, · · · , 10,
the maximal value for 4f that satisfied this requirement was equal to f0/3. Choosing the maximal
4f would increase robustness to f0 misestimation and HR variability during the scan. This 4f
choice corresponds to a model-band thickness in Fig. 2.3(d) that fills 33% of the gap between the
bands.
4The exact value for kmaxt is 5f0 + 4f/2 (see Fig. 2.3(d)).
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PARADISE Acquisition Design: Using the estimated patient-adapted dual-k-t support, the
acquisition design scheme that was proposed in Section 5.2 was executed to find the SNR-optimal
lattice by maximizing ∆min(B,Λ∗) in (5.3). The result was an optimum value for ∆min(B,Λ∗) =
0.33× |B◦y| corresponding to the following optimal lattice parameters:
(T̂, ∆̂kΛ, ĵΛ) = (3.09 ms, 0.98× |B◦y|−1, 9).
Hence, the controlled aliasing patterns are such that the minimum spatial gap between overlapping
y-f points is at least 33% of |B◦y| (FOV size along y).
Another property of the resulting lattice design was that the maximum number of members in
any of the ECs was 3, i.e., each y-f point in the dual-k-t support overlapped with at most two
other points within the support. In principle, prior to running clinical scans with the PARADISE
scheme, the empirical range of desirable ∆min values (in terms of the resulting g-factor) should
be determined based on the scanner and coil-array hardware. This is similar to standard 2D
parallel CMRI experiments where, to achieve a reasonable g-factor, a certain range of acceptable
acceleration factors are empirically determined (typically in the range of 2 to 4). In our experiments
(with the 32-element coil array), we empirically inferred that with ∆min values above 0.3 × |B◦y|,
excellent g-factor can be achieved. Note that, given the coil sensitivity profiles, numerical values
for the resulting g-factors can be computed using the developed theoretical framework.
Figure 6.5 depicts the MR scan prescribed according to the TS sampling schedule. The computa-
tion time for the acquisition design stage was less than 30 seconds (on a portable personal computer
with 1.8 GHz Intel Pentium M Processor and 1.5 GB of memory). As shown in the figure, the
implemented scan was a continuous k-t data acquisition prescribed by the PARADISE-designed
lattice (total scan time: 12.46 seconds).
PARADISE Reconstruction: Acquired raw multi-channel data sets were imported into
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and reconstruction was performed off-line on a com-
puter cluster (16 compute nodes, each featuring two dual-core 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron CPUs with
8 GB of memory; running Red Hat Linux) using a parallelized implementation of the PARADISE
reconstruction algorithm in MATLAB. The result was an approximate 25-fold speedup (compared
to computation on a single-node single-core CPU) resulting in a total reconstruction time of ap-
proximately 130 seconds. It should be noted that further speedup is feasible by employing general
purpose graphics processing units (GPUs), which promise a 10-fold speedup, especially in comput-
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Figure 6.6: Results for all four imaging experiments, zoomed-in to the region-of-interest shown in
Panel (a). End-diastolic frames are shown in the top row and end-systolic frames in the bottom row.
Note that the four imaging experiments correspond to different breath-holds with nonnegligible
subject motion in between scans. Panels (b), (c): Gated CINE with 256 × 224 image matrix.
Panels (d), (e): Non-gated TSENSE with rate R=2 acceleration and 192 × 192 image matrix.
Panels (f), (g): Non-gated TSENSE with rate R=5 acceleration and 256 × 223 image matrix.
Panels (h), (i): Non-gated PARADISE with 256× 220 image matrix.
ing the FFTs.
6.4 In-vivo Results
Simulation studies for the PARADISE method have been previously conducted using a physiolog-
ically improved 3D+t NCAT phantom that included considerations for TS acquisition and motion
aperiodicity (HR variability and respiratory drift) [44]. In this section, we provide in-vivo results
for the PARADISE method and compare them to gated CINE and non-gated TSENSE.
Panel (a) of Fig. 6.6 shows the full FOV end-diastolic (ED) image frame reconstructed from
the gated CINE data. It highlights a region of interest (ROI) that includes important features
within the heart. The other panels in Fig. 6.6 show the ED and end-systolic (ES) reconstructed
frames that are zoomed-in to the ROI for gated CINE, non-gated TSENSE rate 2 (R=2), non-gated
TSENSE rate 5 (R=5), and the non-gated PARADISE experiments as described in the previous
section. Considering the high image quality and spatio-temporal resolution of the gated CINE
results in Panels (b) and (c), we choose the CINE images as our standard reference for validating
and comparing the non-gated TSENSE and PARADISE experiments.
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Figure 6.7: Zoomed-in LV for an ejection-phase frame for (a) Gated CINE; (b) PARADISE; (c)
TSENSE R=2; (d) TSENSE R=5. Comparing panels (a) and (b), it is seen that the PARADISE
image provides a sharp delineation of the endocardial border and the subtle LV papillary structure
at the ejection phase. In Panel (c), notice the blurring at the endocardial border, which results
in inaccurate visualization of the septal wall and papillary muscles for the TSENSE R=2 image.
In Panel (d), the severe g-factor noise amplification results in poor image quality for the TSENSE
R=5 image.
Using gated CINE results as reference, it is seen that the PARADISE images (Panels (h) and (i)
in Fig. 6.6) are visually artifact-free and have a closely matching SNR and contrast. In contrast,
TSENSE R=2 frames (Panels (d) and (e) in Fig. 6.6) show motion artifacts, especially in form of
ghosting in the ES frame of Fig. 6.6(e) caused by the rapid wall thickening as highlighted by the
arrow. Furthermore, the reconstructed frames for the TSENSE R=5 scan (Panels (f) and (g) in
Fig. 6.6), which had the same receiver bandwidth and sampling interval (T) as the PARADISE
scan, are very noisy compared to the other results.
Figure 6.7 shows an ejection-phase frame zoomed-in to the LV for all four scans. As is seen from
the figure, relative to the CINE image in Panel (a), the PARADISE image in Panel (b) provides a
sharp delineation of the LV endocardial border and the subtle papillary structure at the ejection
phase. The TSENSE R=2 image in Panel (c) shows significant blurring at the endocardial border,
which results in inaccurate visualization of the septal wall and papillary muscles. As before, for the
TSENSE R=5 image in Panel (d), severe g-factor noise amplification results in poor image quality.
Figure 6.8(a) specifies the location of a 1D profile along the y (PE) direction and illustrates the
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Figure 6.8: (a) CINE frame showing the location of a 1D spatial cut along y and describing the
notion of “y-t profile” as the temporal profile of the 1D cut. Panels (b) to (f) show the y-t profiles
during 3 heart-beats for: (b) gated CINE; (c) TSENSE R=2; (d) TSENSE R=2 with view-sharing
(temporal sliding window); (e) TSENSE R=5; and (f) PARADISE. The two marked regions-of-
interest in each of the panels (b)-(f) correspond to the septal wall motion during different cardiac
phases.
notion of time evolution of the 1D profile intensity, referred to here as the “y-t profile.” Panels
(b) to (f) of Fig. 6.8 show the y-t profiles for a duration of 3 heart-beats corresponding to each of
the aforementioned experiments. The y-t profile for the gated CINE shown in Fig. 6.8(b), which
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is periodic (hence is repeated 3 times in the figure), has a temporal resolution of 14.2 ms and is
used as the reference. Comparing Fig. 6.8(c) to this reference, it is clearly seen that the temporal
resolution of TSENSE R=2 is insufficient to capture the true dynamics of the heart motion. Figure
6.8(d) shows the same TSENSE R=2 result but using a view-sharing (temporal sliding-window)
reconstruction with 31 frames per second. Clearly, view-sharing did not provide any improvement
in S-T fidelity, as expected. The y-t profile for TSENSE R=5 shown in Fig. 6.8(e) has better
temporal resolution, although still not matching that of the CINE, but is very noisy as expected.
On the other hand, the PARADISE y-t profile in Fig. 6.8(f) shows a strong agreement with the
CINE profile in Fig. 6.8(a)–implying that the PARADISE cine has high S-T fidelity, high S-T
resolution, and accurate wall motion.
Two ROI ellipses are marked on all y-t profiles in Fig. 6.8: the first ROI (on the left) includes
the rapid septal wall motion during the ejection phases; the second ROI marks the LV end-diastolic
wall motion including the subtle motion attributed to atrial contraction (often referred to as the
“atrial kick”). The sharp borders of the PARADISE y-t profile and its close match to that of the
gated CINE profile (especially for the marked ROIs) further indicate the high S-T fidelity of the
PARADISE cine and imply that its temporal resolution is close to that of the CINE.
Owing to its non-gated nature and elaborate dual-k-t support model, PARADISE can capture
the beat-to-beat motion variability and respiratory drift. Here, we demonstrate the latter using
results from the same set of experiments. This has an important implication as it demonstrates
the fundamental difference between PARADISE and gated schemes: instead of averaging the drift
(or other non-periodic motion) and providing blurred images and reduced S-T fidelity, the scheme
enables accurate imaging of the respiratory drift (not an attractive clinical goal by itself), which
in turn ensures accurate imaging of the highly dynamic regions of interest.
One way to demonstrate this is to compare two frames that correspond to the same cardiac
phase from different time points in the 12.5 second-long PARADISE cine (with a duration of 13
heart-beats). Figures 6.9(a,b) show two ED frames of the PARADISE cine, one from the 3rd
reconstructed heart-beat and the other from the 11th heart-beat and mark a 1D profile along the
PE direction that cuts through the abdominal area. Figure 6.9(c) shows the resulting y-t profile
for the duration of 9 heart-beats and highlights the time points corresponding to the frames in
panels (a) and (b). The result of subtracting the frames of panels (a) and (b) is shown in panel
(d), demonstrating the respiratory drift occurring during the 9 heart-beat period. Panels (e)
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Figure 6.9: (a,b) ED image frames for the 3rd and 11th heart beat reconstructed by PARADISE;
the dotted line shows the location of the 1D cut for the y-t profile. (c ) PARADISE y-t profile during
9 heartbeats shows the slow respiratory drift; the time instants marked (a) and (b) correspond to
the frames show in panels (a-b). (d) Subtraction of the frames in (a) and (b) (inverted contrast)
shows the respiratory drift. Panels (e) to (h) show the corresponding results for the TSENSE R=2
scan. Note that the two scans correspond to two different breath-holds with nonnegligible subject
motion in between scans.
to (h) in Fig. 6.9 show the corresponding results for the TSENSE R=2 (real-time) scan, which
despite having low temporal resolution and fidelity is capable of imaging the slow respiratory drift
relatively accurately. The results in Panels (e)-(h) verify the existence of noticeable respiratory
drift. Although the two scans correspond to two different breath-holds with non-negligible subject
motion in between scans, the close agreement between the respective difference frames (Panels (d)
and (h) in Fig. 6.9) demonstrates that the PARADISE scheme correctly captures the respiratory
drift.
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6.5 Discussion of In-vivo Results
6.5.1 Comparison to TSENSE
As shown in Panels (c,d,e) in Fig. 6.8, compared to the gated CINE y-t profile in Fig. 6.8(b), the
rapid ES wall thickening is not accurately captured by the TSENSE results–although TSENSE
R=5 is better than R=2. For the second marked region during diastole, both TSENSE results
fall significantly short. This is expected since TSENSE essentially assumes that the heart is static
(freezes cardiac motion) during the acquisition time of a single frame, i.e., NPE × T/R. Hence,
the temporal resolution of non-gated TSENSE is fundamentally limited by this quantity, which is
equal to 277 ms for the TSENSE R=2 experiment and 138 ms for TSENSE R=5. Such temporal
resolutions are below the desirable resolution of 40-50 ms typically required to provide accurate
assessment of LV function for resting HRs.
The maximum temporal frequency that can be reproduced without aliasing by a real-time imag-
ing techniques such as TSENSE (with frame-by-frame reconstruction) is given by half of its frame
rate,5 which is 1.80 Hz for the TSENSE R=2 experiment and 3.63 Hz for TSENSE R=5. In the case
of PARADISE, this quantity is given by kmaxt = 5.58 Hz (Section 6.3). This provides a simplified
metric for the higher temporal fidelity of PARADISE evident in Fig. 6.8, as compared to either of
the TSENSE results. Another effect of low S-T fidelity in TSENSE is demonstrated in Fig. 6.7(c),
where severe blurring of the myocardial border into the LV blood pool could result in inaccurate
quantification of cardiac function. Higher temporal resolution is achievable in TSENSE by reducing
the spatial resolution. However, lower spatial resolutions may lead to misestimation of the ED wall
thickness due to inadequate visualization of the endocardium and papillary muscles [57].
Furthermore, the TSENSE R=5 result suffers from poor SNR. The SNR for PARADISE is far
superior. More generally, the SNR penalty due to acceleration is much smaller in PARADISE than
in TSENSE. The reason is two-fold: (i) in PARADISE the signal outside the dual-k-t support is
discarded as noise; therefore, reducing input noise power; and (ii) more importantly, the aliasing
patterns are controlled so that maximum sensitivity-encoding “diversity” (or equivalently lowest
g-factor) is achieved for each set of overlapping pixels in the y-f space.
Overall, as evident from Figs. 6.6-6.8, without any gating, the PARADISE method’s high acceler-
ation and realistic (time-sequential) sampling scheme allow to match the high spatial and temporal
5Equal to half of the temporal sampling rate. Note that although view-sharing would increase the apparent frame
rate, it would not affect this quantity (as demonstrated visually in Panel (d) of Fig. 6.8).
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resolutions of the parallel-imaging-accelerated gated CINE.
6.5.2 Relation to the method of k-t SENSE
A comprehensive comparison of PARADISE and k-t SENSE is outside the scope of this dissertation.
Nonetheless, as mentioned in Section 2.1, there are some similarities and key differences between
the two methods. For example, k-t SENSE uses a training stage (whether implemented as a pre-
scan or integrated acquisition) to estimate the signal energy distribution in the y-f space, which
is specific to the TVI being imaged. Therefore, PARADISE and k-t SENSE both utilize prior
knowledge that is adapted to the cardiac dynamics of the patient; in contrast to frame-by-frame
reconstruction techniques (e.g., TSENSE), they both aim at reconstructing the TVI by recovering
its representation in the y-f space.
However, in k-t SENSE, utilization of the modeled S-T correlations is limited to the reconstruc-
tion procedure whereas PARADISE also adapts the k-t acquisition based on the support model.
In addition, the prior knowledge for PARADISE is a simple support model characterized by only
six scalar parameters (Fig. 6.5), unlike k-t SENSE that uses the prior knowledge of a 2D signal,
i.e., the reconstructed training scan in y-f space (used as the y-f signal covariance estimates).
6.5.3 Features and limitations
In contrast to most k-t imaging schemes, PARADISE prospectively adapts the k-t acquisition to
the patient-adaptive dual-k-t support such that the acquired MR measurements have “minimum
redundancy” and controlled aliasing for optimization of the reconstruction SNR. This is owing to
the doubly adaptive feature of the technique: both acquisition and reconstruction are adapted to
the specifics of the TVI and the desired image resolution and quality. Furthermore, the non-gated
nature of the scheme allows for capturing the beat-to-beat motion variation in cardiac function,
which potentially may contain diagnostically useful information.
Acquisition schemes that ignore the inherent TS constraint and instead use a frame-instantaneous
acquisition model (see Fig. 2.2(a)) have high S-T fidelity only if the TVI has no detectable motion
during acquisition time of one frame. Consequently, S-T fidelity of real-time imaging methods with
non-TS acquisition is fundamentally limited by the time span of each reconstructed frame, which
as demonstrated in Section 6.4 can be in the order of 100 ms or longer for high spatial resolutions.
Such fidelity limitations are potentially significant for several imaging scenarios including:
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• Accurate wall-motion imaging [58];
• Visualization of fine structures such as the trabecular-papillary muscle complex [57], for the
purpose of accurate function assessment and wall-motion tracking;
• Imaging fast moving features such as valve cusps.
Instead of assuming that a plurality of PEs can be acquired instantly, the MR data acquisition
scheme in PARADISE accounts explicitly for the inherent TS constraint and hence is more accurate,
thereby allowing for higher S-T fidelity (defined in (2.1)).
The PARADISE method is doubly accelerated : it gains acceleration from both the sparse dual-
k-t support model and from parallel imaging. In general the PARADISE acceleration (k-t under-
sampling factor) can be decomposed into the product of two factors: model-based acceleration
(related to the support model), and a parallel imaging acceleration. The model-based acceleration
is inherently limited by the degree of sparsity of the patient-adaptive dual-k-t support, i.e., by a
measure of the area of gaps in between the model-bands and ratio of |B◦y| (FOV size along y) to the
dFOV size. In fact, sparsity of the dual-k-t support is associated with the degree of spatio-temporal
correlations present in the TVI. The trade-off for the parallel imaging acceleration is that, similarly
to all parallel imaging methods, it comes at the price of reconstruction noise amplification due
to the underlying g-factor in the PARADISE equation (3.17). However, as discussed earlier, the
PARADISE method optimally utilizes additional degrees of freedom to minimize the g-factor.
Performance of all model-based techniques (including UNFOLD and k-t SENSE) in terms of
the associated image quality and S-T fidelity, is limited by the model accuracy and its fidelity
to the true underlying dynamics. In the proposed method, this is determined by the estimation
accuracy of the dual-k-t support model parameters. Model mismatch, e.g., a wrong HR estimate or
underestimated HR variability, may result, in some situations, in significant signal energy outside
the support model. This out-of-support signal content will not be accounted for (or captured) by
the imaging scheme, resulting in “uncorrected aliasing” and loss of S-T fidelity. However, in many
situations, even in the presence of model mismatch, no S-T fidelity loss will occur. This will be
the case when although misestimated, the dual-k-t support model is capable of capturing all of the
signal content. For example, as long as the estimated dFOV contains the underlying dFOV–even if
its exact location is misestimated–then all of the signal content will be captured and no uncorrected
aliasing will follow. The same holds for an overestimated model-band thickness 4f which could
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cover thinner underlying model-bands even if their location (specified by average HR) is slightly
misestimated.
In general, although a sparser support model leads to higher model-based acceleration, it will
also reduce the degree of robustness of the PARADISE technique to model misestimation. Unlike
most model-based techniques that utilize some form of prior knowledge, PARADISE allows for
trading off the model-based acceleration for increased robustness to model misestimation. At
the same time, the resulting drop in the overall acceleration can be compensated by a higher
parallel imaging acceleration. Using this scheme, the cost of higher robustness is a reduction in
the reconstruction SNR, which can be minimal owing to the g-factor optimized acquisition scheme.
Alternatively, instead of increasing the parallel imaging acceleration, we can decrease the desired
spatial resolution to accommodate the lower model-based acceleration. For instance, modeling
thicker model-bands would provide greater robustness to average HR (f0) misestimation at the cost
of either worse SNR or lower spatial resolution. This trade-off feature is facilitated by the proposed
theoretical framework, which enables prospective analysis of expected image quality; specifically,
effects of model mismatch or g-factor noise amplification.
Compared to frame-by-frame reconstruction techniques such as TSENSE, a major issue with
PARADISE reconstruction, which also applies to any k-t based method with reconstruction in y-f
space, is that any coil sensitivity misestimation would result in errors that propagate into multiple
y-f -space positions, adversely affecting the entire reconstructed cine. The high quality of the results
in Section 6.4 implies that the estimated coil sensitivities have adequate accuracy and resolution.
This was independently verified by comparing the estimated sensitivities to those estimated from
the calibration data acquired immediately prior to the PARADISE scan (as described in Section
6.3).
Finally, as demonstrated in Section 6.4 (Fig. 6.9), PARADISE effectively accounts for and cap-
tures the slow and shallow motion of respiratory drift. This is achieved by choosing a rather large
width for the model-bands (equal to 33% of the average HR in our experiment) in the dual-k-t
support model, at the cost of limiting the available model-based acceleration. This feature makes
the PARADISE scheme resilient to the respiratory drift that is typically associated with breath-
hold scans. In the presence of regular breathing motion, however, the signal energy inside the
model-bands (inside the dFOV) will spread out and severely reduce the sparsity of the adaptive
support. This implies that, although the imaging scheme still applies, the desired resolution and
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fidelity would need to be lowered to achieve a reasonable SNR without a breath-hold [59].
6.6 Conclusions
This chapter presented the state-of-the-art implementation of PARADISE for functional cardiac
imaging without explicit cardiac synchronization. The main advantage of the proposed doubly-
adaptive approach is that by adapting the data acquisition to the particular subject we acquire a
minimally redundant set of MR data with controlled aliasing for optimal SNR performance. We can
therefore achieve improved spatial and temporal resolutions compared to non-adaptive approaches.
As the results demonstrate, the non-gated doubly accelerated technique achieves high k-t accel-
erations, which enable matching the high spatio-temporal resolution of parallel-imaging-accelerated
gated CINE. The SNR penalty of such high k-t accelerations for the proposed scheme is far less
than that of SENSE acceleration. In contrast to the previously proposed k-t-based techniques,
the underlying spatio-temporal support model is physiologically-driven and subject-specific. Fur-
thermore, using the proposed geometric technique for acquisition optimization, the optimum-SNR
sampling pattern can be computed within a few seconds immediately prior to the scan. The pro-
posed theoretical framework enables prospective analysis of expected image quality and provides
performance guarantees on achievable resolutions.
In conclusion, the in-vivo results demonstrate the feasibility of PARADISE and its distinctive
features and unprecedented effectiveness for high resolution non-gated cardiac MRI during a short
breath-hold [56,55].
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Chapter 7
Generic Feasibility of Short FIR Perfect Reconstruction Filter
Banks
7.1 Introduction
7.1.1 Oversampled filter banks
Filter banks with perfect reconstruction (PR), or near-PR, are the most ubiquitous signal process-
ing structure in multi-rate digital systems with applications in broad areas of signal, image, and
video processing [60, 61, 62]. Figure 7.1a shows a C-channel D-fold subsampled filter bank (FB).
Filter banks can be categorized as: (i) critically sampled or maximally decimated, i.e., when the
downsampling factor D equals the number of channels C; (ii) oversampled, when there are more
channels than the downsampling factor, i.e., C > D.
Over the past two decades, there have been major developments in theory and application of
multi-rate systems including PR FBs [60,61]. With the more recent advent of major developments
in the theory of overcomplete signal expansions typically known as frame theory [63,64], oversam-
pled FBs have gained significant attention. For example, the established theory of oversampled
FB [65,66], which utilizes results from frame theory, can be used to design several classes of PR or
near-PR oversampled FBs, e.g., lattice-factorized linear-phase FBs [67, 68]. For critically sampled
FBs, the PR requirement imposes a considerable constraint on the synthesis filters to such an ex-
tent that the PR requirement is typically in conflict with other desirable design specifications. In
the oversampled case, however, with a given set of analysis filters, an infinite number of synthesis
filters exist that would guarantee PR (in the absence of noise) [66]. This is due to the redundancy
that is inherent in the signal expansion corresponding to an oversampled FB [64]. In fact, the main
advantage of oversampled FBs is the added degrees of design freedom gained from this redundancy.
These added degrees of freedom may be exploited to achieve noise reduction, specifically reduction
of quantization noise in digital communication systems [69,70], or improved equalization and pre-
coding in data communication [71, 72], in addition to applications in image transmission [73] and
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Figure 7.1: (a) C-channel filter bank with D-fold subsampling. The ratio C/D is referred to as the
oversampling factor. (b) Model for multi-channel sampling and reconstruction. Only the sampled
channel outputs are observed, and the goal is to perfectly reconstruct the continuous-time channel
input, i.e., xˆ(t) = x(t).
image coding [74].
7.1.2 The role of FBs in multi-channel systems
Multi-channel data acquisition/sampling arises in various sensing, imaging, and data processing
modalities including various data communication/storage applications, remote sensing/imaging,
and modern medical imaging systems. The continuous-time model for a C-channel sampling (data
acquisition) and reconstruction system is illustrated in Fig. 7.1b. Since the data processing is
performed digitally, the channel outputs need to be sampled prior to processing, say, with a uniform
sampling rate T , as shown in the figure. The objective is to perfectly reconstruct the input signal
from the sampled output signals, i.e., to identify a signal reconstruction mechanism, shown as a
processing block in Fig. 7.1b, so that xˆ(t) = x(t). The observations are the sampled channel outputs
yi[n] = yi(nT ).
If the channel characteristics are known, the resulting channel inversion problem reduces to a
well-studied problem in sampling theory, widely known as Papoulis generalized sampling [75, 76].
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Note that although the original Papoulis sampling applies to the critically sampled case — C
channels each sampled at 1/C-th the Nyquist rate — generalization to the oversampled case has
also been developed [76, 77]. Examples of multi-channel sampling systems include sensor arrays
and multi-channel (parallel) magnetic resonance imaging [1, 2], where t corresponds to spatial
frequencies (in k-space) for the Fourier-encoding direction. This multi-channel sampling theory
has also been extended to the case of multi-dimensional (MD) sampling [78] of MD signals [79]. In
the d-dimensional version of the multi-channel system, t ∈ Rd, d > 1; at the sampler n ∈ Zd, and
T ∈ Rd×d is a sampling matrix [80].
Under mild conditions [81], we can convert the continuous-time channel model in Fig. 7.1b into
the linear time-invariant discrete-time model (FB structure) in Fig. 7.1a, where the discrete-time
sequences represent samples of the underlying continuous-time signals taken at a sufficiently high
rate. The role of the D-fold subsampling operation in the FB is, therefore, to model the sub-
Nyquist sampling rate at the output of each channel in the continuous-time system. Although the
FB in Fig. 7.1a has uniform subsampling across all channels, it has been shown that this setup is
fairly general and subsumes periodic nonuniform subsampling [82]. From the above discussion, we
can see that FBs represent equivalent discrete-time models for a wide class of multi-channel data
acquisition/sampling systems.
7.1.3 Generic FBs: motivation for short synthesis filters
In most FB related problems, it is assumed that one has the luxury to almost freely manipulate the
analysis filters, and the goal is to design the entire FB with desirable properties such as robustness
to noise (e.g., quantization noise), erasures (in transmission channels), frequency selectively, etc. [66,
70,73]. In fact, the established oversampled FB theory [65,66] can be used to design several classes
of PR or near-PR FBs [67, 68]. However, considering FBs as models for multi-channel systems
described above, in several scenarios little or no control can be exerted on the characteristics of the
analysis filters since their characteristics are dictated by the underlying physics. This is the case in
important sensing/imaging and image processing applications, especially those in various medical or
remote imaging modalities. Examples of such “sensor filters” include spatial sensitivity of receivers
in multi-channel MRI [1, 2], blurring kernels associated with remote imaging applications [83, 84],
or electron microscopy. Therefore, a generic analysis covers most practical applications of multi-
channel sensing and imaging. Furthermore, since the sensor filters are a result of complex (although
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deterministic) physical processes, it would be extremely unlikely that they would constitute a
pathological case; in other words, the corresponding analysis filters are “generic,” i.e., do not include
pathological choices of filters (further described in Section 7.2.1). Therefore, in this chapter, we
focus on scenarios where the set of analysis filters, also called the analysis bank, is fixed and generic.
Given the analysis bank, PR synthesis banks are typically designed to be equal to (or closely
approximate) the so-called para-pseudoinverse or dual-frame synthesis bank [65, 66]. This is mo-
tivated by the fact that the dual frame provides the minimum 2-norm solution to the equations
corresponding to the PR condition. Consequently, this min-norm synthesis bank minimizes the
reconstruction noise gain.1 However, for the dual-frame synthesis to be FIR, the analysis bank
needs to meet stringent conditions [65], which almost surely do not hold for generic FBs; hence,
the dual-frame synthesis typically consists of infinite impulse response (IIR) filters. (In fact, even
if the FB belongs to a special non-generic class, the dual-frame is not FIR unless additional con-
ditions are met [85].) Furthermore, to enable near PR, one would need long synthesis filters to
achieve accurate approximations of the dual-frame synthesis bank [86,87].2 An alternative to such
approaches is to search for the “best” FIR synthesis bank that achieves PR — and simultaneously
satisfies additional optimality criteria [88,89].
The advantages of having PR synthesis banks that consist of short FIR filters include the fol-
lowing:
– FB reconstruction with short synthesis filters is computationally very efficient, as compared to
the IIR dual-frame synthesis bank or alternative non-FB reconstructions, e.g., the maximum-
likelihood (least-squares) solution.
– Having a short FIR synthesis bank implies a low-dimensional search space for the synthesis
FB design problems. This is especially significant for practical design techniques that employ
additional desired criteria (besides PR) in form of a nonlinear (and non-convex) optimiza-
tion scheme (e.g., see [89]). A low-dimensional search space affects both the computational
complexity and, more importantly, the properties of the optimized design solution.3
– In certain applications, such as data communications/storage [91,92], the multi-channel data
1This is assuming uncorrelated white noise added to the output of the analysis filters.
2Accurate dual-frame approximation is possible if the associated analysis frame is “snug” (almost tight) [66, 87];
but this is not the case for generic FBs.
3If the optimization cost function for the design problem is non-convex, it is difficult to provide any theoretical
guarantee that the result of the algorithm is indeed the optimal (or even close to optimal) solution for the synthesis
filters [90].
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is corrupted by impulsive noise — low-probability short-duration large valued noise pulses,
possibly with infinite variance. This type of noise can also model channel erasures [73], say,
in sensing problems where there are dead pixels in a sensor. It can be shown that short FIR
synthesis can provide “good” reconstruction performance in such scenarios since PR can be
achieved everywhere except in the neighborhood of the noise spikes [93]. Alternative schemes
such as reconstruction with the “noise optimal” dual-frame synthesis bank (generically IIR) or
non-FB reconstruction using the maximum-likelihood (least squares) solution would corrupt
the entire reconstructed signal.
7.1.4 Overview
This chapter studies the feasibility of short FIR synthesis for PR — allowing for reconstruction
delay (delayed PR) — in generic complex-valued FIR one-dimensional (1D) FBs. Specifically, we
aim to answer the following three questions:
[Q.1] Feasibility of FIR Synthesis: For a C-channel FIR generic analysis FB with D-fold subsam-
pling, what are the conditions for existence of an FIR synthesis bank that achieves PR or delayed
PR?
[Q.2] Feasibility of Short Synthesis: For a C-channel FIR generic analysis FB with D-fold subsam-
pling and filter length mh, what is the minimum feasible filter length m∗v among all PR (or delayed
PR) synthesis banks?
[Q.3] Oversampling vs. Length of Synthesis Bank : For a family of generic oversampled FBs, how
does the minimum feasible filter length m∗v behave as the oversampling factor C/D increases?
With D = 1, the FB is nonsubsampled [65] and the reconstruction problem is equivalent to
multi-channel deconvolution. For this case, Q.1 has been extensively studied in the theory of
polynomials [94, 95]. Further, Q.2 and Q.3 have been addressed in previous work by Harikumar
and Bresler in 1D (with C ≥ 2) [96] and 2D (with C ≥ 3) [93]. In the 1D case with generic
channels, they provide prescriptions for deconvolver lengths that are both necessary and sufficient
for PR [96].
For the subsampled (D > 1) case, although the conditions for PR for a given critically sampled
and oversampled FB have been known for many years [60, 65], the answer to Q.1 has only been
recently presented by Law et al. [97], in fact for the more general case of MD signals. (We will
discuss their relevant result in Section 7.5.) However, to the best of our knowledge, Q.2 and Q.3
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are open problems.
The significance of Q.2 and Q.3 is perhaps best appreciated in the context of blind signal PR,
i.e., the class of problems dealing with perfect inversion of subsampled multi-channel systems (i.e.,
the analysis FB) without any knowledge of the channels by identification of a PR synthesis bank.
For this class of problems only the nonsubsampled case, i.e., the problem of blind multi-channel
deconvolution, is fully studied (see [98, 99] and references therein). That is, when it comes to
features/limitations of blind PR in subsampled systems little rigorous analysis is available — in
terms of both necessary and sufficient conditions for PR (for relevant work in 2D see [100,101,102]
and references therein). Note that in such problems, where an FIR synthesis bank is to be identified,
the filter length (support size) of the synthesis filters is a fundamental issue as it dictates the
dimensionality of the unknown parameter space. In fact, given the limited available data, the inverse
problem of estimating the synthesis filters would become progressively more difficult/ill-posed (i.e.,
more unknowns to solve for) as the allocated length for the synthesis filters increases. (This is
compounded by the fact that the computational load inherent in the identification procedure would
also increase with more unknowns.) Therefore, it is important to constrain the set of unknowns.
On the other hand, if the dimensionality is reduced too much, it would render achieving PR
infeasible. This signals the significance of knowing where such phase transition, in terms of PR
feasibility/infeasibility, occurs. Having the answers to Q.2 and Q.3, one would be able to (i) find
the minimally required dimensionality of the parameter space that would enable PR; (ii) analyze
the fundamental trade-offs, such as the oversampling factor needed to guarantee a “feasible” (low
dimensional) search space.
In this chapter, we address all three questions for generic FIR analysis banks that are at least
2-fold oversampled; this subsumes most practical cases of oversampled FBs. We show that with
such oversampling factors, PR is almost surely feasible with a synthesis bank that consists of filters
as short or shorter than the analysis filters. Furthermore, we show that, given a family of generic
analysis banks with increasing oversampling factors, the required length for the synthesis filters
has an inverse relationship to the oversampling factor.
Other features/implications and potential benefits of the presented results include:
– Instead of analyzing the properties that are due to specific values for the analysis filters, our
study reveals properties that are inherited from the structure of the FB.
– In FIR FB design problems, our generic results indicate that satisfying the PR condition
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per se is quite easy — even a random choice will guarantee PR if the filter lengths sat-
isfy certain prescribed conditions. Specifically, for FB design scenarios (with at least 2-fold
oversampling), we can guarantee feasibility of exact PR in the design process by choosing
the analysis/synthesis filter lengths so that PR is guaranteed. This implies that the de-
grees of freedom in the design process can mostly be driven by other desired criteria, e.g.,
reconstruction noise gain [69], frequency selectivity, time or frequency localization, subband
attenuation [67], or coding gain [103] — all while guaranteeing PR.
– For the problem of designing a PR synthesis bank given the analysis bank, our results provide
an alternative to the exhaustive (and expensive) search for the choice of the synthesis filter
length. This is in contrast to the recent work done in this area [89]. Note that even if the
computational cost for exhaustive synthesis filter lengths could be accommodated for 1D
FBs, such approaches are most likely infeasible for MD problems — because of the added
search-space dimensions. Furthermore, the results could lead the way to similar developments
in the multi-input multi-output filer design problem, which is also very computationally
demanding [81].
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 contains basic definitions and notations, which
are also used in subsequent chapters. In Sections 7.3 and 7.4, we present necessary and sufficient
requirements (each in form of a separate proposition) on the minimal filter length for the PR
synthesis bank. This addresses Q.2 above. Section 7.5 uses these propositions to address questions
Q.1 and Q.3. In Section 7.6, we provide numerical verification of the theoretical results; further,
we study the feasibility of near-PR using synthesis filter lengths below those prescribed by our
propositions. Finally, Section 7.7 summarizes the results and concludes the chapter.
7.2 Preliminaries
The notations and terminology introduced in this section is used for the remainder of the disserta-
tion.
7.2.1 Notations
We use lowercase and uppercase letters for naming column vectors and matrices, respectively.
The elements of a vector a are indexed as a[i], 0 ≤ i ≤ ma − 1; similarly, the elements of a
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matrix are denoted as A[i, j], with upper-left element A[0, 0]. Signals and column vectors are
used interchangeably (where the mathematical operations make sense). The length of a signal s[n]
or a vector s is denoted by ms. The truncated version of a signal s[n] is denoted by s(`:t)[n] =[
s[`], · · · , s[t]
]
. We use the notation
[
s
]
↓D to represent the D-fold subsampled version of a signal s,
i.e.,
[
s
]
↓D[n] = s[nD], 0 ≤ nD ≤ ms− 1. Now, consider a partitioning of Ims , the ms×ms identity
matrix, into D submatrices {I↓Dms;p}D−1p=0 where the p-th submatrix (p = 0, · · · , D− 1) contains every
D-th row of Ims starting with the (p + 1)-th row. The downsampled signal, therefore, can be
written in vector format as:
[
s
]
↓D = I
↓D
ms;0 s.
For a matrix A, its transpose and Hermitian transpose are denoted by AT and AH, respectively;
R(A) is its range (column) space, A† is its Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, and det(A) is its deter-
minant. The Frobenius norm of a matrix A is given by: trace
{
AAH
}
=
∥∥A∥∥2
F
. For a polynomial
matrix A(z), A˜(z) is its para-conjugate, obtained by: replacing all coefficients of the (polynomial)
entries of A(z) with their complex conjugate [60], changing z to z−1 throughout, and finally trans-
posing the resulting matrix. Also, A†(z) =
(
A˜(z)A(z)
)−1
A˜(z) is the so-called para-pseudoinverse
of A(z).
The notation vec[A] denotes the vector obtained by concatenating columns of A with lexico-
graphic ordering. Similarly, concatenation of a sequence of vectors {ai}Ni=1 into a single vector is
denoted by vec
[{ai}Ni=1]. The shifted unit pulse δm(N) is defined as the (m + 1)-th column of
the N × N identity matrix, IN . In most cases, the N argument in δm(N) can be inferred from
the context and is dropped for notational brevity. Finally, define diag
[
A1, A2, · · · , AN
]
to be the
block-diagonal matrix constructed as
diag
[
A1, A2, · · · , AN
]
=

A1 0 · · · 0
0 A2
. . .
...
...
. . . . . . 0
0 . . . 0 AN

. (7.1)
The convolution of s[n] and h[n] is denoted by (s ∗ h)[n] and is equivalently written in vector
form as Cms{h}x, where Cms{h} is the matrix representation of the convolution operator, which is
a Toeplitz matrix of size of (mh+ms−1)×ms. The truncated version of this convolution operation
can be written as: (s ∗ h)(`:t)[n] = C(`:t)ms {h}s, where the “chopped” convolution matrix C(`:t)ms {h} is
a submatrix of Cms{h} including all columns but only consisting of rows indexed from (` + 1) to
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(t + 1). Finally, we define the “stack” of all convolution matrices corresponding to the analysis
channels as follows:
C
[
{h i}Ci=1
]
ms
=
[
Cms{h1} Cms{h2} · · · Cms{hC}
]
. (7.2)
Consider the standard C-channel filter bank (FB) structure with D-fold subsampling shown in
Fig. 7.1a below, where the input and output signals are denoted by x[n] and xˆ[n], respectively. The
transfer functions of the analysis and synthesis filters are denoted by Hi(z) and Vi(z), respectively,
and their corresponding impulse responses, assumed to be FIR, by hi[n] and vi[n]. For brevity, we
refer to the set of analysis (synthesis) filters as the analysis (synthesis) bank.
Here, a FB is considered to achieve PR if and only if xˆ[n] = x[n− n0] for some integer n0. It is
assumed that the support of all filters in the FB is the same and — without loss of generality — is
right-sided. Consequently, all analysis filters have equal length, denoted by mh, e.g., the support
for hi[n] is 0 ≤ n ≤ mh − 1. We focus on oversampled FB, i.e., where the oversampling factor C/D
is greater than unity.
Most of the theoretical work here involves study of “generic” properties of vectors and matrices.
We use the same definition for a property to hold “generically” as in [93, 96]: If a property P of
a vector a ∈ Rn fails to hold only on a closed set of measure zero that is nowhere dense4 in Rn,
we say that the property holds for generic a, or equivalently, P holds generically. As a result
P will hold with probability 1 (short form: “w.p.1”) when its elements are drawn independently
from a probability distribution.5 A more mathematically rigorous definition is given in [97], and
an alternative but equivalent notion of a generic property can be found in [105].
7.2.2 PR in polyphase domain
The polyphase decomposition [60, 61] of the analysis filters Hi(z) is given by
Hi(z) =
D−1∑
p=0
zp Hi,p(zD), where Hi,p(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
hi[nD − p]z−n (7.3)
4A set S is dense in R if for all x ∈ R, any neighborhood of x contains at least one point from S. A complete
definition can be found in [104].
5The probability distribution should be absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
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is the p-th polyphase component (p = 0, . . . , D − 1) of the i-th analysis filter. Likewise, the
polyphase decomposition of the synthesis filters is
Vi(z) =
D−1∑
p=0
z−p Vi,p(zD), where Vi,p(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
vi[nD + p]z−n (7.4)
is the p-th polyphase component of the i-th synthesis filter.6 Corresponding to the abovementioned
z-domain polyphase decomposition for the i-th channel, there is a time-domain representation on
both analysis and synthesis sides that, for each analysis/synthesis channel, involves partitioning of
the filters taps into D subsequences — based on congruency of their indices modulo D.
Without lost of generality, we consider the analysis/synthesis filters to be causal. We also
assume that the filters in the analysis bank and synthesis bank have equal lengths mh and mv,
respectively.7 Consequently, we have the following expressions for the z-transforms of the analysis
filters: Hi(z) =
∑mh−1
n=0 hi[n]z
−n, and for the synthesis filters: Vi(z) =
∑mv−1
n=0 vi[n]z
−n. Further,
define the impulse response corresponding to Hi,p(z) as hi,p[n] = hi[nD− p]; and denote its length
by mh;p, which is equal to mh;p =
⌈mh−p
D
⌉
, where
⌈
a
⌉
is the smallest integer number greater than or
equal to a ∈ R. Similarly, the length of the impulse response vi,p[n] = vi[nD + p] corresponding to
Vi,p(z) is denoted by mv;p and is equal to mv;p =
⌈mv−p
D
⌉
. It should be clear that
∑D−1
p=0 mh;p = mh
and
∑D−1
p=0 mv;p = mv. It is easy to see that the length of the impulse response corresponding to the
p-th polyphase component of the synthesis filters, i.e., mv;p satisfies bmv/Dc ≤ mv;p ≤ dmv/De,
where
⌊
a
⌋
is the largest integer number smaller than or equal to a ∈ R. Since the sum of mv;p over
all p choices (p = 0, . . . , D − 1) is equal to mv, for at least one p = p◦ we have: mv;p0 = bmv/Dc.
Based on the theory of filter banks [60, 61], the polyphase-domain condition for PR with an
output delay of n0 = m0D for all inputs x[n] is as follows:

H1,0(z) H2,0(z) · · · HC,0(z)
H1,1(z) H2,1(z) · · · HC,1(z)
...
...
...
...
H1,(D−1)(z) H2,(D−1)(z) · · · HC,(D−1)(z)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

V1,p(z)
V2,p(z)
...
VC,p(z)

= z−m0 δp(D) ∀z ∈ C
AT(z) p = 0, · · · , (D − 1), (7.5)
6Note the difference in signs compared to the analysis filters.
7This is not a limiting assumption as one can take the length of a set of filters {fi[n]}Ci=1 to be mf = maxmfi .
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where AT(z) is the transpose of the so-called analysis polyphase matrix A(z), which is a C × D
(Laurent) polynomial matrix. It is easy to see that one can collect all D polyphase conditions in
(7.5) into a single equivalent PR condition, as

V1,0(z) V2,0(z) · · · VC,0(z)
V1,1(z) V2,1(z) · · · VC,1(z)
...
...
...
...
V1,(D−1)(z) V2,(D−1)(z) · · · VC,(D−1)(z)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A(z) = z−m0 ID ∀z ∈ C, (7.6)
R(z)
where the D×C matrix R(z) is referred to as the synthesis polyphase matrix. For the case of zero
delay, (7.6) states the PR is achieved when the synthesis polyphase matrix is a left inverse of the
analysis polyphase matrix, for all z ∈ C. The sampling- (time-) domain counterpart of (7.5) can
be written in the following form:

C[{hi,0}Ci=1]mv;p
C [{hi,1}Ci=1]mv;p
...
C [
{
hi,(D−1)
}C
i=1
]mv;p

︸ ︷︷ ︸
vec
[
{vi,p}Ci=1
]
= δκ(p,m0D)
Hp p = 0, . . . , (D − 1), (7.7)
where Hp is the sampling-domain analysis polyphase matrix and is of size (mh + Dmv;p − D) ×
(C mv;p).8 Assuming 0 ≤ m0 ≤ bmhD c + bmvD c − 2, the right-hand side is a shifted unit pulse with
the shift size κ(p,m0D) given by9
κ(p,m0D) =
 m0 p = 0m0 +∑p−1k=0(mh;k +mv;p − 1) p = 1, . . . , (D − 1). (7.8)
The abovementioned PR conditions correspond to cases where the delay allowed in PR is a
multiple of the subsampling factor, i.e., n0 = m0D. Nevertheless, the PR condition in (7.6) can be
8 In (7.7), each of the matrices C[{hi,k}Ci=1]mv;p for k = 0, . . . , (D − 1) is of size (mh;k +mv;p − 1)× (C mv;p).
Therefore, using
∑D−1
p=0
mh;p = mh, it is seen that the matrix Hp is of size (mh +Dmv;p −D)× (C mv;p).
9For this expression to hold, we need 0 ≤ m0 ≤ mh;k + mv;p − 1 for all 0 ≤ k, p ≤ D − 1, which implies the
condition on m0 stated above.
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extended to the general delayed PR with a delay of n0 = m0D+ r0, 0 ≤ r0 ≤ D− 1, as follows (for
derivations, see Ch. 5.6 in [60]):
R(z)A(z) = z−m0
[
O z−1Ir0
ID−r0 O´
]
, (7.9)
where, in the D ×D matrix on the right-hand side, O and O´ denote zero matrices of appropriate
size. The corresponding sampling-domain condition will only differ from (7.7) in the location of
the 1 in the delay vector. In short, assuming 0 ≤ dn0D e ≤ bmhD c+ bmvD c − 2, the PR condition with
n0 = m0D + r0 delay is
Hpvec
[
{vi,p}Ci=1
]
= δκ(p,n0) p = 0, . . . , (D − 1), (7.10)
where δκ(p,n0) is the inverse z-transform of the p-th row of the right-hand side of (7.9). The
closed-form expression for κ(p, n0), given in (7.8) for the special case of n0 = m0D, is somewhat
complicated and of no significance in this dissertation; hence, it is skipped here.
To illustrate the structure of the sampling-domain analysis polyphase matrix Hp given in (7.7),
we have provided an example in Fig. 7.2 with p = 2 corresponding to a 6-channel FB with D = 3,
mh = 7, and mv = 6. In general, the structure of Hp consists of Toeplitz (rectangular) blocks
of the form Cmv;p{hc◦,`} with C block-columns (1≤c◦≤C) and D block-rows (0≤`≤D − 1). The
zeros in the Toeplitz blocks are referred to as structural zeros — they are underlined so that they
can be distinguished from assigned zeros in our matrix constructions in the following sections.
On occasion, we need to refer to an indeterminate zero, i.e., one that can be either assigned or
structural, for which we use the notation .
Note that for cases where mh < D or mv < D, the system of equations in (7.10) should be
interpreted with some care. Specifically, only the equations that correspond to a nonzero mv;p
should be taken into account. Also, the blocks in Hp corresponding to polyphase components in
{hi} that do not exist should be removed. Because of these complications and considering that
the case mh < D is not of practical interest, we assume mh ≥ D throughout the chapter. Also,
mv < D will be shown to lead to infeasibility of PR in generic FBs.
Finally, given the analysis filters, the following lemma provides a sampling-domain necessary
and sufficient condition for existence of a PR synthesis bank. The proof follows immediately from
(7.10).
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H2 =

h1[0] 0 h2[0] 0 h3[0] 0 h4[0] 0 h5[0] 0 h6[0] 0
h1[3] h1[0] h2[3] h2[0] h3[3] h3[0] h4[3] h4[0] h5[3] h5[0] h6[3] h6[0]
h1[6] h1[3] h2[6] h2[3] h3[6] h3[3] h4[6] h4[3] h5[6] h5[3] h6[6] h6[3]
0 h1[6] 0 h2[6] 0 h3[6] 0 h4[6] 0 h5[6] 0 h6[6]
h1[1] 0 h2[1] 0 h3[1] 0 h4[1] 0 h5[1] 0 h6[1] 0
h1[4] h1[1] h2[4] h2[1] h3[4] h3[1] h4[4] h4[1] h5[4] h5[1] h6[4] h6[1]
0 h1[4] 0 h2[4] 0 h3[4] 0 h4[4] 0 h5[4] 0 h6[4]
h1[2] 0 h2[2] 0 h3[2] 0 h4[2] 0 h5[2] 0 h6[2] 0
h1[5] h1[2] h2[5] h2[2] h3[5] h3[2] h4[5] h4[2] h5[5] h5[2] h6[5] h6[2]
0 h1[5] 0 h2[5] 0 h3[5] 0 h4[5] 0 h5[5] 0 h6[5]

Figure 7.2: Structure of the sampling-domain analysis polyphase matrix H2 (for p = 2) of size
10 × 12 corresponding to a 6-channel analysis FB with 3-fold subsampling (D = 3) and a filter
length of mh = 7 (i.e., mh;0 = 3,mh;1 = mh;2 = 2). The synthesis filter length is mv = 6 (i.e.,
mv;2 = 2). The structural zeros are underlined.
Lemma 2. For a C-channel FB with given FIR analysis filters {hi[n]}Ci=1, a set of length-mv
synthesis filters achieving PR with delay n0, 0 ≤ dn0D e ≤ bmhD c + bmvD c − 2, exists if and only if
δκ(p,n0) ∈ R(Hp), for all p = 0, . . . , D − 1.
7.3 Minimum Length for PR Synthesis Filters: Generic Sufficient
Condition
In this section we aim to answer Question Q.2 raised in Section 7.1. Specifically, we propose a
functional mSv(C,D,mh) : N3 → N such that for all integers mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh) there exists a
PR synthesis bank with filter length mv for a length-mh generic analysis FB with C-channels and
D-fold subsampling.
7.3.1 Statement of the result
Definition Denote by mSv(C,D,mh) the minimal value of mv ∈ N that satisfies:
C
D
≥ 1 + 1
D
D−1∑
p=0
⌈
mh;p − 1
bmv/Dc
⌉
, (7.11)
where mh;p =
⌈
mh−p
D
⌉
. We refer to mSv as the sufficient synthesis filter length, or in short the
sufficient length.
It is easy to show that (7.11) is satisfied for any mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh). Therefore, the set of mv ∈ N
satisfying (7.11) is a one-sided interval, i.e., all integers in
[
mSv(C,D,mh),∞
)
.
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The following lemma shows that for the sufficient length to be finite, at least two-fold oversam-
pling is needed (assuming mh ≥ 2D, which is the case in most practical scenarios). The proof is
provided in Appendix C.
Lemma 3. Suppose mh ≥ 2D. Then, if C/D < 2 (7.11) is not satisfied for any finite mv.
In the following proposition, the main result of this section, we consider generic FIR analysis
banks that are at least 2-fold oversampled, which is a requirement for the sufficient-length condition
in (7.11) to be feasible for FIR synthesis banks as stated in the lemma above. We will show that PR
is generically feasible with a synthesis bank that consists of filters with lengths mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh).
Proposition 3. For a D-fold subsampled C-channel length-mh FIR analysis bank with C/D ≥ 2,
the following property holds generically: a length-mv synthesis bank achieving PR with any delay
n0, 0 ≤ dn0D e ≤ bmhD c+ bmvD c − 2, exists if mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh).
7.3.2 Proof of the sufficient-length proposition
We start by noting that, by Lemma 2, a sufficient condition for PR is that all Hp, p = 0, . . . , D−1,
have full row rank. Hence, the following result implies Proposition 3:
Proposition 4. For a D-fold subsampled C-channel length-mh FIR analysis bank with C/D ≥ 2,
the following property holds generically: the sampling-domain analysis polyphase matrix Hp corre-
sponding to synthesis filter lengths mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh) has full row rank, for all p = 0, . . . , D − 1.
The task, therefore, is to prove this proposition. First, let us restate the following result, which
provides a test for a matrix function to generically have full rank.
Theorem 1. (Harikumar and Bresler [96])
Let A(u) be an m× n complex matrix function with elements Ai,j(u) that are multivariate polyno-
mials in the elements of u ∈ Cmu. Then, A(u) has full column rank for almost all u ∈ Cmu if it
has full column rank for at least one u ∈ Cmu.
The main idea behind this theorem [96] is to establish a connection between generic full rank
property of structured matrices and algebraic sets [106] in the Euclidean space of variables.10 The
result follows by noting that all algebraic sets have zero Lebesgue measure in the Euclidean space.
10A set is called an algebraic set if it can be written as the set of common zeroes of a system of polynomials [106].
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To proceed with the proof of Proposition 4, we apply Theorem 1 with the variable vector defined
as u = vec
{
[h1, . . . , hC ]
}
and A(u) = HTp (for each p = 0, . . . , D − 1). It is easy to see that the
entries of Hp are polynomials of order zero or one in u. Therefore, by Theorem 1, we need to
construct a particular matrix, with the same structure as HTp , that has full column rank. In other
words, we need to find a set of analysis filters {hi}Ci=1 for which Hp has full row rank.
The following lemma provides the basic idea behind construction of such a matrix. The proof is
provided in Appendix C.
Lemma 4. A matrix A has full row rank if:
(i) each column has at most one nonzero element; (ii) each row has at least one nonzero element.
To use Lemma 4, construct an analysis polyphase matrix Hp (corresponding to a certain choice
of analysis bank) that possesses the two properties listed in Lemma 4. Given the notions of
blocks and block-columns described in Section 7.2.2, let us consider the analysis polyphase matrix
constructed by the following algorithm, which sequentially assigns a single nonzero diagonal to each
block-column.
Algorithm 1 Matrix construction for proof of Proposition 4.
– Initialize: Hp = 0 by assigning 0 to all free entries
– For the first block-column, assign 1’s to the top diagonal (starting with h1,0[0] = 1)
– For the k-th block-column, k = 2, . . . , C, assign the nonzero diagonal according to the following
procedure:
• Case 1: No structural zero is present along the trajectory of the nonzero diagonal extended from
the previous block-column; in this case, the nonzero diagonal is assigned such that one in the
previous block-column is extended as shown in Fig. 7.4(a).
• Case 2: Otherwise, to ensure that each row has at least one nonzero element (as in Lemma 4),
the nonzero diagonal for the k-th block-column is chosen such that it starts immediately above
the structural zeros in its first column — two examples of this case are shown in Fig. 7.4(b).
Figure 7.3 shows the full row rank matrix constructed using Algorithm 1 corresponding to an
analysis FB with the following specifications: D = 3 subsampling, C = 6 channels, and mh = 7
filter length. The synthesis filter length mv is taken to be mSv(C,D,mh), the minimal value that
would satisfy the sufficient-length condition in (7.11), i.e., mv = 6. The assigned 1’s are boxed
and the structural zeros are underlined. The corresponding analysis bank is: h1[n] = δ0(7),
h2[n] = δ6(7), h3[n] = δ1(7), h4[n] = δ4(7), h5[n] = δ2(7), h6[n] = δ5(7).
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H2 =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Figure 7.3: Analysis polyphase matrix Hp (for p = 2), with the same structure as the one given in
Fig. 7.2, computed using Algorithm 1 for a 6-channel analysis FB with D = 3 and mh = 7. The
synthesis filter length is taken to be the sufficient length: mv = mSv(C,D,mh) = 6. The assigned
ones are boxed and the structural zeros are underlined.
As suggested by the example given in Fig. 7.2, there are two factors in the structure of Hp that
one needs to observe when allocating the nonzero entries: (i) Toeplitz structure of the blocks; (ii)
structural zeros that limit the number of free (assignable) entries. The idea in Algorithm 1 is
to assign a single nonzero diagonal (or sub-diagonal) to each block-column, which corresponds to
assigning only one nonzero tap to each analysis filter. It is easy to see that this strategy ensures
that the constructed Hp would enjoy Property (i) in Lemma 4 — hence, all we need to be concerned
with is Property (ii).
The algorithm starts by initializing the matrix to be all zeros and assigning 1’s to the top
diagonal in the first block-column. Assume that we have assigned the all entries in the first k − 1
block-columns, k = 2, . . . , C. For the k-th block-column, which corresponds to hk[n], there are
two possible cases in terms of the structural zeros, as shown in Fig. 7.4(a,b). Panel (a) shows the
simple case, i.e., when no structural zero are present along the trajectory of the nonzero diagonal
assigned for the (k−1)-th block-column. That is, we can simply extend the diagonal trace of 1’s by
assigning the nonzero entry of the k-th column block accordingly. In the example given in Fig. 7.3,
this case applies to all but the 4th and 6th block-columns, where the structural zeros prevent the
extension procedure just described. Two general instances for such nontrivial cases are shown in
Fig. 7.4(b). To satisfy Property (ii) in Lemma 4, we have to assign at least one nonzero entry
to each row. As described in Fig. 7.4(b), this is accomplished by assigning the nonzero diagonal
for the k-th block-column to start at the last free entry in its first column, i.e., just above the
structural zeros.
Therefore, the matrix constructed by Algorithm 1 will have at least one nonzero entry for all
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(a) Case 1 (b) Case 2 (c)
Figure 7.4: The assigned 1’s are boxed, the indeterminate zeros are shown as , and the structural
zeros are underlined. (a,b): The two possible cases addressed in Algorithm 1 for allocation of the
nonzero diagonal in the k-th block-column, separated by the solid vertical line from the previous
block-column. (a) No structural zeros are present along the trajectory of the nonzero diagonal
extended from the previous block-column. (b) Structural zeros force breaking of the nonzero
diagonal: the assigned nonzero diagonal starts just above the structural zeros. Panel (c) shows the
undesired case for the last block-column.
rows that are included in the nonzero entry assignments. This, however, does not necessarily
include all rows of the matrix. Figure 7.4(c) shows a possible scenario where the last block-column
fails to cover all rows (the bracket on the right-hand side shows the bottom-right edge of the
matrix). Consequently, what remains to be shown is that there are enough block-columns (out of
a total of C) to cover all rows of the constructed Hp matrix. We first show this for matrices Hp◦
where p◦ is such that mv;p◦ = bmv/Dc. Let us recall the assumption in the proposition statement,
mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh). As pointed out earlier, this means that mv satisfies (7.11), which can be
equivalently written as follows:
D−1∑
`=0
⌈
mh;` +mv;p◦ − 1
mv;p◦
⌉
≤ C. (7.12)
Consider the following lemma. (The proof is provided in Appendix C.)
Lemma 5. Using Algorithm 1, the number of consecutive block-columns required to cover the
mh;` +mv;p − 1 rows of the `-th block-row in Hp (0 ≤ ` ≤ D−1) is equal to
⌈
(mh;`+mv;p−1)/mv;p
⌉
.
It should be clear that Algorithm 1 does not “revisit” any block-row, i.e., each block-row is
covered only once. Considering this and applying Lemma 5, the inequality in (7.12) guarantees
that there are enough block-columns for the algorithm to cover all rows of Hp◦ — i.e., avoid the case
shown in Fig.7.4(c). Finally, since we have mv;p ≥ mv;p◦ , (7.12) implies that the same argument
holds for all Hp with 0 ≤ p ≤ D − 1. 
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7.4 Minimum Length for PR Synthesis Filters: Generic Necessary
Condition
In the previous section, we provided a “sufficient length” condition for PR synthesis banks. How-
ever, this only partially answers the question Q.2 (Section 7.1) as it raises the possibility that the
prescribed minimum length mSv(C,D,mh) is too conservative, i.e., there could be a wide gap be-
tween what we have proved would guarantee PR (generically) and what the true minimum length
actually is (as a function of C, D, and mh). To refute this possibility, in this section, we propose a
necessary condition counter-part to Proposition 3. It states that for synthesis filter lengths below
a certain necessary length mNv (defined below) PR (or delayed PR) cannot be achieved. Subse-
quently, we exactly quantify the gap between the sufficient and the necessary lengths for each choice
of (C,D,mh). In Section 7.5, we provide numerical results demonstrating that the gap between
these two lengths is indeed small (for moderately high oversampling factors).
7.4.1 Statement of the result
First, let us define the counterpart to the sufficient length mSv(C,D,mh).
Definition Denote by mNv (C,D,mh) the minimal value of mv ∈ N that satisfies
C
D
≥ 1 + 1
D
D−1∑
p=0
⌊
mh;p − 1
bmv/Dc
⌋
, (7.13)
where mh;p =
⌈
mh−p
D
⌉
. We refer to mNv as the necessary synthesis filter length, or in short the
necessary length.
It is easy to show that all mv ≥ mNv (C,D,mh) satisfy (7.13). Therefore, the set of mv ∈ N satisfying
(7.13) is a one-sided interval, i.e., all integers in
[
mNv (C,D,mh),∞
)
. Furthermore, note that the
only difference between the definitions of the necessary length and sufficient lengths (Section 7.3)
is a floor/ceiling operation in the summand.
The following proposition, the main result of this section, provides a necessary condition coun-
terpart to Proposition 3 for PR in generic FBs.
Proposition 5. For a D-fold subsampled C-channel FIR analysis bank with C/D ≥ 2 and mh > D,
the following property holds generically: a length-mv synthesis bank achieving PR with some delay
n0, 0 ≤ dn0D e ≤ bmhD c+ bmvD c − 2, exists only if mv ≥ mNv (C,D,mh).
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7.4.2 Proof of of the necessary-length proposition
Consider the set of equations that are equivalent to the PR condition (with n0 = m0D delay; for
a set of length-mv synthesis filters), as stated in Lemma 2: δκ(p,n0) ∈ R(Hp), p = 0, . . . , D − 1.
To prove that the condition in Proposition 5 is generically necessary for PR, first suppose that the
proposition condition is violated, i.e., mv < mNv (C,D,mh).
11 This implies that the condition in
(7.13) does not hold (since the set satisfying the condition is a one-sided interval as pointed at the
beginning of Section 7.4.1). We will show that in turn this implies that generically there exists an
integer p ∈ {0, . . . , D − 1} such that δκ(p,n0) /∈ R(Hp), which based on Lemma 2 is equivalent to
the proposition. To this end, we construct the augmented matrix A˜p =
[
Hp δκ(p,n0)
]
, and will
establish that A˜p is generically full column rank, for some p.
To proceed with the proof, we apply Theorem 1 with A(x) = A˜p and x = vec
{
[h1, . . . , hC ]
}
.
The entries of A˜p are polynomials of order zero or one in x. Hence, if we find a particular set of
analysis filters {hi}Ci=1 such that the corresponding A˜p matrix has full column rank, then it will be
generically full column rank, which in turn proves the proposition. Accomplishing this is equivalent
to constructing a sampling-domain analysis polyphase matrix Hp (for some p) such that: (a) δκ(p,n0)
is linearly independent of all columns of Hp; (b) Hp has full column rank.
Let us consider the matrix Hp constructed by the following algorithm.12
Figure 7.6 provides an example of the matrix Hp with p = 2 constructed by Algorithm 2 for
a FB with C = 6 channels, D = 3 subsampling, and analysis filter length of mh = 13. The
reconstruction delay is n0 = 6 (corresponding to κ(p, n0) = 13). Based on the assumption in
the proof, the synthesis filter length is taken to be mv = 8, which is one below mNv (C,D,mh).
The arrow next to H2 indicates the location of the 1 in the vector δκ(p,n0). The corresponding
analysis bank is: h1[n] = δ6(13), h2[n] = δ12(13), h3[n] = δ1(13), h4[n] = δ7(13), h5[n] = δ2(13),
h6[n] = δ0(13) + δ8(13).
We first show that δκ(p,n0) is linearly independent of all columns of Hp. By inspection, it is clear
that the top mv;p rows of the constructed Hp matrix are zero. Hence, if κ(p, n0) < mv;p then no
linear combination of columns of Hp can produce δκ(p,n0). For the case of κ(p, n0) ≥ mv;p, the
nonzero element in δκ(p,n0) may share the same row index as a nonzero element in Hp — let us call
11Clearly, the rest of the proof applies to the case where mNv (C,D,mh) > 1 since otherwise the proposition is
trivial.
12For the second line of the algorithm to be applicable, we need mh;0 > mv;p. In Section 7.5, we show that
mh ≥ mNv for C/D ≥ 2. Also, based on the proof assumption mv < mNv which implies that mh > mv. Therefore,
mh;0 = dmh/De > bmv/Dc = mv;p◦ for some polyphase index p◦, which is guaranteed to exist as pointed out in
Section 7.2.2.
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Algorithm 2 Matrix construction for proof of Proposition 5.
– Initialize: Hp = 0 by assigning 0 to all free entries
– For the first block-column, assign 1’s to the (mv;p + 1)-th diagonal (starting with h1,0[mv;p] = 1)
– For the k-th block-column, k = 2, . . . , C, select the nonzero diagonal according to the following
procedure:
• Case 1: No structural zeros are present along the trajectory of the nonzero diagonal extended
from the previous block-column; in this case, the nonzero diagonal is selected such that one in
the previous block-column is extended as shown in Fig. 7.5(a).
• Case 2: Otherwise, the nonzero diagonal for the k-th block-column is chosen such that it starts
immediately below the structural zeros in its first column — an example of this case is shown in
Fig. 7.5(b).
– Let c∗ be the block-column index of the nonzero entry in the
(
κ(p, n0) + 1
)
-th row;
if all entries of that row are zero then skip the next line
– In the c∗-th block-column, assign the top diagonal to be nonzero (starting with hc∗,0[0] = 1)
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(a) Case 1 (b) Case 2 (c)
Figure 7.5: (a,b): The two possible cases addressed in Algorithm 2 for allocation of the nonzero
diagonal for the k-th block-column, separated by the solid vertical line from the (k − 1)-th block-
column. (a) No structural zero are present along the trajectory of the nonzero diagonal. (b)
Structural zeros force breaking of the nonzero diagonal: the nonzero diagonal for the k-th block-
column is chosen such that it would start just below the structural zeros in its first column. Panel
(c) shows the undesired case for the last block-column.
the corresponding column e. In the example given in Fig. 7.6, e is the 11-th column. The last two
lines of Algorithm 2 ensure that e will have another nonzero element in the top mv;p rows of the
matrix (see Fig. 7.6 where mv;p = 2). Since κ(p, n0) ≥ mv;p, this implies that e cannot belong to
any linear combination producing δκ(p,n0), which in turn implies that δκ(p,n0) is linearly independent
of all columns of Hp.
The remaining task is to prove that the constructedHp has full column rank. This is accomplished
by showing that it has the two properties given in the following lemma, which is equivalent to
Lemma 4.
Lemma 6. A matrix Hp ∈ Cr1×r2 has full column rank if:
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H2 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

J===
Figure 7.6: The analysis polyphase matrix Hp (size: 16 × 12) for p = 2 and n0 = 6 delay (cor-
responding to κ(p, n0) = 13) constructed by Algorithm 2 for a 6-channel FB with D = 3 and
mh = 13 (hence, mh;0 = 5,mh;1 = mh;2 = 4). Based on the assumption in the proof, the synthesis
filter length is taken to be mv = mNv (C,D,mh) − 1 = 8 (hence, mv;2 = 2). The arrow next to H2
indicates the location of the 1 in δκ(p,n0).
(i) Each row has at most one nonzero element; (ii) Each column has at least one nonzero element.
By construction Algorithm 2: (1) allocates at most a single nonzero diagonal to each Toeplitz
block in Hp; (2) if the nonzero diagonal for some block-column has a maximum row index of r◦,
then the next block-column would not have any nonzero entries at or above the r◦-th row. These
two observations together imply Property (i) above.
Next, we prove that Property (ii) holds. For any nonzero diagonal that Algorithm 2 assigns,
say for the k-th block-column, all mv;p columns in the block-column will have have at least one
nonzero element — this is owing to the Toeplitz structure of the blocks. However, it could be that
for the (k + 1)-th column-block there would no free entries that are below the structural zeros left
to assign. Fig. 7.5(c) shows an example for such a scenario. In the following we show that, given
the assumption mv < mNv (C,D,mh), this latter scenario will not materialize. The assumption of
the proof, i.e., the opposite of (7.13), can be rewritten as
C
D
< 1 +
1
D
D−1∑
`=0
⌊
mh;` − 1
bmv/Dc
⌋
⇒ C −D <
D−1∑
`=0
⌊
mh;` − 1
bmv/Dc
⌋
⇒ D +
D−1∑
`=0
⌊
mh;` − 1
mv;p◦
⌋
≥ C + 1, (7.14)
where, in the last step, we assumed mv;p◦ = bmv/Dc. As described in Section 7.2.2, such polyphase
indices p◦ always exist. Consider the following lemma. (The proof is analogous to that of Lemma
5 and is skipped here.)
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Lemma 7. Using Algorithm 2, the number of consecutive block-columns required to cover the
mh;` +mv;p − 1 rows of the `-th block-row in Hp (0 ≤ ` ≤ D−1) is equal to
⌊
(mh;`+mv;p−1)/mv;p
⌋
.
Summing up the number of consecutive block-columns needed to cover all rows, we have:
⌊
mh;0 − 1
mv;p◦
⌋
+
D−1∑
`=1
⌊
mh;` +mv;p◦ − 1
mv;p◦
⌋
= −1 +
(
D +
D−1∑
`=0
⌊
mh;` − 1
mv;p◦
⌋)
≥ −1 + C + 1 = C, (7.15)
where we applied the proof assumption as stated in (7.14). This inequality implies that there are
enough rows (i.e., free entries) to assign for all C column-blocks. Hence, the proof is complete. 
7.5 Putting It All Together
In the previous sections, we provided generic necessary and sufficient requirements for the length
of the PR synthesis bank. Here we show that the gap between the necessary length mNv (C,D,mh)
and the sufficient length mSv(C,D,mh) is small. In addition, to answer question Q.3 of Section 7.1,
we study the fundamental relation between the oversampling ratio, the analysis filter length, and
the required synthesis length. This is facilitated by providing various bounds including closed-form
upper and lower bounds for the sufficient and necessary synthesis filter lengths, respectively. The
derived relations are verified and illustrated numerically in Section 7.6.
Assuming that the FB (Fig. 7.1a) is oversampled, we start with a simple necessary condition,
referred to as the counting condition, for all Hp, p = 0, . . . , D − 1, to be full row rank. The proof
is provided in Appendix C.
Lemma 8. Assuming C > D, a necessary condition for all Hp (p = 0, . . . , D − 1) to be full row
rank is
⌊
mv
D
⌋
≥
⌈
mh/D − 1
C/D − 1
⌉
. (7.16)
Definition The counting length mCv (C,D,mh) is the minimal value of mv ∈ N that satisfies (7.16).
The counting length is simply derived by requiring the number of rows to be no more than the
number of columns for all Hp. Remarkably, this length is closely related to the sufficient length
derived earlier as described below (also revisited in Section 7.6). As stated in the following lemma,
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the counting length is bounded from below and above by functions that each have an approximate
inverse relationship to C/D, for a fixed mh.
Lemma 9. Assuming C > D, the counting length is bounded as follows:
mh −D
C/D − 1 ≤ m
C
v (C,D,mh) ≤ D +
⌈
mh −D
C/D − 1
⌉
. (7.17)
The proof is provided in Appendix C. It is easy to see that the gap between the upper and lower
bounds in the lemma is less than D+ 1, hence is small. Consequently, this lemma implies that the
counting length mCv (C,D,mh) has an approximate inverse relationship to the oversampling factor
C/D.
The following lemma provides a set of properties including a closed-form upper bound for the
sufficient length mSv .
Lemma 10. If C/D ≥ 2 and mh > D, then mSv(C,D,mh) has the following properties:
(i) mSv = m
C
v if C = kD for integers k ≥ 2.
(ii) mCv ≤ mSv ≤ min(mh,mUv ), where mUv (C,D,mh) = D +
⌈
mh −D
(C + 1)/D − 2
⌉
.
The next lemma describes the relationship between the necessary, sufficient, and counting filter
lengths. The proof is provided in Appendix C.
Lemma 11. If C/D ≥ 2 and mh > D, then mNv (C,D,mh) has the following property:
max
(
D,mLv
) ≤ mNv ≤ mCv ≤ mSv , where mLv (C,D,mh) =
⌈
mh −D
C/D
⌉
.
Putting the last two lemmas together, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 3. Assuming C/D ≥ 2 and mh > D, we have the following relations between the suffi-
cient length mSv(C,D,mh), the necessary length m
N
v (C,D,mh), and the counting length m
C
v (C,D,mh):
max
(
D,mLv
) ≤ mNv ≤ mCv ≤ mSv ≤ min(mh,mUv ).
In order to draw conclusions from the corollary in terms of the behavior of the various lengths,
we first need to quantify the gaps between them — as given in the following lemma.
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Lemma 12. Assuming D ≥ 2 and C/D ≥ 2, the following bounds apply for the gaps between
various length functionals:
ΓS|N(C,D,mh)
4
= mSv(C,D,mh)−mNv (C,D,mh) < D + 1 +
2mh
C
D
(
C
D−0.5 − 2
)
ΓU|C(C,D,mh)
4
= mUv (C,D,mh)−mCv (C,D,mh) < D + 1 +
mh(
C
D − 1
)(
C−1
D−1 − 2
)
ΓC|L(C,D,mh)
4
= mCv (C,D,mh)−mLv (C,D,mh) < D + 1 +
mh
C
D
(
C
D − 1
)
For a generic C-channel D-fold subsampled FB, let us denote the true minimal PR synthesis
filter length by m∗v(C,D,mh), i.e., where the “phase transition” between PR-infeasibility and PR-
feasibility occurs. It follows that the true minimal length lies between the necessary and sufficient
lengths: mNv ≤ m∗v ≤ mSv . Although our results do not exactly pinpoint the true minimal filter
length m∗v (see Section 7.6 for a conjecture that it coincides with mCv ) we can exactly quantify the
gap between mNv and m
S
v numerically using their respective definitions. Here, instead combining
Lemma 12 and Corollary 3, we study the qualitative behavior of the necessary and sufficient lengths
and the gap between the two, which in turn enables us to address Questions Q.2 and Q.3 raised in
Section 7.1 regarding the behavior of m∗v.
• The gap between mNv and mSv is small. This is because, based on Lemma 12, ΓS|N(C,D,mh)
drops roughly as (C/D)−2 and is small (relative to mh) for moderately high oversampling factors.
For example, with D = 3, for C/D ≥ 3, the gap is smaller than 4 + 0.42 ×mh, and for C/D ≥ 4
it is smaller than 4 + 0.18 ×mh. We further illustrate that this gap is small in Section 7.6 using
numerical computations.
• mSv has an approximate inverse relation to the oversampling factor. Consider the set of in-
equalities in Corollary 3 bounding the sufficient length: mCv ≤ mSv ≤ mUv . For a fixed analysis
filter length mh=m0h and subsampling factor D=D0, this relation shows that the integer function
mSv(C,D0,m
0
h), defined on the integer line C ∈ N, is “sandwiched” between two other integer func-
tions both of which roughly drop as 1/C with increasing C. Moreover, the gap between mSv and
mCv , denoted as ΓU|C in Lemma 12, is small since: (i) it drops as (C/D)−2 with increasing C; (ii)
based on Lemma 10(i), this gap is zero for all C = kD0 with k ≥ 2. Therefore, mSv itself should
behave similarly. The same argument can be repeated for a fixed C and decreasing D. This shows
that mSv has an approximate inverse relation to C/D.
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• mNv has an approximate inverse relation to the oversampling factor. Similarly to the above, based
on Corollary 3, the necessary length mNv is sandwiched between m
L
v and m
C
v . Moreover, the gap
between mLv and m
C
v , denoted ΓC|L(C,D,mh) in Lemma 12, drops roughly as (C/D)−2 and is
small. For example, for C/D ≥ 3, the gap is smaller than D+1+(mh/6). Specifically, for mh = 17
and D = 2, ΓC|L ≤ 5. Hence, mNv (C,D,mh) itself has an approximate inverse relation to C/D.
• m∗v has an approximate inverse relation to the oversampling factor. Summarizing the above-
mentioned relations, the integer functionals mNv and m
S
v both behave (approximately) as (C/D)
−1.
Also, the gap in between them drops roughly as (C/D)−2 and is small (relative to mh). This implies
that m∗v, which lies in between mNv and mSv , should itself have an approximate inverse relation with
respect to the oversampling factor C/D. This answers question Q.3 in Section 7.1 and is further
demonstrated in Section 7.6.
The inequality mSv ≤ mh stated in Corollary 3 implies that, with C/D ≥ 2, the true minimal PR
synthesis filter length m∗v(C,D,mh) is generically less than the analysis filter length mh. Note the
lower bound D for all lengths, which implies m∗v(C,D,mh) ≥ D; this can be inferred from the FB
structure (Fig. 7.1a) as a shorter synthesis filter would not be able to “fill in” the D-sample gap at
the output of the up-samplers.
Finally, let us consider the question Q.1 raised in Section 7.1. Based on Proposition 3 (with
m0 = 0), a length-mv PR synthesis bank exists generically for any mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh), where,
based on Corollary 3, mSv(C,D,mh) ≤ mh <∞. This implies feasibility of PR using FIR synthesis
filters. The following corollary states this observation.
Corollary 4. For a D-fold subsampled C-channel FIR analysis bank with C/D ≥ 2 and mh > D,
the following property holds generically: an FIR synthesis bank that would achieve PR with any n0
delay
(
0 ≤ dn0D e ≤ bmhD c+ bmvD c − 2
)
exists.
A recent result due to Law et al. [97], specialized to a single-variate polynomial matrix, states that
if C ≥ D + 1, then a C ×D single-variate polynomial matrix is generically (Laurent) polynomial
left invertible. Applying this result to the analysis polyphase matrix A(z), we can deduce that
for generic oversampled FBs A(z) has an FIR left inverse, which corresponds to the synthesis
polyphase matrix R(z) according to (7.6). Therefore, the result in [97] implies Corollary 4 and
hence is stronger. However, as mentioned in Section 7.1, Law et al. [97] do not address the filter
support/length questions (Q.2 and Q.3 in Section 7.1), which are the focus of this chapter.
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7.6 Numerical Results: Verification of the Propositions and Further
Observations
The first part of this section provides numerical verification of the results in Section 7.5, as summa-
rized in Corollary 3. In the second part, we provide Monte-Carlo simulation results that numerically
verify Propositions 3 and 5 in Sections 7.3 and 7.4, respectively. A byproduct of the presented nu-
merical results is a conjecture on the true minimal filter length for PR. In the last part of this
section, we study the feasibility of imperfect (near perfect) reconstruction using synthesis filter
lengths below those prescribed (for PR) by our propositions.
Figure 7.7 shows the necessary, sufficient, and counting filter lengths as function of number of
channels C, for an analysis filter length of mh = 30 and subsampling factors of: (a) D = 1; (b)
D = 2; (c) D = 3; (d) D = 4. The upper bound mUv is also overlaid on the plots and the dashed line
in each panel marks the analysis filter length mh. Therefore, it is easy to verify the upper bound
min(mh,mUv ) in each panel. Next, Panel (a) of Fig. 7.8 plots the necessary, sufficient, and counting
lengths for two different analysis filter lengths: mh = 30 and mh = 64. The results demonstrate
that the gap between the filter lengths becomes negligible for moderately high oversampling factors.
In Panel (b), plots of the various mv filter lengths are provided as a function of subsampling factor
D for a fixed number of channels C = 12 and analysis filter length of mh = 30. The results suggest
the the minimally required synthesis filter length for PR increases approximately proportional to
the subsampling factor D, with a fixed number of channels and analysis filter length.
Together Figs. 7.7 and 7.8 demonstrate that the gaps between the necessary, the sufficient,
and the counting lengths are small. Further, these numerical results verify: (i) the upper bound
min(mh,mUv ) given in Corollary 3; (ii) the relationships between the different filter lengths, also
given in Corollary 3.
Next, we move on to verification of the propositions. Figure 7.9 shows Monte-Carlo (M-C)
simulation results for studying PR feasibility among randomly generated analysis FBs with 3-fold
subsampling (D=3) and C = 1, . . . , 24 channels (horizontal axis). Each M-C run (from a total
of 200) corresponded to generating an analysis FB comprising C real-valued analysis filters of
length mh = 30, based on a uniform distribution with zero mean and variance of 100. The color-
bar in the figure encodes the number of M-C runs (out of 200) for which a PR synthesis bank
(allowing for multiple-of-3 delays) consisting of C filters with length mv (vertical axis) exists. The
counting and sufficient lengths, mCv and m
S
v , are overlaid on the graph as a function of C. As
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Figure 7.7: The necessary (mNv ), sufficient (m
S
v), and counting (m
C
v ) filter lengths as function of the
number of channels C, for an analysis filter length of mh = 30 (marked by the dashed line in each
panel) with subsampling factors of: (a) D = 1; (b) D = 2; (c) D = 3; (d) D = 4. The closed-form
upper bound mUv is also shown.
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Figure 7.8: (a) Comparison of the necessary, sufficient, and counting mv filter lengths for two
different analysis filters with lengths mh = 30 and mh = 64, demonstrating that the gap between
the filter lengths becomes negligible for moderately high oversampling factors. (b) Various mv filter
lengths as a function of subsampling factor D for a fixed number of channels C = 12 and analysis
filter length of mh = 30.
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is seen from the figure, for C ≥ 2D = 6, all synthesis filter length choices satisfying mv ≥ mSv
resulted in 100% success in achieving PR. This verifies the claim of Proposition 3. The figure also
shows that 0% of synthesis banks with filter lengths below the counting length mCv achieved PR
(or delayed PR). Moreover, since the necessary length mNv bounds the counting length from below
(proven in Lemma 11), the M-C results verify that none of the synthesis lengths mv that satisfied
mv < m
N
v ≤ mSv resulted in PR — therefore, the minimal filter length that would allow for PR is
at least as large as the derived necessary length. Consequently, the M-C results indirectly verify
the claim of Proposition 5 as well.
The simulation results in Fig. 7.9 suggest that the counting length mCv (C,D,mh) is both sufficient
and necessary for feasibility of PR with a length-mv synthesis FB, i.e., the true minimum length m∗v,
introduced in Section 7.5, coincides with mCv . This provides grounds for the following conjecture.
(Note that, based on the bounds in Corollary 3, this conjecture is consistent with the requirement
that the true minimum length should lie in between the necessary and sufficient lengths.)
Conjecture. For a D-fold subsampled FIR analysis bank {hi}Ci=1 with mh > D, the following
property holds generically: a length-mv synthesis bank that would achieve PR exists if and only if
mv ≥ mCv (C,D,mh).
Nevertheless, as was pointed out in Section 7.5 and verified in the results above, the gap be-
tween the counting length and our proven necessary and sufficient lengths is small, especially for
moderately high oversampling factors.
In the last part of this section, we consider the feasibility of imperfect (near-perfect) reconstruc-
tion using synthesis filter lengths below those prescribed for PR by our theoretical results. To do
so, assuming noise-free data, we need to compute the reconstruction error (distortion) resulting
from FIR synthesis with different synthesis filter lengths. That is, for each choice of mv, we solve
each of the D (sampling-domain) polyphase matrix equations in (7.10) by applying H †p to both
sides. Next, we collect all of the solutions to construct the synthesis bank, which enables computa-
tion of the reconstructed signal xˆ[n] given the input x[n]. The resulting normalized reconstruction
distortion (in percentage) is defined as
∥∥∥xˆ[n] − x[n]∥∥∥
2
/
∥∥x[n]∥∥
2
× 100. Figure 7.10(a) shows this
normalized reconstruction distortion as a function of mv, the synthesis filter length, for a FB with
D = 3 subsampling and mh = 30 analysis filter length. Results corresponding to two input signals,
x[n], are shown: one randomly generated with length mx = 100 (solid line) and one taken to be
unit pulse (dashed line). As is seen from the figure, the reconstruction distortion is zero for mv
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Figure 7.9: Monte-Carlo simulation results, with randomly generated length mh = 30 analysis
filters, for verification of the propositions with C channels (horizontal axis) and D=3 subsampling.
The color-bar indicates the number (out of 200) of Monte-Carlo runs for which a PR synthesis bank
of length mv (vertical axis) exists. The counting and sufficient lengths, mCv and m
S
v , are overlaid
on the graph as a function of C.
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Figure 7.10: Signal distortion caused by synthesis filters that are too short. (a) Normalized re-
construction distortion in percentage (noiseless scenario) as a function of mv, the synthesis filter
length, for a fixed (randomly generated) analysis FB with D = 3 subsampling and filter length of
mh = 30; results corresponding to two input signals, x[n], are shown: one randomly generated with
length mx = 100 (solid line) and one taken to be unit pulse (dashed line). (b) Boxplot showing
the distribution of normalized distortion as a function of the number of channels C corresponding
to 200 Monte-Carlo runs with the following scenario: the C-channel analysis FB (with D = 3) is
generated randomly with a zero-mean i.i.d. unit-variance uniform distribution and reconstruction
error corresponding to a synthesis FB of length mv = d0.9×mCv (C,D,mh)e is computed.
values satisfying mv ≥ mCv = 21, which is consistent with the results in Fig. 7.9, but the distortion
jumps to more than 10% (for both inputs) when mv drops below mCv and is more than 30% with
mv = mCv − 3 = 18.
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Finally, to study the effect of different analysis FB realizations on the resulting distortion, we
conducted the following M-C simulation: normalized reconstruction distortions using a C-channel
3-fold subsampled FIR synthesis FB were computed as a function of C corresponding to 200
Monte-Carlo runs, where in each run the analysis FB is generated randomly from a zero-mean i.i.d.
unit-variance uniform distribution and the reconstruction distortion corresponding to a synthesis
bank of length mv = d0.9 ×mCv (C,D,mh)e is computed. The results are demonstrated in Panel
(b) of Fig. 7.10 using the boxplot scheme [107]. On each box, corresponding to a certain value
for C, the central dot is the median of the distortion error percentage, and the edges of the box
are the 25th and 75th error percentiles. Each box has two whiskers, which are a way to represent
the range of variations of the error “population” whereby the upper and lower limits are extended
to the most extreme data points not considered “outliers” [107]. Outliers13 are not shown. The
maximum number of outliers was 5 (corresponding to the box for C = 7), i.e., the whiskers cover
at least 97.5% of the error values for each box. As is seen from the figure, even a small deviation
(here about 10%) from the minimally required filter lengths results in significant reconstruction
distortion. (Note that for some FB realizations, the distortion can be quite small. However, this
rarely happens: for the case of C = 16, only 6% of the generated FBs result in distortion of less
than 1%.)
Overall, the results in Fig. 7.10 demonstrate that there would be little benefit in attempting
to achieve non-perfect reconstruction to allow for synthesis lengths below those suggested by our
propositions.
7.7 Summary
We studied the feasibility of short FIR synthesis for PR in generic FIR filter banks. Among all
PR synthesis banks, we focused on the one with the minimum filter length. For filter banks with
oversampling factors of at least two, we provided prescriptions for the shortest filter length of
the synthesis bank that would guarantee PR almost surely. The prescribed length is as short or
shorter than the analysis filters and has an approximate inverse relationship with the oversampling
factor. Our results are in the form of necessary and sufficient statements that hold generically,
13 Specifically, for each box, error values points are considered outliers if they are larger than q3 + 1.5(q3 − q1) or
smaller than q1 − 1.5(q3 − q1), where q1 and q3 are the 25th and 75th percentiles of the error samples for the box,
respectively. This range q3 − q1 is typically referred to as the inter-quartile range (also called the mid-spread) and
the factor 1.5 here is referred to as the whisker length.
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and hence only fail for elaborately-designed nongeneric examples. We provided extensive numerical
verification of the theoretical results and demonstrated that the gap between the derived filter length
prescriptions and the true minimum is small. The results have potential applications in synthesis
FB design problems, where the analysis bank is given, and for analysis of fundamental limitations
in blind signals reconstruction from data collected by unknown subsampled multi-channel systems.
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Chapter 8
Near-optimal Inversion of Subsampled Multi-channel Systems
Using Short Synthesis Filter Banks
8.1 Introduction
8.1.1 Filter-banks as models for perfect inversion of subsampled multi-channel systems
In this chapter, we treat FBs as models for downsampled multi-channel acquisition/sensing systems
in which the cross-channel diversity is “encoded” in the form of convolutions in the sampling
domain. With this point of view, one can observe that in a large class of such systems, little
or no control can be exerted on the characteristics of the analysis filters as they are determined
(either deterministically or stochastically) by the underlying physics. This is the case in important
sensing/imaging and image processing applications, especially those in various medical or remote
imaging modalities. Examples of such sensor (analysis) filters include spatial sensitivity of receivers
in multi-channel MRI [1,2], blurring kernels associated with remote imaging applications [83,84], or
electron microscopy. Furthermore, since the sensor filters are a result of complex physical processes,
it would be extremely unlikely that they would constitute either pathological or elaborately designed
choices of filters; in other words, the corresponding analysis filters are generic (further described
in Section 7.2.1). Therefore, here we focus on scenarios where the set of analysis filters is fixed and
generic.
A significant portion of the work done in the area of FBs assumes that the analysis filters are
accessible and can be manipulated freely, either partially or completely; therefore, the analysis and
synthesis banks can be jointly designed to achieved PR or approximate PR (“near PR”), in addition
to other desirable properties (e.g, see [67, 68]). In such scenarios, based on the established theory
of oversampled FBs [65, 66], the PR synthesis bank for a given analysis bank is typically designed
to be equal to (or closely approximate) the so-called minimum-norm or dual-frame synthesis bank,
which possesses desirable properties in terms of noise reduction [65,66,108]. From a frame-theoretic
point of view, this synthesis FB corresponds to signal reconstruction using the frame that is dual
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to the “analysis frame,” that is the frame corresponding to the signal decomposition performed by
the analysis FB (described in Section 8.3). In general, however, closed-form expressions for dual
frames are only known for specific types of analysis frames [109]. In fact, exact computation of the
dual-frame functions, for the general case, requires numerical solution of a infinite-order system
of equations [87, 86], which is infeasible in practice as it requires infinite amount of computation
and storage. Conventionally, to make the problem computationally tractable, methods have been
developed for approximation of the filters corresponding to the dual frame [109,110,111,112,66,87].
This approximation can be made in various ways, resulting in different characteristics in terms
of, e.g., convergence, stability, robustness1 [109, 87, 114, 111]. In certain special cases, e.g., for
oversampled discrete Fourier transform (DFT) FBs — also called Gabor frames or Weyl-Heisenberg
systems [115] — improved methods have been proposed [113].
For generic analysis FBs, which is the focus of this chapter, the dual-frame synthesis bank consists
of infinite impulse response (IIR) filters for almost all2 generic analysis FBs. (This is formally proved
in Section 8.4.) It is known that given a maximum allowable length for the synthesis filters, there
is a fundamental limit to how accurate the FIR approximation to the dual frame can be [114, 87].
More importantly, this limit depends on intrinsic characteristics of the frame corresponding to
the analysis filters, which tend to be rather poor (compared to the ideal case) for generic FBs.
Therefore, to accurately approximate the dual-frame synthesis bank for generic FBs, one may need
extremely long synthesis filters.3
At this point, one might wonder about the motivation for PR versus approximate reconstruction,
say, by first designing synthesis FB with very large — or even infinite — support and subsequently
finding a good short FIR approximation to that synthesis bank. Inevitably, such imperfect recon-
struction would result in an additional source of reconstruction error, herein called signal distortion.
The total reconstruction error therefore comprises (i) random noise, which is amplified by the syn-
thesis bank’s noise gain; and (ii) the signal distortion caused by approximate reconstruction. Now,
unlike random noise, the distortion error tends to be correlated with the input signal. This is es-
pecially troubling since it may lead to structured artifacts in the reconstructed signal, which would
be less acceptable than random incoherent noise (compared at the same output SNR).
1For example, robustness in terms of whether they require the difficult estimation of auxiliary parameters, and
how the other aspects of their performance depend on the accuracy of such estimation [113].
2This statement holds almost surely, i.e., with probability 1, when the analysis bank is generated randomly. More
detail is given in Section 8.4.1.
3Accurate FIR dual-frame approximation is possible if the associated analysis frame is “snug” (almost tight)
[66,87]; but this is not the case for generic FBs as shown in Section 8.4.3.
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An alternative to such approaches is to search for the “optimal” FIR synthesis bank that achieves
PR for a given analysis FB — and simultaneously satisfies additional optimality criteria. This is
challenging even in 1D; for examples of recent work in this area, see [88, 89]. Here, we adopt
this optimized FIR synthesis with the main objective of studying the feasibility of short FIR
synthesis banks as robust and efficient tools for perfect inversion of downsampled multi-channel
systems (Fig. 7.1), that is, providing exact PR — allowing for reconstruction delay (delayed PR).
Advantages of FB signal reconstruction with short FIR synthesis filters were highlighted in Section
7.1.
8.1.2 Overview of contributions and related work
We refer to the ratio of the mean squared error (MSE) to the input noise power as the reconstruc-
tion noise gain (RNG) of the PR synthesis bank. This is a measure of noise amplification since
there is no signal distortion for PR synthesis.4 As pointed out above, the PR synthesis bank cor-
responding to the RNG-optimal dual-frame generically consists of IIR filters, which may render it
impractical or undesirable for FB reconstruction applications. In fact, besides having a good RNG,
it is typically desirable to design the synthesis filters to be FIR (see above for a list of advantages).
For nonsubsampled FBs (D=1), i.e., multi-channel deconvolution, the problem of RNG-optimal FB
reconstruction has been extensively studied. Specifically, expressions for the optimal deconvolvers,
which are called “Wiener deconvolvers” and have infinite support — or infinite filter length, de-
pending on whether the sampling domain is considered to be continuous or discrete — have been
derived based on a stochastic formulation [95, 116, 94]. For the general (D>1) oversampled FBs,
it is known in frame theory that the frame redundancy (present in the signal expansion) can be
translated into degrees of freedom for designing alternative dual frames that have a finite (com-
pact) support; related work for Gabor frames (DFT FBs) includes: [85, 117, 118]. Consequently,
for problems where the analysis FB cannot be freely designed, synthesis using finite-support (non-
canonical) dual-frames could provide an attractive alternative, especially if they provide PR and
have relatively good RNG performance — relative to the optimal (dual-frame) synthesis FB.
As in Chapter 7, here denote the filter length for the analysis and synthesis banks by mh and mv,
respectively. A complete description of the notation used throughout the chapter and the problem
4As described in Section 8.2 (Fig. 8.1), the output signal for MSE computation is considered only over the expected
support of xˆ[n] (Fig. 7.1). This is different from the conventional notion of total output noise power, which ignores
the support knowledge.
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setup, including standard statements of conditions for PR in oversampled FBs, was provided in
Section 7.2.
In this chapter, we move beyond the PR-feasibility question, which ignores the issue of noise
in the multi-channel data, and study the feasibility of short FIR synthesis achieving (delayed) PR
with near-optimal noise performance. Specifically, we address the following questions for generic
analysis FBs:
[Q.1] For a given mv, how can one compute the PR (possibly delayed) synthesis bank with minimal
RNG?
[Q.2] How significant is the reconstruction delay in terms of RNG? How do we efficiently compute
the optimum delay?
[Q.3] With a given RNG goal (e.g., RNG≤1), how does the required mv depend on the oversampling
factor C/D?
[Q.4] How does the RNG of the optimized length-mv PR synthesis bank behave as function of
mv ≥ m∗v?
[Q.5] How does the RNG of the optimized FIR synthesis bank compare to that of the dual-frame
synthesis?
[Q.6] Is it possible that the optimized FIR synthesis bank, with some mv ≥ m∗v, would achieve
RNG that is close to that of the dual-frame synthesis, say only 10%-50% worse?
[Q.7] What is a rule-of-thumb prescription for the choice of mv ≥ m∗v to have a near-optimal RNG
performance?
For nonsubsampled FBs, Harikumar and Bresler [93] have studied most of these questions (except
Q.3), in both 1D and 2D cases, with comparisons to the least squares (optimal non-FB) recon-
struction, rather than the dual-frame FB synthesis. Addressing the effect of changing the allocated
length mv for the synthesis filters (deconvolvers), they show, using numerical results, that a higher
choice for mv implies better noise performance.
In Section 8.2, we answer Q.1 by providing, for a given reconstruction delay, a close-form expres-
sion for the length-mv PR synthesis bank and its corresponding minimal RNG. Based on this, we
present an algorithm for finding the optimum delay. Consequently, for the choice of the optimized
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FIR synthesis among all PR synthesis banks, we choose the one that besides being FIR has the
minimal RNG, while allowing for flexible reconstruction delay. The developed framework is such
that it can formulate all three properties of (a) PR, (b) FIR, (c) minimal RNG, in form of: (i) a
simple requirement on the synthesis filter length choice, mv ≥ m∗v, hence guaranteeing PR with
probability 1, and (ii) a closed-form quadratic cost for the RNG.
After a brief review of frame-theoretic analysis of oversampled FBs in Section 8.3, we turn to
the problem of evaluating the performance of the dual-frame synthesis for generic analysis FBs.
Section 8.4 is devoted to this. We start by stating a proposition on properties of the dual-frame
synthesis for generic FB. Specifically, we show that generic oversampled analysis FBs correspond
to frame expansions, which validates the existence of dual-frames for generic FBs and enables
us to apply known frame-theoretical results. We also show that the dual-frame synthesis bank
almost surely consists of IIR filters. We then consider relations between the RNG of dual-frame
synthesis compared to optimal FIR synthesis and the optimal non-FB solution. Next, using basic
concepts from complex analysis, we propose a scheme for reliable computation of RNG for dual-
frame synthesis in general — with a simplified closed-form expression that applies to generic FBs.
This particular result has other implications, e.g., it can be used as a target benchmark for general
FIR synthesis bank design schemes as it indicates a fundamental limit for the RNG with FB
reconstruction. Finally, we review relevant work on FIR approximation of dual-frame synthesis
banks and discuss their implications for generic FBs.
Having developed the necessary tools, we aim at answering the abovementioned questions Q.3-7
in Section 8.5. Our approach is to provide extensive numerical results which, considering that
we are studying generic FBs, also include studying the effect of different FB realizations on the
performance measurements. Based on empirical observations, we show that the answers to Q.3
and Q.6 are affirmative. Also, the RNG of the delay-optimized FIR synthesis improves with
increasing mv; and if mv is taken to be twice the filter length of the analysis FB, the RNG
would typically fall within 10% of that of the dual-frame for moderately high oversampling factors.
Combining such rule-of-thumb mv prescriptions with our algorithmic results in Sections 8.2 provides
a framework for guaranteeing PR and near-optimal RNG with relatively short FIR synthesis banks.
This framework can potentially be expanded to include other application-specific metrics such as
frequency selectivity, time or frequency localization, subband attenuation [67], or coding gain [103].
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8.2 Short FIR Synthesis: Solution and Optimum Reconstruction Delay
The results on feasibility of short FIR synthesis presented in the previous chapter apply to noiseless
channel conditions and deal with PR while ignoring the issue of noise gain in the reconstruction
process. In this section, we study the effect of noise in the multi-channel (subsampled) data at the
output of the analysis bank on the reconstruction error for the FB structure. Specifically, we provide
a closed-form optimum solution for FIR synthesis filters, of a given length, that achieve PR (with
given delay). This results in an algorithm for finding the optimum reconstruction delay in terms of
the RNG. Finally, we provide results of numerical experiments demonstrating the significance of a
prudent choice for the reconstruction delay.
8.2.1 Optimum synthesis filters with a given reconstruction delay
We study the problem of reconstruction of a signal x[n] from the outputs of a D-fold subsampled
C-channel analysis bank, the channel signals {yi[n]}Ci=1, shown in Fig. 7.1(b) and given by
yi =
[
x ∗ hi
]
↓D + qi = I
↓D
mw;0 Cmx{hi}x+ qi i = 1, · · · , C, (8.1)
where qi is the additive subband noise for channel i and mw = mx + mh − 1 is the support size
of the analysis channels’ output, prior to downsampling. In the following, we assume the noise
statistics to be wide-sense stationary, independent identically distributed (i.i.d.), white zero-mean
with variance (per-sample) of σ2q . We focus on reconstruction of a signal x with a delay of n0
samples using an FIR synthesis bank having a filter length of mv. Note that the output of the
synthesis bank has a length of mv + mx + mh − 2; therefore, the maximum feasible delay for PR
of x is mh +mv − 2. In addition, as mentioned in Section 7.2.1, we restrict our attention to delays
that are a multiple of D.
Figure 8.1 depicts the standard C-channel synthesis filter bank from the noisy data {yi[n]}Ci=1,
which results in the FB reconstructed signal xˆ[n]. Now, since the support of the reconstructed signal
within the output signal (length: mx+mh+mv−2) is known to be n ∈ {n0, · · · , n0 +mx−1}, there
is no reason to choose xˆ[n] as the final reconstruction; rather, we can truncate xˆ[n] to the known
reconstruction support as shown in the figure. The final reconstruction is denoted by xˆFIR,mvn0 . For
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Figure 8.1: Standard C-channel synthesis filter bank from D-fold subsampled noisy measurements
results in the reconstructed signal xˆ[n]. The in-support reconstruction xˆFIR,mvn0 , with n0 delay, is
derived by a truncation of the FB output xˆ[n] to the support n ∈ {n0, · · · , n0 +mx − 1}.
this reconstruction, consider the following 2-norm error metric:
EFIR,mvn0 = E
[∥∥∥x− xˆFIR,mvn0 ∥∥∥22
]
. (8.2)
In this section, the goal is to solve the following problem with D-fold subsampling: for a given
synthesis filter length mv and reconstruction delay n0, find the PR synthesis filters that minimize
the error defined in (8.2) in the presence of nonzero noise. The nonsubsampled D = 1 case,
FIR deconvolution, in both one and two dimensions, has been previously solved and analyzed by
Harikumar and Bresler [93]. The sampling domain PR condition (with n0 = m0D delay) was given
in (7.7):
Hpv,p = δκ(p,n0/D) p = 0, · · · , (D − 1), (8.3)
where we used the concise notation v,p = vec
[{vi,p}Ci=1]. We define a permutation operator Πmv(C,D)
such that Πmv(C,D) vec
[{vi}Ci=1] = vec[{v,p}D−1p=0 ]. Operator Πmv(C,D) is represented by a (Cmv)× (Cmv)
matrix obtained by permutation of the rows of the identity matrix, ICmv . It can be shown that
Πmv(C,D) =
[[
IC ⊗ I↓Dmv ;0
]T [
IC ⊗ I↓Dmv ;1
]T · · · [IC ⊗ I↓Dmv ;D−1]T]T, (8.4)
where A ⊗ B is the Kronecker product of matrices A and B. Also, define H mv{Hp} to be the block
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diagonal matrix of size D(mh +mv −D)× (Cmv),
H mv{Hp} = diag
[
H0,H1, · · · ,HD−1
]
. (8.5)
We can then collect all D equations in (8.3) and write the PR condition in a single matrix equation
as
H mv{Hp} Πmv(C,D) vec
[{vi}]︸ ︷︷ ︸

v
= vec
[{δκ(p,n0/D)}]︸ ︷︷ ︸

δDn0
, (8.6)
where we introduced the notations

v and

δDn0 , and, for brevity, dropped the range of the vector
collections.
Given that mv is chosen to satisfy the sufficient length in (7.11), H mv{Hp} has fewer rows than
columns.5 Among all generalized inverses that would solve (8.6), we would like to choose one that
achieves the best noise gain performance, i.e., that one that minimizes EFIR,mvn0 . Hereafter, the
analysis is for a generic scenario: Given that mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh), proof of Theorem 3 implies that
the matrices Hp, for all p = 0, · · · , D− 1, and therefore H mv{Hp} are generically full row rank. Hence,
(8.6) has a solution, which corresponds to a PR synthesis FB. Now, with the additive noise model
given in (8.1), the reconstruction error EFIR,mvn0 will be equal to the output noise power, that is
given by
EFIR,mvn0 = E
[∥∥∥∑
i
(
[qi]↑D ∗ vi
)
(n0:n0+mx−1)
∥∥∥2
2
]
= E
[∥∥∥∥ [ C(n0:n0+mx−1)mv {[q1]↑D} · · · C(n0:n0+mx−1)mv {[qC ]↑D} ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
(n0:n0+mx−1)
C·mv
({[qi]↑D}i)

v
∥∥∥∥2
2
]
=

v
H
E
[(
C
(n0:n0+mx−1)
C·mv
({[qi]↑D}i))HC(n0:n0+mx−1)C·mv ({[qi]↑D}i)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qn0D

v , (8.7)
where we used the truncated signal and convolution notations defined in Section 7.2.1.
The following proposition provides a closed-form solution to the problem of finding the optimum
5This holds for any mv ≥ mCv , and since mSv ≥ mCv it also holds for any mv ≥ mSv. To see the former, it suffices to
write: mCv /D ≥ bmCv /Dc ≥ (mh−D)/(C−D)⇒ D(mh−D) ≤ (C−D)mCv ≤ (C−D)mv ⇒ D(mh+mv−D) ≤ Cmv.
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solution for FIR synthesis filters, of a given length, that achieve PR (with given delay).
Proposition 6. For a C-channel FB with D-fold subsampling and a length-mh analysis bank,
assuming C/D ≥ 2 and mSv(mh, C,D)≤mv≤mx, the following length-mv synthesis bank generically
achieves PR, while minimizing the noise gain, for any input of finite length mx and a given non-
negative delay n0 =m0D ≤ mh+mv−2:

v opt= vec
[{vi}Ci=1] = (Qn0D )−1(H mv{Hp} Πmv(C,D))H
(
H mv{Hp} Πmv(C,D)
(Qn0D )−1(H mv{Hp} Πmv(C,D))H
)−1 
δDn0 , (8.8)
where Qn0D is a positive-definite diagonal matrix composed of C identical diagonal blocks:
Qn0D = σ2q diag
[Rn0D , · · · ,Rn0D ], and the (` + 1)-th element (0 ≤ ` ≤ mv−1) on the diagonal of
Rn0D is
Rn0D [`, `] =
⌊
min(n0 − `+mx,mw)− 1
D
⌋
−
⌈
max(0, n0 − `)
D
⌉
+1. (8.9)
Also, the reconstruction error with this choice of synthesis filters is given by
min

v
EFIR,mvn0 =
( 
δDn0
)T(H mv{Hp} Πmv(C,D)(Qn0D )−1(H mv{Hp} Πmv(C,D))H
)−1 
δDn0 . (8.10)
Proof. The expression forQn0D is proved in Appendix D. From (8.7), it follows that EFIR,mvn0 =

v
HQn0D v .
Therefore, the optimum solution is the solution to the following standard minimum-norm linear
inverse problem

v opt = arg min
Hmv{Hp}Π
mv
(C,D)

v=

δDn0

v
HQn0D

v , (8.11)
which almost surely has a solution as in (8.8), since H mv{Hp}Π
mv
(C,D) is generically full row-rank. To see
the latter, note that since mv ≥ mSv(mh, C,D), using Proposition 3, H mv{Hp} and hence its column-
permuted version H mv{Hp}Π
mv
(C,D) are generically full row-rank. Substituting this solution in (8.7)
yields (8.10).
Figure 8.2 shows diagonal entries the Qn0D matrix for the choice of C = 4, D = 2, mx = 7,
mh = 4, n0 = 2, and mv = 2, which was chosen to be equal to mSv(C,D,mh). Panel (a) shows
the 8× 8 matrix Qn0D computed from the derived closed-form expression in (8.9). Panel (b) shows
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Figure 8.2: For a randomly generated FB with C = 4, D = 2, mx = 7, mh = 4, n0 = 2,
and mv = mSv(C,D,mh) = 2: (a) the 8 × 8 matrix Qn0D computed from the derived closed-form
expression in (8.9). (b) diagonal entries for the Qn0D matrix computed using: (i) derived closed-form
expression in (8.9), (ii) empirically estimated with 10,000 Monte-Carlo runs.
the diagonal entries of Qn0D computed using: (i) expression in (8.9); and (b) empirically estimated
using 10,000 Monte-Carlo runs; in each M-C run, a set of zero-mean Gaussian i.i.d. subband noise
vectors with a variance of 0.36 were generated and the expression for Qn0D as given in (8.7) was
empirically estimated.
8.2.2 Optimum reconstruction delay: algorithm and results
Consider the error expression in (8.10) for the optimum PR synthesis FB solution. It is clear that
the minimal reconstruction error min EFIR,mvn0 (x) depends on the reconstruction delay parameter,
n0. Here, we aim to devise an algorithm for finding the optimum reconstruction delay in terms of the
output SNR, assuming i.i.d. white noise input as described above. In addition, we provide results
of numerical experiments demonstrating the significance of a prudent choice for the reconstruction
delay. The optimum reconstruction error (due to noise) given in (8.10), using Λ as a shorthand
notation for the entire matrix on the right-hand side, can be written as
min

v
EFIR,mvn0 =
( 
δDn0
)TΛ−1n0 δDn0 = (vec[{δκ(p,n0/D)}D−1p=0 ])TΛ−1n0 (vec[{δκ(p,n0/D)}D−1p=0 ])
=
D−1∑
p=0
Λ−1n0
[
κ(p,
n0
D
), κ(p,
n0
D
)
]
, (8.12)
which is a sum of D entries on the main diagonal of Λ−1n0 . Clearly, we have some freedom to choose
which elements would appear in this sum. The choice of n0, is limited by two constraints: (i) it
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should be a multiple of D so that (8.3) holds; (ii) it should satisfy mv−mx≤n0<my so that Qn0D
is strictly positive definite (hence invertible).
Based on these, we propose the following algorithm for computation of the (almost) shortest6
feasible FIR synthesis bank achieving PR with delay optimized for output SNR. Specifically, given
a set of length-mh analysis filters {hi}Ci=1 and a subsampling factor D ≤ C/2, the algorithm solves
for synthesis filters with length mv = mSv(C,D,mh) achieving delay-optimized PR for all inputs of
length mx ≥ mv.
Algorithm 3 Computation of delay-optimized PR synthesis bank with length mSv .
– Input: Analysis filters {hi}Ci=1; Subsampling factor D
– Compute mv = mSv(C,D,mh)
– Υ = Hmv{Hp}Π
mv
(C,D) where Π
mv
(C,D) is given in (8.4) and Hmv{Hp} in (8.5)
– For all n ∈
{
n0=m0D
∣∣∣m0 = 0, · · · , ⌊mh+mv−2D ⌋} do
• Compute RnD from (8.9); store Q˜nD =
[RnD , · · · ,RnD ]
• Λn = Υ
(Q˜nD)−1 ΥH
• [n] = ∑D−1p=0 Λ−1n [κ(p, nD ), κ(p, nD )]
– Find n∗0 = arg min
n
[n]
– Output: vec
[{vi}Ci=1] = (Q˜n∗0D )−1 ΥHΛ−1n0 vec[{δκ(p,n∗0/D)}]
To demonstrate the significance of optimizing the reconstruction delay, we have conducted nu-
merical experiments, as described below. Figure 8.3 displays the reconstruction error for various
choices of the delay n0 corresponding to the solution given by Proposition 6 for three randomly
generated analysis banks. For each case, the synthesis filter length mv is chosen to be the minimal
sufficient lengthmSv(C,D,mh) as in Algorithm 3. The plotted quantity is the normalized per-sample
reconstruction error, called the reconstruction noise gain (RNG), (1/σ2q )E¯FIR,mvn0 corresponding to
the optimal solution given in (8.8) where
E¯FIR,mvn0 =
1
mx
min

v
EFIR,mvn0 (8.13)
is the per-sample reconstruction error, referred to as the mean squared error (MSE), and EFIR,mvn0
6The computed synthesis bank is the shortest feasible if C is a multiple of D and is slightly longer otherwise;
please refer to Corollary 3 for details.
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D=3, C=7, mh=15, mx=100 (mv=12)
D=3, C=7, mh=30, mx=100 (mv=27)
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Figure 8.3: The RNG for noise-optimum FIR PR synthesis as a function of the reconstruction
delay n0. The 3-fold downsampled analysis FBs with filter length of mh were randomly generated.
Each of the three plots depicts the RNG corresponding to the optimal synthesis bank as given in
(8.10). For all three plots, the synthesis filter length mv was chosen to be the minimal sufficient
length, mv = mSv(C,D,mh). The optimal delay value n
∗
0 for each plot is marked by a cross.
is computed according to (8.10).
Each plot corresponds to a 3-fold subsampled analysis FB with filter length of mh (equal to 15
for the first plot and 30 for the other two), which was randomly generated (fixed realization for each
plot) and normalized to unit norm, i.e., ‖hi[n]‖2 = 1 for i = 1, · · · , C. The plots depict the RNG
as a function of the reconstruction delay n0 — for delay values that are a multiple of D = 3 —
using the optimal synthesis bank solution described in Proposition 6 for input length of mx = 100.
The optimal delay value n∗0 for each plot is marked by a cross. As seen from the figure, the
optimal reconstruction delay is positive — in fact, the plots suggest that optimized delay may
result in a multi-fold improvement in terms of the RNG. The gain by optimizing the delay is lower
for the plot corresponding to C = 17, i.e., oversampling factor of ≈ 5.7 compared to the plots
for C = 7 (oversampling factor of ≈ 2.3). This is because the larger the oversampling factor, the
smaller the synthesis filter length mSv(C,D,mh), which implies that the optimization (implemented
in the main loop in Algorithm 3) is over a smaller set of n0 values.
Next, we study the effect of analysis filter tap values on the RNG corresponding to reconstruc-
tion using the “shortest” PR FIR synthesis, i.e., mv equal to the sufficient length mSv(mh, C,D).
We computed the RNG as described above for three different realizations of a randomly generated
analysis FB — all generated from a zero-mean i.i.d. unit-variance uniform distribution and normal-
ized to unit-norm as above. Figure 8.4(a) shows the results for a 7-channel 3-fold subsampled FB
with analysis filter length of mh = 30, and input length of mx = 100. The optimal delay values for
all plots are highlighted by arrows. As can be seen from the figure, the optimal reconstruction de-
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Figure 8.4: (a) The RNG for shortest FIR synthesis as a function of the reconstruction delay n0
for 3 random realizations of the analysis FB with C = 7, D = 3, mh = 30, and input length of
mx = 100 (hence, mv = mSv = 27); the optimal delay values for all plots are highlighted. (b)
Boxplot of the RNG for 100 Monte-Carlo runs using the same specifications as in (a). For each
choice of n0, the corresponding box gives: (i) the median RNG value shown as a dot inside the
box; (ii) the 25th and 75th percentiles marked as the lower and upper edges of the box, respectively.
Whiskers (length: 1.5) are used to visualize the range of the extreme points. Outlier points (not
shown) constituted less than 10% of RNG values for each box (except for n0 = 51).
lay varies (although slightly) between different realizations. More importantly, although the RNG
corresponding to zero-delay PR varies significantly between different analysis FB realizations, the
delay-optimized performance is significantly more uniform (across different realizations); this is in
addition to the multi-fold gain in RNG (relative to zero-delay) for all 3 realizations.
Finally, to conduct a more comprehensive numerical study of these effects, we performed 100
Monte-Carlo runs of the same experiment using the same specifications for the FB and setting
mv = mSv(mh, C,D). To visualize the results, we use the boxplot scheme [107] as shown in Panel
(b) of Fig. 8.4, the boxplot of the RNG for 100 Monte-Carlo runs using the same specifications
as in Panel (a). For each choice of reconstruction delay n0, the center dot shows the location of
the median of the set of RNG values for that particular delay. Similarly to Fig. 7.10, the 25th and
75th percentiles marked as the lower and upper edges of the box, respectively. Further, each box
has two whiskers, which are a way to represent the range of variations of the RNG “population”
whereby the upper and lower limits are extend to the most extreme data points not considered
outliers [107]. Outlier RNG values — extreme points beyond the whisker limits, all of which turned
out to be above the upper whiskers — are not shown but the whiskers cover 90% or more of all
values (except for the last box corresponding to n0 = 51, for which they cover 88%).
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As is seen in Fig. 8.4(b), the minimum median is reached at n0 = 27 and is equal to 3.35; in
contrast, the median for n0 = 0 is 47.60 which is 14.2 times larger. Furthermore, the variation
in the RNG values as measured by the inter-quartile range (also called the mid-spread) — which
is equal to the box widths shown in the figure — is significantly higher for zero-delay compared
to the mid-range of the delays. Specifically, the inter-quartile range for n0 = 0 to n0 = 27 is:
≈ (67.02 − 33.62)/(4.44 − 2.75) = 33.4/1.69 ≈ 19.76. In addition, the most extreme outliers are
located at either end of the delay range: 657.7 for n0 = 0 and 642.5 for n0 = 51.
Addressing questions Q.1-2 raised in Section 8.1, we can make the following observations based
on the numerical results in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4:
(I) Judicious choice of the synthesis filter length (based on Propositions 3) enables perfect re-
construction in the absence of noise. However, short FIR synthesis can be highly sensitive to
channel noise. Optimizing the reconstruction delay provides a significant gain in RNG.
(II) Reconstruction delay optimization improves the “stability” of noise gain; that is, among
different generic analysis FB realizations: (i) the variation of the RNG among the bulk of
realizations is significantly reduced; and (ii) the RNG values corresponding to the worst
realizations (outliers) are less extreme.7
8.3 Review of Frame-theoretic Analysis of PR Oversampled Filter Banks
8.3.1 PR filter banks interpreted as frame expansions
It is well known [60, 61] that PR FBs constitute an important class of signal expansions in `2(Z),
the space of square-summable sequences. Oversampled PR FBs provide overcomplete (redundant)
signal expansions, which unlike the critically sampled case (C=D) are nonorthogonal [61,65,66,112].
In this section, we provide a frame theoretic overview of PR FBs, based on the treatment given
in [66] and [65]. Specifically, the filter bank in Fig. 7.1(b) with zero-delay PR provides a signal
expansion of the following form:8
x[n] =
C∑
i=1
∞∑
k=−∞
〈
x, h∗i [kD −• ]
〉
vi[n− kD], (8.14)
7In other words, the outliers are closer to the minimum achievable RNG, say, the reconstruction error corresponding
to the IIR dual-frame synthesis FB.
8For a signal h[n], h∗[n] denotes its complex conjugate.
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where the inner product is the subband signal for the i-th analysis channel, i.e., the output of the
downsampler in Fig. 7.1(b), and is given by
si[k] =
〈
x, h∗i [kD −• ]
〉
=
∞∑
`=−∞
x[`]hi[kD − `].
The signal expansion in (8.14) corresponds to decomposition of x[n] into the redundant family of
functions Φ˜ = {ϕ˜(i,k)}(i,k)∈J where J =
{
(i, k) ∈ Z2∣∣1 ≤ i ≤ C} and ϕ˜(i,k) = vi[n − kD]. The
expansion coefficients {si[k]} can be interpreted as projections of the input signal x[n] onto the
dual function set Φ = {ϕ(i,k)}(i,k)∈J where ϕ(i,k) = h∗i [kD − n].
The theory of frames [63, 64] is a comprehensive framework for studying overcomplete signal
expansions, such as the one described above [119, 109, 110]. Formally, a family Φ = {ϕ(i,k)}(i,k)∈J
is a frame for `2(Z) if there exist two constants A and B, where 0 < A ≤ B <∞, such that for all
x[n] ∈ `2(Z),
A‖x‖2 ≤
C∑
i=1
∞∑
k=−∞
∣∣〈x, ϕ(i,k)〉∣∣2 ≤ B‖x‖2. (8.15)
The constants A and B are referred to as the lower frame bound and upper frame bound, respec-
tively. In this chapter, given the frame, A and B are taken to be the optimal, i.e, tightest possible,
frame bounds satisfying (8.15). The frame bounds play an important role in terms of the numerical
properties of the frame. Specifically, the frame-bound ratio κ = B/A is called the frame condition
number and appears in various forms in the following sections. If κ ≈ 1, the frame is called “snug.”
Consider a frame Φ = {ϕ(i,k)}(i,k)∈J , here referred to as the analysis frame. Based on frame
theory, there exists some other frame Φ˜ = {ϕ˜(i,k)}(i,k)∈J — here called the synthesis frame — such
that for all x[n] ∈ `2(Z),
x[n] =
C∑
i=1
∞∑
k=−∞
∣∣〈x, ϕ˜(i,k)〉∣∣ϕ(i,k)[n] = C∑
i=1
∞∑
k=−∞
∣∣〈x, ϕ(i,k)〉∣∣ϕ˜(i,k)[n]. (8.16)
This shows that the roles of the analysis and synthesis frames are interchangeable. Furthermore, it
states that frames provide expansion of the signal in terms of the analysis (respectively: synthesis)
frame elements, where the expansion coefficients are inner products with the synthesis (respectively:
analysis) elements. The positive-definite frame operator S maps a signal x[n] ∈ `2(Z) to (Sx)[n] ∈
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`2(Z):
(
Sx
)
[n] =
C∑
i=1
∞∑
k=−∞
〈x, ϕ(i,k)〉ϕ(i,k)[n]. (8.17)
The frame bounds A and B are extreme eigenvalues of the frame operator S, as further described
below [109,110]. For a given analysis frame Φ, the corresponding synthesis frame satisfying (8.16)
is not unique. A particular synthesis frame Φ˜∗, called the canonical dual frame, is given by Φ˜∗ =
{S−1ϕ(i,k)}(i,k)∈J , where S−1 is the inverse of the frame operator S. The canonical dual frame is
also called the minimum-norm dual and is theoretically optimal in several ways [120], as discussed
in Section 8.3.2.
Consider a C-channel D-fold subsampled (Fig. 7.1(b) with C > D) FB that achieves PR with
zero delay. Recall the definition of the analysis polyphase matrix A(z) ∈ CC×D in (7.6), whose
(i, p)-th entry is the p-th polyphase component of the i-th filter in the z-domain. Under conditions
stated below, the FB has an associated frame [65], i.e., its analysis function set Φ = {h∗i [kD − n]}
provides a frame expansion in `2(Z); here, we refer to such FBs as frame FBs.
Theorem 2. (Cvetkovic´ and Vetterli [65]) An FIR FB implements a frame expansion if and only
if its analysis polyphase matrix is of full rank on the unit circle, i.e., rank{A(ej2piθ)} = D for all
θ ∈ [0, 1).
The frame operator corresponding to a frame FB can be represented in the polyphase domain
as a D × D (Laurent) polynomial matrix: S(z) = A˜(z)A(z). In fact, as stated in the following
theorem, S(z) evaluated on the unit circle is the matrix representation of the frame operator S for
the associated frame, hereafter referred to as the FB frame matrix.
Theorem 3. (Bo¨lcskei et al. [66]) The frame operator S corresponding to a frame FB has a matrix
representation in `2(Z) (with respect to an appropriately defined basis), given by
S(ej2piθ) = AH(ej2piθ)A(ej2piθ), (8.18)
which is a D ×D positive definite matrix, for all θ ∈ [0, 1).
Further, the following theorem states the connection between the frame bounds and the FB frame
matrix [66]. The statement follows a similar property that holds for frames in general [109,110].
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Theorem 4. (Bo¨lcskei et al. [66]) The (optimal) frame bounds A and B of a frame FB are the
extreme eigenvalues of the frame matrix, when the eigenanalysis is considered over the entire unit
circle; formally, we have:9
A = ess inf
θ∈[0,1), p=0,...,D−1
λp
{
S(ej2piθ)
}
and B = ess sup
θ∈[0,1), p=0,...,D−1
λp
{
S(ej2piθ)
}
, (8.19)
where λp
{
S(ej2piθ)
}
denotes the p-th eigenvalue of the frame matrix.
In practice, the frame bounds associated with a given analysis FB can be estimated based on
(8.19) (see, e.g., [66, 121]) by sampling the unit circle, say, on a uniform grid {θn = nN }N−1n=0 with
N = 1000, and computing: (i) the analysis polyphase matrix and next the FB frame matrix,
as in (8.18), for each θn; (ii) an = min
p
λp{S(ej2piθn)} and an = max
p
λp{S(ej2piθn)} for each n =
0, . . . , N − 1 ; (iii) A ≈ min
n=0,...,N−1
an and B ≈ max
n=0,...,N−1
bn.
8.3.2 PR using the dual-frame synthesis FB
Consider a C-channel D-fold subsampled FB with analysis polyphase matrix A(z). The polyphase
domain condition for the FB to achieve PR with zero delay was given in (7.6):
R(z)A(z) = ID ∀z ∈ C (8.20)
where R(z) is the D×C synthesis polyphase matrix, defined in (7.6). This implies that, for a given
analysis FB, any left inverse of A(z) corresponds to a PR synthesis FB, and since C > D there are
infinitely many such inverses. The following result characterizes all such FBs [66].
Theorem 5. (Bo¨lcskei et al. [66]) Assuming that A(z) has full rank for all z ∈ C (except for a set
of measure zero), the synthesis polyphase matrix for any zero-delay PR synthesis FB has the form:
R(z) = A†(z) + U(z)
[
IC −A(z)A†(z)
]
, (8.21)
where U(z) is an arbitrary10 D × C matrix of functions in z.
9Essential infimum (respectively: supremum) of a function f : U → R is the maximal lower (respectively: minimal
upper) bound a ∈ R of f(u), u ∈ U, that holds “almost everywhere”, i.e., for all u ∈ U except on a set N ⊂ U of
measure zero.
10With the mild constraint that all entries of U(z) should stay finite on the unit circle.
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Consider a FB whose analysis bank satisfies the condition in Theorem 2, hence is a frame FB, and
its synthesis bank is chosen to correspond to U(z) = 0 in (8.21), i.e., having the polyphase matrix
R∗(z) = A†(z). We call this synthesis bank the dual-frame synthesis bank since its corresponding
synthesis frame is the canonical dual frame, denoted by Φ˜∗ in Section 8.3.1, for the frame associated
with the analysis bank. In this chapter, we are interested in evaluating the effect of various
FB parameters on the reconstruction error of PR dual-frame synthesis, due to input subband
noise. For zero-mean i.i.d. white subband noise (Section 8.2) with a per-sample variance of σ2q , the
reconstruction MSE for PR synthesis using a synthesis bank with polyphase matrix R(z) is given
by [66]:
E¯ R = E
[(
xˆ[n]− x[n])2] = σ2q
D
∫
[0,1)
trace
{
R(ej2piθ)RH(ej2piθ)
}
dθ =
σ2q
D
∫
[0,1)
∥∥∥R(ej2piθ)∥∥∥2
F
dθ, (8.22)
where, unlike the scheme in Section 8.2 and Fig. 8.1, no in-support truncation operation is consid-
ered and the reconstruction delay is set to zero.
Therefore, it is easy to see from (8.22) that the synthesis polyphase matrix with minimum
Frobenius norm, integrated on the unit circle, is optimal in terms of the RNG, E¯ R/σ2q . Indeed, using
Theorem 5, it can be shown that such min-norm synthesis bank is the synthesis FB corresponding
to the dual frame, with R(z) = R∗(z), and yields the minimum RNG among all PR synthesis FBs
(cf. [112], p. 114). Although the dual-frame synthesis bank possesses such desirable properties,
it generically consists of IIR filters — as proven in Section 8.4.1. As shown in Section 8.2, for
generic FBs, one can find alternative, non-dual-frame, but FIR synthesis banks that achieve PR —
if the synthesis filter length mv is chosen wisely. By Theorem 5, the polyphase synthesis matrix
for such synthesis FB is a “super-position” of an IIR dual-frame synthesis bank and an additional
component, which is controlled by the “free” matrix U(z). Therefore, the role of U(z) matrix in
(8.21) is to implement the length-mv FIR synthesis constraint; hence, it should be nonzero. From
(8.22), it follows that the RNG for such FIR synthesis is always higher than that of the dual-
frame synthesis. However, one would expect that with larger mv, the constraint on U(z) is further
relaxed, improving the RNG.
For a frame FB, it follows from Theorem 4 that the RNG for dual-frame synthesis, E¯ R∗/σ2q , is
bounded from below and above as
1
B
≤ E¯
R∗
σ2q
≤ 1
A
, (8.23)
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where A and B are the frame bounds of the associated (analysis) frame [66,69].
In the last part of this section, we would like to note that although it is possible to generalize
the frame-theoretical treatment of PR FBs to the case of nonzero reconstruction delay, it turns out
that there is no particular advantage in allowing for delay; that is, the dual-frame synthesis FB
corresponding to nonzero delay would have the same RNG as the zero delay one. To see why that
is the case, let us restate the polyphase condition (7.6) for PR with n0 = m0D delay as
R(z)
(
zm0A(z)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A′(z)
= ID ∀z ∈ C.
The polyphase matrix for the dual-frame synthesis (delayed PR) is the para-psuedoinverse of A′(z):
R(z) =
(
A˜′(z)A′(z)
)−1A˜′(z) = (z−m0A˜(z)zm0A(z))−1z−m0A˜(z) = z−m0A†(z).
But its Frobenius norm on the unit circle is independent of the the delay, since
∥∥∥R(ej2piθ)∥∥∥2
F
=
∣∣∣e−j2pim0θ∣∣∣2∥∥∥A†(ej2piθ)∥∥∥2
F
=
∥∥∥R∗(ej2piθ)∥∥∥2
F
.
Finally, applying the reconstruction MSE formula in (8.22) shows that the RNG for dual-frame
synthesis is not affected by reconstruction delay.
8.4 Dual-frame Synthesis for Generic Filter Banks
8.4.1 Statements on dual-frame synthesis for generic FBs
Here, we provide two statements regarding the properties of generic FIR analysis FBs. The first
one is that all generic oversampled FBs correspond to frame expansions in `2(Z). This enables
us to apply the results in the previous section, specifically, the frame-theoretic bounds on FB
reconstruction error, and the approximation results described in Section 8.4.3. The idea behind
the proof is to apply recent results on generic invertibility of FIR FBs and a corollary to Theorem
2, which provides a sufficient condition for a FIR FB to implement a frame expansion.
The second statement addressees the question of whether it is likely for a generic analysis FB to
have a dual-frame synthesis bank that has finite support, i.e., consists of FIR filters. The conditions
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for the dual-frame synthesis bank to be FIR are known [65]. In fact, even if the FB belongs to the
special class of oversampled DFT FBs, also called Gabor FB frames, the dual-frame synthesis is
not FIR unless additional nontrivial conditions are met [85]. Using algebraic arguments, we show
that the condition is violated generically — i.e, with probability one, if the analysis FB is generated
randomly (for complete definition of a generic property, please refer to Section 7.2.1). These two
results are stated in the following proposition. The proof is provided in Appendix D.
Proposition 7. For an oversampled length-mh FIR analysis FB with D-fold subsampling, assum-
ing mh > D, the following two properties hold generically:
(i) the FB implements a frame expansion.
(ii) its dual-frame synthesis FB has infinite support.
Finally, we compare the reconstruction MSE of dual-frame synthesis to optimal FIR synthesis and
to the optimal non-FB solution. The least-squares (LS) solution has the minimum noise variance
for i.i.d. white noise statistics assumed here. The observation equation can be written as
[y1, . . . , yC ]
T =
[
IC ⊗ I↓Dmw;0
]  Cmx{h1}...
Cmx{hC}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H↓D
x+ [q1, . . . , qC ]
T . (8.24)
The LS solution is computed by applying H†↓D to both sides; the resulting RNG is given by11
1
σ2q
E¯LS = 1
mx
trace
{
H†↓DH†
H
↓D
}
=
1
mx
∥∥∥H†↓D∥∥∥2
F
. (8.25)
Clearly, the LS solution performs better than all FB reconstructions whether FIR or IIR as it is not
restricted to the FB structure. Therefore, it provides a fundamental limit on RNG performance.
This observation is stated formally in the following proposition, in which E¯FIR,mvn∗0 and E¯
FIR,mv
0 are
the MSE for FIR reconstruction, defined in (8.13), corresponding to the optimized delay and zero
delay, respectively.
Proposition 8. The various reconstruction errors satisfy the following inequalities:
E¯LS ≤ E¯ R∗ ≤ E¯FIR,mvn∗0 ≤ E¯
FIR,mv
0 . (8.26)
11For the case where H↓D has full column rank, the error expression can be simplified using: H†↓DH†
H
↓D =(
HH↓DH↓D
)−1
.
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8.4.2 Exact computation of noise gain for dual-frame synthesis
Consider the formula for the reconstruction error using a PR synthesis bank given in (8.22). For
a given analysis FB, express the RNG E¯R∗/σ2q corresponding to dual-frame synthesis by replacing
R∗(ej2piθ) = A†(ej2piθ). Approximate integration can be performed using, say, using an M -term
Riemann sum, as follows:
E¯ R∗
σ2q
=
1
D
∫
[0,1)
∥∥∥R∗(ej2piθ)∥∥∥2
F
dθ =
1
D
∫
[0,1)
∥∥∥A†(ej2piθ)∥∥∥2
F
dθ ≈ 1
DM
M−1∑
m=0
∥∥∥A†(ejm2pi/M )∥∥∥2
F
. (8.27)
For a generic oversampled analysis FB, by Proposition (7), the FB implements a frame expansion.
From Theorem 2 it therefore follows that the analysis polyphase matrix evaluated on the unit circle,
i.e., A(ej2piθ) is full rank for all θ ∈ [0, 1). As a result, ‖A‖2F = trace
{
A†A†H
}
= trace
{(AHA)−1},
where we used A as a short-hand notation for A(ej2piθ). Using the matrix representation of the
frame operator, given in Theorem 3, we can write the Riemann sum as
E¯ R∗
σ2q
≈ 1
DM
M−1∑
m=0
trace
{[
S(ejm2pi/M )
]−1}
. (8.28)
Therefore, given the analysis FB, one can compute its polyphase matrix and using (8.18) and (8.28)
compute the approximate RNG corresponding to dual-frame synthesis. Note that, as was shown
in Section 8.3.2, the same RNG expression holds for any choice of reconstruction delay.
The main drawback of the approximate scheme above, besides its computational cost, is that it
does not provide any confidence measure for the approximation error, as a function of the sampling
density 1/M . The accuracy of this approximation can potentially be inferred in some cases where
the analysis FB are known to — or are designed to — have certain properties. However, in most
cases, specifically for given generic FBs, such arguments are difficult to make. Similar issues exist for
approximate estimation of frame bounds, based on Theorem 4 and a frequency sampling technique
similar to the above [66, 121]. Chai et al. [108] have addressed this problem; their work uses a
state-space representation of the FB and applies computational tools from control-theory.
Here, we propose an alternative scheme, especially suited for generic FIR FBs, for exact dual-
frame RNG computation in FIR analysis FBs. The method is simple and efficient as it uses standard
polyphase representation and exploits the generic properties of the FBs — and can ultimately be
implemented as convolution-only operations. A possible application of this proposed scheme is in
FB design problems where it can be easily integrated in the design process — since it uses the
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standard polyphase domain representation — to provide a “benchmark target” for the noise gain
by fast computation of the optimal (dual frame) RNG. The following proposition states our exact
noise-gain computation formula.
Proposition 9. For an oversampled FIR analysis FB, assuming that its polyphase matrix has full
rank almost everywhere, the reconstruction noise gain for the dual-frame synthesis is given by
E¯ R∗
σ2q
=
1
j2piD
∮
‖z‖=1
trace
{[
S(z)
]−1} dz
z
, (8.29)
where S(z) = A˜(z)A(z) is the polynomial matrix representation of the corresponding frame operator.
The contour integration in (8.29) can be performed exactly using the Cauchy’s theorem of residues
[122]. Here, we present a sketch of an algorithm for computing the residues for a generic FIR
analysis FB; i.e., we exploit the generic nature of the analysis FB to provide a simplified scheme
that works for almost all analysis filters.
To proceed, let us write the complex rational function trace
{[
S(z)
]−1} as the reduced-form ratio
of two polynomials in z, that is, N (z)/D(z). Since we are dealing with generic analysis FBs,
the set of FBs satisfying any of the following probabilities have zero measure: D(z) has poles
that are repeated, lie on the unit circle, or are at the origin. Therefore, for almost all FBs,
we have following factorization for the denominator: D(z) = ∏nri=1(z − ri)∏ndi=1(z − di), where
0 < |ri| < 1, i = 1, . . . , nr, and |di| > 1, i = 1, . . . , nd. Using these properties and applying
Cauchy’s theorem of residues [122] will ultimately give the following closed-form expression for the
RNG, which holds generically:
E¯ R∗
σ2q
=
1
D
N (0)
D(0) +
1
D
nr∑
`=1
N (r`)
r`
·
[
nd∏
i=1
(r` − di)
nr∏
i=1
i 6=`
(r` − ri)
]−1
. (8.30)
8.4.3 FIR approximation of dual-frame synthesis: estimation of signal distortion
As noted in Section 8.3.2, the dual-frame synthesis bank is optimal in terms of the RNG. How-
ever, computation of the dual-frame synthesis is challenging – except for cases were the analysis
and synthesis banks are jointly designed. Furthermore, as stated in Proposition 7, the dual-
frame synthesis bank generically has infinite filter length. Conventionally, to make the prob-
lem of reconstruction using dual-frame synthesis computationally tractable, methods have been
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developed for approximate computation of the filters corresponding to the dual-frame synthesis
bank [109, 110, 111, 112]. Specifically, for a frame FB, one can compute an approximation to the
dual-frame synthesis polyphase matrix R∗(z) = A†(z) by using a truncated Neumann series as
an estimate for S−1(z) =
(A˜(z)A(z))−1 [66, 112]. The accuracy of this approximation improves
when more terms are included in the truncated series; however, the speed of convergence to the
exact dual-frame synthesis bank depends on the frame condition number: it is faster for snug-
ger frames [109, 112]. In addition, preserving more terms implies longer filters for the synthesis
bank. For a given analysis FB, the reconstruction error for a single-term truncated series, which
corresponds to a synthesis filter-length of mv = mh, can be bounded ( [112], p. 167):
∥∥∥xˆ[n]− x[n]∥∥∥
2
≤ κ(κ− 1)
κ+ 1
∥∥∥x[n]∥∥∥
2
, (8.31)
where κ = B/A is the frame condition number for the associated analysis frame (see Theorem 4).
Next, let us consider a more general approach where the infinite-support dual-frame synthesis
filter vi[n] is approximated by a finite support (two-sided) filter v
(N)
i [n] of length mv = 2N + 1,
using some well-behaving12 approximation technique. By studying three popular choice of such
approximation techniques, Strohmer [87, 86, 114] has derived tight upper bound on the decay rate
(as mv increases) of the approximation error. The result corresponding to the so-called finite section
method, which has the best approximation properties among those studied, uses properties of the
decay of the inverse of a band matrix [123] and can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 6. (Strohmer [87, 86, 114]) For a frame FB {hi}Ci=1 with ‖hi‖2 = 1, a two-sided support
size of mh = 2s+ 1, and frame condition-number of κ = B/A, the following error bound holds for
each dual-frame synthesis filter approximated using the finite section method (N > 2s):
∥∥∥vi[n]− v(N)i [n]∥∥∥
2
≤
√
2
A
max
{
2κ, (1 +
√
κ)2
}
λN (λs − λs+1)−3︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λ(N)(A,B, s)
, (8.32)
where λ = η
1
2s , η = (
√
κ− 1)/(√κ+ 1).
As shown in Appendix D, with synthesis filter-length of mv ≈ 3mh, the error bound for the i-th
12The approximation error should converge to zero as mv →∞.
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synthesis filter in (8.32) satisfies
Λ(3s)(A,B, s) >
s3
√
2
C/D
(κ− 1)2(√κ− 1). (8.33)
The simpler expression on the right-hand side clearly shows the dependence of the error bound
on κ, the frame condition number. Further, it shows that the error bound in (8.32) depends on
mh = 2s+ 1 and (unless κ ≈ 1) can be quite large even for moderate mh values.
Considering the error expressions in (8.31) and (8.33), it can be inferred that accurate FIR ap-
proximation to the dual frame FB can be achieved in cases where κ ≈ 1, i.e., having a snug analysis
frame. However, unlike pre-designed analysis banks, the frame condition number corresponding
to generic analysis FBs can be significantly larger than unity, even for high oversampling factors.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 8.5, which shows a histogram of frame condition numbers, estimated
using 10,000 uniformly-spaced samples on the unit circle, corresponding to 5,000 Monte-Carlo runs
for randomly generated analysis FB with C = 30 channels and 3-fold subsampling and filter length
of mh = 30. Each FB was generated from a zero-mean i.i.d. unit-variance uniform distribution,
and normalized so that ‖hi‖2 = 1. Median value of the histogram is 3.49 and the maximum and
minimum values are 9.10 and 2.24, respectively. Hence, even for 10-fold oversampling, the frame
condition number is highly unlikely to be below 2.
The bottom-line is that, considering the above-mentioned analysis, FIR approximation of the
PR dual-frame synthesis bank for generic FBs: (i) leads to distortion in the reconstruction whose
characteristics heavily depend on the conditioning of the associated analysis frame; (ii) may require
very long filters for near PR performance. In Section 8.1.1, we explained the motivation for having
exact PR rather than near PR to avoid coherent or structured distortion in the reconstructed signal.
8.5 Optimized FIR Synthesis: Observations on Required Filter Length for
Near-optimal Performance
In this section, we use the computational and theoretical results of Sections 8.2 and 8.4 to address
questions Q.3-Q.7 raised in Section 8.1. We provide empirical observations on required synthesis
length for near-optimal RNG performance, where the optimal performance is considered to be
either the dual-frame synthesis reconstruction or the non-FB least-squares reconstruction described
in Section 8.4.1.
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Figure 8.5: Histogram of frame condition numbers κ = B/A values corresponding to 5,000 Monte-
Carlo runs for randomly generated analysis FB with C = 30 channels and 3-fold subsampling and
filter length of mh = 30. Each FB was generated from a zero-mean i.i.d. unit-variance uniform
distribution, and normalized to unit norm.
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Figure 8.6: (a) For randomly generated C-channel analysis FBs with D = 3 downsampling and
analysis filter length mh = 30, the plot (solid line) shows, as a function of C, the minimum mv
required to achieve RNG≤ 1 using a length-mv delay-optimized synthesis bank. The sufficient
length mSv is also plotted (dashed line). (b) Plot of the improvement factor in RNG achieved by
optimizing the delay (versus zero delay) corresponding to each FB in (a). For C = 6, the ratio is
roughly 652, which is outside the range of the vertical axis and hence is shown separately.
We start by studying the effect of increasing the oversampling factor C/D on the synthesis filter
length needed for “good” RNG performance (clarified below). In our simulation scenario, on the
analysis side, the subsampling factor is fixed at D = 3 and the number of channels C is increased
from 6 to 24 by adding analysis channels whose filters are generically (randomly) generated (as
in the previous sections) and normalized to unit norm. The analysis filter length is fixed to be
mh = 30 and the input length is mx = 100.
The results are shown in Fig. 8.6. For randomly generated C-channel analysis FB, the plot
(solid line) shows, as a function of C, the minimum mv required to avoid noise amplification,
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i.e., achieve RNG=(1/σ2q )E¯FIR,mvn∗0 ≤ 1 using a length-mv delay-optimized synthesis bank. For
comparison, the sufficient length mSv is also plotted (dashed line), which decreases with increasing
oversampling factor. Note that the required mv for RNG≤ 1 has an approximate inverse relation
to the oversampling factor. Further, the gap between this length and the (almost) minimum length
for PR narrows rapidly as C/D increases. This observation is significant for applications where
this RNG performance is considered “good enough” and, more importantly, very short synthesis
filters, i.e., a low dimensional parameter space, are highly desirable. Turning to Panel (b), the
improvement factor in RNG achieved by optimizing the delay (versus zero delay) is plotted for
each C-channel FB in Panel (a). As C increases, the required mv drops as shown in Panel (a) and
a smaller mv means that the optimization of the delay n0 is over a smaller set (note the limited
range of n0 in Proposition 6). Hence, the gain in optimizing the delay drops for higher oversampling
factors although it is remains quite significant: even at 8-fold oversampling, it is approximately
3.6.
Consider the delay optimization scheme in Algorithm 3 with the modification that mv is not
computed in line 2 and is instead given as an input parameter mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh). The solution
expression in form of a minimization in (8.11) (proof of Proposition 6) suggest that, for a fixed
delay n0, increasing mv for the PR FIR synthesis filter enlarges the set over which the optimization
is performed; this would in principle (but not necessarily13) result in lower reconstruction error.
To study this, we randomly generated C = 11 analysis channels of length mh = 30. The RNG was
computed as a function of the synthesis length mv in the range mh/2 ≤ mv ≤ mh, for subsampling
factors of D = 2 and D = 3. The input signal length was take to be mx = 100. The results are
depicted in Fig. 8.7 for: (i) FIR synthesis for a FB with D = 2 subsampling and zero delay; (ii)
FIR synthesis for D = 3 subsampling and zero delay; (iii) same as in (ii) with optimized delay; and
(iv) dual-frame synthesis (independent of mv) as described in Section 8.4.2. Based on the figure, it
is observed that the RNG performance of the delay-optimized FIR synthesis scheme is quite close
to the dual-frame synthesis for filter lengths of mv ≈ mh. Specifically, the RNG for dual-frame
synthesis in this simulation is ≈ 0.346. The same quantity for delay-optimized FIR synthesis with
mv = mh is ≈ 0.482, which is 3.3 times better than synthesis with mv = mh/2 and only 39%
higher that the IIR dual-frame synthesis. For such mv choices, the delay-optimized RNG is an
13Consider the argument inside arg min in (8.11), with D = 2, the structure of the forward matrix Hmv{Hp}Π
mv
(C,D)
changes when mv = 2K, an even number, is increased to 2K + 1, an odd number, since the structure of Π
mv
(C,D)
depends on the parity of mv.
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Figure 8.7: RNG is plotted as a function of the synthesis length mv, which increases from mh/2
to mh. C = 11 analysis channels with length mh = 30 are randomly generated and the RNG is
computed (mx = 100) for: (i) FIR synthesis for a FB with D = 2 subsampling and zero delay;
(ii) FIR synthesis for D = 3 subsampling and zero delay and (iii) optimized delay; (iv) dual-frame
synthesis (RNG independent of mv).
order-of-magnitude better than the zero-delay RNG for the same (and even lower) downsampling
factors. Based on the results in Figs. 8.6 and 8.7, we can observe that the minimally required
length for PR does not provide a good noise gain (RNG) unless the oversampling factor is very
high (Fig. 8.6(a)).
Inspired by these simulation results, we aim to study the required filter length mv for delay-
optimized FIR synthesis to perform on a par with optimal IIR dual-frame synthesis, or the LS
solution described in Section 8.4.1. For input length of mx=100, Table 8.1 lists the RNG for two
different realizations of a 11-channel analysis FB with 3-fold downsampling and length of mh = 30.
Each realization was randomly generated from a zero-mean unit-variance i.i.d. uniform distribution
and then normalized to unit norm. For FIR synthesis, a filter length of mv = mSv(C,D,mh) = 15, in
addition to three length choices of mv = Nmh, N = 1, 2, 3, are considered. For the IIR dual-frame
Table 8.1: RNG for two realizations of a 11-channel length-30 analysis FB with 3-fold subsampling.
Analysis FB Synthesis FIR Synthesis (delay optimized) Least Squares Dual-frame Synthesis
C=11, D=3 filter length
RNG gain ratio to no delay RNG RNG 1/A 1/B
mh=30 mv
mSv 1.608 9.0
0.338 0.346 0.147 0.809
First mh 0.483 19.5
realization 2mh 0.357 25.4
3mh 0.345 26.3
mSv 1.283 6.3
0.353 0.363 0.133 1.244
Second mh 0.497 10.9
realization 2mh 0.375 14.3
3mh 0.362 14.8
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synthesis, the RNG is computed using the exact method described in Section 8.4.2 and is displayed
in the table along with 1/A and 1/B which bound the RNG, as described in (8.23). Note that
these bounds are quite loose because the associated frame for the generic analysis FB is not snug
(Fig. 8.5); nevertheless, they serve as a way of verifying our exact noise-gain computation scheme.
All of the results presented in the table correspond to PR, i.e., zero signal distortion, and are
independent of the input signal x[n]. From the FIR synthesis results in Table 8.1, we can make the
following observations for both FB realizations:
(i) The RNG for FIR synthesis drops as mv increases and gets quite close to the optimal perfor-
mance of dual-frame and/or least squares solution.
(ii) As seen before, optimizing the reconstruction delay results in significant (more than an-order-
of-magnitude) gain in the RNG for FIR reconstruction — and has no effect for dual-frame
synthesis (described in Section 8.3.2) or LS reconstruction.
(iii) For a snug frame FB whose analysis filers are normalized to unit norm, the upper and lower
bounds for the RNG in (8.23) will coincide and are roughly equal to D/C [66]. In the current
experiment, D/C = 3/11 = 0.273, which is well below the dual-frame synthesis (and even
the LS) RNG in the table. This shows that since the frame FBs are generic, hence far from
being snug, their performance is considerably worse that the ideal (pre-designed) scenario of
snug frame FBs.
(iv) With a synthesis length of mv = 2mh, the delay-optimized FIR synthesis FB gives a RNG
that is within 10% of that of the optimal LS solution.
(v) FIR synthesis with mv = 3mh slightly outperforms the dual-frame synthesis, which may
seem odd at first glance since the dual-frame synthesis is known to provide the optimal RNG
among all PR (with any delay14) FB reconstructions [65]. However, it turns out that all of
the standard theory for dual-frame synthesis considers the reconstructed signal xˆ[n] to have
infinite support in contrast to FIR synthesis, which ignores the output samples outside of the
expected support as depicted in Fig. 8.1. That is, the in-support truncation operator only
preserves mx output samples (compared to mx+mh+mv–2 samples in a standard FB) thereby
14As noted in Section 8.3.2, allowing for delays in the reconstruction using dual-frame synthesis does not provide
any gains.
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Figure 8.8: Required FIR synthesis filter length (as a fraction of analysis filter length mh) for the
RNG to be within: (a) 10% and (b) 50% of the dual-frame synthesis. The results in each panel are
shown for two different initial “seedings” for the random generator used to generate the analysis
FBs.
eliminating some of the output noise signal, which results in a slightly better performance.
Clearly, this truncation effect would be reduced with higher mx values.
Note that the results in Fig. 8.7 and Table 8.1 both correspond to C/D = 11/3 ≈ 3.7 oversam-
pling. Next, we would like to further investigate the effect of oversampling factor on the required
synthesis length for near-optimal performance. Figure 8.8 shows the results of two sets of numerical
studies aimed at this issue. Each panel shows the required FIR synthesis filter length (as a ratio
of analysis filter length mh) for the delay-optimized FIR synthesis RNG to be less than: (a) 1.1
and (b) 1.5 times the minimal FB-feasible RNG, i.e., that of the IIR dual-frame synthesis. The
results are shown for two different sets of analysis FB random realizations (i.i.d. zero-mean uniform
distribution). The results suggest that:
(i) Higher oversampling reduces the mv required for delay-optimized FIR synthesis to reach near-
optimal RNG performance. This observations holds for most generic analysis FBs not for all
FBs.
(ii) With at least 3-fold oversampling, to achieve a RNG of less within 10% of the dual-frame
synthesis, the required synthesis filter length is mv ≈ 2mh; and for RNG to be within 50% of
the dual-frame synthesis, mv ≈ 2mh would be enough for oversampling factors of 2 or more.
(Note that for other FB realizations, the specific mv ranges could be somewhat different.
This is further studied below.)
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Figure 8.9: The RNG was computed for 100 Monte-Carlo runs each corresponding to a 11-channel 3-
fold downsampled analysis FB with filter length of mh = 30. (a) boxplot of the RNG as a function
of mv, ranging from the sufficient length mSv(C,D,mh) to 2.5mh. (b) Zoomed-in boxplot (also
showing outliers) for the mv range around 2mh; adjoining the boxplot (sharing the same vertical
scale), is the histogram of the (exact) RNG corresponding to the IIR dual-frame reconstruction for
the same 100 analysis FB realizations.
Lastly, to further study point (ii) above, we conducted a more comprehensive simulation experi-
ment with 100 Monte-Carlo runs, i.e., 200 analysis FB realizations. The specifications are: C = 11,
D = 3, mh = 30, mx = 100. The RNG was computed for the 200 runs and visualized in Fig. 8.9
using a boxplot (similar to Fig. 8.4). The boxplot in Panel (a) depicts the distribution of the RNG
for mv choices ranging from the sufficient length mSv(C,D,mh) = 15 to 2.5 ×mh = 75. For each
choice of filter length mv, the center dot shows the location of the median of the set of RNG values
for that particular length; the box edges show the the 25th and 75th percentiles; and the whiskers’
length is set similarly to Fig. 8.4(b). The outlier RNG values, i.e., extreme points beyond the
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whisker limits, are not shown but the whiskers cover 97% or more of all values for each box. Panel
(b) shows a zoomed-in version of the same boxplot for the mv range around 2mh and higher. In
this boxplot, the outliers are also marked (100% coverage) using the ‘+’ symbol. On the left hand
side, adjoining the boxplot and sharing the same vertical scale, is the histogram of the estimated
RNG corresponding to the dual-frame reconstruction for the same 100 analysis FB realizations.15
The RNG histogram for LS reconstruction is not shown to avoid clutter (the same observations as
those given below apply to LS).
Based on the experiment results shown in Fig. 8.9, the following two observations can be made
for almost all (except the outliers) of the FB realizations:16
(i) Longer synthesis filter lengths leads to more “stability” for the RNG; that is, among different
generic analysis FB realizations, the RNG variation among most realizations is significantly
reduced formv ≥ mh, and all FB realizations (including outliers) result in a RNG performance
that is close to the dual-frame synthesis — in the sense that its median is less than twice that
of the dual-frame.
(ii) By choosing the synthesis filter length to be twice the analysis filter length, i.e., mv = 2mh,
the RNG of delay-optimized FIR synthesis for oversampling factor of 11/3 ≈ 3.7 falls within
the same range of the dual-frame synthesis and LS reconstruction. (This can be observed by
the match between the range of the histogram to the boxplot, including both whisker interval
and outliers, at mh = 60.)
8.6 Summary
In this chapter, we addressed the problem of feasibility of short FIR synthesis filter banks as robust
and efficient tools for perfect inversion of downsampled multi-channel systems. We considered FBs
as models for downsampled multi-channel acquisition systems in which the cross-channel diversity
is encoded in form of convolutions in the sampling domain. By developing the required framework,
we studied whether, for a given generic analysis FB, there exist short FIR synthesis banks that
achieve PR while having low sensitivity to noise in the multi-channel data. The noise performance
is measured with respect to the theoretically-optimal dual-frame synthesis PR FB, for which we
15Note that each analysis FB realization gives one sample for the histogram but a curve (function of mv) for the
boxplot.
16As mentioned above for Fig. 8.8, these observations are for generic analysis FBs and do not hold for all FBs.
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developed an exact performance evaluation scheme. We demonstrated that allowing for flexible
reconstruction delay and optimizing it plays a major role in enabling near-optimal performance for
FIR PR synthesis banks. Focusing on the effect of the synthesis filter length on the reconstruction
noise gain, we provided empirical prescriptions for the filter length of the delay-optimized FIR PR
synthesis bank so that it would achieve near-optimal performance for generic analysis banks.
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Chapter 9
Perfect Interpolation of Subsampled Multi-channel Systems:
Feasibility of MIMO Interpolation Filter Banks
9.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we study the problem of perfect interpolation (PI) of the channel data in subsampled
multi-channel systems. The problem is formulated as one of eliminating the aliasing in the outputs
of the analysis filter bank (FB), which is caused by the downsampling operation, using a multi-
input multi-output (MIMO) interpolant FB. We address the feasibility and optimality of such
MIMO interpolant FBs as solutions for the PI problem, where optimality is measured in terms
of the output noise gain. By deriving necessary and sufficient conditions for PI using a MIMO
interpolation FB, we address both the infinite-length and length-constrained (FIR) versions of the
problem. In particular, we prove that PI is generically feasible using the proposed MIMO structure
with short FIR filters. Further, we provide prescriptions for the filter length and closed-form
solution for the optimum FIR MIMO interpolation FB. Numerical results verify the propositions
and study the feasibility of near-optimal noise performance using FIR interpolation FBs.
Figure 9.1 provides the definition of the PI goal in addition to a schematic overview of the
nonblind and blind PI problems. In the nonblind PI problem, which is the focus of the present
work, channel characteristics are known and are in turn utilized to identify the interpolation kernel.
On the other hand, in the blind PI problem, channels are unknown and the measured (subsampled)
multi-channel data is used to identify the kernel, potentially enabling PI. The final step of combining
the interpolated channel outputs is application-dependent and can be trivial in certain applications.
As will be discussed in detail in the next chapter, an important example of such applications is
parallel magnetic resonance imaging (pMRI) [2] wherein the combination scheme involves a discrete
Fourier transform for each wˆi followed by a magnitude-square operation and finally summation
over all channels. The goal in this chapter is to study the feasibility and optimality of MIMO
interpolation FBs as solutions for the PI kernel (Fig. 9.1) in the nonblind PI problem — with a
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Figure 9.1: Definition of the PI goal and schematic overview of the nonblind and blind PI problems.
The final step of combining the interpolated channel outputs is application-dependent and can be
trivial in certain applications.
particular focus on short FIR interpolation banks.
This chapter uses the same notations as those given in Section 7.2 and is organized as follows.
Section 9.2 provides necessary and sufficient conditions for PI using both modulation and polyphase
representations. The latter, which will be shown to have a connection to “pseudo-circulants,” is then
used in Section 9.3 to solve the problem of optimal PI filter bank with no filter length constraints,
i.e., allowing for infinite-impulse response (IIR) interpolant filters. Next, Section 9.4 answers the
question of PI feasibility using short FIR interpolant FBs; in addition, it provides prescriptions for
the filter length of the MIMO interpolant FB that generically guarantee feasibility of PI. Section
9.5 solves the problem of finding the noise-gain optimum FIR PI bank, where nonzero interpolation
delays (n0 in Fig. 9.1) are allowed. In Section 9.6, we provide numerical results that demonstrate
the effect of oversampling factor on the performance of the optimized FIR interpolation FB and
study the feasibility of near-optimal noise-gain performance using FIR interpolation FBs.
9.2 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Perfect Interpolation
9.2.1 PR and modulation representation
Throughout this chapter we use the notations introduced in Section 7.2. Based on classical results
in FB theory (cf. [61]), the condition for PR (with a reconstruction delay of n0) using modulation
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representation is

H1(z) H2(z) · · · HC(z)
H1(z γD) H2(z γD) · · · HC(z γD)
...
...
...
...
H1(z γDD−1) H2(z γDD−1) · · · HC(z γDD−1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Amod(z)

V1(z)
V2(z)
...
VC(z)

= D z−n0 δ0(D), ∀z ∈ C, (9.1)
where γD = e− 2pi/D and the D × C polynomial matrix Amod(z) is typically referred as the alias
component (AC) matrix (cf. [60], p. 228). Given causal filters, the feasible range for the recon-
struction delay n0 in (9.1) is: 0 6 n0 6 mh +mv − 1. With this assumption, the sampling (time)
domain counterpart of (9.1) can be written as

C [{h i}Ci=1]mv
C [{h i  e(γD)}Ci=1]mv
...
C [
{
h i  e(γDD−1)
}C
i=1
]
mv

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hmvmod ∈ CD(mh+mv−1)×Cmv
vec
[
{vi}Ci=1
]
= D δn0 , (9.2)
where the matrix Hmvmod is referred to here as the sampling-domain analysis modulation matrix.
The PI goal (Fig. 9.1), allowing for n0 delay, is equivalent to Wˆ`(z) = z−n0W`(z), for ` = 1, . . . , C.
As mentioned in Section 9.1, in this chapter we propose PI kernels that have the form of a MIMO
interpolation FB. The corresponding signal processing structure is shown in Fig. 9.2(a) where
the MIMO interpolation bank is marked by a C × C polynomial matrix V¯(z) = [Vi,j(z)], where
{Vi,`(z)}Ci=1 is the set of transfer functions for the interpolant filters corresponding to the `-th
channel, i.e., those generating the output Wˆ`(z). Consistent with the assumption that all synthesis
filters are causal and have equal length (Section 7.2), the interpolant filters have the following
z-transform expression: Vi,`(z) =
∑mv−1
n=0 vi,`[n]z
−n.
9.2.2 Conditions for PI using polyphase representation
Let us focus on deriving the PI condition in polyphase domain for the special case of C = D = 2
as shown in Fig. 9.2(b). The polyphase decomposition for the input signal, subsampled signal, the
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Figure 9.2: (a) The proposed structure for carrying out the PI task. The C×C MIMO interpolant
FB is identified based on the PI goal. (b) The PI problem for the special case of a 2-channel
2-fold subsampled system. The PI goal is to identify the four interpolant filters {Vij(z)} such that
Wˆ`(z) = z−n0W`(z).
analysis filters, and interpolant filters are:
X(z) = X(0)(z2) + z−1X(1)(z2), Wi(z) = W
(0)
i (z
2) + z−1W(1)i (z
2), (9.3)
Hi(z) = H
(0)
i (z
2) + zH(1)i (z
2), Vi,j(z) = V
(0)
i,j (z
2) + z−1V(1)i,j (z
2), (9.4)
where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2. The polyphase components of the channel outputs Wi(z) are:
W(0)i (z) = X
(0)(z)H(0)i (z) + X
(1)(z)H(1)i (z), W
(1)
i (z) = X
(1)(z)H(0)i (z) + zX
(0)(z)H(1)i (z). (9.5)
At the output of the upsamplers, we have: Ui(z) = W
(0)
i (z
2), i = 1, 2. Note that having PI for the
`-th channel is equivalent to Wˆ`(z) = z−n0W`(z) with n0 = m0D delay. Consequently,
Wˆ`(z) = W
(0)
1 (z
2)V1,`(z) + W
(0)
2 (z
2)V2,`(z)
(PI)
= z−2m0
(
W(0)` (z
2) + z−1W(1)` (z
2)
)
` = 1, 2, (9.6)
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where we used (9.3). Applying (9.5) and matching the coefficients of the odd and even powers of
z on both sides of (9.6) yields the following set of constraints on the interpolant filters:
(
X(0)H(0)1 + X
(1)H(1)1
)
V(0)1,` +
(
X(0)H(0)2 + X
(1)H(1)2
)
V(0)2,` = z
−m0
(
X(0)H(0)` + X
(1)H(1)`
)
(
X(0)H(0)1 + X
(1)H(1)1
)
V(1)1,` +
(
X(0)H(0)2 + X
(1)H(1)2
)
V(1)2,` = z
−m0
(
X(1)H(0)` + zX
(0)H(1)`
)
where, for brevity, we dropped the argument (z) from all transfer functions. To achieve PI (with
delay n0) the above equations should hold for all input signals, i.e., for all (Laurent) polynomials
X(0)(z) and X(1)(z). This implies the following set of necessary and sufficient conditions on the
polyphase components of the MIMO interpolation bank:

H(0)1 V
(0)
1,` + H
(0)
2 V
(0)
2,` = z
−m0H(0)`
H(1)1 V
(0)
1,` + H
(1)
2 V
(0)
2,` = z
−m0H(1)`
` = 1, 2

H(0)1 V
(1)
1,` + H
(0)
2 V
(1)
2,` = z
−m0 · zH(1)`
H(1)1 V
(1)
1,` + H
(1)
2 V
(1)
2,` = z
−m0H(0)`
` = 1, 2
This can be equivalently written in matrix form as
 V(0)1,` (z) V(0)2,` (z)
V(1)1,` (z) V
(1)
2,` (z)

 H(0)1 (z) H(1)1 (z)
H(0)2 (z) H
(1)
2 (z)
 = z−m0
 H(0)` (z) H(1)` (z)
zH(1)` (z) H
(0)
` (z)
 ` = 1, 2. (9.7)
The next task is to derive a similar necessary and sufficient condition for the general case of
a C-channel analysis FB with D-fold subsampling, depicted in Fig. 9.2(a). First, consider the
following lemma. The proof is along the lines given in (9.5) for the special case of C = D = 2 and
is skipped here.
Lemma 13. Let X(z) =
∑D−1
p=0 z
−p X(p)(zD) and H`(z) =
∑D−1
p=0 z
p H(p)` (z
D). We have W`(z) =
X(z)H`(z) if and only if

W(0)` (z)
W(1)` (z)
...
W(D−1)` (z)

=

H(0)` (z) H
(1)
` (z) · · · H(D−1)` (z)
zH(D−1)` (z) H
(0)
` (z) · · · H(D−2)` (z)
...
... · · · ...
zH(1)` (z) zH
(2)
` (z) · · · H(0)` (z)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
P`(z)

X(0)(z)
X(1)(z)
...
X(D−1)(z)

, (9.8)
where W`(z) =
∑D−1
p=0 z
−p W(p)` (z
D) and P`(z) is a D × D Toeplitz polynomial matrix with the
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property that P`(z)
[
i, 0
]
= z P`(z)
[
0, D − k], for 1 ≤ i ≤ D − 1.
By applying this lemma, we can express — in matrix form — the relationship between the
polyphase components of the `-th channels output W`(z) and those of the analysis bank and X(z).
Here, we refer to P`(z) as the `-th analysis pseudo-circulant matrix ; it has a “pseudo-circulant”
structure, i.e., analogous to a circulant matrix [124] with the distinction that all elements below
the main diagonal have a multiplicand of z. For example, for D = 3, we have
P`(z) =

H(0)` (z) H
(1)
` (z) H
(2)
` (z)
zH(2)` (z) H
(0)
` (z) H
(1)
` (z)
zH(1)` (z) zH
(2)
` (z) H
(0)
` (z)
 .
Similar algebraic structures arise in study of block digital filtering, multi-rate FBs [125, 126], and
more recently in communication systems such as precoding systems.
It follows that the output of the upsamplers, i.e., W(0)i (z
D), can be written for the general case
as

W(0)1 (z)
W(0)2 (z)
...
W(0)C (z)

=

H(0)1 (z) H
(1)
1 (z) · · · H(D−1)1 (z)
H(0)2 (z) H
(1)
2 (z) · · · H(D−1)2 (z)
...
... · · · ...
H(0)C (z) H
(1)
C (z) · · · H(D−1)C (z)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A(z)

X(0)(z)
X(1)(z)
...
X(D−1)(z)

. (9.9)
Furthermore, the role of the interpolant filters corresponding to the `-th channel can be expressed
in matrix form as

Ŵ(0)` (z)
Ŵ(1)` (z)
...
Ŵ(D−1)` (z)

=

V(0)1,` (z) V
(0)
2,` (z) · · · V(0)C,`(z)
V(1)1,` (z) V
(1)
2,` (z) · · · V(1)C,`(z)
...
... · · · ...
V(D−1)1,` (z) V
(D−1)
2,` (z) · · · V(D−1)C,` (z)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R`(z)

W(0)1 (z)
W(0)2 (z)
...
W(0)C (z)

(PI)
= z−m0

W(0)` (z)
W(1)` (z)
...
W(D−1)` (z)

(9.10)
where R`(z) is called the `-th interpolation polyphase matrix. Note that the last equality implies
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the PI condition:
Wˆ`(z) = z−n0W`(z)⇔ Ŵ(p)` (zD) = z−m0DW(p)` (zD)⇔ Ŵ(p)` (z) = z−m0W(p)` (z), p = 0, . . . , D−1.
Combining (9.8), (9.9), and (9.10), we have
z−m0P`(z)

X(0)(z)
X(1)(z)
...
X(D−1)(z)

= z−m0

W(0)` (z)
W(1)` (z)
...
W(D−1)` (z)

= R`(z)A(z)

X(0)(z)
X(1)(z)
...
X(D−1)(z)

. (9.11)
To achieve PI for the `-th channel, the above equations should hold for all polynomials
X(0)(z), . . . ,X(D−1)(z), which implies the following result.
Proposition 10. For a D-fold subsampled FIR analysis bank {hi}Ci=1, a necessary and sufficient
condition for the C × C MIMO filter bank V¯(z) = [Vi,j(z)] to achieve PI with n0 = m0D delay is
R`(z)A(z) = z−m0P`(z) ` = 1, . . . , C, (9.12)
where A(z) and P`(z) are the analysis polyphase and `-th analysis pseudo-circulant matrices, re-
spectively, and R`(z) is the polyphase matrix for the interpolant filters of the `-th channel, namely,
{vi,`}Ci=1.
It is easy to check that for the special case of C = D = 2, (9.7) matches this result.
9.2.3 Connections to alias-free FBs and pseudo-circulants
As mentioned above, pseudo-circulants have classically appeared in the study of block filtering and
multi-rate FBs [125, 60]. In particular, a result due to Vaidyanathan and Mitra [126] on aliasing
cancellation in critically sampled FBs — also called “maximally decimated” or QMF filter banks
— can be interpreted to coincide with the PI conditions described above, for the special case of
C = D.
Theorem 7. (Vaidyanathan and Mitra [126])
The C-channel maximally decimated FB (Fig. 7.1(b) with D = C) is free from aliasing if and only
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if the C×C matrix F(z) = R(z)A(z) is pseudo-circulant. Under this condition Xˆ(z) = T (z)X(z),
and the distortion function T (z) can be expressed as
T (z) =
C−1∑
p=0
zpFp(zC), (9.13)
where Fp(z) are the elements of the first row of F(z).
Then F(z) = R`(z)A(z), and for C = D, it follows that:
T (z) =
C−1∑
p=0
zpz−m0CP`(zC)
[
0, p
]
= z−n0
D−1∑
p=0
zp H(p)` (z
D) = z−n0H`(z). (9.14)
Therefore, with the PI condition in Proposition 10 enforced, the corresponding “distortion” transfer
function is equal to the `-th analysis filter. But this implies that the “synthesis” FB achieves PI
with n0 delay since, based on the theorem above, the output of the FB — which corresponds to
the interpolant filters {vi,`}Ci=1 — is: Xˆ(z) = T (z)X(z) = z−n0H`(z)X(z) = z−n0W`(z).
9.2.4 Conditions for PI using modulation representation
Consider, again, the MIMO interpolation FB structure with transfer matrix V¯(z) =
[
Vi,j(z)
]
,
depicted in Fig. 9.2(a). Let us focus on the interpolation of the `-th channel’s data, namely Wˆ`(z),
which is performed by the interpolant filters {Vi,`(z)}Ci=1. It can be shown that
Wˆ`(z) =
D−1∑
p=0
X(z
p
γD )T (`)p (z), (9.15)
where γD = e− 2pi/D and
T (`)p (z) =
1
D
C∑
i=1
Vi,`(z)Hi(z
p
γD ).
The PI condition with delay n0 requires Wˆ`(z) = z−n0X(z)H`(z), for all ` = 1, . . . , C. Applying
(9.15), this implies that
X(z)
(
T
(`)
0 (z)− z−n0H`(z)
)
+
D−1∑
p=1
X(z
p
γD )T (`)p (z) = 0 ∀X(z).
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Note that the terms X(z γDp), for p = 1, . . . , D− 1, are the modulated versions of the input signal,
i.e., its aliases in the spectral domain; they should be canceled as a necessary condition for achieving
PI. This notion is similar to the classical PR conditions using modulation representation (Section
9.2.1). Hence, a necessary and sufficient set of conditions for achieving PI for any input X(z) is:
For all ` = 1, . . . , C : T (`)0 (z) = z
−n0H`(z) and T (`)p (z) = 0 for p = 1, . . . , D − 1. (9.16)
By collecting these conditions in matrix form, we have the following necessary and sufficient
condition for PI:

H1(z) H2(z) · · · HC(z)
H1(z γD) H2(z γD) · · · HC(z γD)
...
...
...
...
H1(z γDD−1) H2(z γDD−1) · · · HC(z γDD−1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

V1,`(z)
V2,`(z)
...
VC,`(z)

= Dz−n0

H`(z)
0
...
0

(9.17)
Amod(z) ` = 1, . . . , C,
where the D×C polynomial matrix Amod(z) is the AC matrix introduced in Section 9.2.1. Consid-
ering our assumption that all filters are causal, it is clear that for (9.17) to be feasible the range of
n0 delay values should satisfy 0 6 n0 6 mv − 1. With this assumption on n0, the sampling (time)
domain counterpart of (9.17) can be written as
Hmvmod vec
[
{vi,`}Ci=1
]
= D
[
~0(n0), hT` , 0, 0, . . . , 0
]T
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ηn0` (mh,mv, D)
for ` = 1, . . . , C, (9.18)
where Hmvmod ∈ CD(mh+mv−1)×Cmv is the sampling-domain analysis modulation matrix defined in
(9.2); on the right-hand side, the number of zeros is such that the length of the vector ηn0` (mh,mv, D)
matches the number of rows in Hmvmod.
9.2.5 Structural rank deficiency in modulation representation
Consider the following example FB: a 3-channel FB with 2-fold subsampling, i.e., C = 3, D = 2
with analysis filter length of mh = 3 and synthesis/interpolant filter length of mv = 2. The
sampling-domain analysis modulation matrix Hmvmod, which appears in the modulation conditions
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for both PR and PI, is given by
Hmvmod =

h1[0] 0
h1[1] h1[0]
h1[2] h1[1]
0 h1[2]
h2[0] 0
h2[1] h2[0]
h2[2] h2[1]
0 h2[2]
h3[0] 0
h3[1] h3[0]
h3[2] h3[1]
0 h3[2]
h1[0] 0
−h1[1] h1[0]
h1[2] −h1[1]
0 h1[2]
h2[0] 0
−h2[1] h2[0]
h2[2] −h2[1]
0 h2[2]
h3[0] 0
−h3[1] h3[0]
h3[2] −h3[1]
0 h3[2]

←
←
As it is clearly seen for this example, the analysis modulation matrix is a redundant representation
of the analysis bank. Specifically, the rows marked with arrows on the right-hand side are the
same. It is easy to show that, with D ≥ 2, such rank deficiency (linear dependency of rows) in
Hmvmod is structural, i.e., the matrix is rank deficient for all (feasible) FBs — that is, for all feasible
choices of the parameters C, D, mh, and mv.1 Because of this, in the next section, we derive
feasibility conditions for PI using polyphase rather than the modulation representation. However,
owing to its simpler expression in sampling domain (especially for the right-hand side), we use the
modulation representation for deriving closed-form expressions of optimal FIR interpolation FB in
Section 9.5.
9.3 Optimal IIR Interpolation Bank: Connections to Dual-frame PR
Synthesis
The reconstruction error in a PR FB is due to the noise present in the multi-channel data. Here,
we define the notion of optimality in a PR FB in terms of achieving the minimal noise-induced
reconstruction error. We assume the statistics of the additive channel noise to be wide-sense
stationary, independent identically distributed (i.i.d.), and white zero-mean with variance (per-
sample) of σ2q . For reconstruction of a signal x (Fig. 7.1) in a PR FB, we define the reconstruction
1It is easy to infer that with D = 2, the structure of this matrix is such that the first and last rows of the lower
block are identical to the first and last rows of the top block, respectively. Therefore, the matrix is row rank deficient
by at least 2. Similarly, with D = 3 the matrix has 3 blocks and the first (or the last) 2 rows of the 3 blocks are
linearly dependent.
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noise gain (RNG) to be the normalized per-sample reconstruction error, formally given as2
E¯ = 1
σ2q
E
[(
xˆ[n]− x[n])2]. (9.19)
An analogous notion of interpolation noise gain (ING) optimality for a PI MIMO bank (Fig. 9.2)
can be introduced as follows. Let E¯` = (1/σ2q )E
[
(wˆ`[n] − w`[n]
)2] denote the ING corresponding
to the error in interpolation of w`[n], the `-th channel data. The ensemble ING for the MIMO PI
bank is here defined as the maximum interpolation error over all channels:
max
16`6C
E¯` = 1
σ2q
max
16`6C
E
[(
wˆ`[n]− w`[n]
)2]
. (9.20)
In Chapter 8, it was stated that the synthesis FB corresponding to the dual frame yields the
minimum RNG among all PR synthesis FBs (cf. [112], p. 114). In addition, we showed that the
RNG for dual-frame synthesis is not affected by reconstruction delay. Now, let us consider the PI
polyphase condition (for the `-th channel) expressed in Proposition 10, i.e.,
R`(z)A(z) = z−m0P`(z). (9.21)
Having C > D, it is easy to see that — given the assumption that A(z) has full rank for all z ∈ C
except for a set of measure zero — all solutions to this equation can be written as:
Rˆ`(z) = z−m0P`(z)AL(z), (9.22)
where AL(z) is any left inverse of A(z). The following proposition characterizes all solutions for
the MIMO interpolation bank V¯(z) =
[
Vi,j(z)
]
achieving PI with n0 = m0D delay. The proof uses
(9.22) and is skipped here.
Proposition 11. For a MIMO interpolant bank achieving PI with n0 = m0D delay, the `-th
interpolation polyphase matrix corresponding to the interpolant filters of the `-th channel, namely
{vi,`}Ci=1, has the following form:
Rˆ`(z) = z−m0P`(z)A†(z) + U`(z)
[
IC −A(z)A†(z)
]
, (9.23)
2This definition is similar to the one given in Chapter 8.
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where U`(z) is an arbitrary3 D × C matrix, A(z) is assumed to have full rank for all z ∈ C
(except for a set of measure zero), A†(z) is its para-pseudoinverse, and P`(z) is the `-th analysis
pseudo-circulant matrix.
In what follows, we answer the following questions:
[Q.1] What is the ING-optimal PI MIMO bank and how is it related to the dual-frame synthesis
for PR?
[Q.2] Does such optimal PI MIMO bank always exists for FIR analysis FBs? If so, can it consist
of FIR filters?
We start with the following proposition.
Proposition 12. For a D-fold subsampled FIR analysis bank {hi}Ci=1, the ING-optimal MIMO
filter bank V¯(z) =
[
Vi,j(z)
]
that achieves PI (allowing for n0 = m0D delay) is characterized by the
following set of synthesis polyphase matrices for each channel:
Rˆ∗` (z) = P`(z)A†(z) ` = 1, . . . , C. (9.24)
Further, this optimal solution corresponds to the dual-frame PR synthesis FB cascaded with the
analysis FB.
Proof. The ensemble ING for a MIMO PI bank, i.e., one that satisfies the condition in Proposition
11, was defined in (9.20). Using (9.23), the ensemble ING can be written as
max
16`6C
E¯` = 1
σ2q
max
16`6C
E
[(
wˆ`[n]− w`[n]
)2] = 1
D
max
16`6C
∫
[0,1)
trace
{
Rˆ`(ej2piθ)RˆH` (ej2piθ)
}
dθ
=
1
D
max
16`6C
∫
[0,1)
∥∥∥Rˆ∗` (ej2piθ)∥∥∥2
F
dθ +
1
D
max
16`6C
∫
[0,1)
∥∥∥U`(ej2piθ) [IC −A(ej2piθ)A†(ej2piθ)] ∥∥∥2
F
dθ, (9.25)
where we used Rˆ∗` (ej2piθ) = e−j2piθm0P`(ej2piθ)A†(ej2piθ) and the following identity:
∫
[0,1)
trace
{
e−j2piθm0P`(ej2piθ)A†(ej2piθ)
[
IC −A(ej2piθ)A†(ej2piθ)
]
U`(ej2piθ)H
}
dθ =∫
[0,1)
trace
{
e−j2piθm0P`(ej2piθ)
[
A†(ej2piθ)−A†(ej2piθ)A(ej2piθ)A†(ej2piθ)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
U`(ej2piθ)H
}
dθ = 0,
3With the mild constraint that all entries of U`(z) should stay finite on the unit circle.
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which follows from the properties of the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse A†(ej2piθ), namely the fol-
lowing “Penrose conditions” [127]: (AA†)H = AA† and A†AA† = A†.
Referring to (9.25), it is clear that the second term is non-negative; hence its minimum value is
zero, which is achieved by choosing U`(z) = 0. Based on Proposition 11, replacing U`(z) = 0 in
(9.23) corresponds to Rˆ∗` (z) = z−m0P`(z)A†(z). By (9.25), this implies that max
16`6C
E¯` is minimized
if Rˆ∗` (z) = z−m0P`(z)A†(z) for ` = 1, . . . , C.
Because only the Frobenius norm of Rˆ∗` (ej2piθ) appears in (9.25), it is easy to show that the
minimal ING is independent of m0. Hence, in the above statements, the ING-optimal FB can be
considered to have zero delay, i.e., n0 = m0 = 0. This implies (9.24) and completes the proof of
the first part.
To prove the second part of the proposition, denote the dual-frame synthesis filters by {Vˆi}Ci=1
and their p-th polyphase components by {V̂(p)i (z)}. Also, denote the set of optimal interpolant
filters for the `-th channel by {V˘i,`}Ci=1 and their p-th polyphase components by {V˘(p)i,` (z)}. Using
(9.24), we have:

V˘(0)1,` (z) V˘
(0)
2,` (z) · · · V˘(0)C,`(z)
V˘(1)1,` (z) V˘
(1)
2,` (z) · · · V˘(1)C,`(z)
...
... · · · ...
V˘(D−1)1,` (z) V˘
(D−1)
2,` (z) · · · V˘(D−1)C,` (z)

= P`(z)

V̂(0)1 (z) V̂
(0)
2 (z) · · · V̂(0)C (z)
V̂(1)1 (z) V˘
(1)
2 (z) · · · V̂(1)C (z)
...
...
...
...
V̂(D−1)1 (z) V̂
(D−1)
2 (z) · · · V̂(D−1)C (z)

,
(9.26)
where we used the fact that R∗(z) = A†(z) is the synthesis polyphase matrix for the PR bank
corresponding to the dual frame. Considering the i-th column on both sides of (9.26) we have the
following equation for 1 ≤ i ≤ C:

V˘(0)i,` (z)
V˘(1)i,` (z)
...
V˘(D−1)i,` (z)

= P`(z)

V˘(0)i (z)
V˘(1)i (z)
...
V˘(D−1)i (z)

.
Applying Lemma 13 to this equation — replacing X(z) in the lemma’s statement with Vˆi(z), and
W`(z) with V˘i,`(z) — it follows that V˘i,`(z) = Vˆi(z)H`(z), for 1 ≤ i ≤ C. This is equivalent to the
claim in the second part of the proposition. Hence, the proof is complete.
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Addressing Question [Q.1] above, this proposition implies that, for the `-th channel, the ING-
optimal PI FB bank is given by cascading of the dual-frame synthesis bank with h`[n].
Next, we turn to Question [Q.2]. In Chapter 8, we analyzed the feasibility of dual-frame syn-
thesis for generic FBs. Proposition 7 stated that all generic oversampled FBs correspond to frame
expansions in `2(Z). It further stated that for a generic analysis FB the dual-frame synthesis bank
has infinite support, i.e., consists of IIR filters. Applying the result in Proposition 7, we know that
under mild conditions (i.e., mh > D, which subsumes all practical cases), the dual-frame synthesis
FB exists — and is IIR — for a generic analysis FB. Therefore, the answer to Question [Q.2] is:
generically, the ING-optimal MIMO PI bank exists but it is not FIR.
9.4 Feasibility of PI with Short FIR Filters in Generic Analysis FBs
In the context of generic PR FBs, although the dual-frame synthesis bank is optimal — as de-
scribed in the previous section — it consists of IIR filters and its computation is highly non-trivial.
Relaxing the PR goal by employing sophisticated approximation methods [109,110,112] makes the
computational problem tractable. However, this approach results in signal-dependent structured
distortion in the reconstructed signal, especially for generic FBs (Chapters 7). Such distortion
could be more undesirable than random incoherent noise (compared at the same output SNR).
This provides motivation for finding FIR synthesis FBs that enable exact PR.
In this section, we utilize recent results by Law et al. [97] and those presented in Chapter 7
to address the problem of feasibility of PI with FIR interpolant filters and the corresponding
minimum interpolant filter-length requirements. Specifically, we aim at answering the following
three questions:
[Q.1] Feasibility of FIR interpolation FB : For a C-channel FIR generic analysis FB with D-fold
subsampling, what are the conditions for existence of an FIR MIMO interpolation bank that
achieves PI or delayed PI?
[Q.2] Feasibility of Short Interpolation FB : For a C-channel FIR generic analysis FB with D-fold
subsampling and filter length mh, what is the minimum feasible filter length m∗v among all PI
interpolation FBs?
[Q.3] Oversampling Factor vs. Length of Interpolation Bank : For a family of generic oversampled
FBs, how does the minimum feasible filter length m∗v behave as the oversampling factor C/D
increases?
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9.4.1 Feasibility of PI using FIR MIMO interpolation banks
We first address question [Q.1] above on feasibility of FIR synthesis for generic FBs. Let us start
by reciting the following theorem on invertibility of Laurent polynomial matrices, which is a recent
result due to Law et al. [97] — specialized to a single-variate polynomial matrix.
Theorem 8. (Law et al. [97])
A single-variate C ×D (Laurent) polynomial matrix A(z) is generically (Laurent) polynomial left
invertible if and only if C/D > 1.
Applying this result to the analysis polyphase matrix A(z), we can deduce that for generic
oversampled FBs A(z) has an FIR left inverse, which corresponds to the PR synthesis polyphase
matrix R(z) according to (7.6). Consequently, Theorem 8 implies that a PR FIR synthesis bank
exists for generic oversampled analysis FBs — and does not exist (generically) for critically sampled
FBs.
Recall the polyphase PI conditions in Proposition 10 (Section 9.2.2), which implies the following
solution for the `-th interpolation polyphase matrix:
Rˆ`(z) = z−m0P`(z)AL(z) ` = 1, . . . , C, (9.27)
where the interpolation delay is n0 = m0D and AL(z) is any left inverse of A(z). Applying Theorem
8, it follows that all for generic oversampled FBs, an FIR AL(z) exists. This in turn implies that a
FIR MIMO interpolation bank exists. Furthermore, for critically sampled (maximally decimated)
generic FBs, no FIR interpolation bank exists. This is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 13. For a D-fold subsampled C-channel FIR analysis bank, the following property
holds generically: a FIR MIMO bank that achieves PI (with any n0 = m0D delay) exists if and
only if C/D > 1.
9.4.2 Minimum interpolant filter lengths for PI in generic FBs
In Chapter 7, we addressed the feasibility of short FIR synthesis banks for PR where the analysis
filters are fixed and generic. Here, we make use of those results to address questions [Q.2] and [Q.3]
raised at the begining of this section. We start by restating the following filter length definitions
from Chapter 7.
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Definition Define the integer functionals mSv(C,D,mh) : N3 → N and mNv (C,D,mh) : N3 → N as
mSv(C,D,mh) = min
{
mv ∈ N
∣∣∣∣ CD ≥ 1 + 1D
D−1∑
p=0
⌈
mh;p − 1
bmv/Dc
⌉ }
(9.28)
mNv (C,D,mh) = min
{
mv ∈ N
∣∣∣∣ CD ≥ 1 + 1D
D−1∑
p=0
⌊
mh;p − 1
bmv/Dc
⌋ }
, (9.29)
where mh;p =
⌈
mh−p
D
⌉
. We refer to mSv and m
N
v as the sufficient length and the necessary length,
respectively.
For the PR problem, (7.7) defined the sampling-domain analysis polyphase matrix Hp. Proposi-
tion 4 (Section 7.3.2) stated that for synthesis filter lengths mv that satisfy mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh), Hp
is guaranteed to be full row rank. Note that the matrix Hp is the sampling- (time-) domain coun-
terpart to AT(z). On the other hand, the PI polyphase condition (for the `-th channel) expressed
in Proposition 10 can be written as
AT(z)RT` (z) = z−m0PT` (z). (9.30)
Comparing this equation to (7.5), its sampling-domain counterpart has the form
Hp vec
[
{v(p)i,` }Ci=1
]
= Z−1
{
z−m0PT` (z)δp(D)
}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ(`,p)
p = 0, · · · , (D − 1), (9.31)
where Z−1{.} denotes the inverse z-transform operator and it is assumed that 0 6 m0 6 bmvD c− 2.
Applying Proposition 4, it follows that for a generic analysis FB, with C/D ≥ 2 and an interpolant
filter length mv satisfying mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh), the matrix Hp is full row rank (generically); hence,
guaranteeing the existence of a solution to (9.31) for all p. Repeating this argument for ` = 1, . . . , C,
shows that there exists a length-mv MIMO interpolation bank that achieves PI with n0 = m0D
delay. The following proposition states this result.
Proposition 14. For a D-fold subsampled C-channel length-mh FIR analysis bank with C/D ≥ 2,
the following property holds generically: a length-mv MIMO interpolation bank achieving PI with
delay n0 = m0D exists if mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh).
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The above proposition addresses question Q.2 raised at the beginning of the section by providing
a sufficient interpolant-length condition for PI. However, this only partially answers the question
as it raises the possibility that the prescribed minimum length mSv(C,D,mh) is too conservative,
i.e., there could be a wide gap between what we have proved would guarantee PI and what the true
minimum length actually is (as a function of C, D, and mh). To refute this possibility, we propose
a necessary condition counter-part to Proposition 14. It states that for interpolant filter lengths
below a certain necessary length mNv (C,D,mh) (defined above) PI cannot be achieved generically.
The proof is provided in Appendix E.
Proposition 15. For a D-fold subsampled (D ≥ 2) C-channel length-mh FIR analysis bank, the
following property holds generically: a necessary condition for existence of a length-mv MIMO
interpolation bank achieving PI (with some delay n0 = m0D, 0 6 m0 6 bmvD c − 2) is mv ≥
mNv (C,D,mh).
For a generic C-channel D-fold subsampled FB, let us denote the true minimal PI interpolant
filter length by m∗v(C,D,mh), i.e., where the “phase transition” between PI-infeasibility and PI-
feasibility occurs. It is clear that the true minimal length lies between the necessary and sufficient
lengths: mNv ≤ m∗v ≤ mSv . Although our propositions in this section do not exactly pinpoint the
true minimal filter length m∗v, we can exactly quantify the gap between mNv and mSv by numerical
(exact) computation of each one using their respective definitions. The following set of properties
from Section 7.5, restated here as a corollary, enables us to study the qualitative behavior of the
necessary/sufficient lengths introduced above – hence, addressing Questions [Q.2] and [Q.3].
Corollary 5. Assuming C/D ≥ 2 and mh > D, we have the following relations between the
sufficient length mSv(C,D,mh), the necessary length m
N
v (C,D,mh), and the true minimal length
m∗v(C,D,mh):
(i) max
(
D,mLv
) ≤ mNv ≤ m∗v ≤ mSv ≤ min(mh,mUv ), where
mUv (C,D,mh) = D +
⌈
mh −D
(C + 1)/D − 2
⌉
and mLv (C,D,mh) =
⌈
mh −D
C/D
⌉
.
(ii) The gap between the necessary and sufficient lengths,
(
mSv − mNv
)
, is less than D + 1 +
2mh/
(
C
D
(
C
D−0.5 − 2
))
, hence it drops roughly as (C/D)−2 and is small (relative to mh) for
moderately high oversampling factors.
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(iii) All the three introduced interpolant filter lengths mSv , m
N
v , and m
∗
v, have approximate inverse
relation to the oversampling factor.
Referring to Question [Q.2] on the feasibility of short interpolation FBs, this corollary implies
that the minimal feasible filter length m∗v among all PI (or delayed PI) interpolation FBs is tightly
sandwiched between mNv and m
S
v . In addition, the corollary provides closed-form lower and upper
bounds for each of the filter lengths. Furthermore, Corollary 5 states that, for a family of generic
oversampled FBs, as the oversampling factor C/D increases the minimal feasible filter length m∗v
decreases, behaving roughly as
(
C/D
)−1. This addresses Question [Q.3].
In addition, from Corollary 5 it follows that, given C/D ≥ 2, PI is generically feasible with inter-
polant filter lengths that are at least as short as the analysis filters and decrease in (approximate)
inverse relation to oversampling factor, hence becoming very short for high oversampling factors.
Finally, note the lower bound D for all lengths in the theorem, which implies m∗v(C,D,mh) ≥ D;
this requirement can be inferred from the MIMO interpolation bank structure (Fig. 9.2): shorter
interpolant filters are not be capable of “filling in” the D-sample gap at the output of the up-
samplers.
9.5 Optimal FIR Interpolation Bank: Closed-form Solution and Optimal
Interpolation Delay
The results presented in Section 9.4 addressed the feasibility of exact PI using FIR interpolation
FBs while ignoring the issue of noise sensitivity in the interpolation process. In practice, however,
the multi-channel data corresponding to the output of the analysis bank is corrupted by noise,
often in the form of additive channel noise, that results in interpolation error for the FB structure.
In Section 9.3, we tackled such noise related effects for (generically) IIR PI interpolation banks.
In this section, we study the effect of noise in the multi-channel (subsampled) data on the
interpolation error corresponding to the MIMO FB structure. Specifically, we provide a closed-
form optimum solution for FIR interpolant filters (of a given length) that achieve PI — allowing
for non-zero delay. This results in an algorithm for finding the optimum interpolation delay in
terms of the ING. In Section 9.6, we provide numerical experiments demonstrating the results and
algorithms given in this section.
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9.5.1 Optimum interpolant filters with a given interpolation delay
We study the problem of interpolation of the `-th channel data, w`[n], from the outputs of a D-fold
subsampled C-channel analysis bank shown in Fig. 9.2(a), denoted {yi}Ci=1 and given by
yi =
[
wi
]
↓D + qi = I
↓D
mw;0 Cmx{hi}x+ qi i = 1, · · · , C, (9.32)
where qi is the additive channel noise for channel i and mw = mx+mh−1 is the support size of the
analysis channels’ output prior to downsampling. The assumptions on the statistics of the noise,
{qi}Ci=1, were given in Section 9.3. Figure 9.3 depicts the standard C-channel FB that uses the noisy
data {yi}Ci=1 to interpolate the `-th channel’s data wˆ`. Now, since the support of the interpolated
signal within the output signal (length: mw +mv − 1) is known to be n ∈ {n0, · · · , n0 +mw − 1},
there is no reason to choose wˆ` as the final result; rather, we can truncate wˆ` to the known signal
support as shown in Fig. 9.3. The final interpolation output is denoted by wˆmv ,n0` . Considering the
definition of the channel-wise ING E¯` given in Section 9.3, the ING for this FIR FB interpolation
is defined as
E¯mv ,n0` =
1
mwσ2q
E
[∥∥∥w` − wˆmv ,n0` ∥∥∥2
2
]
. (9.33)
Similarly to the IIR case, we define the ensemble ING for the MIMO PI bank as
max
16`6C
E¯mv ,n0` =
1
mwσ2q
max
16`6C
E
[∥∥∥w` − wˆmv ,n0` ∥∥∥2
2
]
. (9.34)
The goal here is to solve the following problem with D-fold subsampling: for a given interpolant
filter length mv and interpolation delay n0, find the PI MIMO bank {vi,`}16i,`6C that minimizes
(9.34) in the presence of channel noise. Note that the MIMO interpolation bank structure (Fig. 9.2)
enables us to minimize each E¯mv ,n0` independently for each `, i.e., by finding the optimal solution
for {vi,`}Ci=1. Therefore, in the following, we aim at minimizing (9.33) for each ` = 1, . . . , C, which
in turn minimizes (9.34).
First, note that, as described in Section 9.2.4 and given in (9.18), the sampling-domain counter-
part of the PI condition (modulation representation) can be written as
Hmvmod v,` = Dη
n0
` , (9.35)
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Figure 9.3: Interpolation of the i-th channel output form the D-fold subsampled noisy measure-
ments
{
yi
}C
i=1
using the length-mv interpolation FB results in the interpolated signal wˆ`[n]. The
output of upsamplers is denoted by {ui}. The in-support reconstruction wˆmv ,n0` is derived by a
truncation of the FB output wˆ` to the support n ∈ {n0, · · · , n0 +mw − 1}.
where Hmvmod is the sampling-domain analysis modulation matrix, defined in (9.2), and the following
shorthand notations were used: v,` = vec
[{vi,`}Ci=1], and ηn0` = ηn0` (mh,mv, D).
For any “generalized inverse” [128] of Hmvmod, we have a corresponding solution v,` to (9.35), which
achieves PI in the absence of noise. Among all such inverses, we choose one that results in the best
ING performance, i.e., that one that minimizes E¯mv ,n0` given in (9.33), for each ` = 1, . . . , C. Now,
with the additive noise model given in (9.32), the ING E¯mv ,n0` is equal to the normalized output
noise power, given by
E¯mv ,n0` =
1
mwσ2q
E
[∥∥∥∑
i
(
[qi]↑D ∗ vi,`
)
(n0:n0+mw−1)
∥∥∥2
2
]
=
1
mwσ2q
E
[∥∥∥∥ [ C(n0:n0+mw−1)mv {[q1]↑D} · · · C(n0:n0+mw−1)mv {[qC ]↑D} ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
(n0:n0+mw−1)
C·mv
({[qi]↑D}i)
v,`
∥∥∥∥2
2
]
=
1
mwσ2q
v,` HQ˜n0D v,`,
(9.36)
where Q˜n0D = E
[(
C
(n0:n0+mw−1)
C·mv
({[qi]↑D}i))HC(n0:n0+mw−1)C·mv ({[qi]↑D}i)] and we used the truncated
signal and convolution notations defined in Section 7.2.
Hereafter, the analysis is for a generic analysis FB. Given that the interpolant filter length is
chosen to satisfy the sufficient length requirement in Proposition 14, i.e., mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh), it
follows that a length-mv MIMO interpolation bank that achieves PI with n0 = m0D delay exists
generically. As explained in Section 9.2.5, the matrix Hmvmod is row rank deficient for D ≥ 2.
Nevertheless, the fact that a length-mv MIMO interpolation bank exists implies that (9.35) has a
solution, i.e., ηn0` ∈ R(Hmvmod). In fact, one solution to (9.35) is given by v,` =
(
Hmvmod
)†
ηn0` ; but this
solution is not the minimizer of (9.36). The following proposition provides a closed-form solution
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to the above-mentioned problem, i.e., finding the optimum solution for FIR interpolant filters,
{v,`}C`=1, of a given length, that achieve PI (with given delay).
Proposition 16. For a generic C-channel FB with D-fold subsampling and a length-mh anal-
ysis bank, assuming mSv(mh, C,D)≤mv≤mw, the following length-mv MIMO interpolation bank
{vi,`}16i,`6C achieves PI, while minimizing the ensemble ING for any input of finite length mx and
a given non-negative delay n0 = m0D 6 mv − 1:
v,` opt = vec
[{vi,`}Ci=1] = D(Q˜n0D )− 12(Hmvmod(Q˜n0D )− 12)† ηn0` ` = 1, . . . , C, (9.37)
where Q˜n0D is a positive-definite diagonal matrix composed of C identical diagonal blocks:
Q˜n0D = σ2q diag
[R˜n0D , · · · , R˜n0D ], and the (j + 1)-th element (0 ≤ j ≤ mv−1) on the diagonal of
R˜n0D is
R˜n0D [j, j] =
⌊
min(n0 − j +mw,mw)− 1
D
⌋
−
⌈
max(0, n0 − j)
D
⌉
+1. (9.38)
Also, the ING corresponding to interpolation of the `-th channel’s output wˆ` is given by
min
v,`
E¯mv ,n0` =
D2
mwσ2q
(
ηn0`
)H((Hmvmod(Q˜n0D )− 12)†H(Hmvmod(Q˜n0D )− 12)†) ηn0` . (9.39)
Proof. The expression for Q˜n0D is derived similarly to Qn0D given in Appendix D. Further, it follows
that, given the proposition assumption mv≤mw, Q˜n0D is invertible. Equation (9.36) implies that
for each ` = 1, . . . , C, we need to solve the following minimum-norm linear inverse problem:
v,` opt = arg min
Hmvmod v,` = Dη
n0
`
v,` HQ˜n0D v,`, (9.40)
which generically has a solution because having mv ≥mSv(mh, C,D) implies that ηn0` ∈ R(Hmvmod)
generically, as explained above. Due to rank deficiency of Hmvmod, standard (weighted) min-norm
solutions do not apply. This is remedied using the following lemma.
Lemma 14. Consider the matrix equation Mt = b, where M is rank deficient. If b ∈ R(M), then
tˆ = M †b is the minimum-norm solution, i.e., Mtˆ = b and ‖t‖22 is minimal among all solutions to
the matrix equation.
Proof. Denote by PR(M) the orthogonal projection operator onto R(M), which is given by PR(M) =
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MM †. For any matrixM , the “min-norm least-squares” solution [127], i.e., the vector tˆ of minimum
norm that minimizes ‖Mtˆ − b‖2, is given by tˆ = M †b. But we have Mtˆ = MM †b = PR(M)b = b,
where in the last step we used the assumption, b ∈ R(M).
Since Q˜n0D is invertible, we can rewrite the inverse problem in (9.40), by introducing the auxiliary
variable vector t` =
(Q˜n0D )12 v,`, as
v,` opt =
(Q˜n0D )− 12 arg min
Hmvmod(Q˜n0D )−
1
2 t`=Dηn0`
∥∥t`∥∥22. (9.41)
Applying Lemma 14 to (9.41) gives the optimal solution, for each ` = 1, . . . , C, as
v,` opt = D
(Q˜n0D )− 12(Hmvmod(Q˜n0D )− 12)† ηn0` , (9.42)
which matches the proposition claim. Finally, substituting this solution in (9.36) yields (9.39).
This completes the proof.
Comparing the PR condition (using modulation representation) given in (9.2) (Section 9.2.1)
to the PI condition in (9.18) (Section 9.2.4), it can be inferred that the optimum FIR PR bank,
vec
[
{vi}Ci=1
]
, is given by a similar solution as the one given in Proposition 16 with the exception
that the vector ηn0` is replaced by δn0 (of the same size).
9.5.2 Effect of delay and filter length on the interpolation performance
Let us examine the dependency of the ING expression in (9.39) — corresponding to the optimized
solution given in Proposition 16 — on the interpolation delay n0. Given a non-negative interpolation
delay n0 = m0D 6 mv − 1, the expression for the vector ηn0` was given in (9.18) as
ηn0` (mh,mv, D) =
[
~0(n0), h`, 0, 0, . . . , 0
]T
for ` = 1, . . . , C, (9.43)
where the length of the vector ηn0 is D(mh +mv − 1). Note that the scalar quantity (ηn0` )TM ηn0` ,
where M is a square matrix, is equal to a weighted sum of a submatrix of M whose coordinates
depend on n0. Based on this observation, it is easy to appreciate how the ING expression in (9.39)
depends on the choice of the delay n0 and can vary dramatically for different delay values.
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Given that the MIMO interpolation bank {vi,`}16i,`6C can be independently optimized for each
`, we propose the following algorithm whereby the optimal interpolation delay for each `, denoted
by n0;`, is computed:
n0;` = arg min
n0∈
{
m0D
∣∣m0=0,...,bmv−1D c}
[
min
v,`
E¯mv ,n0`
]
` = 1, . . . , C. (9.44)
Compared to zero-delay interpolation, it is clear that allowing n0;` 6= 0, ` = 1, . . . , C, results in a
lower ensemble ING since the set over which the optimization is performed is larger. We demon-
strate this observation using numerical simulations in Section 9.6.1. Referring to Fig. 9.1, note that
having different interpolation delays for each of the C outputs of the MIMO interpolation bank
requires special care at the combination stage; specifically, at the `-th output of the interpolation
bank, we need a delay compensation of n0;`.
Based on Proposition 11 , for a PI MIMO bank, the interpolation polyphase matrix corresponding
to {vi,`}Ci=1, has the following form:
Rˆ`(z) = z−m0P`(z)A†(z) + U`(z)
[
IC −A(z)A†(z)
]
. (9.45)
In Section 9.3, we proved that the first term, i.e,. the ING-optimal interpolation FB (corresponding
to U(z) = 0) is generically IIR. On the other hand, as described in Section 9.4, having C/D > 1
guarantees existence of FIR interpolation FBs. Based on (9.45), it is clear that the U`(z) matrix
corresponding to such FIR FBs should be nonzero. From (9.25), it follows that the ING for such
FIR interpolation is always higher than that of the IIR interpolation. However, with higher values
of mv, the constraint on U(z) is further relaxed and may improve the ING. In the previous chapter,
we studied the effect of the synthesis filter lengths on the RNG and have shown that increasing
the synthesis filter length mv beyond the minimally required “sufficient length” improves the RNG
performance. Consequently, we expect the same behavior in case of the PI problem. In Section
9.6.2, we provide empirical observations confirming this point.
In the last part of this section, let us compare the proposed optimized MIMO interpolation
FIR FB (Fig. 9.2) scheme — with the solution given in Proposition 16 — to the straightforward
alternative of first performing PR followed by filtering with each analysis channel. Specifically,
for a fixed and generic FIR analysis FB, one can construct a PI kernel (Fig. 9.1) consisting of
FIR filters, by conjoining an FIR synthesis PR bank and the FIR analysis FB: the PR synthesis
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bank generates xˆ[n] = x[n − n0] and the adjoining analysis bank, at its `-th output, generates
wˆ`[n] = xˆ[n] ∗ h`[n] = w`[n − n0], which achieves PI with n0 delay for each ` = 1, . . . , C. As
described in Section 9.4, the filter length feasibility conditions for a FIR PR bank are similar to
the PI version: mPRv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh) (Section 9.4.2). However, this simple “alternative” FB-based
PI scheme requires a total filter length of mv = mPRv +mh for its PI kernel (Fig. 9.1). Therefore,
in scenarios in which very short interpolant filters are desired, one may be obliged to have an
interpolant filter length of mv < mh + mSv(C,D,mh). Clearly, in this case the aforementioned
alternative scheme would fail. Furthermore, since the alternative scheme is simply a “special”
solution of the more general MIMO PI bank, even if mv ≥ mh+mSv(C,D,mh) the proposed scheme
would have a better ING compared to the alternative scheme. This is because, as proven above, the
solution provided in Proposition 16 is optimal in terms of the ING (allowing for optimized delay
for both schemes).
9.6 Numerical Results
Numerical results in this section verify the propositions and study the feasibility of near-optimal
noise performance using FIR interpolant FBs.
9.6.1 Optimized FIR interpolation FB: effect of oversampling factor and optimized delay
We start by studying the effect of the oversampling factor C/D on the minimally required inter-
polant filter length for: (i) feasibility of PI; (ii) “good” noise gain performance. In our simulation
scenario, on the analysis side, the subsampling factor is fixed at D = 3 and the number of channels
C is increased from 6 to 24 by adding analysis channels whose filters are generic — specifically,
randomly generated from a unit-variance zero-mean uniform distribution. The analysis filter length
is fixed to be mh = 30 and the input length is mx = 100.
The results are shown in Fig. 9.4(a). For randomly generated C-channel analysis FB, the plot
(solid line) shows, as a function of C, the minimum mv required to achieve ensemble ING, defined
in (9.34), of less than 1 using a length-mv delay-optimized MIMO interpolation bank — using the
channel-wise interpolation delay optimization algorithm in (9.44). For comparison, the sufficient
length mSv(C,D,mh) is also plotted (dashed line), which decreases with increasing oversampling
factor — this is expected as described in Section 9.4.2.
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Figure 9.4: (a) For randomly generated C-channel analysis FBs with D = 3 subsampling and
analysis filter length mh = 30, the plot (solid line) shows, as a function of C, the minimum mv
required to achieve ensemble ING< 1 using a length-mv delay-optimized interpolation bank. The
sufficient length mSv for PI feasibility is also plotted (dashed line). (b) Plot of the improvement
factor in ensemble ING achieved by optimizing the delay (versus zero delay) corresponding to each
FB in (a).
The observation here is that as the oversampling factor increases, the required mv for having
ING of less than 1 has an approximate inverse relation to the oversampling factor. Further, the gap
between this length and the minimum (sufficient) length for PI narrows rapidly as C/D increases.
This observation is significant for applications where such ING performance is considered “good
enough” and, more importantly, very short synthesis filters, i.e., a low dimensional parameter space,
is highly desirable.
Corresponding to each C-channel FB in Fig. 9.4(a), the plot in Panel (b) depicts the improvement
factor in ensemble ING achieved by optimizing the interpolation delay versus zero delay — i.e.,
the ING ratio of optimized-delay FB solution to the zero-delay one. It is seen that the gain in
optimizing the delay drops significantly for higher oversampling factors and becomes almost unity
at C/D ≥ 4. This is because, as C increases, the required mv drops as shown in Panel (a) and a
smaller mv means that the optimization of the delay n0;` (for each channel ` = 1, . . . , C) is over a
smaller set — note the limited range of n0 in Proposition 16. Nevertheless, the gain in optimizing
the interpolation delay is significant for moderate oversampling factors, specifically, C/D ≤ 3 in
this experiment.
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9.6.2 Required filter length of the interpolant FB for near-optimal noise performance
Given the subsampled data at the output of the analysis FB, the least-squares (LS) solution is
the optimal PR solution xˆLS in the maximum-likelihood sense — for i.i.d. white noise statistics
assumed here. Since the LS solution is not restricted to the FB structure, it outperforms all FB
reconstructions, including both FIR and IIR classes (Chapter 8). Therefore, its corresponding
RNG E¯LS provides a fundamental limit on the RNG performance in PR FBs. In other words, we
have E¯LS ≤ E¯ R∗ , where E¯ R∗ is the RNG for the dual-frame synthesis, explained in Section 9.3.
As proved in Proposition 12, the ING-optimal solution for the PI problem is equivalent to first
performing the dual-frame PR synthesis followed by filtering with each analysis channel. Consid-
ering the observation above, the scheme were the LS solution xˆLS is filtered by h` to compute wˆ`
should perform at least as well as the optimal (IIR) PI interpolation bank (Proposition 12). Due
to the difficulties in computing the noise performance of dual-frame synthesis FB [108], here we
consider the ING corresponding to the just-described LS+fitlering scheme to be the optimal per-
formance. The goal in this subsection is to study how closely the FIR MIMO interpolation bank
can achieve optimal ING performance.
To proceed, we need to derive the ING expression for the LS+filtering scheme. The observation
equation for the analysis FB was given in (8.24). The LS solution, xˆLS, is computed by applying
H†↓D to both sides; for PI of the `-th channel, the “optimal” solution is given by convolution with
h` (Proposition 12), i.e., wˆLS` = Cmx{h`} xˆLS. The resulting ING is given by
E¯LS = 1
mx
trace
{
Cmx{h`}H†↓DH†
H
↓DCmx{h`}H
}
=
1
mx
∥∥∥Cmx{h`}H†↓D∥∥∥2
F
. (9.46)
Returning to the study goal, we are now able to compute the required interpolant filter length
mv for achieving close-to-optimal ING performance. Figure 9.5 shows the required mv (as a ratio
of analysis filter length mh) for the delay-optimized FIR ING to be less than 1.5 times the optimal
(non-FB) LS+filtering scheme. The results are shown for two different sets of analysis FB random
realizations (i.i.d. zero-mean uniform distribution), i.e., two different initial “seedings” for the
random generator. The results suggest that:
(i) Higher oversampling reduces the required mv for delay-optimized FIR interpolation to reach
near-optimal performance. This observations holds for generic analysis (but not for all) FBs.
(ii) With at least 2-fold oversampling, to achieve an ING of within 50% of the optimal perfor-
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Figure 9.5: Required FIR interpolant filter length (as a fraction of analysis filter length mh) for
the ING to be within 50% of the LS performance. The results are shown for two different initial
“seedings” for the random generator used to generate the analysis FBs.
mance, a rule-of-thumb for the required interpolant filter length is mv ≈ 2mh. Note that for
other FB realizations, the specific mv ranges could be somewhat different.
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Chapter 10
Blind Perfect Interpolation of Subsampled Multi-channel Systems
with Application to Parallel MRI
10.1 Introduction
10.1.1 Blind image reconstruction in parallel MRI
The goal in “self-calibrating” parallel MRI (pMRI) [2], which has several practical advantages over
pre-calibrated pMRI [3], is to reconstruct the underlying MR image (spin distributions) without
the knowledge of the receiver channel (coil) characteristics. Most self-calibrating pMRI methods,
especially the popular GRAPPA method [2,3], perform image reconstruction by solving for missing
k-space (spatial frequency domain) samples (cf. [129]). Such methods, also known as k-space-based
pMRI [129, 3], utilize the redundancy in the multi-channel MR measurements [1] to compensate
for the D-fold subsampling, referred to as the “acceleration factor,” relative to the Nyquist rate.
In k-space-based reconstruction methods, the goal is to solve for the missing k-space samples for
each channel — i.e., to achieve perfect interpolation (PI) rather than perfect reconstruction. In
essence, these methods solve the inverse problem of interpolating the acquired k-space data to the
full Nyquist grid. The image reconstruction is then performed by computing the inverse discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) of the interpolated data in each channel and then combining the images
from all channels [3, 129]. Figure 10.1 shows an example of this interpolation inverse problem
in the context of pMRI. The figure corresponds to a 4-channel 2-fold subsampled pMR image
reconstruction problem.
A key feature of the k-space-based self-calibrating pMRI methods (such as GRAPPA) is the
ability to perform the interpolation without the knowledge of the receiver channels. Therefore, such
methods aim to solve a blind multi-channel interpolation problem by identifying an interpolation
kernel. As in any interpolation problem, constraints are typically introduced to ensure certain
“consistency” conditions. In pMRI, the consistency condition is the matching of the reconstruction
to the acquisition over a fully sampled region called the auto-calibration scan (ACS) region [2, 3].
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Figure 10.1: Schematic view of the multi-channel interpolation problem in parallel MRI; the images
correspond to a 4 coil (channel) pMRI problem with 2-fold subsampling (acceleration); the goal is
to solve the inverse problem of interpolating the data of each coil.
The ACS region is typically located at the center of k-space because, for most images, central k-
space samples have the highest signal-to-noise ratio [2]. This is schematically described in Fig. 10.2,
which shows a diagram for a general k-space-based pMRI acquisition and reconstruction scheme
[3, 129]. The pMRI measurements consist of: (i) D-fold uniformly subsampled data from the C
channel outputs; (ii) calibration data produced by the data truncation operator ΠACS that removes
all but the ACS measurements (phase-encode lines). Note that sampling more calibration data
generally results in lower effective acceleration — defined as the ratio of the total number of phase-
encode lines to the number those measured. In the most general setting, all pMRI measurements
are utilized in both the calibration process and the interpolation process as shown in the figure.
The final outcome of the interpolation process is the fully interpolated multi-channel k-space data
set, which is then combined after inverse DFT (e.g., using sum of squared magnitudes of individual
images) to form the final reconstructed image. The calibration scheme, indicated by the dashed
lines, estimates the coefficients in the interpolation kernel to optimize the output image and its
consistency with the measured data.
The self-calibration process in the state-of-the-art method of GRAPPA, depicted in Fig. 10.3(a),
evaluates the error between the measured ACS data and the corresponding k-space samples in the
interpolated output, and estimates the coefficients of the interpolation kernel to minimize this error
in the least-squares sense. Therefore, the only error measure considered in GRAPPA is consistency
over the ACS region. Here, we focus on pMR imaging using Cartesian k-space trajectories with
acceleration along the phase-encode direction (1D acceleration). It is known that the GRAPPA
method is limited in terms of the effective accelerations that it can achieve while ensuring artifact-
free imaging [129,130,131]. However, in several important pMRI applications, e.g., cardiovascular
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Figure 10.3: (a) State-of-the-art (GRAPPA) identification scheme. Dashed lines represent the
kernel estimation performed by the calibration scheme. (b) Proposed blind identification scheme
(ACSIOM) using a distortion-optimal MIMO interpolation filter bank.
imaging [132], high effective acceleration is desired. Therefore, there is tremendous motivation
for devising self-calibrating methods capable of reconstructing artifact-free images with minimal
amount of calibration data.
In this chapter, we propose a new blind PI method, dubbed ACSIOM — an acronym for “Auto-
Calibrated Sensitivity-encoded Imaging using an interpolation-Optimal MIMO filter bank.” Simi-
larly to the nonblind PI schemes discussed in Chapter 9, ACSIOM uses a multi-input multi-output
(MIMO) filter bank (FB) as its interpolation kernel [133, 134]. A conceptual high-level descrip-
tion of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 10.3(b). The diagram shows that the proposed
scheme uses not only the data consistency (over the entire measured k-space) but also integrates
a predicted measure of the aliasing distortion into the calibration process — hence employing a
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“total distortion” measure rather than just data consistency. The in-vivo pMRI results provided
in Section 10.4 indicate that ACSIOM achieves improved image quality and thus greater effective
accelerations compared to the state-of-the-art implementations of GRAPPA.
10.1.2 Motivation and overview
In the context of the pMRI application, the method of GRAPPA (described above) and its vari-
ations are heuristic techniques; i.e., to this date, no signal processing theory (or a even rigorous
justification), no accurate error analysis, nor any theoretical guarantee exists for these methods.
More generally, there is no established (complete) theory for the problem of perfect blind signal
reconstruction in subsampled (D > 1) multi-channel systems. This problem is mostly discussed in
the image super-resolution literature [135,100,136,101,137,138,139,140,102]. The state-of-the-art
in blind image super-resolution is based on minimization of certain non-convex “energy” function-
als [100,102] that are typically formulated by addition of a least-squares cost function (data fidelity)
to a combination of 1-norm and/or 2-norm regularization terms, which formulate various a priori
knowledge of the image or channels. The algorithms for this class of methods are based on itera-
tive (typically nonlinear) optimization schemes, e.g., alternating minimization. Since the optimized
energy functionals are non-convex, there is no guarantee that the solution provided by such algo-
rithms is the true underlying super-resolution image [90]. Furthermore, the techniques for blind
super-resolution typically suffer from potential numerical instability, sensitivity to initialization,
noise amplification, and high computational complexity.
In this chapter, we propose to tackle the blind signal interpolation problem by identifying a short
finite-impulse response (FIR) interpolation bank. We build upon the theory developed in Chapter
9 on nonblind FIR FB interpolation to address the blind PI problem. The motivation behind the
proposed approach are:
(i). Based on the results and propositions presented in Chapter 9, PI using short MIMO interpo-
lation FBs is feasible. Indeed, our propositions in Chapter 9 fully address the feasibility issue by
providing prescriptions for the required “order” of the interpolation kernel (that is, the interpolant
filter lengths).
(ii). We know that with enough oversampling (ratio of the number of channels to the subsampling
factor) there exist very short FIR interpolant filters that achieve PI (in the noiseless case).
(iii). Short FIR interpolant filters are parametrized by few unknown filter coefficients. This enables
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us to constrain the number of the unknown parameters and have a low dimensional search space
for the blind identification procedure.
(iv). In a blind identification problem with limited available data, it is important to have a low
dimensional parameter space in order to achieve guarantees (under mild conditions) for PI.
As the results presented in Section 10.4 show, the self-calibrating pMRI problem is an important
and realistic application for which the theory and methods developed in this chapter will prove
effective. Note that the sampling (time) domain discussed in this chapter corresponds to the k-space
in MRI; therefore, the MRI “image domain” corresponds to the spectral domain in our work. Filter
bank approaches to the pMRI problem have been previously proposed in the context of nonblind
(i.e., SENSE [1]) reconstruction [141,140]. The analysis channels in pMRI are, in principle, generic
infinite impulse response (IIR) filters in k-space; however, owing to the underlying MR physics, the
channels have smooth spectra (i.e., coil sensitivities are smooth in image domain) and therefore have
fast decay in the sampling domain. This implies that analysis channels can be well approximated
with FIR filters and therefore can be considered to be “essentially” FIR. We therefore hypothesize
that the framework proposed in this chapter, which is developed for perfect interpolation assuming
FIR analysis FBs, will apply to the pMRI problem in the context of near-perfect interpolation.
The results presented in Section 10.4 demonstrate that this hypothesis holds true in the pMRI
application.
The layout of this chapter is as follows. In Section 10.2, we derive necessary and sufficient
conditions for blind PI, i.e., conditions that guarantee PI for any input signal but do not involve
the analysis channels. In Section 10.3, we provide algorithms for blind identification of the FIR
MIMO interpolation FB. In Section 10.3.1, we assume that for the purpose of identification (but
not signal reconstruction) we have full access to the channel outputs — this scenario is referred
to as full calibration. Next, in Section 10.3.2, we address the more practical partial calibration
scenario wherein, in addition to the uniformly subsampled data, only a few extra samples of the
channel outputs are known. The ACISOM algorithm is introduced to solve this problem. We also
provide conditions that guarantee that the proposed algorithm achieves PI. Section 10.3.3 provides
numerical verification of the developed theory. In Section 10.3.4, we propose an iterative version
of the ACSIOM algorithm, which is especially suited for scenarios with very limited calibration.
Application of the developed techniques to parallel MRI is discussed in Section 10.4. Finally,
Section 10.5 summarizes the contributions and concludes the chapter.
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10.2 Blind Perfect Interpolation: Necessary and Sufficient Conditions
Throughout this chapter we use the notations introduced in Section 7.2. Figure 9.1 provides the
definition of the goal of PI in addition to a schematic overview of the nonblind and blind PI
problems. In the nonblind PI problem, discussed in Chapter 9, the channel characteristics are
known and are therefore utilized to identify the interpolation kernel. In this chapter we focus on
the blind PI problem in which the analysis channels are unknown and the measured (subsampled)
multi-channel data is used to identify the interpolation kernel, potentially enabling PI. Similarly
to the nonblind PI problem, here we utilize a MIMO FB to carry out the interpolation task.
The corresponding signal processing structure is shown in Fig. 9.2(a); the MIMO interpolation
bank is characterized by a C × C polynomial matrix V(z) = [Vi,`(z)], where {Vi,`(z)}Ci=1 is the
set of transfer functions for the interpolant filters corresponding to the `-th channel, i.e., those
generating the output Wˆ`(z). The goal of PI (Fig. 9.1), allowing for n0 delay, is equivalent to
Wˆ`(z) = z−n0W`(z), for ` = 1, . . . , C.
In this section, we derive necessary and sufficient relations for blind PI, i.e., conditions that
do not involve the analysis channels {hi}. These conditions on V(z) guarantee PI for any input
signal. Consistent with the previous chapters, we assume that the filters in the analysis bank
and interpolation bank have equal lengths mh and mv, respectively.1 Consequently, we have the
following expressions for the z-transforms of the analysis filters: Hi(z) =
∑mh−1
n=0 hi[n]z
−n, and for
the interpolant filters: Vi,`(z) =
∑mv−1
n=0 vi,`[n]z
−n.
10.2.1 The case of a two-channel FB
We start by considering the special case of C = D = 2 shown in Fig. 9.2(b). The PI condition,
with n0 delay, using modulation representation is given in matrix form as
 H1(z) H2(z)
H1(−z) H2(−z)

 V1,`(z)
V2,`(z)
 = 2z−n0
 H`(z)
0
 ` = 1, 2. (10.1)
1This is not a limiting assumption as one can take the length of a set of filters {fi[n]}Ci=1 to be mf = maxmfi .
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Now, multiply both sides of this equation by the polynomial matrix diag
[
X(z), X(−z)]:
 X(z) 0
0 X(−z)

 H1(z) H2(z)
H1(−z) H2(−z)

 V1,`(z)
V2,`(z)
 = 2z−n0
 X(z) 0
0 X(−z)

 H`(z)
0

⇒
 W1(z) W2(z)
W1(−z) W2(−z)

 V1,`(z)
V2,`(z)
 = 2z−n0
 W`(z)
0
 ` = 1, 2. (10.2)
Examining (10.2), it is clear that the analysis filters are not involved — indeed, the condition
only involves the outputs of the analysis filters (prior to downsampling) and the interpolant filters.
Hence, the relation given in (10.2) is blind with respect to the channels, as was desired. In the
following we will generalize this observation for a C-channel D-fold subsampled system.
10.2.2 Blind PI conditions in the general case
Consider the MIMO interpolation FB structure with transfer matrix V(z) =
[
Vi,`(z)
]
shown in
Fig. 9.2(a). Note that interpolation of the `-th channel’s data, namely Wˆ`(z), is performed by the
interpolant filters {Vi,`(z)}Ci=1. A necessary and sufficient set of conditions for achieving PI for any
input X(z), using modulation representation, is

H1(z) H2(z) · · · HC(z)
H1(z γD) H2(z γD) · · · HC(z γD)
...
...
...
...
H1(z γDD−1) H2(z γDD−1) · · · HC(z γDD−1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

V1,`(z)
V2,`(z)
...
VC,`(z)

= Dz−n0

H`(z)
0
...
0

(10.3)
Amod(z) ` = 1, . . . , C,
where γD = e− 2pi/D and the D × C polynomial matrix Amod(z) is typically referred as the alias
component (AC) matrix (cf. [60], p. 228). Following the same idea as in the special case of C = D =
2, we multiply the both sides by the diagonal matrixDX(z) = diag
[
X(z), X(z γD), . . . , X(z γDD−1)
]
:
DX(z)Amod(z)

V1,`(z)
V2,`(z)
...
VC,`(z)

= DX(z)Dz−n0

H`(z)
0
...
0

= Dz−n0

W`(z)
0
...
0

. (10.4)
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On the left-hand side of this equation, the multiplicandDX(z) scales the (i, j)-th element ofAmod(z)
by X(z γDi−1) hence turning it into: X(z γDi−1)Hj(z γDi−1) = Wj(z γDi−1). Therefore, we arrive at

W1(z) W2(z) · · · WC(z)
W1(z γD) W2(z γD) · · · WC(z γD)
...
...
...
...
W1(z γDD−1) W2(z γDD−1) · · · WC(z γDD−1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

V1,`(z)
V2,`(z)
...
VC,`(z)

= Dz−n0

W`(z)
0
...
0

(10.5)
Wmod(z) ` = 1, . . . , C.
Similarly to the special case discussed above, the conditions in (10.5) have the desired feature
of being blind with respect to the channels, i.e., having no explicit dependence on the analysis
channels.
It is easy to see that this set of conditions is necessary for PI for any input X(z). In the following
we prove that it is also sufficient — under mild conditions. Considering that the functions {Wi(z)}
depend on X(z), it is clear that the conditions for blind PI, expressed in (10.5), involve the input
signal X(z). This implies that for such conditions to also be sufficient, X(z) has to possess certain
characteristics. For instance, if X(z) = 0,∀z ∈ C, then all entries of Wmod will be zero, which in
turn will make the conditions in (10.5) trivial — i.e., any MIMO bank {Vi,`}(z) would satisfy them.
Throughout this and previous chapters, we considered input signals x that have finite length, mx.
Here, without loss of generality, we assume x is also causal. We call any such input signal x that
is not identically zero exciting, as stated in the following definition.
Definition A finite-length input signal
∗
x ∈ `2(Z), with its z-transform denoted as
∗
X(z), is called
exciting if there exists an integer n0 such that
∗
x[n0] 6= 0.
The following proposition states necessary and sufficient conditions on the MIMO interpolation
FB for the blind PI problem.
Proposition 17. Given an oversampled C-channel D-fold subsampled analysis FB, a FIR MIMO
interpolation bank V(z) =
[
Vi,`(z)
]
achieves PI with delay n0 for all input signals if and only if
(10.5) holds for some exciting input signal
∗
x.
Proof. The necessary part of the claim is trivial. Here, we provide the proof for the sufficiency of
the conditions in (10.5) for PI. First, note that since the input signal is assumed to be exciting,
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∗
X(z) is a degree mx − 1 Laurent polynomial, which has a finite set of isolated roots, namely,
N ∗
X
=
{
z1, . . . , zmx−1
}
. For a set S, let α · S denote its scaled version by a scalar α. Consider the
union of scaled versions of the roots set:
R ∗
X
=
D−1⋃
i=0
−i
γD ·N ∗
X
.
From Chapter 9, we know that the nonblind PI conditions given in (10.3) are necessary and sufficient
for PI. Based on the proposition claim, the FIR interpolation bank V(z) =
[
Vi,`(z)
]
satisfies
the conditions in (10.5), which are equivalent to those expressed in (10.4). Clearly, for any z /∈
R ∗
X
, we can backtrack from (10.4) to (10.3) by simply multiplying both sides with D−1X (z) =
diag
[
1
(z) ,
1
X(z γD)
, . . . , 1
X(z γDD−1)
]
, which is guaranteed to exist since z /∈ R ∗
X
. Therefore, so far, we
have proved that the blind PI conditions imply the nonblind necessary and sufficient conditions
(10.3), for all z in the set C\R ∗
X
.
We complete the proof by showing that even for z ∈ R ∗
X
the nonblind PI conditions (10.3) hold.
To proceed, consider the set of polynomials G(`)k (z), for ` = 1, . . . , C, defined as
G
(`)
k (z) =

−Dz−n0H`(z) +
C∑
i=1
Hi(z)Vi,`(z) for k = 0
C∑
i=1
Hi(z
k
γD )Vi,`(z) for k = 1, . . . , D
. (10.6)
It is known [106] that the set of zeros of any polynomial in z ∈ C is either: (i) the entire C; or
(ii) has measure zero. We have that G(`)k (z) = 0,∀z ∈ C\R ∗
X
, where R ∗
X
clearly has measure zero.
Therefore, the latter case is ruled out and G(`)k (z) = 0 for ∀z ∈ C. This holds for k = 0, . . . , D
and ` = 1, . . . , C — therefore implying that the nonblind conditions in (10.3) hold for all z, which
completes the proof.
In Chapter 9, we showed that interpolation FBs consisting of FIR filters exist for generic oversam-
pled analysis FBs. Further, for C/D ≥ 2, interpolant filter length mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh) guarantees
feasibility of PI. Here, assuming that these conditions are satisfied, we can write the sampling
(time) domain counterpart of (10.5) in terms of constraints on the impulse responses of the FIR
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MIMO interpolation bank:

C
[ {w i}Ci=1 ]mv
C
[{
w i  e(γDD)
}C
i=1
]
mv
...
C
[{
w i  e(γDD−1)
}C
i=1
]
mv

︸ ︷︷ ︸
WF ∈ CD(mw+mv−1)×Cmv

v1,`
v2,`
...
vC,`

︸ ︷︷ ︸
v,`
= D

~0(n0)
w`
0
...
0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ωn0`
for ` = 1, . . . , C, (10.7)
where mw = mx +mh − 1. On the right-hand side, the number of zeros is such that the length of
the vector ωn0` matches the number of rows in WF . Finally, note that given the assumption that
all filters are causal, it is clear that for (10.5) to be feasible — consequently for (10.7) to be valid
— the delay value n0 should satisfy 0 6 n0 6 mv − 1.
10.3 ACSIOM: Calibration-assisted Blind Identification of the MIMO
Interpolation FB
In this section, we provide algorithms for blind identification of the FIR MIMO interpolation FB.
In Section 10.3.1, we assume that we have full access to the channel outputs — this scenario is
referred to as full calibration. Hereafter, by calibration data, we refer to the samples of {wi}Ci=1
that are not among the D-fold (uniformly) subsampled FB data but are assumed known for the
purpose of identifying the interpolation kernel (Fig. 9.1). The goal in the full calibration scenario
is therefore to identify an FIR MIMO interpolation bank {vi,`} that achieves PI for all inputs
for the unknown C-channel D-fold subsampled analysis FB. In Section 10.3.2, we address the
more practical partial calibration scenario wherein, in addition to the uniformly subsampled data,
only a few extra samples of the channel outputs are known. We introduce an algorithm, dubbed
ACSIOM, to solve this problem [133, 134]. We also provide conditions guaranteeing that the
proposed algorithm achieves PI and verify the performance guarantees in Section 10.3.3. Finally,
in Section 10.3.4, we propose an iterative version of the ACSIOM algorithm that is especially suited
for scenarios with very limited calibration data.
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10.3.1 Full calibration scenario: Optimal FIR interpolation filter bank
A corollary to proposition 17 is that any FIR interpolation bank {vi,`} that solves the system of
C matrix equations in (10.7) achieves PI — assuming that the {wi} correspond to an exciting
input signal. Given that the interpolant filter length mv is chosen to satisfy the sufficient length
requirement introduced in Chapter 9, i.e., mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh), it follows that a length-mv MIMO
interpolation bank that achieves PI exists generically. Hence, although the forward matrix WF in
(10.7) is rank deficient (for D ≥ 2), having mv ≥ mSv(C,D,mh) implies that the system of matrix
equations has a solution, i.e., ωn0` ∈ R(WF ), for ` = 1, . . . , C.
As in the previous chapters, we define the notion of optimality in a PI interpolation FB to be in
terms of achieving the minimal noise-induced reconstruction error, quantified by the interpolation
noise gain (ING). The additive channel noise is assumed to be wide-sense stationary, independent
identically distributed (i.i.d.), and white zero-mean with variance (per-sample) of σ2q . Figure 9.3
depicts the standard C-channel FB that uses the upsampled noisy data {ui}Ci=1 to interpolate the
`-th channel’s data, wˆ`.
Assuming that mw is known, the support of the interpolated signal within the output signal
(of length: mw + mv − 1) is known to be {n0, · · · , n0 + mw − 1}; hence, to improve the noise
performance, we can truncate wˆ` to the known signal support as shown in Fig. 9.3. The final
interpolation output is denoted by wˆmv ,n0` . Considering the definition of the ensemble ING given
in Chapter 9, the goal here is to solve the following problem with D-fold subsampling: for a given
interpolant filter length mv and interpolation delay n0, find the PI MIMO bank {vi,`}16i,`6C that
minimizes the ensemble ING in the presence of channel noise.
The set of sampling-domain blind PI conditions are given in (10.7) as WF v,` = Dωn0` , for
` = 1, . . . , C. Therefore, any “generalized inverse” [128] of WF would achieve PI, in the absence
of noise. Among all such inverses, we would like to choose one that results in the best ING
performance. As shown in Chapter 9, the ING E¯mv ,n0` will be equal to the normalized output noise
power, given by
E¯mv ,n0` =
1
mwσ2q
E
[∥∥∥∑
i
(
[qi]↑D ∗ vi,`
)
(n0:n0+mw−1)
∥∥∥2
2
]
=
1
mwσ2q
v,` HQ˜n0D v,`. (10.8)
The following result provides the closed-form solution for the full-calibration blind PI problem.
Proposition 18. For a generic C-channel FB with D-fold subsampling and a length-mh anal-
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ysis bank, assuming mSv(mh, C,D)≤mv≤mw, the following length-mv MIMO interpolation bank
{vi,`}16i,`6C generically achieves PI, while minimizing the ensemble ING for any input of finite
length mx and a given non-negative delay n0 = m0D 6 mv − 1:
v,` opt = vec
[{vi,`}Ci=1] = D(Q˜n0D )− 12(WF(Q˜n0D )− 12)† ωn0` ` = 1, . . . , C, (10.9)
where Q˜n0D is a positive-definite diagonal matrix composed of C identical diagonal blocks:
Q˜n0D = σ2q diag
[R˜n0D , · · · , R˜n0D ], and the (j + 1)-th element (0 ≤ j ≤ mv−1) on the diagonal of
R˜n0D is
R˜n0D [j, j] =
⌊
min(n0 − j +mw,mw)− 1
D
⌋
−
⌈
max(0, n0 − j)
D
⌉
+1. (10.10)
Also, the ING corresponding to interpolation of the `-th channel’s output wˆ` is given by
min
v,`
E¯mv ,n0` =
D2
mwσ2q
∥∥∥∥(WF (Q˜n0D )− 12)† ωn0` ∥∥∥∥2
2
. (10.11)
For cases where mw is unknown, we take the near-optimal solution to correspond to (10.9) with
Q˜n0D replaced by the identity matrix.2 As in the nonblind case, it follows that the ING expression
in (10.11) depends on the choice of the interpolation delay n0 and can be optimized if mw is known.
The following algorithm uses (10.11) to find the optimal interpolation delay for each `, denoted by
n0;`:
n0;` = arg min
n0∈
{
m0D
∣∣m0=0,...,bmv−1D c}
[
min
v,`
E¯mv ,n0`
]
` = 1, . . . , C. (10.12)
Compared to zero-delay interpolation, it is clear that allowing for n0;` 6= 0, ` = 1, . . . , C, results
in a lower ensemble ING since the set over which the optimization is performed is enlarged. In
Chapter 9, we demonstrated this observation using numerical simulations and also showed that
the ING improves as the interpolant filter length mv is increased. Furthermore, we showed that to
achieve ensemble ING of less than 1, i.e., to avoid noise amplification, the required mv decreases
with increased oversampling factor C/D. We expect the same set of properties to hold in case of
the blind PI problem.
2Note that even in this case, one can apply the in-support truncation (Fig. 9.3) to improve the noise performance.
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Figure 10.4: Example (with D=3) of the two sampling operators corresponding to subsampled and
calibration data, respectively; acquired sample are shown as filled circles and unacquired (skipped)
samples as the hollow ones.
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Figure 10.5: The proposed blind PI scheme, which uses additionally acquired calibration data to
identify the PI MIMO interpolation FB. The sampling operators are defined in Fig. 10.4.
10.3.2 Partial calibration scenario: ACSIOM algorithm
Here, we address the blind PI problem with partial calibration data, described at the beginning of
the section. First, note that having calibration data in addition to the uniformly subsampled data
{yi} (i.e., output of the analysis bank) constitutes a nonuniform sampling scheme for the multi-
channel system. A special case of such nonuniform sampling scheme, which is especially suited to
the methods and applications in this chapter, is to partition the support of the channel outputs {wi}
into two sections: (i) the calibration region, which is fully sampled (no subsampling); (ii) subsampled
region, wherein one out of every D samples is acquired. Figure 10.4 shows the definition of the two
sampling operators corresponding to calibration and subsampled data denoted by
∏↓1 and ∐↓D,
respectively. Acquired samples are shown as filled circles and unacquired (skipped) samples are
shown as hollow circles.
We propose a “calibration-assisted” blind identification scheme, shown in Fig. 10.5, that uses
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additionally acquired calibration data to identify the PI MIMO interpolation FB. In contrast to the
full calibration scenario, here we cannot apply the necessary and sufficient PI condition in (10.7)
or Proposition 18 since the matrix WF is not fully known. Nevertheless, given the nonuniform
calibration-added sampling scheme described above (Fig. 10.4) — and owing to the structure of
WF — it is easy to see that, with enough extra (calibration) samples, several rows of WF will be
fully known. Further, the structure of WF given in (10.7) consists of D row blocks, which implies
that if a row in the first row-block is fully determined then the corresponding D − 1 rows in the
remaining D − 1 row-blocks will also be known since they are simply its “modulated” versions.
Figure 10.6 shows an example corresponding to uniform subsampling of D = 3 with an additional
20 calibration samples and C = 8, mw = 270, mv = 9. The resulting WF matrix structure has 69
fully known rows (marked black) out of a total of 834.
In the full calibration scenario of Section 10.3.1, (10.7) describes a linear matrix equation wherein
the forward matrix WF is fully known. However, in the partial calibration scenario, only a subset
of the system of equations comprising the sampling-domain blind PI condition in (10.7) are known
and can be enforced. Let Sp denote the nonuniform subsampling operator defined according to the
calibration-assisted sampling scheme (Figs. 10.4 and 10.5). Clearly, Sp can be expressed in matrix
form as a submatrix of the identity matrix by selecting the appropriate rows based on D and the
location of the calibration samples. The matrix SpWF is therefore the row-pruned forward matrix
that is fully known.3 The blind identification scheme therefore reduces to
SpWF v,` = D Sp ωn0` , ` = 1, . . . , C, (10.13)
where we used the notation introduced in (10.7). It can be shown that, given 0 6 n0 6 mv − 1,
the vector Sp ωn0` on the right-hand side is also fully known. We refer to this system of equations
as the ACSIOM equation.
The ACSIOM equation suggests the following algorithm for solving the blind PI problem with
partial calibration: for each ` = 1, . . . , C, solve for the ING-optimal solution of (10.13). The
solution for v,` and the corresponding ING are given by (10.9) and (10.11) after replacing WF
and ωn0` with SpWF and Sp ωn0` , respectively. As in the full calibration case, if mw is unknown,
the matrix Q˜n0D is replaced by the identity matrix throughout. After identification of the MIMO
interpolation bank, the interpolation result is computed by MIMO filtering of the upsampled multi-
3For brevity, we drop the dependence of Sp on the dimension of the matrix or the vector that it operates on.
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Figure 10.6: The known entries of the matrix WF are marked black showing a total of 69 known
rows out of 834 rows. The matrix corresponds to uniform subsampling of D = 3 with an additional
20 calibration samples. The other parameters determining the matrix structure are: C = 8,
mw = 270, and mv = 9.
channel data {ui} (Fig. 9.3). This can be stated in matrix form as
[
wˆ1, wˆ2, . . . , wˆC
]
= C
[{
u i
}C
i=1
]
mv︸ ︷︷ ︸
Uc
[
v,1, v,2, . . . , v,C
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
V¯
. (10.14)
Having described the ACSIOM algorithm, an interesting question to address is whether the
algorithm would result in PI for practical (limited calibration) cases, say if the calibration samples
are less than 10% of mw — as is the case for the example given in Fig. 10.6. The following
proposition addresses this question by providing a sufficient condition for achieving blind PI using
the ACSIOM algorithm, which is in form of a null-space dimension condition. In what follows,
N (A) denotes the null space of a matrix A, and, for a subspace L , dim{L } and PL denote its
dimension and projection operator, respectively.
Proposition 19. A FIR MIMO interpolation bank {vi,`}16i,`6C that solves the ACSIOM equation
(10.13) achieves PI if dim
{N (SpWF)} = dim{N (WF)}.
Proof. Using the short-hand notation ν ` = v,`, all solutions to (10.13) are characterized as
ν `p = ν̂
`
p + PN (SpWF )t, where ν̂ `p is particular solution, say the one given by the Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse, and t is an arbitrary vector of appropriate size. Similarly, the solution set for the
necessary and sufficient blind PI condition in (10.7) is given by ν `F = ν̂
`
F + PN (WF )t′, for some
arbitrary t′. Note that any solution ν `F to (10.7) is also a solution to the row-pruned equation
(10.13).
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Now, since SpWF is a row-pruned version of WF , we have N
(
WF
) ⊆ N (SpWF). Therefore,
dim
{N (SpWF)} = dim{N (WF)} implies N (WF ) = N (SpWF ). This in turn implies PN (WF ) =
PN (SpWF ) and completes the proof.
In Section 10.3.3, we provide a numerical simulation verifying this proposition and showing that
the null space condition can be satisfied even when the number of known rows in WF (and the
calibration samples) is the less than 10% of the total.
Clearly, we cannot directly compute N (WF ) sinceWF is not fully known. However, we conjecture
that — similarly to the polyphase-domain matrices studied in the previous chapters — the null-
space dimension of WF only depends on its structure and stays the same for generic FBs and
exciting inputs (perhaps under additional but mild conditions on the input signal). In that case,
given the FB parameters (i.e, C, D, mw, and mv), we can generate a “generic” WF — say, by
randomly generating the signals, independent of the measured data for a particular system — and
then test the PI guarantee condition in the proposition.
A simple but suboptimal alternative to the proposed method is to merely impose data consistency
conditions — akin to the GRAPPA method [2] in pMRI (Fig. 10.3). To conclude this section, we
show that the ACSIOM equation subsumes the data consistency conditions. It is easy to see that
each of the row blocks in WF corresponds to a matrix equation with a zero right-hand side vector
— except for the first row block. To simplify derivations, let us assume n0 = 0. Summing up these
D equations, we have
(D−1∑
p=0
C
[{
w i  e( pγD )
}C
i=1
]
mv
)
v,` = Dωn0` . (10.15)
Note that
∑D−1
p=0
(
γD
m
)p = DI[
m
D≡0
] where I[
m
D≡0
] is the indicator function for the set of integers
m divisible by D. Using this, it can be shown that
D−1∑
p=0
C
[{
w i  e( pγD )
}C
i=1
]
mv
= D Uc, (10.16)
where Uc was defined in (10.14). Multiplying both sides of (10.15) by Sp and applying (10.16), we
arrive at
SpUc v,` = Sp ωn0` , (10.17)
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which holds for ` = 1, . . . , C. But this equation is exactly the so-called “data consistency” condition
(under zero noise assumption) [2,129]. Therefore, the constraints enforced by the ACSIOM equation
imply data consistency. It is important to note that the zeros on the right-hand side of the ACISOM
equation (partially) enforce the no-aliasing conditions, i.e., we are enforcing zero aliasing distortion
conditions in addition to data consistency.
10.3.3 Verification of the ACSIOM performance guarantee
The plots in Fig. 10.7 correspond to interpolation of the first channel data in an 8-channel generic
FB using the proposed blind PI scheme. The analysis and interpolation bank parameters are:
uniform subsampling factor of D = 3, mx = 256, mh = 15 (hence mw = 270). The interpolant
filter length is taken to be the minimal sufficient length for PI feasibility: mv = mSv = 9. Panel
(a) shows the first 60 samples of the interpolation result, wˆ1, using the ACSIOM algorithm with:
(i) 20 calibration (extra) samples, which corresponds to 69 known rows (out of 834) in the WF
matrix, as was shown in Fig. 10.6; (ii) 13 extra samples, which corresponds to 33 known rows. The
null-space dimension for (i) is 33, which is equal to that of WF ; however, the null-space dimension
for (ii) is 39, which violates the blind PI guarantee condition in Proposition 19. As expected, the
interpolation result is perfect for case (i) but has nonzero distortion for case (ii). This verifies the
proposition statement.
In Fig. 10.7(b), for the same 8-channel FB with 3-fold subsampling, the following are plotted as
a function of the number of calibration (extra) samples: (i) interpolation error (normalized) for wˆ1;
(ii) difference in the dimensionality of the null space of WF and SpWF . As is seen from the plot,
blind PI (with partial calibration) is achieved only when the null space dimensions match. Further,
the plot shows a sharp transition for this phenomenon at 19 extra (calibration) samples, which
corresponds to only 7% of mw — the number of known rows (i.e., the number of rows in SpWF )
is only 8% of the number of rows in WF . This verifies the feasibility of bind PI with only a few
calibration samples collected according to the nonuniform sampling scheme described in Figs. 10.4
and 10.5.
10.3.4 Iterative ACSIOM: Recursive optimization of the interpolation FB
In the presence of calibration data, one can define the effective subsampling rate, denoted Deff ,
to be the ratio of the channel signal length mw to the total number of samples collected per
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Figure 10.7: Interpolation of the first channel in an 8-channel generic FB using the proposed blind
PI scheme. FB parameters are: D = 3, mx = 256, mh = 15, and mv = mSv = 9. (a) The first
60 samples of wˆ1 using the ACSIOM algorithm with: (i) 20 extra (calibration) samples, which
corresponds to 69 known rows (out of 834) in WF ; (ii) 13 extra samples, which corresponds to 33
known rows. The null space condition is satisfied for (i) but is violated for (ii). Panel (b) plots the
following as a function of the number of calibration samples: (i) normalized interpolation error for
wˆ1; (ii) difference in null-space dimensions of WF and SpWF .
channel. Considering the inverse relation between this effective subsampling rate and the number
of extra (calibration) samples, our goal in this section is to devise an improved version of the
ACSIOM algorithm that would perform well, i.e., achieve PI or near-PI, in cases where the null
space condition in the Proposition 19 is violated.
To proceed, consider the following representation of the matrix WF that appears in (10.7), the
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sampling-domain necessary and sufficient blind PI condition:
WF =
 C [ {w i}Ci=1 ]mv
N
({w i}Ci=1)
 , (10.18)
where N
(
.
)
is an affine function that maps {w i}Ci=1 onto the modulated structure in the lower
D−1 row blocks of WF . Note that all equations involving N
({w i}Ci=1) have a zero right-hand side
and hereafter are called the annihilating equations. These annihilating equations correspond to the
aliasing cancellation conditions. A key observation is that, in the limited calibration case, although
only a few of the rows in the full matrix N
({w i}Ci=1) are fully known, the remainder of the rows
are partially known. Indeed, the identification problem at hand can be cast as a constrained and
highly structured “matrix completion” problem, which are notoriously challenging even in their
simple forms [142].
Here, we take a different approach inspired by the framework of the classical expectation max-
imization (EM) algorithm [143]. Using the EM terminology, we observe that the set of known
multi-channel samples (including calibration) comprises an “incomplete data” set. On the other
hand, assuming that we have identified a PI bank and using the notation in (10.14), the interpo-
lated data set given by
[
wˆ1, wˆ2, . . . , wˆC
]
= Uc V¯, is a “complete data” set — which is hypothetical
and should be guessed. In the EM algorithm, a function of the complete data (specifically, the
expectation of its log-likelihood) is set up that incorporates both the incomplete data and the
(guessed) complete data from the previous iteration. In each iteration, this function is maximized
and the complete data is updated accordingly. Note that the problem discussed here does not have
a statistical setting as required by the EM technique. Nevertheless, deterministic extensions of
EM, which are generally referred to as majorization minimization/maximization (MM), have been
developed over the last decade [144].
We start by noting that the incomplete data is fully incorporated in the ACSIOM equation,
(10.13). Assuming that the condition in Proposition 19 is violated, we have dim
{N (SpWF)} > 0
and the solution set for (10.13) determines a nontrivial subspace for V¯, denoted here by L . Re-
turning to the annihilating equations given by the forward matrix N
({w i}Ci=1), it follows from
(10.7) that a necessary and sufficient condition for the MIMO bank V¯ to achieve zero aliasing is
∥∥∥N (Uc V¯)V¯∥∥∥2
F
= 0. (10.19)
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Condition (10.19) “couples” all C2 interpolant filters of all channels and is a highly nonlinear
functional. Following along the lines of the MM-type iterations, we hypothesize the following
majorization relation:
∥∥∥N (Uc V¯)V¯∥∥∥2
F
≤
∥∥∥N (Uc V¯[r])V¯∥∥∥2
F
for V¯[r], V¯ ∈ L (10.20)
with equality holding if V¯ = V¯[r]. The majorization relation holds trivially if the null-space di-
mension condition in Proposition 19 holds — as the left-hand side vanishes. We conjecture that it
holds in general under mild constraints on the dimension of V¯ ∈ L — i.e., even if the null-space
dimension condition is violated. An intuitive explanation of the reasoning behind this conjecture
is as follows. The left-hand side in (10.20) measures the energy of the aliasing distortion caused by
the MIMO interpolation bank V¯. On the other hand, the right side of the inequality measures the
distortion caused if, using the EM terminology, complete data corresponding to another MIMO
bank V¯[r] 6= V¯ is passed through V¯. This mismatch between the interpolated data Uc V¯[r] (input
to the MIMO bank V¯) and the interpolant filters should result in higher aliasing distortion — as
long as the interpolation bank V¯ is not too “far” (in the Euclidean sense) from a PI bank.
Combining the surrogate (majorizer) functional in (10.20) and the ACISOM equation (10.13),
we arrive at the following MM iteration, referred to as the iterative ACSIOM update equation:
V¯[r+1] = arg min
SpWF V¯[r+1] ≈ DSpΩn0
∥∥∥N (Uc V¯[r])V¯[r+1]∥∥∥2
F
, (10.21)
where Ωn0 =
[
ωn01 , . . . , ω
n0
C
]
, r is the iteration index, and V¯[r] is the current solution. The ini-
tialization V¯[0] is set to be the min-norm (optimal) solution to the ACISOM equation, (10.13).
Convergence of the proposed algorithm (to a local minima) is guaranteed assuming (10.20) holds
(cf. [144]).
The iterative ACSIOM algorithm proposed here solves the constrained optimization problem in
(10.21) as a standard weighted min-norm linear matrix equation by considering the linear con-
straint to be exact. The motivation behind enforcing the linear constraint exactly is that in pMRI
applications (the target application in this chapter) with very limited calibration data, the two
sides of the ACSIOM equation only involve samples that are very close to the center of the k-space,
which typically have excellent SNR. For other applications, accounting for noise in the calibration
data may improve the performance.
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10.4 Blind Interpolation in Parallel MRI Using ACSIOM
In Section 10.1.1, we introduced the blind multi-channel interpolation problem in pMRI. Note that
the sampling (time) domain discussed in this chapter corresponds to k-space in MRI; therefore, the
MRI “image domain” corresponds to the spectral domain in our work. In this section, we focus
on the blind PI problem associated with pMRI [2] wherein the combination scheme (in Fig. 9.1)
involves an inverse discrete Fourier transform for each wˆi followed by a magnitude-square operation
and finally summation over all channels. It has been shown that this “sum-of-squares” combination
scheme is robust to phase distortion in the MR signal and provides near-optimal reconstruction
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance in high input-SNR regimes [145].
As mentioned in Section 10.1.2, the analysis channels in pMRI are generic IIR filters in k-space
that have smooth spectrums and therefore have fast decay in the sampling domain. Therefore,
they are well approximated by FIR channels and can be considered essentially FIR. We therefore
hypothesize that the proposed blind PI framework, which was developed for perfect interpolation
assuming FIR analysis FBs, applies to the pMRI problem in the context of near-perfect interpola-
tion. The results presented in this section confirm this hypothesis.
Although in pMRI we typically do not have access to the effective length of the analysis channels
(mh in our notations), the results presented in this chapter on blind PI guarantees — and those in
Chapter 9 on “sufficient length” for guaranteed PI feasibility — may have practical implications
in pMRI. They reveal “trends and behaviors” of the performance limitations as a function of the
acceleration factor in pMRI. In addition, they may provide guidelines for coil array design [51]
that are especially suited to k-space-based blind reconstruction techniques such as GRAPPA and
the proposed method of ACSIOM. Moreover, using the theoretical framework developed here, we
can address and demystify several aspects of k-space-based pMRI reconstruction. For instance, the
reason why larger interpolation kernels are needed for higher acceleration factors can be directly
inferred from the nonblind PI theory (Chapter 9). Also, since our interpolation kernel is a shift-
invariant FB (Fig. 9.2), we can apply standard statistical signal processing theory to derive exact
closed-form expressions for the spectrum of the interpolation noise gain — which would be akin to
the “geometric factor” notion in SENSE [1]. For GRAPPA, several geometric-factor formulations
exist (cf. [146]) but their accuracy is fundamentally limited.
In the following, we present self-calibrated pMRI reconstruction results (Section 10.1.1) using the
proposed blind PI method of ACSIOM. All results correspond to in-vivo human anatomical brain
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imaging with Cartesian k-space sampling. The goal is to achieve artifact-free image reconstruction
for high acceleration factors (D = 3 and D = 4) with few calibration samples, i.e., less than 5%
of phase-encodes.4 As mentioned in Section 10.1, in the pMRI literature, the extra calibration
samples are referred to as auto-calibration scan (ACS) lines.
The first set of results compared the proposed ACSIOM method to two alternative implemen-
tations of GRAPPA [2, 3]. All reconstruction experiments used MR data acquired with 8 receiver
channels (head coil array) on a 3T whole-body MRI scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) from
a healthy volunteer with 256 × 256 image matrix (2D fast spoiled gradient echo, TR/TE: 300/10
ms, FOV: 220× 220 mm).5
In Fig. 10.8, Panel (a) shows the sum-of-squares image for the non-subsampled (fully encoded)
multi-channel data. The data was then 3-fold subsampled (D = 3) and all reconstructions were
performed using 10 calibration samples resulting in effective subsampling (acceleration) rate of
Deff = 2.68. Reconstruction using two different versions of GRAPPA were performed with the
optimum size of the GRAPPA interpolation kernel was chosen by visual inspection. Panels (b)
and (c) correspond to 1D GRAPPA reconstruction [2] with spatially-varying (along the x direction
in the image domain) calibration and reconstruction in the hybrid (x, ky) space [3, 129]. Panel
(d) and its error image in (e) show improved GRAPPA reconstructions using a 2D (kx, ky)-space
kernel [147]. Finally, the reconstruction using the proposed ACSIOM technique is shown in Panel
(f), with its error image in (g).
The difference (error) images in Fig. 10.8 suggest that the reconstruction error in both presented
versions of GRAPPA is dominated by aliasing and causes noticeable structured distortions, thereby
significantly reducing the diagnostic quality of the image. In contrast, the ACSIOM-reconstructed
image in Panel (f) only exhibits low-level noise-like error without any detectable distortion. This
is confirmed by the error images shown in the figure. In conclusion, these results demonstrate that
the proposed method outperforms the two implementations of GRAPPA.
The next experiment corresponds to the higher subsampling rate of D = 4 and studies the
feasibility of near-PI with even fewer calibration samples using the iterative ACSIOM scheme
introduced in Section 10.3.4. The data for this experiment was acquired on a Siemens Trio 3T
scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) with 32-channel head coil array.6 Eight
4The total number of phase-encodes corresponds to mw in the previous sections.
5Acknowledgment for the data set: Prof. Jim X. Ji, Texas A&M University.
6Acknowledgment for the data set: Prof. Brad Sutton, Biomed. Imaging Center, Beckman Institute, U. Illinois.
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Figure 10.8: Blind perfect interpolation (partial calibration scenario) applied to pMRI (anatomical
human brain imaging). Rate D=3 subsampling (acceleration); Data acquisition with 8 receiver
channels; Matrix size: 256 × 256; Number of calibration samples (ACS lines excluding uniformly
subsampled lines) is 10, corresponding to Deff = 2.68. (a) Fully-encoded sum-of-squares image
(ground truth); (b,c) GRAPPA with hybrid space 1D kernel; (d,e) GRAPPA with 2D k-space
kernel [147] (optimized interpolation kernel size); (f,g) ACSIOM. In (b) arrows point to aliasing
artifacts. Panels (c), (e), and (g) are error images (same gray scale) compared to the ground truth
for (b), (d), and (f), respectively.
of the 32 coil data were selected resulting in an 8-channel pMRI data set (matrix size: 192× 256).
The reconstruction results corresponding to rate D = 4 subsampling are shown in Fig. 10.9.
Lower panels show the error images compared to the ground truth (sum-of-squares) using the same
gray scale. Panels (a,b) show the near-perfect reconstruction using an improved (so-called “floating-
net”) 2D GRAPPA scheme [148,146] with 26 calibration samples (optimized GRAPPA kernel size)
resulting in an effective subsampling rate of Deff = 2.61. Panels (c,d) correspond to the ACSIOM
reconstruction (non-iterative method) with the same number of calibration samples. It is seen that
the performance of the non-iterative ACSIOM method (with 1D interpolation as presented in this
chapter) is on a par with the aforementioned improved 2D GRAPPA scheme. Panels (e,f) show
the result corresponding to the ACSIOM (non-iterative) method with only 8 calibration samples
(Deff=3.45). It is seen that with this reduced amount of calibration data the reconstruction shows
noticeable aliasing distortion. This is because the calibration sample size is too small for ACSIOM,
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Figure 10.9: Blind perfect interpolation applied to pMRI: demonstrating the superiority of the
iterative ACSIOM method. 8-channel data with rate D=4 subsampling; Matrix size: 192 × 256;
(a,b) improved (floating-net) 2D GRAPPA [148, 146] (optimized kernel size) with 26 calibration
samples (Deff=2.61); (c,d) ACSIOM (non-iterative) with 26 calibration samples (Deff=2.61); (e,f)
ACSIOM (non-iterative) with 8 calibration samples (Deff=3.45); (g,h) iterative ACSIOM with 8
calibration samples (Deff = 3.45). Lower panels show the error images (same gray scales).
hence resulting in misidentification of the interpolation kernel and severe aliasing distortion in the
interpolation result. In fact, we experimentally determined that the minimum required number of
calibration samples for this method — or the improved 2D GRAPPA scheme — to perform well
(i.e., resulting in no severe aliasing artifacts) was 26 (Panels (a) and (c)).
Next, we ran the iterative ACSIOM algorithm on the same 4-fold subsampled data set with 8
calibration samples (Deff = 3.45). As seen in Panels (g,h), the iterative ACSIOM method achieves
high quality reconstruction, i.e., very close to that in Panel (a) or (c). Compared to the improved 2D
GRAPPA method with 26 calibration samples in Panel (a), the gain in effective acceleration factor
using the iterative ACSIOM technique is therefore 32%. Note that this significant performance
improvement is achieved without any regularization, i.e., no additional prior knowledge is utilized
in our methods; the performance gain seen in these results is, therefore, purely due to the near-
optimality of the developed theory and algorithms.
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10.5 Summary
In this chapter, we addressed the problem of multi-channel blind signal interpolation. We built
upon the framework developed in Chapter 9 on nonblind FIR FB interpolation and presented the
theory and algorithms for identifying a short FIR MIMO interpolation bank that achieved perfect
interpolation. First, we derived necessary and sufficient conditions that guarantee PI for any input
signal but do not involve the analysis channels. This in turn was used to develop an algorithm,
dubbed ACSIOM, for blind identification of the interpolation FB with limited calibration data.
We also provided performance guarantees for the proposed algorithm and verified the developed
theory using numerical simulations. Inspired by the recursive framework of the EM algorithm, an
improved iterative scheme was then developed to tackle scenarios where very limited calibration is
available.
The main practical motivation for the presented method is image reconstruction in self-calibrated
pMRI applications. The state-of-the-art in that context is the method of GRAPPA and its vari-
ations, which are all heuristic techniques. In contrast, the proposed method of ACSIOM and its
iterative extension are grounded in the multi-channel perfect interpolation theory developed in this
dissertation. As the presented in-vivo parallel MRI results demonstrate, the self-calibrating pMRI
problem is an important and realistic application for which the theory and methods developed
in this chapter have proven effective. The results indicate that improved image quality and thus
greater scan time reductions compared to the state-of-the-art implementations of GRAPPA can be
achieved.
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Chapter 11
Summary and Future Research
11.1 Summary of Contributions
In this dissertation, we addressed several inverse problems associated with multi-channel sampling
and reconstruction that pertain to parallel magnetic resonance imaging (pMRI). The first part
of this dissertation, Chapters 2 to 6, addressed adaptive design of acquisition (spatio-temporal
sampling) and reconstruction in model-based pMRI wherein the signal model is a sparse support.
We developed a highly-accelerated real-time dynamic MRI technique, dubbed PARADISE, which
incorporates a physiologically-driven sparse support model in the joint spatial domain and temporal
frequency dimension. The imaging scheme gains its acceleration from: (i) sparsity of the support
model; and (ii) the redundancy in data acquired by the parallel receiver coils.
The PARADISE adaptation procedure, developed in Chapter 3, 4, and 5, ensures that minimally
redundant (i.e., maximally compressed) MR data is acquired by optimally exploiting the degrees
of freedom in the joint k–t sampling space, thereby enabling high accelerations and quality in the
cine (image sequence) reconstruction stage. We proposed and verified the efficacy of a geometric
multi-channel sampling design algorithm that does not require explicit knowledge of the channel
characteristics. Accompanied by a customized pulse sequence, the fast semi-blind acquisition de-
sign technique enables streamlined implementation of the method in a clinical setting. Moreover,
the unified multi-channel sampling framework explicitly accounts for speed limitations of gradient
encoding, provides performance guarantees on achievable image quality both in terms of noise gain
and aliasing distortion, and allows for analysis of the method’s robustness to model mismatch. The
latter two issues were addressed in Chapter 4 and Appendix B. We presented in-vivo results demon-
strating the feasibility of the PARADISE scheme — and its distinctive features and effectiveness
— for high resolution non-gated cardiac imaging during a short breath-hold.
The second part of the dissertation, Chapters 7 to 10, addressed the problems of blind and
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nonblind perfect inversion of multi-channel multi-rate systems. Inspired by applications in multi-
sensor imaging systems such as pMRI, we focused on systems wherein each channel is subsampled
relative to the Nyquist rate but the overall multi-channel system is oversampled. In Chapter 7, we
addressed the feasibility of perfect reconstruction (PR) using short finite impulse response (FIR)
synthesis filters given an oversampled but otherwise general FIR analysis filter bank. We provided
prescriptions for the shortest filter length of the synthesis bank that would guarantee PR. Our
results are in the form of necessary and sufficient statements that hold generically, that is, only fail
for contrived examples and pathological cases. For oversampling factors of at least two, we showed
that our prescribed length for the synthesis filters is shorter than the analysis filters and decreases
with increasing oversampling. In addition to pMRI, the results have potential applications in
synthesis FB design problems where the analysis bank is given. Furthermore, the presented work
helps analyze and understand fundamental limitations in blind reconstruction of signals from data
collected by unknown subsampled multi-channel systems.
In Chapter 8, we studied the feasibility of short FIR synthesis banks as robust and efficient tools
for perfect inversion of downsampled multi-channel systems. Allowing for flexible reconstruction
delay, we developed a framework for computing the FIR synthesis bank that achieves optimal recon-
struction quality, with optimality defined as having the minimal reconstruction noise gain. We then
focused on the effect of the synthesis filter lengths on the noise sensitivity and developed computa-
tional tools for evaluating the performance of the theoretically-optimal dual-frame synthesis. This
enabled us to conduct comparative numerical studies, which indicated that the delay-optimized
FIR synthesis can achieve near-optimal noise performance for generic analysis filter banks.
Chapter 9 dealt with the problem of perfect interpolation (PI) of the channel data in subsam-
pled multi-channel systems. The problem is formulated as one of eliminating the aliasing in the
outputs of the analysis FB, which is caused by the downsampling operation, using a multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) interpolation FB. Most of our contributions pertaining to the PR problem,
presented in Chapters 7 and 8, were directly or indirectly utilized to address the feasibility and
optimality of such MIMO interpolation FBs as solutions to the PI problem. By deriving necessary
and sufficient conditions for PI using a MIMO interpolation FB, we addressed both the infinite-
length and length-constrained (FIR) versions of the problem. In particular, we proved that PI
is generically feasible using the proposed MIMO structure with short FIR filters. Further, we
provide prescriptions for the filter length and closed-form solution for the optimum FIR MIMO
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interpolation FB.
Finally, in Chapter 10, we addressed the problem of multi-channel blind interpolation. We
built upon the framework developed in Chapter 9 and presented the theory and algorithms for
identifying a FIR MIMO interpolation bank that achieves PI without the knowledge of the system.
We started by deriving necessary and sufficient conditions that guarantee PI for any input signal
but do not involve the analysis channels. This in turn was used to develop an algorithm, dubbed
ACSIOM, for blind identification of the interpolation FB with limited calibration data. We also
provided performance guarantees for the proposed algorithm and verified the developed theory
using numerical simulations. Inspired by the recursive framework of the expectation-maximization
algorithm, an improved iterative scheme was then developed to tackle scenarios where very limited
calibration is available.
The main practical motivation for the presented blind PI method is to tackle the image recon-
struction problem in self-calibrated pMRI applications. The state-of-the-art in that context is the
method of GRAPPA and its variations, which are all heuristic techniques. In contrast, the pro-
posed method of ACSIOM and its iterative extension are grounded in the multi-channel perfect
interpolation theory developed in this dissertation. We presented in-vivo parallel MRI results that
demonstrated the effectiveness of the developed method in self-calibrating k-space-based MR im-
age reconstruction. The results indicate that improved image quality and thus greater scan time
reductions compared to the state-of-the-art implementations of GRAPPA can be achieved.
11.2 Directions for Future Research
Highly-accelerated volumetric dynamic imaging using PARADISE
The PARADISE method, as presented in this dissertation, is limited to single-slice (2D dynamic)
imaging, which for cardiac imaging has the disadvantage of requiring the time-intensive and com-
plicated prescription of multiple slices for complete ventricular coverage. A future area of research
is to extend the doubly-accelerated technique of PARADISE to volumetric dynamic imaging —
also referred to as 4D imaging.
Compared to current state-of-the-art methods, the whole-heart PARADISE scheme would have
the following distinct features: (i) it is non-gated by design, hence potentially enabling real-time
whole-heart imaging; (ii) it is doubly-accelerated and, judging by the single-slice results presented in
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this dissertation, is expected to achieve unprecedented spatio-temporal resolutions, image quality,
and temporal fidelity. The first feature would require the extension of the PARADISE acquisition
and reconstruction procedures to additionally adapt to (or compensate for) the respiratory motion.
This can be achieved either prospectively or retrospectively. The prospective scheme, highlighted
in Appendix A, would require adapting the gradient encoding based on the respiration pattern in
real time, e.g., according to our proposed affine-corrected method. In either case, utilization of
advanced navigators — such as projection-based 3D respiratory self-gating techniques — would be
essential. To further enhance the robustness to residual uncompensated (or “unmodeled”) motion,
we propose to modify the sampling scheme (thereby also the reconstruction procedure) to acquire
the data based on a radial phase-encoding trajectory.
The main application of the extended imaging scheme would be in whole-heart non-gated cardiac
MRI for assessment of global morphology and function. A unique feature of the technique would
be its high accuracy, reliability, and robustness to arrhythmias. Moreover, the CMR method
would be capable of capturing wall-motion abnormalities, and the beat-to-beat motion variability
resulting from the interplay between respiratory activity and cardiac dynamics — which may
contain diagnostic information. The high spatio-temporal resolution of the imaging scheme would
allow for assessment of valvular diseases (imaging of valve cusps or quantitative flow imaging) where
high temporal resolution/fidelity is needed. Another area of potential impact for this research
is in 4D (cine) coronary MR angiography, with the ultimate goal of noninvasive detection and
characterization of coronary atherosclerosis.
Extension of ACSIOM to distortion-optimal non-Cartesian parallel MRI
Although Cartesian sampling trajectories are the most common in MRI schemes, several alterna-
tives have been introduced to address various limitations, e.g., the need for improved acquisition
speed or navigator capabilities. Owing to the generalized nature of the non-Cartesian k-space
sampling positions, the image reconstruction procedures for these schemes are considerably more
difficult, especially for parallel-imaging-accelerated data sets. In recent years, several attempts
have been made to extend GRAPPA-type methods — that is, self-calibrating k-space-based pMRI
methods — to non-Cartesian sampling. However, the known methods in this category are rather
heuristic and lack optimality guarantees, most importantly in terms of distortion (artifacts) in the
reconstructed image.
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A future area of research is to extend the distortion-optimal pMRI method of ACSIOM, intro-
duced in this dissertation, to non-Cartesian imaging. Furthermore, we propose to improve the
achievable acceleration by adding the complementary acceleration gained through sparse sampling
based on “sparsifying” (also called compressive) transforms. The approach is to devise and imple-
ment a framework for optimal integration of sparse priors into the ACSIOM image reconstruction
scheme. Judging by the results for the Cartesian case presented in Chapter 10, it is reasonable to ex-
pect that the non-Cartesian ACSIOM reconstruction scheme would enable accelerations (with high
image quality) beyond what is currently possible. The higher scan-time acceleration is clinically
desirable, especially in imaging of uncooperative patients. This includes MRI of the pathophysiol-
ogy for infants and young children where the acceleration can be crucial in reducing the possibility
of motion artifacts, e.g., in neuro-imaging applications, and potentially eliminating the need to
administer general anesthesia or sedation.
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Appendix A
Affine-corrected PARADISE: Explicit Modeling of Respiratory
Motion
• Synopsis
In general, ignoring the effect of respiratory motion results in image quality degradation in form
of blurring and ghosting artifacts. Two commonly used approaches to handle respiratory motion
are respiratory gating and breath-holding. In the former approach, data is acquired only during a
small window in the respiratory cycle. This greatly increases the total scan time, and the resultant
reconstruction represents the dynamic object time-averaged over several breathing cycles. Breath-
holding, on the other hand, limits the total available data acquisition time and is inconvenient
for the subject being imaged. Also, the reconstructed images may be degraded due to unsteady
breath-holds and respiratory drifts.
In this appendix, we present a parallel MRI scheme that is adapted to both cardiac and respi-
ratory models and does not require cardiac or respiratory gating or breath-holds. The proposed
method builds upon the PARADISE imaging scheme [39] by explicitly accounting for the respira-
tory motion through affine motion modeling. The approach is based on the work by Aggarwal et
al. in [149].
A.1 Respiratory Model
The respiratory motion (identified throughout the appendix by a tilde over the various variables1)
is modeled by a time-varying affine transform of the spatial coordinates, i.e., the TVI is:
I˜(~r, t) = I (P(t)~r + ~q(t), t) (A.1)
where P(t) ∈ Rd×d and ~q(t) ∈ Rd define the affine motion at time t; and I(~r, t) is the respiration-
free cardiac TVI. Affine motion has been shown to be the dominant component of the motion
1For clarity, the notations in this appendix slightly deviate from those in the main body of the dissertation.
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of the heart walls and coronary arteries induced by respiration [150]. The affine model includes
all forms of translation models such as the superior-inferior translation as well as 3-D contraction
and rotation models. Affine motion models have been previously used in prospective correction of
respiratory motion in ECG-gated coronary MR angiography [151].
A.2 Affine-corrected PARADISE Acquisition
Each of the L parallel receiver channels (coils) is characterized by its complex spatial sensitivity
s`(~r) which is assumed to be known. From (A.1), the object sensed by the `-th channel is
D˜`(~r, t)
4
= s`(~r)I˜(~r, t) = s`(~r)I(P(t)~r + ~q(t), t). (A.2)
For each receiver channel with sensitivity profile s`(~r) define its time-varying counterpart s˜`(~r, t)
as
s˜`(~r, t)
4
= s`
(
P−1(t)~r −P−1(t)~q(t)
)
. (A.3)
Hence, s`(~r) = s˜`(P(t)~r + ~q(t), t) and from (A.2) it follows that
D˜`(~r, t) = s˜`(P(t)~r + ~q(t), t)I(P(t)~r + ~q(t), t). (A.4)
Note that
D`(~r, t)
4
= s˜`(~r, t)I(~r, t) (A.5)
would be the object sensed by the `-th coil if the respiration-free TVI, I(~r, t), were to be imaged.
According to this definition and (A.4), we have that
D˜`(~r, t) = D`(P(t)~r + ~q(t), t). (A.6)
From (A.6), we derive the relation between the spatial Fourier transforms of D` and D˜` to be
D`(~k, t) = det(P(t))e−j2pi
~kT ~q(t) D˜`[PT (t)~k, t], (A.7)
where det(·) denotes the matrix determinant. If P(t) and ~q(t) are known, we can calculate D`(~k0, t)
using (A.7) for any desired ~k0 by acquiring D˜`(PT (t)~k0, t) instead. This suggests the following
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acquisition scheme:
(i) Design a PARADISE sampling schedule Ψ = {~kTS(n), nT}n for sampling D`(~k, t) that will
enable recovery of I(~r, t).
(ii) Because D`(~k, t) is not directly observable, instead acquire samples of D˜`(~k, t) on the affine-
corrected sampling schedule Γ = {PT (t)~kTS(n), nT}n.
(iii) Using (A.7), compute the samples of D`(~k, t) on Ψ.
(iv) Reconstruct the respiration-free TVI I(~r, t) from
{D`(Ψ), ` = 1, ..., L}.
(v) If desired, use (A.1) to reconstruct the actual TVI, I˜.
Owing to the relationship (A.5), Steps (i) and (iv) correspond to a modified version of PAR-
ADISE, in which I(~r, t) has the usual dual-k-t model with known fixed support B, but the known
coil sensitivities {s˜`(~r, t)} are time-varying. This results in a more difficult inverse problem com-
pared to the time-invariant coil case that was described and solved in this dissertation. Specifically,
the PARADISE inverse problem with time-varying channels is stated in Section 3 in Equation (3.6).
In [152], we have provided an approximate solution and presented preliminary numerical simulation
results for the affine-corrected PARADISE method.
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Appendix B
Upper Bounds on the Aliasing Error Energy for Multidimensional
Sampling of Nonbandlimited Signals
• Synopsis
We present upper bounds on the 2-norm of the aliasing error in multidimensional Shannon sampling.
Our bounds complement the previously known sup-norm upper bounds for the peak aliasing error.
The proposed bounds provide a good estimate of the total error energy for any signal, rather than
just for certain pathological extremals, as is the case with the sup-norm bounds which, as a result,
tend to be too conservative for practical applications. The sampling representation is general,
possibly multiband, and not restricted to bandlimited signals. Error bounds are phrased in terms
of the energy of signal components that lie outside the assumed band-region. Therefore, they are
easy to interpret and compute as is demonstrated for two practical signal classes, namely signals
with exponential or polynomial out-of-band decay.
B.1 Introduction
The classical Whitaker-Shannon-Kotelnikov sampling theorem has been extended to multidimen-
sional signals bandlimited on sets in the n-dimensional Euclidean space [78,153,154,155]. However,
in many signal processing and imaging applications, and in particular in multidimensional (M-D)
cases where the signal typically has finite spatial/temporal support, the signal is only approximately
bandlimited. This leads to aliasing error in the sampling series expansion. While bounds on the
aliasing error in the one-dimensional (1-D) case have been extensively studied during the past
three decades (see [155,156,157] and references therein), their extensions to n-dimensions are much
more recent. In particular, Higgins [158] considered the most general case of a multidimensional
passband and derived a uniform (point-wise sup-norm) upper bound on the aliasing error.
The result due to Higgins provides upper bounds for the point-wise peak error, which in most
applications is too conservative to be practical. Therefore, there is great interest in deriving upper
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bounds that instead provide a bound on the total energy (or 2-norm) of aliasing error. The
advantage of these bounds is that they are demonstrated to provide a good estimate of the error
for any signal, rather than just for certain pathological extremals, as is the case with the peak-error
(sup-norm) upper bound.
Unfortunately, to date, such bounds do not exist for M-D sampling of nonbandlimited signals.
The purpose of this work is to introduce, for the first time, aliasing error energy upper bounds that
hold under relatively weak conditions, apply to nonbandlimited signals, and only depend on the
“out-of-band” signal components, i.e., those lying outside the assumed band-region for the signal.
In related work, Khurgin and Yakovlev [157] have introduced an aliasing error energy upper
bound for the low-pass sampling of 1-D signals. The bounds we propose here, however, apply to
M-D problems and the sampling representation is general, possibly multiband. Furthermore, we
also show that our bounds can be arbitrarily tighter than Khurgin-Yakovlev’s for a practical class
of signals.
The presented results also complement alternative approaches proposed recently (for the 1-D case
only) which involve conditions on the signal’s “modulus of continuity” (a smoothness measure) in
the sampling (spatial) domain [159, 160]. It is important to note that in signal processing, it is
natural to express sampling restrictions based on the Fourier transform of the signal (which is the
case for our bounds) whereas conditions on modulus of continuity or derivatives are, in most cases,
of little practical significance. Furthermore, these bounds are generally more restrictive and apply
to a smaller class of signals compared to our results. Specifically, the bound in [159] requires (at
least) mean square differentiability in the spatial domain.
The proposed bounds can potentially be applied in most areas of signal processing that involve
aliasing in the sampling scheme. The error bounds provide quantitative measures of performance
limits and characterize fundamental limitations. More specifically, the introduced bounds can be
applied in designing sampling patterns for signals with a known spectral estimate to satisfy a
threshold on the tolerable aliasing error. Problems of this type are of interest in many areas of
signal processing, for example, in multi-dimensional imaging such as dynamic 4-D MRI of the
human heart [161].
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B.2 Formulation and Background
We denote a point lattice in Rn by Λ = {l : l = Vp,p ∈ Zn} where V ∈ Rn×n is its nonsingular
basis matrix. Recall that if a function is sampled on Λ, its Fourier transform is replicated on the
polar lattice Λ∗ of Λ that has basis matrix V∗ = V−T [78, 153].
Denote the Fourier transform of a signal f defined on Rn by
fˆ(u) =
∫
Rn
f(x)e−2piju·xdx, (B.1)
where x,u ∈ Rn are the spatial and frequency variables, respectively, and u · x is the Euclidean
dot product. The bounds presented in this appendix apply to signals (possibly nonbandlimited) in
the class
F = {f ∈ L1(Rn) ∩ C(Rn) : fˆ ∈ L1(Rn)},
where L1(Rn) and C(Rn) denote the spaces of Lesbegue measurable functions absolutely integrable,
and continuous on Rn, respectively. These conditions are considered among the mildest in the
context of aliasing error (see [162] for references).
Consider an assumed band-region B for f such that translates of B by the points in Λ∗ do not
overlap: B + k ∩ B + l = ϕ,∀k, l ∈ Λ∗,k 6= l. Here, (Λ∗,B) is called a “lattice packing.” If in
addition, the translates of Λ∗ perfectly cover Rn then we have a “lattice tiling.” Note that this
formulation allows for general baseband and multiband spectral supports for f . The sampling
expansion (or approximation) on the sampling lattice Λ of any f is defined as
(SΛ,Bf)(x) =
∑
l∈Λ
f(l)ϕ(x− l), (B.2)
where ϕˆ(u) = |det(V)|χB(u) and χB is the indicator function of B (i.e., ideal M-D bandpass filter).
Given a lattice packing (Λ∗,B), sampling the signal f on lattice Λ yields the following aliasing
error:
e(x) = f(x)− (SΛ,Bf)(x). (B.3)
Uniform (point-wise) bounds for the aliasing error e(x) have been studied extensively (see [155,
158] and references therein). A generalized version of the M-D uniform bound is [158]
|e(x)| ≤ 2
∫
Rn\B
|fˆ(u)|du. (B.4)
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If f is bandlimited to within B, i.e., support of fˆ is a subset of B, the aliasing error is zero
as can be inferred from the bound in (B.4). This generalizes the so called “lowpass” sampling
theorem [78, 153, 154] to almost arbitrary spectral supports. Extremal constructions that achieve
equality in (B.4) are also known [158,162].
For signals f ∈ F with a spatial support S ∈ Rn of finite Lebesgue measure m(S), the sup-norm
bound in (B.4) implies the following 2-norm one [162]
‖e‖2 ≤ 2
√
m(S)
∫
Rn\B
|fˆ(u)|du.
This bound is not generally tight (in fact, can be arbitrarily loose) and will not be useful when
m(S) is relatively large.
B.3 New Upper Bounds on Aliasing Error Energy
B.3.1 Preliminaries
We start by considering the “bandlimiting” operators PB : F → F and PBc : F → F defined by
(P̂Bf) = χBfˆ and (P̂Bcf) = χBc fˆ , respectively, where Bc = Rn\B is the out-of-band region. The
following lemma [162] establishes a useful property of the sampling expansion operator SΛ,B.
Lemma 1. The Fourier transform of the sampling expansion in (B.2) is given by
(ŜΛ,Bf)(u) = χB(u)
∑
k∈Λ∗
fˆ(u + k). (B.5)
Proof. The result follows from the following version of the Poisson summation formula in Rn [158]
∑
k∈Λ∗
fˆ(u + k) ∼ |det(V)|
∑
l∈Λ
f(l)e−2piju.l.
For details refer to [162] (Lemma 1).
Corollary 1. PBcSΛ,Bf = ~0.
The following lemma, due to Bresler [162], expresses the 2-norm of aliasing error in terms of
PBcf , i.e., the out-of-band component of f .
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Lemma 2. The aliasing error e(x) defined in (B.3) satisfies
‖e‖22 = ‖PBcf‖22 + ‖SΛ,BPBcf‖22.
Proof. The proof uses the result in (B.4) to deduce that e = PBcf − SΛ,BPBcf . Next, the error
energy is expanded in integral form and Corollary 1 above is applied. For details see [162] (proof
of the first part of Theorem 2).
The following lower bound for the energy of the aliasing error follows from Lemma 2.
Corollary 2. ‖e‖22 ≥ ‖PBcf‖22.
B.3.2 Derivation of the Upper Bounds
From Lemma 2, we observe that the aliasing error energy has two components. The first,
ε2
4
= ‖PBcf‖22 =
∫
Rn\B
|fˆ(u)|2du (B.6)
is the out-of-band signal energy. We turn next to upper bound the second component (in terms of
the out-of-band signal).
Using the M-D version of Parseval’s relation,
‖SΛ,BPBcf‖22 = ‖ ̂SΛ,BPBcf‖22,
and Lemma 1 (substituting PBcf for f) yields
‖SΛ,BPBcf‖22 =
∫
Rn
∣∣∣∣χB(u) ∑
k∈Λ∗
(P̂Bcf)(u + k)
∣∣∣∣2du
=
∫
Rn
∣∣∣∣ ∑
k∈Λ∗\{~0}
χB(u)(P̂Bcf)(u + k)
∣∣∣∣2du, (B.7)
where (B.7) follows by noting that for k = ~0, the summand is zero since χB(u)χBc(u)fˆ(u) = ~0.
We need the following lemma to further simplify (B.7).
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Lemma 3. If (Λ∗,B) is a lattice packing, then for all k ∈ Λ∗\{~0},
(P̂Bcf)(u + k) = fˆ(u + k).
Proof. The left-hand side (LHS), according to the definition, can be expanded as (P̂Bcf)(u +
k) = χBc(u + k)fˆ(u + k). Due to the lattice packing property (see Sec. B.2 in this appendix),
(B + k) ∩ B = ϕ, that is, χBc(u + k) = 1 for all k ∈ Λ∗\{~0}, which proves the claim.
Applying Lemma 3 to (B.7), we have
‖SΛ,BPBcf‖22 =
∫
Rn
|χB(u)|2
∣∣∣∣ ∑
k∈Λ∗\{~0}
fˆ(u + k)
∣∣∣∣2du
=
∫
B
∣∣∣∣ ∑
k∈Λ∗\{~0}
fˆ(u + k)
∣∣∣∣2du
=
∫
B
∑
k,l∈Λ∗\{~0}
¯ˆ
f(u + k)fˆ(u + l)du
=
∑
k,l∈Λ∗\{~0}
∫
B
¯ˆ
f(u + k)fˆ(u + l)du, (B.8)
where ¯ˆf denotes the complex conjugate of fˆ . The switch of the order of the sum and integral in
(B.8) holds under mild conditions. Next, we apply the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality (in the inner
product space of L2(Rn)) to the summand in (B.8),
∫
B
¯ˆ
f(u + k)fˆ(u + l)du ≤
√∫
B
|fˆ(u + k)|2du
√∫
B
|fˆ(u + l)|2du. (B.9)
Note that
∫
B |fˆ(u + k)|2du =
∫
B+k |fˆ(u)|2du (simply a change of integration variable). Next,
define the sequence {ak}k∈Λ∗ as ak 4=
√∫
B+k |fˆ(u)|2du for k ∈ Λ∗\{~0} and a~0
4
= 0.
Combining (B.8) with (B.9), we have
‖SΛ,BPBcf‖22 ≤
∑
k,l∈Λ∗
akal =
( ∑
k∈Λ∗
ak
)2
, (B.10)
where the summation range need not exclude {~0} since a~0 = 0. Adding the out-of-band signal
energy ε2 defined in (B.6) to both sides of (B.10) and applying Lemma 2 to the resulting inequality
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yields
‖e‖22 ≤ ε2 +
( ∑
k∈Λ∗
ak
)2
, (B.11)
which gives our first error energy upper bound, referred to as [B–1].
Lemma 4. For a lattice packing (Λ∗,B),
∑
k∈Λ∗\{~0}
∫
B+k
|fˆ(u)|2du ≤
∫
Rn\B
|fˆ(u)|2du (B.12)
with equality for a lattice tiling (Λ∗,B).
Proof. Since (Λ∗,B) is a lattice packing, we have that ∪k∈Λ∗B+k ⊆ Rn (equality holds for a lattice
tiling). Therefore,
∑
k∈Λ∗
∫
B+k
|fˆ(u)|2du =
∫⋃
k∈Λ∗ B+k
|fˆ(u)|2du ≤
∫
Rn
|fˆ(u)|2du.
Subtracting
∫
B |fˆ(u)|2du from both sides gives (B.12).
Note that the LHS of (B.12) is equal to
∑
k∈Λ∗ a2k and its right hand side is ε
2. Applying Lemma
4 to an expanded version of (B.11) provides our second bound, referred to as [B–2].
Finally, denoting the L∞ norm (function maximum) by ‖.‖∞, it follows that
ak =
√∫
B+k
|fˆ(u)|2du ≤
√
m(B)‖fˆχB+k‖∞, (B.13)
where m(.) denotes the Lebesgue measure. Combined with [B–1], (B.13) gives our third bound,
[B–3]. These bounds (together with Corollary 2) are summarized next.
Proposition 20. For a lattice packing (Λ∗,B) and f ∈ F , the aliasing error energy satisfies the
following bounds for i = 1, 2, 3
∫
Rn\B
|fˆ(u)|2du ≤ ‖e‖22 ≤ (ci +Qi)
∫
Rn\B
|fˆ(u)|2du,
where
c1 = 1, Q1 =
1∫
Rn\B |fˆ(u)|2du
 ∑
k∈Λ∗\{~0}
√∫
B+k
|fˆ(u)|2du

2
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c2 = 2, Q2 =
1∫
Rn\B |fˆ(u)|2du
∑
k,l∈Λ∗\{~0}
k 6=l
√∫
B+k
|fˆ(u)|2du
∫
B+l
|fˆ(u)|2du
c3 = 1, Q3 =
m(B)∫
Rn\B |fˆ(u)|2du
 ∑
k∈Λ∗\{~0}
‖fˆχB+k‖∞

2
and are referred to as [B–1], [B–2], [B–3], respectively.
Remarks. The above bounds have the following properties:
• All are only a function of out-of-band signal components.
• Equality conditions for all of the bounds involve the famous Cauchy-Schwartz equality con-
dition in (B.9). For [B–2], an additional condition exists (lattice tilting) as noted in Lemma
4. The equality condition for [B–3] is evident from (B.13). Hence, [B–1] is the tightest bound
among the three.
• In practice, the lattice packing (Λ∗,B) is usually quite close to a lattice tiling. For a lattice
tiling, we have that Qi ≥ 1 and since c2 +Q2 ≥ 2, all bounds are larger than or equal to 2ε2.
• In general, for Qi to be small there needs to be a sharp decay in |fˆ(u)|2 for out-of-band
frequencies.
• In Sec. B.4.2 (of this appendix), we compute Q1 for specific cases.
B.4 Analysis of the Bounds for 1-D Signals
Consider a 1-D function f with an assumed band-region B = [−σ, σ] for fˆ(u). The [B–1] bound,
assuming Nyquist rate sampling (with respect to B), can be written as
‖e‖22 ≤ ε2 +
 ∞∑
|p|=1
√∫
Ip
|fˆ(u)|2du
2 , (B.14)
where Ip = [σ(2p− 1), σ(2p+ 1)] and ε2 is defined in (B.6).
Figure B.1 depicts the first two terms corresponding to (|p| = 1) in the [B–1] bound (B.14) for
a Nyquist-rate sampled 1-D signal with B = [−σ, σ] and Λ = k2σ , k ∈ Z.
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Figure B.1: Pictorial description of the first two terms corresponding to (|p| = 1) in the [B–1]
bound for a 1-D signal with B = [−σ, σ] and Λ = k2σ , k ∈ Z.
B.4.1 Simplified Bounds for Practical 1-D Signals Sampled at Nyquist Rate
In a practical setting, we expect that |fˆ(u)| would drop sharply for out-of-band frequencies. Here,
we first show that (B.14) can be reduced to a finite-term sum which can be advantageous for
computational purposes. Assume the following “decay” condition
√∫
Ip+M
|fˆ(u)|2du ≤
∫
Ip
|fˆ(u)|du for p ≥ 1 (B.15)
for some M ∈ N and a similar inequality for p ≤ −1 with the left hand side replaced by integral
over Ip−M . Considering that we assumed a low-pass model for B in this section, the condition arises
naturally since the signal content at higher frequency intervals (with L2-norm) will eventually be
smaller than that of the lower frequency intervals (with L1-norm). In fact, since fˆ ∈ L1(R), it can
be shown that there always exists such M ∈ N.
By combining (B.14) and (B.15), it can be shown that
‖e‖22 ≤ ε2 +
(
R+
∫
|u|≥σ
|fˆ(u)|du
)2
, (B.16)
where R =
∑M
|p|=1
√∫
Ip
|fˆ(u)|2du.
In most practical cases, there is sufficient drop (or high enough decay rate) in the out-of-band
energy such that (B.15) holds for M = 1 and R2 ≤ ε2. Under these conditions, using the inequality
(R+ a)2 ≤ 2R2 + 2a2, we can further upper-bound (B.16) as
‖e‖22 ≤ 3
∫
|u|≥σ
|fˆ(u)|2du+ 2
(∫
|u|≥σ
|fˆ(u)|du
)2
, (B.17)
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which only involves 1- and 2-norms of the total out-of-band signal (but is less tight than (B.14)
or (B.16)). This bound, although not as tight, provides more intuition into the behavior of the
aliasing error. For instance, one can readily infer the convergence of ‖e‖22 to zero as σ → ∞.
This proves a 2-norm version of the so called “approximate sampling theorem” for nonbandlimited
signals [160,163].
Connections to Amalgam Spaces: The Amalgam space of L2 and `1 is characterized by the
following norm
‖g(·)‖2,1
4
=
∑
p∈Z
[∫ p+1
p
|g(u)|2du
]1/2
.
The [B–1] bound for 1-D signals in (B.14) can be written as
‖e‖22 ≤
∥∥∥χBc fˆ∥∥∥22 + 2σ ∥∥∥χBc fˆ(2σ(.− 1/2))∥∥∥22,1 .
B.4.2 Bounds for Two Practical Signal Classes and Examples of “Folk” Results
In this section, we consider two large (but not disjoint) classes of signals that are frequently en-
countered in practice, namely signals with (at least) exponential or polynomial out-of-band decay:
|fˆexp(u)| ≤ c e−γ|u|, |u| > σ |fˆpoly(u)| ≤ c|u|γ , |u| > σ (B.18)
for constants c, γ ∈ R+. Note that since fˆ ∈ L1(R), for fˆpoly, decay rate is further restricted to
γ > 1.
The bound [B–1] in (B.14) (denoted by UBB.1) for each of the signal classes above gives
UBexpB.1 = ε
2
exp
(
3 + 4e−2σγ
)
UBpolyB.1 = ε
2
poly
(
1 + 2Ψ(γ)2
)
where
Ψ(γ)
4
=
∞∑
p=1
√
(2p− 1)1−2γ − (2p+ 1)1−2γ ,
ε2exp = c
2e−2σγ/γ, and ε2poly = 2σ
1−2γc2/(2γ − 1). Note that UBexpB.1 is an approximation of the
exact bound assuming e(−4σγ) 1 which is typically satisfied.
Figure B.2 shows plots of Q1 of the [B–1] bound as a function of the decay rate γ (recall that
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Figure B.2: Plot of Q1 of our upper bound [B–1] as a function of the decay rate γ for both
polynomially and exponentially decaying signals (with σ = 0.5).
‖e‖22 ≤ (1 + Q1)ε2). For the exponential class σ is taken to be 0.5. For polynomial decay, Q1 is
independent of σ. (Note that ε2 decreases sharply as σ increases for both classes.)
As depicted in Fig. B.2, for polynomial decay with γ ≥ 2.4, we have Q1 ≤ 3, hence ‖e‖22 ≤ 4ε2.
Also for γ ≥ 2.4, the exponential class has Q1 ≤ 2.4, i.e., ‖e‖22 ≤ 3.4ε2. For both classes with γ ≥ 4,
Q1 ≤ 2.1, i.e., ‖e‖22 ≤ 3.1ε2. With a higher value of σ, the exponential class would achieve Q1 ≈ 2
over a wider range of γ.
Based on such observations, we can arrive at a series of useful “folk” results, which provide
estimates ofQ1 under certain decay conditions, e.g., the following proposition. Note that in addition
to dependence on fˆ and B as pointed out in Sec. B.3 of this appendix, the tightness of these folk
bounds depends on the choice of c and γ which significantly influence ε2.
Proposition 21. If, for a given c ∈ R+, a signal f ∈ F with B = [−σ, σ] belongs to the polynomial
signal class in (B.18) with γ ≥ 4 or the exponential signal class with γσ ≥ 2, then
ε2 ≤ ‖e‖22 ≤ 3.1 ε2.
.
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B.4.3 Comparison to the Khurgin-Yakovlev Bound
Khurgin et al. [157] provide the following bound for the 1-D problem for “most interesting cases of
behavior” (not specified in [157]):
‖e‖22 ≤ 3ε2 + 2
√
2ε2
∞∑
p=1
√∫ ∞
(2p+1)σ
|fˆ(u)|2du, (B.19)
where we assumed |fˆ(−u)|2 = |fˆ(u)|2 to shorten the presentation.
It can be shown that for the exponentially decaying class this bound coincides with our bound
UBexpB.1. Let us consider a signal that has (at least) a polynomial decay for |u| > σ, i.e., fˆpoly(u)
defined in (B.18). Computing the bound in (B.19) (denoted by UBK−Y) for this signal yields
UBpolyK−Y = ε
2
poly
(
3 + 2
∞∑
p=1
1
(2p+ 1)γ−1/2
)
It can be shown that for 1 < γ ≤ 1.5, UBpolyK−Y → ∞ whereas UBpolyB.1 converges for any γ > 1, i.e.,
for all f ∈ F . This can be more clearly seen by plugging γ = 1.5 in the bounds computed above.
It follows that for γ = 1.5,
UBpolyK−Y ∝
∞∑
p=1
p−1
which fails to converge. In contrast, for the same choice of γ,
UBpolyB.1 ∝
( ∞∑
p=1
p−1.5
)2
which converges. Thus, we have shown that for a practical class of signals, the Khurgin-Yakovlev
bound can exceed ours by an arbitrary factor.
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Appendix C
Proofs of Lemmas in Chapter 7
Proof of Lemma 3
The sufficient-length condition in (7.11) can be rewritten as
D−1∑
p=0
⌈⌈
(mh − p)/D
⌉− 1
bmv/Dc
⌉
≤ C −D. (C.1)
With C < 2D, we have C − D < D, hence the right-hand side is less than D. However, each of
the terms in the D-term sum on left-hand side is at least 1 since mh ≥ 2D. Therefore, the sum is
greater than or equal to D, which is a contradiction. 
Proof of Lemma 4
The proof is by contradiction. Assume A is not full row rank. Therefore, there should exist a row in
A, say, the m-th row, that is a linear combination of the other rows. Based on Property (ii) in the
statement of the lemma, this row has at least one nonzero element, say, the n-th element. Consider
this (m,n)-th entry: A[m,n] 6= 0. According to Property (i) stated in the lemma, no other nonzero
element exists in the n-th column of the matrix. Therefore, A[m,n] is a linear combination of
zero elements and is therefore zero. This is a contradiction with A[m,n] 6= 0; hence, the proof is
complete.
Proof of Lemma 5
First, note that the problem can considered independently for each of the block-rows since each
Toeplitz block in Hp only belongs to one block-row. It is easy to see that the lemma’s claim is
equivalent to asserting that, using Algorithm 1, among the nonzero diagonal assignments that cover
the rows in the `-th block-row only the last one can be of the nontrivial type shown in Fig. 7.4(b).
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To prove this, note that assigning 1 to the last free entry (i.e., the free entry with the highest
row index) in the first column of a Toeplitz block means that the bottom-right entry of the block
(corresponding to the last row and last column in the block, which is never a structural zero) would
be assigned 1 as well. Therefore, the last row of the block-row is assigned a nonzero entry, i.e., the
entire block-row is covered.
Proof of Lemma 8
For p-th sampling-domain polyphase condition in (7.10), a necessary condition for the matrix Hp
to be full row rank is for its number of rows to be less than or equal to its number of columns:
mh +Dmv;p −D ≤ C mv;p ⇒ mv;p ≥ mh −D
C −D ⇒ mv;p ≥
⌈
mh/D − 1
C/D − 1
⌉
.
This inequality should hold for all mv;p where p = 0, . . . , D − 1. Therefore, it should hold for
min(p=0,...,D−1)mv;p = bmv/Dc, where we used the definition of mv;p described in Section 7.2.2. 
Proof of Lemma 9
The lower bound is derived as follows:
mCv
D
≥
⌊mCv
D
⌋
≥
⌈
mh/D − 1
C/D − 1
⌉
≥ mh/D − 1
C/D − 1 ⇒ m
C
v ≥
mh −D
C/D − 1 .
For the upper bound, consider the following function: mC˜v = D +
⌈
mh−D
C/D−1
⌉
. We show that mC˜v
satisfies the condition for the counting length given in (7.16) (Section 7.5):
mC˜v
D
≥ 1 + mh/D − 1
C/D − 1 ⇒
⌊mC˜v
D
⌋
>
mC˜v
D
− 1 ≥ mh/D − 1
C/D − 1 ⇒
⌊mC˜v
D
⌋
≥
⌈
mh/D − 1
C/D − 1
⌉
⇒ mCv ≤ mC˜v ,
where, in the last step, we used the definition of mCv (the minimum integer satisfying the condition).

Proof of Lemma 10
Part (i). First, let us show that for a real positive number α and an integer M , dα/Me ≥ dαe/M.
This trivially holds for α ∈ N. To show this for α /∈ N, define [α]1 = α − bαc, and write bαc =
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mαM + rα where the remainder satisfies 0 ≤ rα ≤ M − 1. Therefore, the left-hand side of the
inequality is dα/Me = mα+
⌈(
rα+[α]1
)
/M
⌉
= mα+1, where we used rα+[α]1 ≤M−1+[α]1 < M .
Similarly, the right-hand side can be written as dαe/M = (bαc+1)/M = mα+(rα+1)/M ≤ mα+1,
which completes the proof.
Consider a synthesis filter length m∗v that satisfies the “counting” condition given in (7.16) (in
Lemma 8). By definition, m∗v ≥ mCv . With C/D = k ∈ N, we have that
⌊
m∗v
D
⌋
≥
⌈
mh/D − 1
k − 1
⌉
≥
⌈
mh/D − 1
⌉
k − 1 ⇒
⌈
mh/D − 1
⌉⌊
m∗v/D
⌋ ≤ k − 1,
where we used the property proved above with α = mh/D − 1 and M = k − 1; also bm∗v/Dc > 0
since it is assumed that mh > D. Consequently, we have
⌈
mh/D − 1
⌉⌊
m∗v/D
⌋ ≤ k − 1 ⇒ ⌈mh/D⌉− 1⌊
m∗v/D
⌋ ≤ k − 1⇒
⌈(
mh − p
)
/D
⌉
− 1⌊
m∗v/D
⌋ ≤ k − 1 (0 ≤ p ≤ D − 1).
Hence,
D−1∑
p=0
⌈⌈
(mh − p)/D
⌉− 1
bm∗v/Dc
⌉
≤ (k − 1)D = C −D, (C.2)
since C = kD. Comparing (C.1) and (C.2), it is clear that any m∗v satisfying the counting condition
in (7.16) would also satisfy the generic sufficient condition in Proposition 3. Hence, based on the
definition of mSv , it follows that
1 mSv ≤ mCv (for the case of C = kD). On the other hand, as will
be shown below, mSv ≥ mCv (in general). This concludes the proof of mSv = mCv (given C = kD).
Part (ii). The proof has three parts as given below.
1) Proof of mCv ≤ mSv .
Based on the proof of Proposition 3, it is clear that the condition for mv in the proposition is a
sufficient condition for all Hp (p = 0, . . . , D − 1) to be generically full rank (which in turn implies
PR for the filter bank). In the proof, a particular matrix construction for Hp is provided that is
shown to have full row rank. Now, a necessary condition for all Hp to have full row rank is given
in Lemma 8. Consequently, since mCv is, by definition, the minimum mv satisfying that condition,
we have: mSv ≥ mCv .
2) Proof of mSv ≤ mh.
1This is equivalent to saying that: min
mv∈S1
mv ≤ min
mv∈S2
mv, when S1 ⊇ S2.
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With C ≥ 2D, we have: D ≤ C − D. Therefore, to prove mSv ≤ mh all we need to show is that
(C.1) holds for the choice of mv = mh. For p = 0, . . . , D − 1, we have
⌈
mh − p
D
⌉
− 1 ≤
⌈mh
D
⌉
− 1 ≤
⌊mh
D
⌋
⇒
⌈
(mh − p)/D
⌉− 1
bmh/Dc ≤ 1⇒
⌈⌈
(mh − p)/D
⌉− 1
bmh/Dc
⌉
≤ 1,
where the second step follows from the assumption of mh > D (as stated in the lemma). Summing
this up for all p = 0, . . . , D − 1, completes the proof:
D−1∑
p=0
⌈⌈
(mh − p)/D
⌉− 1
bmh/Dc
⌉
≤ D ≤ C −D.
3) Proof of mSv ≤ mUv .
Note that we can bound the left-hand side of lemma’s condition (C.1) as follows:
D−1∑
p=0
⌈
mh;p − 1
bmv/Dc
⌉
< D +
D−1∑
p=0
mh;p − 1
bmv/Dc = D +
1
bmv/Dc
D−1∑
p=0
(
mh;p − 1
)
= D +
mh −D
bmv/Dc < D +
mh −D
mv/D − 1 , (C.3)
where we used the identity
∑D−1
p=0 mh;p = mh. The following shows that if mv is chosen such this
upper bound is no more than C − D + 1, then the sufficient-length condition, restated in (C.1),
would be satisfied:
D +
mh −D
mv/D − 1 ≤ C −D + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
( ∗ )
⇒
D−1∑
p=0
⌈
mh;p − 1
bmv/Dc
⌉
< D +
mh −D
mv/D − 1 ≤ C −D + 1
⇒
D−1∑
p=0
⌈
mh;p − 1
bmv/Dc
⌉
≤ C −D.
Note that if mUv ∈ N satisfies (∗), then based on the definition of mSv in Section 7.3.1 we would have
mSv ≤ mUv . All that remains to be shown is that mUv given in the statement of the lemma satisfies
(∗):
mUv = D +
⌈
mh −D
(C + 1)/D − 2
⌉
⇒ mUv ≥
mh + C − 3D + 1
(C + 1)/D − 2 ⇒ mh + C − 3D + 1 ≤
mUv
D
(
C + 1− 2D
)
⇒ mh −D ≤
(mUv
D
− 1
)(
C + 1− 2D
)
⇒ D + mh −D
mUv /D − 1
≤ C −D + 1
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where we used the assumptions C ≥ 2D and mh > D. 
Proof of Lemma 11
We first show the lower bound: mNv ≥ max
(
D,mLv
)
, where mLv =
⌈mh−D
C/D
⌉
. The inequality mNv ≥ D
is trivial. Rewriting (7.13), we have
C −D ≥
D−1∑
p=0
⌊
mh;p − 1
bmNv /Dc
⌋
>
D−1∑
p=0
(
mh;p − 1
bmNv /Dc
− 1
)
= −D + 1bmNv /Dc
(D−1∑
p=0
mh;p − 1
)
= −D + mh −DbmNv /Dc
⇒ C ≥ mh −DbmNv /Dc
⇒ bm
N
v /Dc
mh −D ≥
1
C
⇒ m
N
v
D
≥
⌊mNv
D
⌋
≥ mh −D
C
⇒ mNv ≥
mh −D
C/D
⇒ mNv ≥
⌈mh −D
C/D
⌉
.
The inequality mCv ≤ mSv was already shown in Lemma 10, Part (ii). In the following we prove
that mCv ≤ mNv . For any integer mv ≥ D, it follows that
D−1∑
`=0
⌊
mh;` − 1
bmv/Dc
⌋
≤
D−1∑
`=0
mh;` − 1
bmv/Dc =
−D +∑D−1`=0 mh;`
bmv/Dc =
mh −D
bmv/Dc . (C.4)
Now, assume mC´v satisfies the counting condition given in (7.16):
⌊
mC´v
D
⌋
≥
⌈
mh/D − 1
C/D − 1
⌉
⇒
⌊
mC´v
D
⌋
≥
mh/D − 1
C/D − 1
⇒ C −D ≥ mh −D⌊
mC´v /D
⌋ , (C.5)
where we used mC´v ≥ D, which is implied from mh > D and (7.16). Combining (C.4) and (C.5),
we have
D−1∑
`=0
⌊
mh;` − 1
bmC´v /Dc
⌋
≤ C −D. (C.6)
This means that mC´v satisfies the necessary length condition of Proposition 5 given in (7.13), which
based on the definition of mNv , implies that m
N
v ≤ mCv . 
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Proof of Lemma 12
Applying Lemmas 10 and 11, it follows that
ΓS|N(C,D,mh) ≤ mUv (C,D,mh)−mLv (C,D,mh) ≤ 1 +D +
mh −D
C+1
D − 2
− mh −D
C/D
= 1 +D +
mh −D
C
D
(
C
2D−1 − 1
) < 1 +D + 2mh
C
D
(
C
D−0.5 − 2
) ,
where we used the assumption C/D ≥ 2.
Applying Lemma 9 and definitions of mUv and m
L
v given in Lemmas 10 and 11, respectively, we
have
ΓU|C(C,D,mh) <
(
1 +D +
mh −D
C+1
D − 2
)
−
(mh −D
C
D − 1
)
< 1 +D +
mh(
C
D − 1
)(
C−1
D−1 − 2
)
ΓC|L(C,D,mh) <
(
1 +D +
mh −D
C/D − 1
)
−
(mh −D
C/D
)
< 1 +D +
mh
C
D
(
C
D − 1
) ,
where we applied the assumptions D ≥ 2 and C/D ≥ 2. 
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Appendix D
Proofs and Derivations for Chapter 8
D.1 Derivation of Qn0
D
Let us first consider the simple case of D = 1 and C = 2. Since [z]↑1 = z, from the definition of
Qn0D in (8.7), it can be seen that
Qn01 = E
[(
C
(n0:n0+mx−1)
2·mv
({q1, q2}))HC(n0:n0+mx−1)2·mv ({q1, q2})]
=

E
[(C>;n0mv {q1})H C>;n0mv {q1}]︸ ︷︷ ︸
R1,1
E
[(C>;n0mv {q1})H C>;n0mv {q2}]︸ ︷︷ ︸
R1,2
E
[(C>;n0mv {q2})H C>;n0mv {q1}]︸ ︷︷ ︸
R2,1
E
[(C>;n0mv {q2})H C>;n0mv {q2}]︸ ︷︷ ︸
R2,2

, (D.1)
where, in the second line, we used a shorthand notation for the chopped convolution matrices.
It is easy to see that, since the noise is i.i.d., the off-diagonal blocks in the 2 × 2 block-matrix
above are zero, i.e., R1,2 = R2,1 = 0. Furthermore, the (i, j)-th element of top-left block, i.e.,
R1,1[i, j], is given by the expectation of in the inner product between the (i+ 1)-th and (j + 1)-th
columns of C>;n0mv
{
q1
}
; since the noise is assumed to be white, elements of the random vector q1
are uncorrelated, which implies that unless i = j this expectation is zero — i.e., R1,1 is diagonal.
Further, by symmetry, R1,1 = R2,2 4= σ2q · Rn01 ; because the channel noise signals {qi} are i.i.d.,
there is no distinguishing factor between the two blocks.
Up to here, we have shown that Qn01 = σ2q diag
[Rn01 ,Rn01 ], for some mv ×mv diagonal matrix
Rn01 . Next, we compute Rn01 [`, `], for 0 ≤ ` ≤ mv − 1:
σ2q · Rn01 [`, `] =
∑
n0≤ j≤n0+mx−1
0≤ j−`≤mw−1
E
[
q1[j − `]∗q1[j − `]
]
=
∑
j
σ2q · I[ 0≤ j−`≤mw−1
n0≤ j≤n0+mx−1
],
where p∗ is the complex conjugate of p ∈ C and IS denotes the indicator function over the set S.
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Now, consider the general case of D ≥ 1, C ≥ 2. By repeating similar arguments, we have
that Qn0D = σ2q diag
[Rn0D , · · · ,Rn0D ], where Rn0D is a mv × mv diagonal matrix. Similarly, for
0 ≤ ` ≤ mv − 1, we have that1
Rn0D [`, `] =
∑
n0≤ j≤n0+mx−1
0≤ j−`≤mw−1
1
σ2q
E
[(
qD[j − `]
)∗
qD[j − `]
)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ2q ; if j−` is a multiple of D
=
∑
j
I[
n0−`≤ j−`≤n0−`+mx−1
0≤ j−`≤mw−1
] · I[
j−`D≡0
]
=
min(n0−`+mx−1,mw−1)∑
k=max(n0−`,0)
I[
k
D≡0
]=⌊min(n0 − `+mx − 1,mw − 1)
D
⌋
−
⌈
max(n0 − `, 0)
D
⌉
+1,
where in the second line we changed the sum variable to k = j − `, combined the two inequality
conditions on k, and used the following fact: the number of integer multiples of D between two
integers a and b, b ≥ a ≥ 0, is equal to ⌊ bD ⌋− ⌈ aD ⌉+ 1.
Hence, we have proved that Qn0D is a diagonal matrix composed of C identical diagonal blocks:
Qn0D = σ2q diag
[Rn0D , · · · ,Rn0D ], where, for 0 ≤ ` ≤ mv − 1,
Rn0D [`, `] =

0, `<n0 −mw + 1 or `>n0 +mx − 1⌊
min(n0 − `+mx,mw)− 1
D
⌋
−
⌈
max(0, n0 − `)
D
⌉
+1, otherwise.
(D.2)
By the assumptions in the proposition statement, we have that mv ≤ mx; therefore
mv − mx ≤ 0 ≤ n0. On other hand, n0 ≤ mh + mv − 2 ≤ mh + mx − 2 < mw, where in the
last step we used the relation mw = mh + mx − 1. Now, having mv − mx ≤ n0 < mw, it is
easy to check that no integer `, with 0 ≤ ` ≤ mv − 1, exists such that ` < n0 − mw + 1 or
` > n0 + mx − 1. Consequently, the top condition on the right-hand side of (D.2) is infeasible;
therefore (D.2) reduces to (8.9), which completes the proof. (Also note that Rn0D [`, `] > 0 implies
that Qn0D is positive-definite and invertible.) 
D.2 Proof of Proposition 7
Proof of Part (i)
Consider a D-fold subsampled C-channel oversampled FIR analysis FB. Theorem 2 gives a nec-
essary and sufficient condition for an FIR FB to implement a frame expansion. The following
1 a
D≡ b reads as: a is congruent to b modulo D.
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statement, also due to Cvetkovic´ and Vetterli [65], provides an equivalent condition.
Theorem 9. (Cvetkovic´ and Vetterli [65]) A FB with analysis polyphase matrix A(z) implements
a frame expansion if and only if there exists a matrix R(z) of stable rational functions that is a left
inverse of A(z).
Recall the polyphase condition for PR given in (8.20): R(z)A(z) = ID, z ∈ C, where R(z) is the
D×C synthesis polyphase matrix. Considering that any FIR polyphase component is a stable and
rational function of z, existence of an FIR R(z) that achieves PR (with zero delay) satisfies the
condition in Theorem 9 above. Therefore, all that needs to be shown is that a generic oversampled
FIR analysis FB has an FIR synthesis counterpart. We apply a recent result due to Law et al. [97],
specialized to a single-variate polynomial matrix:
Theorem 10. (Law et al. [97]) If C ≥ D + 1, then a C ×D single-variate polynomial matrix is
generically polynomial left invertible.
Applying this result to the analysis polyphase matrix A(z), we can deduce that the A(z) has an
FIR left inverse if the FB is C ≥ D + 1. Hence, if C ≥ D + 1, an FIR synthesis bank exists and
applying Theorem 9 completes the proof. 
Note that with the somewhat stricter condition of C ≥ 2D, we can provide a similar argument us-
ing our previously-stated Corollary 4: an FIR synthesis bank exists generically. Applying Theorem
9 completes the proof.
Proof of Part (ii)
For an oversampled FIR analysis bank {hi}Ci=1, the following statement gives a necessary and
sufficient condition for the dual-frame synthesis bank to be FIR [65]:
Theorem 11. (Cvetkovic´ and Vetterli [65]) For a frame FB with analysis polyphase matrix A(z),
its dual-frame synthesis bank consists of FIR filters if and only if det
(
A˜(z)A(z)
)
is a nonzero
constant.
Define the vector of analysis filter taps u = vec
{
[h1, · · · , hC ]
} ∈ Cmu . For a given analysis FB,
the determinant of the D ×D polynomial matrix A˜(z)A(z) is a polynomial in z:
det
(
A˜(z)A(z)
)
= Ψ(z) =
∑
k∈K
ψk(u)zk
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for some index set K ⊂ Z with a finite cardinality |K|, where ψk(u) denotes the coefficient of the
k-th power, k ∈ K, of z in the expanded determinant expression. From (7.3) and (7.5), it follows
that all entries of A(z) and therefore all ψk(u) are multi-variate polynomials in the elements of u,
with coefficients that only depend on the parameters of the analysis bank.
Assume that for a generic analysis FB the corresponding A(z) satisfies the condition in Theorem
11 above, i.e., Ψ(z) = c,∀z ∈ C ⇒ ψk(u) = 0 for all k 6= 0, k ∈ K. This constitutes a homogenous
system of |K| − 1 multivariate polynomial equations in elements of u. The set of common zeros
of such a system of polynomial equations is, by definition, an algebraic set in Cmu [106].2 Conse-
quently, this set possesses one of the following two properties: (i) has zero Lebesgue measure; (ii)
contains the entire space, i.e., any u ∈ Cmu solves the (trivial) system of equations. To show that
the second case does not hold, all we need to show is a particular u0 ∈ Cmu that results in a non-
constant determinant for A˜(z)A(z). Construction of such an example for any triplet (C,D,mh)
satisfying C > D and mh > D (which are assumed in the proposition) is simple; one approach is
the following:
h1[n] = δ[n] + δ[n+D];hi[n] = δ[n+ i− 1] for 2 ≤ i ≤ D;hi[n] = 0 for D + 1 ≤ i ≤ C.
Using (7.3) and (7.5), it is easy to check that the D × D matrix A˜(z)A(z) corresponding to this
analysis FB is diagonal and its determinant is a non-constant polynomial in z:
Ψ(z) = det
(
diag
[
(1 + z)(1 + z−1), 1, . . . , 1
])
= 2 + z + z−1.
Therefore, the latter case is dismissed. Finally, since the algebraic set has zero Lebesgue measure
in the mu-dimensional Euclidean space, the set of solutions of the system of polynomials {ψk(u)}
is a null (zero measure) set in Cmu ; therefore, the determinant will be non-constant for almost all
u, i.e., for a generic analysis FB. This completes the proof. 
D.3 Derivation for Section 8.4.3
Here, we consider the error bound for the i-th synthesis filter given in Theorem 6 for N = 3s, which
is equivalent to mv = 3mh − 2. We obtain an easily interpretable expression by lower bounding
2A set is called an algebraic set if it can be written as the set of common zeroes of a system of polynomials [106].
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Λ(N)(A,B, s) in (8.32). From Theorem 4 it follows that with ‖hi‖2 = 1 we have [66]: A ≤ C/D,
therefore 1/A ≥ D/C. Using this and replacing the max operation in Λ(3s)(A,B, s) by its 2nd
argument, we have
Λ(3s)(A,B, s) ≥
√
2
A
(1 +
√
κ)2
λ3s
(λs − λs+1)3 =
√
2
A
(
√
κ+ 1)2
1
(1− λ)3
>
s3
√
2
A
(√
κ+ 1
)2(√
κ− 1)3 ≥ s3√2
C/D
(κ− 1)2(√κ− 1),
where, in the 2nd line, we used a variant of Bernoulli’s inequality [164] to lower bound 1/(1− λ)3
as3
γ =
√
κ− 1 ≥ 0⇒ λ =
(√
κ− 1√
κ+ 1
) 1
2s
=
(
1 +
2
γ
)−1
2s
> 1− 1
sγ
λ<1
=⇒ 1
(1− λ)3 >
(
sγ
)3
.
3For α < 0, t ≥ 0, t 6= 1, we have tα − 1 > α(t− 1). For proof, see p. 28 of [164].
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Appendix E
Proof of Proposition 15 in Chapter 9
To prove that the necessary length condition in Proposition 15 is generically necessary for PI, let
us first assume that the condition is violated, i.e., mv < mNv (C,D,mh).
1 This implies that the
necessary-length condition in (9.29) does not hold. The idea is to show that (almost surely) there
exists an integer 0 6 p 6 D−1 such that ρ(`,p) /∈ R(Hp), which according to (9.31) would imply that
PI is infeasible, hence proving the proposition. The aforementioned range condition is equivalent
to having the augmented matrix A˜p =
[
Hp, ρ(`,p)
]
be full column rank. To prove this “generic full
rank-ness,” we choose an algebraic approach by employing Theorem 1 in Chapter 7.
To proceed with the proof, we apply Theorem 1 with A(u) = A˜p and u = vec
{
[h1, . . . , hC ]
}
. It
is easy to see that the entries of A˜p are polynomials of order zero or one in u. Hence, based on
the theorem, if we find a particular set of analysis filters {hi}Ci=1 such that the corresponding A˜p
matrix has full column rank, then it will be generically full column rank, which in turn proves the
proposition. Accomplishing this is equivalent to constructing a sampling-domain analysis polyphase
matrix Hp (for some p) such that: (a) ρ(`,p) is linearly independent of all columns of Hp; (b) Hp
has full column rank.
Up to this point, the proof is almost identical to that of its PR counterpart, i.e., Proposition 5
in Chapter 7, with the exception that the right-hand side vector in the PR condition (7.7), i.e.,
δκ(p,n0) is replaced with ρ(`,p) in (9.31).
The rest of the proof for Proposition 5 is completed by proposing a “construction algorithm”
(Algorithm 2 in Chapter 7) for building Hp such that A´p =
[
Hp, δκ(p,n0)
]
is full column rank,
for some p.2 For matters of brevity, in the following, we will only point out the differences in the
construction algorithm of a full column rank A˜p =
[
Hp, ρ(`,p)
]
. Clearly, it suffices to address the
issues caused by the difference in structure of ρ(`,p) versus δκ(p,n0).
1Clearly, the rest of the proof applies to the case where mNv (C,D,mh) > 1 since otherwise the proposition is
trivial.
2Specifically, the construction algorithm in the proof of Proposition 5 works for any p = p◦ that satisfies mv;p◦ =
bmv/Dc. Such p = p◦, 0 ≤ p◦ ≤ D − 1, is guaranteed to exist — given the assumptions in the theorem.
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Given the proof assumption, i.e., mv < mNv (C,D,mh), the construction algorithm has the fol-
lowing properties:
(i) It can be shown that the algorithm works for any right-hand side vector kp, i.e., constructs
a full rank
[
Hp, kp
]
matrix, as long as the vector kp has a single nonzero element.
(ii) The output of the algorithm corresponds to assigning hi[n] = δ[n−ni], i = 1, . . . , C, for some
integers {ni}, except for at most one channel with index c∗p, for which hc∗p [n] = δ[n− nc∗p;1] +
δ[n− nc∗p;2].
Considering that ρ(`,p) = Z−1
{
z−m0PT` (z)δp(D)
}
, as given in (9.31), it is follows that the ele-
ments of ρ(`,p) are a permuted version of the filter taps of h`, the `-th analysis filter. Therefore,
based on property (i) above, the algorithm should work for ρ(`,p) unless ` = c∗p. But, all we need is
to have one p◦ ∈
{
0, . . . , D − 1} for which the algorithm works. From the structure of P`(z) given
in (9.8), it is easy to see that there always exists a p◦ such that ` 6= c∗p. This implies that there
exists a p◦ ∈
{
0, . . . , D − 1} for which the construction algorithm would result in a full column
rank A˜p =
[
Hp, ρ(`,p)
]
. Based on Theorem 1, this proves that A˜p is generically full column rank,
which as explained at the beginning, implies that the PI condition does not hold (w.p.1) given the
proof assumption, i.e., mv < mNv (C,D,mh).
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